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A Wonderful New 
~eries of P.M. Valves 
Just consider the amazing efficiency of 
a valve with all the advantages of the 
wonderful P.M. filament and the added 
economt of only ·075 amp. filament 
consumption. 
You will r ealise what an effective improve
mcnt in radio valves this new P.M. Series 
mcans-·075 filament current, fewer accu
mulator recbargings, the same copious 
emission, strength and leogthoflifeof the 
P.M. 6Jament, every P.M. advantage for 
a running cost now considerably reduced. 
The new P.M. "07 5 Master Valns will get more 
out of your set and in their great durability 
prove the moSt economical valves you can buy. 

Mullard 
THE·MASTER · VALVE 
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TWO TYPES 
FOR 4 VOLTS 
AND 6 VOLTS 

THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO. LTD., MULLARD HOUSE. DENMARK STREET. LONDON. W.C.2 
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. The man who installs a Mareoniphone All-:Power 
Unit secures freedom from m~intena:nce worries. 
His receiver will operate direct from the m9-ins. 
There will be no accumulator to be charged, no 
H.T. Batteries to be renewed, H.T. and L.T. are 
controlled ·by the turn. of a simple switch. · Such 
is the si~pliclty o~ a receiver equipped with a 
MarconiphoneAll-i>owerUniL E<;onpmy; too; is 
another strong point. Ru:rnring c6sts ai~e, many, 
many time.s.' less· -.tll.~n: those of an accumulator
battery installati~n. · · , 
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ALL-POWERUNIT MODELA.C.l 
for Alternating Current Mains. 

For use with receivers employing from 1 to 4 
Marconi K.L.I valves. Provide• H.T., L.T. and 
grid bias. H.T. Current is rectified by Marconi U.s 
valve. Output at Joo-uo volts, approx. 20 m.a. 

Two models are available:' · 

B927 for Ioo-125 volts. Bg28 for 200-250 volts. 
'Price, includin,g U.s valve and royalty • £9•7•S 

ALL-POWER UNIT MODEL D. C. I 
for Direct Current Mains. 

For use with Marconi 'I amp. valves. Provides all 
necessary voltages, and provision is made for five 
values of grid bias. Output at 120 volts, approx . 

20 m.a. 
Two models are available: 

B929 for roo-125 volts. B930 for 200-250 volts. 
Price £6 .. 10 .. 0 

Full particulars fi'om your dealer or smd for 
descriptive leaflet. 

WARCOHIPHONE· 
ALL-POWER UNIT~S 
THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY, LIMITED,· 

AND. REDUe.ED 
Head Office: 21o-212, Tottenham Court Road, W.J 
Registered Office: Marconi House, Strand, ~.C.s~ 

" 

··:.. 
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;;;~ 
enlirefg off 
E.L.Niains 

. The illustration shows the new Met-Vick5 
with the eliminators contained in the side 
cupboards. It can be plugged into a 
lighting circuit just like any other Electric 
appliance. If used with H.T. and L.T. 
batteries these can be accommodated in 
the cupboards. The circuit employs two 
phase-balanced and stabilized H.F. stages 
before the detector, and two resistance 
coupled L.F. stages. 

October, I 927 

·Battery 
~ . 1m1nators Operation is extremely simple, the local station 

can be easily cut out and a wide range of 
alternative programmes obtained. Met-Vick Battery Eliminators are supplied in two models, one 
Special attention has been paid to running costs for providing filament current and the other for anode and grid 
which are remarkably low. currents, by plugging in on electric light mains. The If. T.-G.B. 
The Met-Vick 5 is a really beautiful instrument and ~.\Iudel provides a high voltage (tip to 250 V.) for the last valve 
while a distinct advance on any 1926 model it still~ (ensuring a large volume without distortion). It is fitted with 
remains at a reasonable price. Obtain a switch, a protective fuse and a distributor panel enabling it to 
4117/9 for complete range of prices. be used on various supply voltages of 40-100 periods. Grid Bias 

SEE THEM AT THE EXHIBITION 

tappings at 5, 10, 15 and 20 volts. 
The smoothing system is of exceptional efficiency. The elimin• 
a tor can therefore be used successfully with multi-valve and the 
most sensitive sets even 'in districts where .there are considerable 
irregularities in the electrical--supply. 
The L.T. :\lode! gives an output of 5 ~mperes at 4 volts and a 
potentiometer ensures complete absence of hum. Obtain 
copy of List 7117/8. 

MET~·VICK 
(COSMOS) 

METRO, VICK SUPPLIES LIMITED 
(Proprietors: Metropolitan·Vickers Elec. Co. Ltd.) 

155 Charing Cross Road " LONDON, W.C. 2 
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tatic-Non-Parasitic) 

Coils 
A CLEVER SOLUTION OF A 

DIFFICULT PROBLEM. 
Patc11lS pending. 

Designed to overcome· in a simple 
manner the three difficulties associa
ted with high frequency amplification 
namely : Magnetic coupling between 
coils,Stabilisation,and Parasitic Oscill
ation. The first named is prevented by 
Astatic winding, ob_viating tlie necessity for 
metal screens with their disadvantages, the 
second is obtained by centre and quarter· 
tappings- accommod_ating valves o( .various 
impedances, and the third is avoided by bal· 
anced self-damping windings, thus dispensing 
with the expensive double condenser and 

· resistance method previously used. 

List 4117/8 gives full details and prices. 

Resistance Coupling Units 
Thousands of radio enthusiasts are loud in their praises of" Cosmos" (Met• Vick) 
Resistance Coupling Units. LF. stages coupled by means of these Units result in 
clear Loud Speaker reproduction without distortion. The 'V' type unit can now be 
supplied fitted with the new 'Met-Vick' A.C. Valve Socket for use when building a 
set for working off the E.L. mains. The A.C. Valve-socket is also supplied separ• 
'!tely for panel or baseboard mounting. Ubtniu List 7117/8 jo1• full details and pl'ices. 

ME·T ~ VICK 
(COSMOS) 

METRO- VICK SUPPLIES LIMITED 
(Proprietors: 11ctropo1itan-Vickers Elec, Co. Ltd.) 

155 Charing Cross Road, LONDON, W.C 2 

SEE THEM AT THE EXHIBITION . . STANDS Nos. 155-156 
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No 
"lost chot·ds" 

with · 
Cossor Vatves 
YOU can "t cxpcet good mu~ic unle;;s YQll 

use goorl valw~. You mu~t han· valves . 
capable of l"I'(Wothicing the suhllc hcau~ of 

tlie low tones t'(Jually·as well as the delieale 
high note~. Whcrner you go you"H h"ear e::~o;.;~or 

Valves rrferred to will1 admiration. ;\ln;.;ic 
lover,.; J·cadily acktfowledgc that no valves ean 
compare with them for faithful and (J•ue-lo·life 

l"t'[lrodudion of Radio music. Be fair to ymu·-
sdf-and to your Receiv"er. Use Cossor \ ah cs 
and you"ll hear Radio music ·that will thrill you 

through and through. Sucli exquisite purity ami 
such glorious v·olume that no wonder the 
Cossor Valve is called "The Melody l\Jaker." 

3J'1 
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The Radio Exhibition-The Opening of 5 G B-Battery Eliminators. 
By the EDITOR. 

T HIS year's wireless exhibition at Olympia again 
demonstrates the rapid progress made in the 
short space of twelve months. Compared with the 

last year's exhibition the critic will notice at Olympia 
conspicuous signs o[ all-round improvement in manufac
turing design-evidence that the modern amateur de
mands the highest quality apparatus-and a most satis
factory tendency in the clirection of lower prices. 

O UR Wi~eless Exhibition, which undo~b~edly marks the 
openmg of what may be called the· wrreless season," 
comes on the heels this year of several interesting 

developments in Britisl1 radio-the opening of 5 G B. 
the inauguration of the short-waYe Empire broadcasting 
experiments of Mr. Marcuse, the reduction in the price 
of valves and components. 

T HE radio barometer, in fact, is set at" fair," and looks 
like continuing to rise, with every indication 
of a prosperous season for_ the trade and another 

year of interesting progress and development for the 
amateur. During the first. ten days this special number 
is on sale thousands of our reaners will visit the exhibition. 
We can assure them they will be welcome at the stalls 
of the Amalgamated Press, Ltd., where tllis jomnal anrl 
its contemporaries, the " Wireless Constructor •·· and 
"Popular Wireless," will he on sale. 

Reception of 5 G B 

W ITH the opening of 5GB listeners over a rarlius of 
about lOO miles now have the choice of alternat.iYe 
programmes. 

When 5 X X, the original Daventry, is broadcasting 
a " serious " programme 5 G B will send out something 
lighter, and vice versa. In some cases listeners with 
crystal sets able to hear 2 IJ 0 will have the choice of three 
programmes. 

Reports of the reception of 5GB indicate that at 
Birmingham, where the B.B.C. station ha,q been closed 
down, reception is very good ; at Manchester, to crystal 
users the reception is poor and not so goorl as the 
reception from 5 X X ; at W akefield reception generally 
is at practically the same strength as that of 5 X X ; 
at Donca.ster 5 G B clearly heard, but compared with 
5 X X the volume not nearly so good ; at Cardiff, recep
tion fair ; at Tun bridge Wells, reception excellent ; 
at Bristol, 5 G B a little stronger and clearer than 5 X X ; 
at Portsmouth, sat.isfactory reception; at Bohrnemouth, 
reception very good. 

~17 

B ATTERY eliminator~ are arouiling Yery great intere-;~ 
this year and, judging by the correspondence 
received from our readers, most of them are inter

ested in the construction of H.T. and L.T. eliminator unit~. 
" The Times." in a recent artiele. made some inter

esting comments on this phase of radio dewlopment, an•l 
pointed out that the elimination of batterie~ b by no 
means an easv business in this countrv. since there ·is at 
present no st~ndardi<;e1l form of curre~t supply from th 
lighting mains. In one district the current mav Le 
direct ; in another alternating-. Where direct cu~rer;t 
is supplied the voltage may be anything between }ild 

and 250. In places where altl•rnating current i" Rupplic<l 
not only the voltages but also the frequencie~ diff.~r 
widely. The~e difficultie~ will disappear under tl:e 
standardisation scheme containPd in the Eleetricity 
(Supply) Act; but as matter~ are the;: put great di•"
cnltie.<; in the way of d ~.,:gnl'r-; of rect-i\·iug ~et.; intend~..! 
to work directly off the main . .;. 

Awaiting Standardisation 

D ESPITE the pre:.;ent chtF)tic Rblte of affair-., h1wr
ever, a great deal of progre,;5 ha' Leen mad·•. 
There are two R_\'Rtem.; to-day which appear to 

haye great possibilities. In the first, vah'e'< of standard 
pattern are used in conjnnetion with converters or recti
fiers which deliver current ~mootlH.:d. filterecl. and at 
pressures suitable for wireless purpo~e~. The :-:;ecowl, 
which is applicable only to alternating-c-urrent suppli,, ', 
makes use of special valves in which the filament i;; 
replaced by a cathode brought, Ly a heating device, to 
a temperature favourable for the emis.;ion of electrom. 
The cathode-heating current is obtainable from the mains 
simply by the use of a transformer ; for plate current a 
rectifying device is necessary. 

E XCELLENT results in ordinary broadcast reception 
are obtainable by either method. Yalves have 
also been designed experimentally to work directly 

from the mains without intermediat~ transformers, but 
at present their use would appear to be forbidden by the 
Board of Trade regulations. 

While we are still ·awaiting standardi.;ation in the 
matter of supply from the mains, " The Times '' cor
respondent added, the most satisfactory method of 
obtaining the current required for the operdtion of wire
less sets was probably to use accumulator batteries and to 
employ what is known as a trickle charger, a device which 
if' likely to become very widely used in the near future. 
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! AN AUXILIARY AERIAL i 
® ® 
® " There are few houses in which an indoor aerial cannot be ® 
@ ® 
® erected quite easily and at trifling cost." g 

~ By HUMPHREY PURCELL. ~ 
~@@i[NifP®®®®ii'P®®®®:Sdi!B®®\!B®®®riJJ®-fJN'S_&©:fB:[-Scfli®<$:[JV3fB,$03[ScW~)J~ 

M OST of us, I suppose, use an 
aerial which is as illgh and 
as long as we ean manage, 

having regard to the limitations of 
our post-office licence, the extent of 
our back gardens, and the size of the 
tree or mast which holds up the far 
end. This is quite the best plan to 
adopt for listening to the local 
station or to Daventry. But as 
even the best of back-garden aerials 
is imperfect there is always a 
possibility that for certain work a 
smaller and simpler aerial might 

much lower and shorter than a 
standard aerial, will often give better 
results than its big brother on the 
short waves. On the broadcast band 
it will probably make for selectivity, 
and volume may not be seriously 
affected. For Daventry (5XX) the big . 
aerial will be best. 

A Useful Stand-by 
Apart from other advantages-, it is 

quite a good plan to have a second 
aerial as a stand-by, particularly if it 
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can be erected so that it does not 
run in the same .directron as the main 
aerial. Accidents happen to even 
the best aerials in stormy weather, 
and usually at a time when a quick 
repair is impossible. A weak halyard 
is much more likely to break on a wet 
or snowy evening, and just before the 
commencement of a particularly 
attractive programme, than at a more 
convenient time. If no second aerial 
is available the programme must be 
missed, whereas a spare length of 
wire stretched across the loft would 
meet the difficulty. 

When interference is bad, too, 
whether from atmospherics or con
scienceless neighbours, the small aerial 
may be found better than the big one. 
At any rate, it is worth trying. 

For the short waves it is quite 
likely that best results will be obtained 
without an earth eonnection at all. 

function equally well-or even better. ::===:::::;:::::===========================================:s 
There are few houses in which an 

indoor aerial cannot be erected quite 
easily, and at a trifling cost. One or 
two lengths of wire strung across the 
loft, or along an upstairs passage or 
attic, will do. Almost any kind of 
wire may be used-even bell wire or 
D.C.C.-but rubber-covered flex, or 
" Electron" wire, or frame-aerial wire, 
will probably be found the most 
convenient. There is no need to use 
porcelain or ebonite insulators ; the 
ends of the wire may be tethered by 
tying short lengths of string to the 
wire and looping these round nails or 
RJUall hooks driven into the rafters 
or wal~s. As the aerial will always 
be dry, string is quite a safe insulator. 

May Be Better 
The lead-in from. the aerial to tW 

set should be of insulated wire, but 
provided it takes a reasonably direct 
route, it may touch the woodwork and 
the inside walls of the house, and 
may even be tacked to the skirting 
_board of the staircase, or along a 
picture rail. The lead-in, and the 
aerial itself, should, however, be kept a;; 
far away as possible from water tanks 
and pipes and gas pipes, and should not 
run close to or parallel with electric 
lighting wires. It is better, too, not 
to let the wires come too close to the 
roof, or to outside walls, which may 
become damp in wet weather. 

The leall-in may, if desired, be kept 
coiled away in some inconspicuous 
place except when it is actually in 
ui:\e, and may then be stretched to the 

. point where it is wanted by 
loops of string. 

A makeshift aerial of tl1is kind, 

./ .. 

Mr. Gerald Marcuse, the transmitting amateur whose Empire l?roadcasts have met with 
early success, can be seert in the above photo standing at the door of his power-house. 

The transmitter-room is on the right. 
318 
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FRAXKLY, thi;; it; a ;;et for the fairly 
advanced constructor, with 
some previous experience of 

multi-valve sets, and preferably sets 
with H.F. amplification. It is not 
advised as a first attempt in valve-set 
construction, not because there is any
thing particularly tricky in its opera
tion, but simply because the whole 
design has been worked out to include 
special devices which are onl.v likel~· 
to appeal tothe experienced operator. 
Further, this is emphatically a set in 
which it is imperative to make a 
conscientieus copy of the original 
design, and this calls for a certain 
aniount of experience in construc
tional \\·ork 

This preamble is not iritended as a 
warning that the set is a tricky or · 
crit~citl one, but simply to make it 
quite clear at the beginning that it 
has been d~signed specially for the 
constructor with a certain amount of 

·r experience, who wants a set of only a 
moderate nmnber of valves, but with 
a niry high performance in point of 
distance-getting and quality of repro
duction. 

It is, moreover, a receiver incor
porating such special features as a 
fieldless-coil wave-trap and a separate 
calibration circuit, and other details 
particularly intended for the con
structor who has tried sewral sets and 
feels that the time has now come to 
build one containing sufficient refine
ments to satisfy him for some time to 
come. To any reader in this position 
it is very confidently recommended, 
since its special features are such that 
it is not likely to be found seriously 
out of date for some considerable 
time to come. 
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:Jk "SUPE~
SCREEN''FOUR, 

A very /ine receiver, embodying the latest improvements 
in valve design. A turn of the dials brings in literally 
dozens of stations, at full loud-speaker strength. The 
quality is excellent, and though it is not a set that the 
novice could build successfully, it is extremely easy to 

handle when completed. 

Designed and described by 
G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc. 

The ba.,ic feature of the set i.s the 
use of a single H.F. stage employing 
one of the ne\1· screened-grid YalYes 
(the Marconi and Osram 8.625), this 
H.F. stage being wr~· carefull_~
sci'eened and arranged to reduce 
feed- back between plate and !!rid 
circuit~ to extremely s1nalllimit~. ~(' 

b,-ing been decided upon in view of 
the fact that the set is essentially one 
for long-distance reception. Th~re i,q 
a certain theoretical loss of quality of 
reproduction consequent upon both 
these features, but it is extremely 
slight so long as reaction is not 
n bused. and requires a ver:· critical 

Note carefully the method of mounting the H.F. valve and the screening plate between the 
· tuning condensers. 

neutralising scheme is necessary with 
this Yalve, of course, and a sufficient 
degree of stability is given to permit 
wry high amplification to be obtained 
when proper precautions are taken. 

Following the H.F. stage is a grid
condenser rectifier with capacity
eontroiied reaction, the8e two features 

3t9 

ear indeed to detect it. As a matter of 
fact, the faithfulness of reproduction 
of this set is yery good, largely as a 
result, no doubt, of the fact that it 
giws a great deal of genuine H.F. 
amplification, so that very little 
reaction is required for any except the· 
weakest and most distant stationB. 
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Following the detector are two L.F. 
stages of quite a standard type, the 
first coupling being of the resistance
capacity variety, and the second a 
transformer of one of the latest type."i, 
giving reasonably even amplification 
over the main range of musical 
frequencies. The usual device of a 
quarter-megohm leak in series with 
the grid lead of the first L.F. valve is 
provided to safeguard against troubles 

due to the passage of H.F. currents 
into the L.F. circuits. No output 
filter is provided for the loud speaker, 
since it was considered very probable 
that manv constructors of this set 
will have ~uch a filter already in their 
possession in the form of a separate 
unit. It is, of course, very desirable 
that such a filter should be used, but 
it should be pointed out that many 
experimenters have apparently not 

yet realised the great importance of 
using an output choke of really low 
D.C. resistance. This should be of the 
order of a few hundred ohms only 
when a modern power or super-power 
valve of fairly low impedance is used, 
and this usually means a choke of 
about 20 henries inductance. 

If you use a large inductance choke, 
such as the intervalve-coupling type, 
its ohmic resistance is like!~- to be so 

high that there will be a large voltage 
drop across it when used with a low
impedance valve. so that only part of 
the available H. T. will be actuallv 
applied to the plate of the nlw. · 

Turning now to the actual details 
of the circuit, it will be seen that an 
inductively coupled aerial arrange
ment is used, a pair of plug-in coils 
heing placed in fixed .~ockets side by 
side to form the nec'eRsllr:--· primary 

MoDERN WIRELESS 

and secondary. The quality of these 
coils is very important, for it is obvi
ous that the higher the amplification 
of the set which follows the greater 
the difference in results which will 
be produced by good coils as compared 
with indifferent ones. lt is vital to 
use really good ones, such as the Lew
cos, Gambrell, or Lissen, to mention 
only three of the makes of satisfactory 
quality. 

The wave-trap which ha'l been men
tioned will also be observed in the aerial 
circuit. It is of the inductively coupled 
type, and in order that it migllt be 
incorporated in the set without serious 
risk of interaction with the tuning 
circuits a fieldless type of coil was 
used. This is one of the newly 
introducedLewcos binocular aerial coils 
(B.A.C.5), and it is mounted in the 
usual six-pin socket on the baseboard. 

The standard screening box can be obtained from several firms with the special valve holder ready mounted. 
321 
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The secondary of this coil forms the 
trap circuit, and is tuned by one of 
the" screw-down" type of baseboard
mounting variable condensers, known 
as a "Formo-densor." The capacity 
of this will depend upon the wave
length of the local station. For 2 L 0 
and all stations of longer wave-length 
the maximum capacity should be 
·0005 mfd , but for stations of lower 
wave-length a ·0003 is preferable. 
It will be seen that two sockets are 
provided at the upper left-hand corner 

The secondary of the aerial coupling 
arrangement is tuned by a ·0005 con
denser, and the grid and filament of 
the H.F. valve are connected across 
this circuit, a grid condenser and leak 
being interposed for the purpose of 
applying a negative bias to the grid. 
There are other methods available 
for applying this bias, but this one is 
convenient and will, moreover, be the 
natural method to adopt when bias
ing one of these valves in a second 
H.F. stage with tuned-anode coupling. 

A plan View the·m.os1: critical part of the set. A faithful copy is essential to success. 

~-
of the panel, and. a plug on the end of 
the aerial lead is inserted in one or 
other of these to bfing the trap into 
use o.r cut it out of circuit when not 
requi.red. From the socket which 
brings the trap into circuit a flex 
lead runs to the base of the binocular 
coil, and this. is to be connected 
either to terminal 3 .or to terminal 4, 
according to the size of the coupling 
winding required to suit the particular 
case. · 

. ti~i 

It therefore seems desirable to 
adopt it as a ·standar:d method, 
especially since it also provides a 
means of applying damping to the 
grid circuit if desired for any special 
reason. In such a case, all that need 
be done is to reduce the resistance of 
the grid leak, but,. this point will not 
.be dealt with in detail here, since 
it will not arise with this set in its 
norm.al application!)-. 

The output circuit of the valve is a 

24. 
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plain tnnecl anode with reaction from 
the detector valve, the tuned anode 
system being the normal one to use 
with this valve. It is important with 
this valve to ohtain a really high 
impedance in the ano(Ie circuit, and 
this means that a coil of fairly low 
H.F. resistance must be used. 

The connections of the six-pin base 
inside the screening box (this carries 
the coil in question) arc so arranged 
that a standard split-primary trans
former can be used here, when the 
secondary becomes the tuned-anode 
winding and the reaction winding is 
used in the normal fashion, the prim
ary and neutralising windings being 
left free, To ohtain the full results, 
however, a special coilmuRt be used, 
and this is wound upon a 3-in. dia
meter former (the" Colvern "Feather
weight type). 

The Special Coil 

The anode winding contains 60 
turns of No. 24 D.C.C. wire, the end 
nearest the base being connected to 
pin No. 2 and the other to pin No. 1. 
The reaction winding is in the same 
direction, and consists of 30 turns of 
No. 34 D.S.C., placed at the lower end 
of the former, i.e. nearest to the base. 
The end closest to the beginning of 
the anode winding is joined to the 
same pin, i.e. to ~o. :2, and ihe 
other end to No. 6. The coil can, 
of course, be bought ready wound, 
if desired. 

The calibration circuit, perhaps, 
calls for a little expla nn tion, since 
some readers m a v not he familiar 
with this device. • 

It is simply a wavemeter arrange
ment of the absorption tn1e, which 
consists of a tuned circuit coupled 
fairly lightly to one of the receiving 
rircuits. In use it will be found that 
when this circuit is tuned to the wave
length being received the sign,als will 
suddenly die down to (1uite weak 

-
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:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::m::::::: •• •• .. .. 
::STATIONS IDENTIFIED IN ONE U :t TEST. :: 
·~ .. :: All at Full Loud-Speaker Strength. :: 
:: Tuned :: 
:: Station Anode :: 
:: Condenser :: •• • •• :: Mumeh 98 :: 
:: Langenberg 83 :: 
:: Barcelona . . 80 :: 
:: Rome .. .. 78 :: 
:: Bilbao 75·7 :: 
:: Frederikstad 75 :: 
:: Frankfurt . . 73 :: 
:: Berne . . 69 •: 
::Glasgow 67·5 1: 
::Salamanca 67·2 :: 
:: Cork . . 66·5 :: 
:: Hamburg 65·5 :: 
:: Radio-Toulouse 64·5 :: 
:: Manchester . . 62·7 :: 
:: Stuttgart . . 62 :: 
•• Madrid EAJ7 61 •• 
:: Leipzig 58·5 :: ii Carditr . . 54·2 U 
::Barcelona EAJ1 53·5 :: 
::Naples . . 51 :: 
:: Koenigsberg 50 :: 
:: Bournemouth 49 :: 
:: Breslau . . 48 :: 
:: New~tle 47 :: 
:: Madnd 46 :: 
:: Belfast 44 :: 
:: Hanover . . 43 :: 
tt Radio-Lyo~ 40 tt 
:: San Sebastian 38 :: 
::Stoke-on-Trent 38 :: 
:: Dortmund . . 31·5 :: 
:: Danzig 29·5 :: 
:: Muenster 26 U 
U CONDITIONS OF TEST : Aerial : U 
:: 100 feet of wire total, 15 ft. high at :: 
:: free enll, 12 ft. at downlead end, con- :: 
:: siderably screened. :: 
:t V.alves : Detector, D.E.8H.F. U 
U First L.F., D.E.L.610. Second L.F., tt 
U D.E.5A, stentor 6, . L.S.5A, etc. tt 
:: Coils, Lewcos. U •• •• •• • • ....................................... ...................................... 
strength, and may· even vanish al
tQgether, reappearing quite sharply 
as the wave-meter circuit is detuned 
either side of the absorption-point. 

Constant Calibration 
We are thus provided with a very 

useful calibration circuit actually in 
the set, and one, moreover, which 
maintains its calibration independ
ently of changes of valves, reaction 
adjustment, etc. The detail& of the 
use of this meter circuit will be dealt 
with later in considering the operation 
of the set as a whole, but it may be 
mentioned that it can also be used as 
a wave-trap to assist in separating 
two distant stations which may be 
intedering with each other. 

The upper of the two on-off switches 
on the panel is wired in series with the 
meter circuit so that it can be broken 
when not required, lest puzzling 
effects be noticed as a result of this 
circuit being inadvertently left tuned 
to some station for which search is 
being made. 

(Continued on page 427.) 
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·······················t••$t• .. ····················· .. ··················•········· ::····················· .. . ................................................... :: 
ii COMPONENTS AND MATERIALS. U 
•• •• :: 1 panel 24 in. x 8 in. (Any good 1 250,000-ohm anode. resistance and :: 
:: branded ebonite. Original panel base (Dubilier, R. I & Varley, etc.). :; 
:: was a "Radion" one). 2 fixed resistors and sockets (Burn- t; 
:: 1 cabinet to suit, and baseboard 10 dept). :: 
:: inches deep. 3 2-:neg. grid leaks (Lissen, Dubilier, :: 
:: 3 ·0005-mfd. variable condensers Mullard, etc.). :: 
:: (square-'aw or S.L.F. of any good 1 ·25 meg. ditto. :: 
:: make which does not project more 2 grid-leak holders. :: 
:: than three inches behind the panel. 1 ·0002-mfd. grid condenser with :: 
:: Original were J.B. square-law type). clips for leak, one to be of the :: 
t: 3 vernier dials of any good make. insulating type (Dubilier or Lissen :: 
:: (Those seen on the set are the with " Combinator," etc.). :: 
:: .Ormond D.I. type). 1 ·001-mfd. fixed condenser with clips :: 
:: 2 6-pin coil bases (Lewcos, Collinson, exactly as above. :: 
:: Peto-Scott, etc.). 1 ·01-mfd. mica fixed condenser :: 
:: 2 board-mounting single coil sockets (Dubilier, T.C.C., etc.). :: 
•• (L. & }t., Peto-Scott, McMichael, etc.). 1. ·0005-:nfd. fixed condenser (Lissen, :: !: 2 on-olf switches (Lissen, Igranic, Dubllier, etc.). Fairly low ratio. :: 
:: · L. & P., Lotus, etc.): · · 1 ditto of an " edgewise" type such :: 
:: 3 sprung valve holders (Lotus, Ben~ . as the Dubiller 620. :: 
•• jamin, Magnum, Burnd11pt, etc.). . 1 H.F. ahoke (R.I. & Varley, Lissen, .. 
:: 1 standard screening box with hole MeMichael, Bowyer-Lowe, etc.). U • 
tt cut for s~ial valve bolder. Mo~t 1 L.F. transformerofgoodmake(R.J.- n H flrms will supply this box ready cut. Varley, Marconiphone, Ferranti, :: 
•• (Burne-Jones, Bowyer-Lowe, 'Peto- etc., etc.). Fairly lnw ratio. -
•••. SttEf t) 1flhl bulb dbld :t •• eo , esca, !l c.. as amp an o er. _ 
:: 1 special holder for 8.625 .valve. ~ " Featherweight " 6-pln former :: 
:: 2 ·2-mfd. Mansbridgil condensers (Collinson Precision Screw Co.). :: 
:: (Dubilier,T.C.C.,Lissen,Mullard,etc.) 9 terminals and 1 terminal strip. :: 
:: 2 2-mfd. ditto. 1 Formo-denser (Arthur Preen & Co., :: 
:: 2 blSeboard-type rheostats (Lissen, , Ltd; See text for capaeity). :: 
:: Igranic, etc.). . 1 binocular aerial coil (Lewcos). :t 
•• 1 .0001 midget reaction condenser 2 sockets and 1 plug (" Eelex " 1• •• 

:: (Pete-seott). 1 piece ebonite tube 2 in. x 3 in. U 
::. .... . ................... ~ ................................................ :: ... : .•.• ::: ..................................... *································· 

The L.F. side of the set is of a straightfqrward standard type. Fixed resistors are pro
vided for the L.F. valves, and rheostats for the H.F. and detector. 
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~ RADIO THIS SEASON ~ 
~ By the Editor of "Popular Wireless " and "Modern Wirele:;s." ~ 
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T HE wireless exhibition has come 
to be regarded as the official 
event marking the opening of 

the wireless season. Amateurs from 
all parts of the country, who have re
turned from their holidays, cleaned up 
sulphated accmnulators, and removed 
the cobwebs from their radio gear, 
begin to sit up and take notice-the 
lure of Olympm has its desired effect. 

• This year interest has been acut~ly 
stimulat,lld, just prior to the opcnmg 
of the exhibition, in several phases of 
wirclcs;; work-and from this interest 
it is . not. unsafe to deduce the fact 
that short-wave receivers will enjoy a 
" boom "thic: winter, while the chance 
for an alternative B.B.C. progTamme 
will Rpur many people, hitherto 
apathetic as regards broadcasting, to 
invest in a receiving outfit. The 
reductions in valve prices and com
ponents will also help to make this 
winter a record one as regards interest 
in radio. 

It is, therefore, all the more regret
table that the B.B.C. should provide 
the one fly in this attractive radio 
ointment. That the fly is there few 
can deny, when they carefully con
sider the question of Empire broad
casting. 

B. B. C. Should " Get Busy" 
There is a widespread desire that the 

B.B.C. should proceed without delay 
in the erection of a short-wave broad
casting btation, to enable Dominion 
listeners to hear direct from the Old 
Country. 

Australia has already "got busy," 
but as these words are written only 
rather vague promiseB have emanated 
from No. 2, Savoy Hill. 

This desire har1 been thwarted by 
the B.B.C. for, several reasons-all 
of them, on the surface, good ones, 
but which on closer inspection prove 
to be specious and, indeed, extremely 
weak. 

P C J J has, for example, on the 
whole had many striking successes, as 
thousands of reports from listeners 
in ~Jl parts of the world amply 
testify. And although PC J J cannot 
guarantee a regular service, the 

. engineers, and those responsible for 
the technical design and operation 
of the station, have advanced far 
enough to make it possible for the 
station to broadcast with average 
success- greatly to the edification 
and interest of listeners thousands 
of miles away. 2 M B, the Sydney 
short-wave station, has also demon
strated this fact. 

Naturally, interest in British Domi
nions has been aroused, as well as at 
home, and the question, " Why 
hasn't Britain its own short-wave 
broadcasts ~ " has been widely asked. 

And the question has been widely 
answered-but in different ways. 

October, 1927 

policy of making a start) premature 
and unsound, and if adopted likely to 
prove damaging to the Empire. 2MB, 
of Australia, obviously thinks just 
the opposite, and rightly, too. 

Other critics strongly disagree. 
They say, " waiting for technical 
perfection " is a poor excuse, inas
much as man never does attain to 
perfection, and that if the absurdly 
high standard set by the B.B.C. is 
adhered to, it \Yill be a very long 
time before Britain has a short-wave 
broadcasting system in operation 
fulfilling the ideals of the B.B.C . 
engineers. 

Too Much Talk 
Further, this " go slow " policy, if 

carried out in full, will mean that 
other countries will reap the propa
ganda benefit of a short-wave broad
caster, and with PC J J as an 
example, the opinion in the Dominions, 
and in Australia especially, will be 
that we are not particularly keen on 
the idea, despite all the talk on the 
subject. 

The trouble is that the B.B.C. 
is too meticulous ; 1'1obody expects 
"" perfect service, but most people 
expect the B.B.C. to show a little 

The facts arc simple. PC J J, 
2 X A F, K D K A, 2MB (Australia) 
and several other well-known short
wa,-e stations have, during the 
last .few month~, demonstrated the 
fact that short-wave broadcasting, 
although by no means perfect, is 
sufficiently developed to warrant a 
series of broadcasts for the benefit 
of Dominion and colonial listeners. 

Rattle, Rumble, and R<tdio. Talking by wireless from one armoured car to others on 
the move has now been demonstrated successfully. 

The B.B.C.'s answer amounts to 
this : it is waiting for " technical 
perfection," i.e. until it can guaran
tee a regular 24-hour service. ·until 
this is possible it considers short
wave broadcasting proposals for an 
immediate service (however experi
mental, and howeve! important the 
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imagination, initiatiYe, and energy, 
and to subordinate its personal ideas 
to the demands of the public will. 

Captain Eckersley's technical rea
sons for the non-compliance of the 
B.B.C. with public demand, arc, on 
the whole, quite•sound ; but he misses 

:continued on page 422.) 
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BROADCASTING in this country is nearly five years old, 
and each year we haYe had a wireless exhibition, 
while each has brougnt forth its new wonders, but 

this year tops the lot for really good, solid, useful 
advancement in the science of radio reception. 

We have had all sort~ of" wonders" before. but it seems 
that this exhibition will surpass all others for ~heer interest 
and for attractive staging. It is certainly not a show 
confined to the enthusiast or constructor. The average 
man-in-the-street, the ordinarv li~tener. will find much to 
interest him, and even the wbmenfolk have been Ciltered 
for in the provision of a dance-hall in the gt1llery, which, 
by means of speakers, will be provided with music 
from items played by the Royal Air Force String Band, 
which will play in the main hall throughout the whole 
exhibition. 

The lighting schemes han been greatlr improved, 
while a certain amount of power i~ availahle to the 
holders of stalls, so that the exhihits need no longer 
present a " museum " appearance, but Cflll be really 
"live." The only regrettable thing about the show i~ 
that the sets cannot be demonstrated-a quite ohviom 
state-of affairs, however, for a number of loud speakers 
all going together would make a most unearthl;· din. 

The main exhibits of the various firms are hriefiv 
mentioned in the succeeding pages. hut the exhibit of tl{e 
B.B.C. deserves special mention, for thi.> takes the forhl of 
an unusually interesting feature, at one end.of the gallery. 
It is contained on a sort of island, all by itself, and con
sists af a replica of ·the control-room of 2 L 0, and 
miniature mt>dels of the various broadcasting stations 
operated by the British Broadcasting Corporation. Of 
the other exhibits it is difficult to say an};thing without 
saying more than could pos~ibly be squeezed into this 
page, or; i~deed, into inany l)ages. · · · · 

The, new screened, or shi~lded, grid valve will draw 
great crowds, and rigbt}y so, for these constitute one of the 
most interesting and valuable of the recent advances in 
broadcast reception, The valw enables huge improve
ments in H'.F. amplification to take place. and all should 
make a point of baying a close look at it. Other valves 
on show include the various types of dull emitters and 
the special indirectly heated cathode valves for operation 
from A.C. mains. 

And talking about mains, you ought to spend some 
time among the eliminators. These are of all sorts and 
for all kinds of work, L.T., H.T., "Power" (both L.T. 
and H.T. and grid bias) all being well represented on many 
stands, while complete sets using these eliminators and 
either the A. C. valves or valves of the usual types, are very 
much in evidence. New lo.ud speakers there are, while the 
alterl!tions in design of even small components will, in 

MoDERN WIRELEss 
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The National Radio Exhibition holds more of 
interest this year /or the home constructor than 
it has ever done. All readers of "MODERN 
WIRELESS " should make an effort to go to 

Olympia at least once. 

some cases, be of the greatest interest and value to the 
home constructor. And don't forget to have. a look at 
the new standard screening boxes introduced to our 
readers by Mr. G. I' .. Kendall. 

Finally, whatever you do, do not omit to come <tnd 
visit us on Stands 74 and 75. Make that a meeting-point 
for your friends .. The stands are conveniently situated, aB 

you will see by the plan on the next page, and on them you 
will find a great deal to interest you. Many examples of 
receivers, the descriptions of which have been published 
by us and our companion journals, will be in evidence, so 
that you can see how the original receivers. the photo
graphs of which you will have seen. reall.v look. 

The winning destgn 
in the competition 
recently held for a 
poster · advertising 
the Radio Exhibi-

tion. 

The E x h i b i t i o n 
opens on Sept. 24th, 
and will be closed 
on Oct. 1st. All 
who can possibly do 
so should pay at 
least one visit to 

Olympia. 

Such sets as the" J\II.W." Five, the" Spanspace" Four, 
the " Cp.be Screen" Three, and the " Universal" Three, 
will be there for your examination, and all who can po3sibly 
do so should niake a point of scrutinising them. 

The exhibition is easy to reach-the District railway 
runs through trains (to Addison Road), while a number (;f 
'bu~es go direct to Olympia. Anyone will tell you how to 
get there, it is the simplest job in the world, for all 
Londoners know Olympia. So come up from the country, 
the suburbs, from all over the kingdom, and those of you 
who live near bring your friends; and bring them not only 
once but twice and three times. ·The "show" is cl~PCk 
full of interest, and you'll need more than a cursory gl;HlCe 
here and there if you are to take it all in, and it is worth 
while "taking it all in." 
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A summary of the main exhibits to be seen at the National Radio Exhibition. 

AMALGAMATED PRESS, IJTD. 
Stands Nos. 74 and 75. 

All readers should n!ake a point of 
visiting us and examining for them
selves the various original models of 
receivers which are on view. These 
receivers haYe been picked as being 
the most interesting out of the many 
sets, the descriptions of which have 
been published during the past few 
m.onths in MoDERX '"IRELESS, "The 
Wireless Constructor'' and " Popular 
'Wireless." 

One of the " Peerless " receivers made by 
the Bedford Electrical and Radio Co., Ltd. 

ATKINSON C. CRESWICK. 
Stand No. 55. 

On this stand a series of receivers 
is on view, and in many of the sets 
full-size loud speakers are incor
porated. 

THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER AND 
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD. 

Stand No. 260. 
The "Macadie" automatic coil 

winder is an interesting item on this 
Htand. It winds coils of any shape 
from l in. to 5 in. in length and up 

to 4 in. in diameter, with any gauge 
of wire from 1 mil. to 18 mil., at 
Hpeeds up to 6,000 r.p.m. 

Additional exhibits are an improved 
" A vometer," combining amps., volts, 
and ohms in direct reading, and a 

:!.IIIIIIH11111111111111iiiiiiiiiHIIII1111111111111111llllllll111111111'.: 

~ In these pages readers will fb1d § 
:: a brief summary of the main :: 
~ points of interest to be seen at § 
~ the National Radio Exhibition § 
~ which commences on Sept. 24th. ~ 
~ The firms mentioned form the ~ 
~ majority of those exhibiting and ~ 
§ will be found in alphabetical ~ 
~order. ~ 
§ ·There are so many interesting ~ 
§ features that it is impossible to ~ 
§ mention them all in the space :: 
:: at our disposal. § 

~11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111!•~ 
series of inductance coils which are 
claimed to give the lowest distributed 
capacity with the· highest. inductance 
value~. 

An example of the famous " Ekco " 
battery eliminators. 

With a view to inducing visitors to 
.Olympia to test their " Slektun " 
Coils, the manufacturers are willing 
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to sell a limited number at pnce3 
actually below cost, during show 
days only. 

The Climax " mains " receiver. 

BATTERIES LTD. 
Stand 53. 

This firm is showing the famous 
" Nife " batteries, for which an 
extremely long life is claimed; and all 
types and sizes are being exhibited. 
Every battery is claimed to have no 
self-discharge. while the H.T. batteries 
are said to last a lifetime. 

BEDFORD ELECTRICAL AND RADIO CO. 
Stand No. 52. 

The makers of the "Peerless" wire
le::;s components are putting up an 
excellent show at Olympia, and it is 
impossible to mention all the things 
that are to be seen on this stand_ Th~· 
chief exhibits include a series of com
plete sets, available to the public at 
popular prices, which should claim the 
attention of every reader. All sorts 
of components are, of course, on view 
as well. 



·"· 

BELLING & LEE, LTD. 
Stand No. 207. 

A multitude ,of interesting gadgets 
characterises this stand, all types of 
terminals, plugs and sockets, con
nectors, dial indicators, etc., being 

The Dubilier insulating clip in position 
on a grid condenser. 

on view. The principal feature of 
the stand is a new series of terminals 
available to. the public at an ex
ceptionally low figure. 

BENJAMIN ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 
Stand No. 79. 

Valve holders, coil holders, and 
many gf the hundred-and-one little 
components required by the home 
constructor will be found on Stand 
79, in addition to a complete range 
of the well-known Benjamin "Short
Path" receiving valves. 

A five-valver made by " Metro-Vick " 
Supplies, Ltd. It incorporates a battery 
eliminator for both H.T. and L.T. supply. 

SYDNEY S. BIRD & SONS. Stand No. 121. 
The makers of the famous" Cyldon" 

variable condensers have gone one 

!Jetter this year and are exhibiting 
a new series of thumb-drive and 
"Panalong" gang condensers. These 
latter are arranged so that they can 
be mounted at the back of the panel 
with the spindle running parallel with 
the panel in American fashion, the 
control being obtained by means of 
a disc projecting partly through the 
panel. 

BOWYER-LOWE CO., LTD. 
Stand No. 124. · 

Among the many interesting things 
to be seen here are the following new 
components. The "Whiteline" valve 
holder, L.F. transformer and choke, 
vernier dials, screening boxes, etc., 
and a new wavemeter covering from 
150 to 2,000 metres, which will be of 
interest to every experimenter, &nd of 
value to all listeners with · multi
valve receiv~rs. 

An example of the universal Formo gang 
coupling and condensers. 

BRANDES LTD. 
Stand No. 161. 

In addition to the lines which were 
shown last year a new receiver is 
being staged-the "Brandeset" Ilia. 
This season Messrs. Brandes are 
marketing their goods through a new 
authorised dealers' scheme which 
should be of benefit to all purchasers. 

BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD. 
Stand No. 76. 

On this stand a full ranrre of 
ebonite . p£;lels and ebonite c;;mpo
nents may be seen, the various types 
and grades being laid out to form a 
most interesting e:;hibit. 

THE BRinSH RADIO CORPORATION, 
LTD. 

St~nd No. 59. 
Three sets are the main attractions 

on this stand and de~erve careful 
con.sitleration. They consist of a 
Long-Range Five, Long-Range Six, 
and a " Radio Exchange ., f-ct. 

The Long-Range Five-Valve Re
ceiver consists of two high-frequency 
stages with a complete range from 
200 to 2,000 metres. This instru
ment is shown in two forms, one with 
the neutralising method of balancing, 
the other emboding the new method 
of overcoming the inter-electrode 
capacity within the valve itself, 
making neutralisation unnecessary. 
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The Lqng-Range Six-Valve Re
ceiver embodies an entirely new 
screened high-frequency unit, auto
matic in its tuning from 20~ to 2,0•)0 
metres, and embodies the new type of 

The Lamplugh panel-plate tuner unit: 

screened-grid valve which dispenses 
with neutralising of any form, there
by giving full and complete stability 
on all wave-lengths with high-fre
quency magnification hitherto con
sidered impossible. 

The B.R.C. "Radio E~change" em
bodies all the interesting features of 
the B.R.C. six-valver, including the 
new type screened-grid valves men
tioned. A simple switch shows the 
name of the station by an illuminated 
indicator operated similarly to the 
ordinary telephone call-board. 

This photograph shows the reverse side 
of the "Gecophone " cone loud speaker. 

A full range of new and interesting 
components, principally dealing with 
high-frequency amplification, is on 
view, together with high-frequency 
transformers specially suitable for 
the new forms of high-frequency valves 
on the market, such as the screened
grid valYe, etc. 
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IROWtr, S. G., LTD. 
stand No. 122. 

A fully comprehensive display of 
loud speakers is arranged on this 
stand, among which we must mention 

The " Gecophone'' two-coil holder for 
panel or baseboard mounting. 

the new Sphinx speaker, while the 
-new Brown gramophone pick-up is 
sure to create great interest. 

BROWN BROS., LTD. 
Stands Nos. 25 and 26. 

A fascinating display of goods, 
complete sets, and components of all 
types .can be seen here. 

B.S.A. RADIO, LTD. 
Stands Nos. 10 and 64. 

In addition to cornplete sets, speci
mens of valves and components, this 
firm is dieplaying the famous Kone 
loud speakers, which are so popular 
am,mg the British public. 

B.T.-H. CO., LTD. 
Stands Nos. 138 and 139. 

Chief among this firm's exhibits is 
a complete range of receiving valves 
and the RK. loud-speaker equipment. 
Unfortunately, this latter cannot be 

.demonstrated at Olympia, but we 
understand arrangements for the 
public to hear it can be made at 
the stand. In addition, a very com
prehensive collection of components 
is also being staged. 

BURNDEPT WIRELESS, LTD. 
Starul No. 127. 

Chief among the many things to be 
seen on Stand 127 are two-, three-, 

The HTG2 type H.T. accumulator unit 
manufactured by C. A. Vandervell & Co 

four-, and five-valve receivers, the 
famous ''Ethodyne" Super-Het, and a 
special three-valver for the ultra-short 

waves. This latter covers from 12 
to 100 metres, and should be exam
ined by all short-wave enthusiasts. 

BURNE-JONES & CO., LTD. 
Stand No. 123. 

Many fine examples of well-made 
British apparatus are to be seen here, 
all types of components being on 
view, from inductance coils, valve 
holders, etc., to the latest copper 
screening boxes holding complete 
H.F. stages. 

BURTON, C. F. & H. 
Stand No. 37. 

The special featu.re of this exhibit 
is a new patent straight-line cond~nser 
which has a novel friction band brake 
to prevent backlash. Other exhibits 
include various types of variable con
densers, vernier dials, screens and 
bases, plugs and jarks, switches. etc. 

The new shielded-grid valve, the Marconi 
and Osram S. 625. 

CAHILL & CO., LTD. 
Stand No. 101. 

All types of the "Pelican" range of 
receivers are to be seen here, forming 
a most attractive exhibit. 

THE CAMDEN ENGINll:ERING CO., LTD. 
Stand No. 96. 

Die-cast variable condensers of 
the single-, dual- and triple-gang types 
are the chi~f components to be seen, 
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though metal screening boxes, metal 
panels, slow-motion dials, and other 
components are worthy of the atten
tion of the visitor to Stand 96. 

The " Lotus '' remote control relay. 

CARRINGTON MANUfACTURING CO. 
LTD. . 

Stand No. 12. 
A full range of cabinets to suit 

receivers designed and described bv 
the various wireless publications are 
on view, while a new cabinet, the 
"Carlton." is worth the attention of 
all const~uctors. This not only pro
vides accommodation for the w·t. 
batteries, or eliminator, hut ~lso h.1~ 
a compartment ready so that a!lY 
loud speaker unit cm~ be built in·~ 
the cabinet. 

CELESTION RADIO CO. 
Stand No. 157. 

All types of the famous "Celestion" 
loud speaker are to be seen, and it 
will be noticed that the well-known 
" Radiophone " has been replaced by 
the new ClO m(Jdel, which incor
porates several important' improve
ments. Models A2. and A'3 h:ave been 
replaced by one· model, the Cl2, which 
gives greatly improved results. The 
largest loud speaker, C24, is in a class 
by itself, utilising a 24-in. diameter 
diaphragm and a special method of 
balancing. This is certainly a great 
adyance on the other speakers man~
factured hv thi~ firm 

The Ediswan geared variable condenser. 

CHLORIDE ELECTRICAL CO. • 
Stands Nos. 167 and 233. 

The famous makers of the " Exide " 
batteries hav~ on show a full range 



of accumulators of H.T. and L.T. 
types suitable for wireless receivers, in 
addition to batteries designed for 
such applications as public address 
systems, laboratory equipment, tele-

The Peto-Scott double neutralising 
condenser. 

phones, signalling, etc. A wide choice 
of Exide unspillable cells for portable 
sets may also be seen. 

CITY & GENERAL RADIO CO., LTD. 
Stand No. 202. 

The exhibition of sets of parts for 
receivers described by the various 
radio publications is a feature of thiR 
stand, and therefore should be ex
amined by all visitors to Olympia. 

H. CLARKE & CQ., LTD. 
Stand No. 83. 

The makers of the famous "Atlat>" 
components have a new addition to 
their catalogue in the form of a. series 

The " Lewcos " six-pin coil base. 

of H.T. battery eliminators in the com
ponent section, while the demonstra
tion model of the ·" Neutro-four" 

receiver forms an interesting exhibit 
on their stand. This receiver is an 
up-to-date 'four-valve set using a 
neutralised H.F. stage, detector:, and 
2 L.F. amplifiers. 

CLIMAX RADIO CO. 
Stands Nos. 88 and 89. 

Several . new products mark the 
exhibits on this stand as worthv of 
special notice. The most "Out
standing ot these are the H.T. supply 
units. The D.C. model with ten tap
pings is no larger than an ordinary 
valve box, so that it can be easily fitted 
into the cabinet of the receiver, taking 
up less space ·than the average 
120-volt H.T. battery. · 

E. K;. COLE, LTD. 
Stand No. 11. 

Well known for their H.T. battery 
eliminators,. this firm has now pro
ceeded further, and is showing a. 
series of sets for use off the electric
light mains. Worthy of special atten
tion is a compact eliminator for 
D.C. · mains, which measures only 
3in. by 2 in. diameter, and which can 

One of the many types of eliminators 
to be seen at the show. The Metro-Vick 

L. T. supply unit. 

be plugged direct into the elec'tric
light socket, and is capable ·of supply
ing H.T. current, for onc-,'two-, or 
three-valve sets. 

COLONIAL TECHNICAL PRESS, LTD. 
Stand No. 232. 

Upwanls of 60 radio" puhlications 
from all countries are to be seen here, 
so that the enthusiast will find all 
he requires in the way of Wire-
less literature. · 

COSSOR, A.C., LTD .• 
Stands Nos. 86 and 87. 

I~t addition to a full range of the 
famous Cossor receiving valves, this 
enterprising concern is showing a series 
of valves designed for operation direct 
from the A.C. mains. J'hese are 
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worthy of very close attention, as they 
incorporate many interesting and in
genious modifications. 

A popular little L.T. battery is this one 
made by the Oldham Accumulator Co. 

D.A.R., LTD. 
S~d No. 104. 

:Many interesting examples of the 
before-and-after type are to be seen 
at the stand occupied by D.A.R., 
Ltd., who are the well-known makers 
of the new "rejuvenating " fluid fOJ: 
sulphated accumulators. 

BERTRAM DAY & CO. 
Stand No. 51. 

This well-known advertising firm 
is showing numerous specimens of 
advertisements, catalogues, booklets, 
etc., and examples of complete pub
licity campaigns are open for th 
inspection of all. 

DIONOID, LTD. 
Stand No. 107. 

fhe principal exhibits here include 
new designs of L.T. and H.T. bat-

Adjusting the '.' Formo-densor," a com
pact and convenient variable condenser. 

t~ries, the cases of which have been spe
cially constructed to prevent creeping 
of the acid. If required, all batteries 
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ean be fitted with charging indicators 
of the " sink or £Wim " type, so that 

A five-valve portable made by McMichael's. 

the condition of the cells can be 
determined at a glance. 

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO., LTD. 
Stand No. 162. 

This firm is introducing a new 
R.C. unit to the public, in addition 
to a series of H. T. supply units and 
many interesting components. The 
main feature of the R.C. unit which 
strikes us is the fact that both the 
anode and grid resistances are easily 
interchangeable, a most important 
point for the home constructor. 

EAGLE ENGINEERING CO., LTD. 
Stand No. 58. 

Chief among the 11ew lines to be 
seen here is a series of sets rangmg 

The lat~st R.I.-Varley L.F. transformer. 

from the junior two- and three-valve 
receivers to a portable five-valve 
Daventry set and a super-het. 

J. J. EASTICK & SONS. 
Stand No. 245. · 

The following new lines ·have been 
added to the " Eelex " range : 

The "Eelex" Safety Switch, which 
i::; a device fitted outHide the house and 
operated from inside, wh'Creby the 
aerial is shorted to the earth when the 
:owitch is in the " off " position, and, 
in addition, the set is disconnected 
from the aerial system. 

The "Eelex" Multiple Connector, 
enabling any number of battery cordB, 
up to eight. to be connected at once. 

Insulated eyes, pins, and spade~, 
etc., and a number of small com
ponents. 

The remainder of the exhibit is 
largely devoted to the" Eelex" Treble
Duty Terminals, " Eelex " Switches 
and Earth Bowls. Easticks also are 
showing" Eelex" Lightning Arrestors, 

The new Lewcos binocular six-pin coil. 

Frame Aerials, Low-Loss Coil Mounts, 
Knife Switches (medium, giant, and 
miniature), Standardised Plugs and 
Sockets, Connectors and Adaptors, 
which have been shown at previous 
exhibitions. 

EDISON-8WAN ELECTRIC CO.~ LTD. 
Stands Nos. 183 and 146. 

A full range of receiving valves, 
many of which embody the latest 
improvements in valve design, form 
the chief exhibits on this stand, 
though a goodly array of other things 
may also be seen. Among the com
ponents, R.C. units, H. T accumula
.t'IJrs, variable condensers, and many 
.of this firm's well-known lines are 
worth attention. 
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ELECTRON CO .. LTD. . 

Stand No. 141. 

The famous" Six-Sixty" valves now 
designated by a new system of nomen-

A convenient R.C. coupling unit to be 
sJ~ep Qn, the R.I.~ Varley stands. 

clature fo,rm a most interesting 
exhibit. These valves need no intro
duction to our readers, and the 
majority of them may he obtained in 
either the ordinary type or in type T, 
which is an enclosed valve specially 
designed to be non-microphonic. 

ENTERPRISE MFNG. CO., LTD. 
Stand No. 259. 

A full range of wire less ea binets is to 
be seen on this stand. which holds 
many designs of interest to the 
home constructor. 

One of the '' Pure Music '' loud. speakers 
made by Mullard's. 

EXCEL RADIO COMPONENTS • 
~tand No. 221. 

The chief exhibit rrovided by the 
Excel people is a permanent detector 



popularly known· as the oscillating 
crystal unit, 

EXPRESS RADIO & ELECTRICAL CO., 
LTD. Stand No; 118. . . 

The l}lain exhibits here take the 
forms of three receivers-a neutral
ised set covering from 100 to 150 
metres known as the" Em press Classic 

The Lewcos ganged shidded inductances. 

Four" ; " The Concert Four " single
dial receiver, and a powerful local 
set called the " Concert Three." 

FALK, STADELMANN & CO., LTD. 
Stand No. 147. 

A full range of " Efe~ca " compo
nents and " Efescaphone " wirele.~s 
sets is being shown. Among the new 
lines of particular inten~Rt P,re a 
number of sets specially designed for 
Rin1plicity in tuning. 

FELLOWS WIRELESS. · 
Stand No. 116. 

A most eomprehensi\·e raugc of 
oomponents. batteries. and complete 
receivers is shown on Stand ll e. form
ing an exceedingly interesting exhibit. 

FERRANTI, LTD. 
Stand No. 142. 

In addition to the well-known low
frequency tratmformers manufactured 
by this firm is being ;;hown a com
prehensive range of output trans
formerfl, choke:~, loud-speaker at-

to the tremendously wide range of 
inductances, dials, and various little 
compo~wnts which are produced by 
this firm. The stand is most interest
ing, and should certainly be visited. 

A. W. GAMAGE, LTD. 
Stand No. 69. 

A full range of wireless apparatus, 
including complete receivers and com
ponent parts, is being ~hown by this 
famous store. 

GAMBRELL BROS., LTD. 
Stand No. 66. 

Low-loss coils, centre-tapped coils, 
a special centre-tapped coil holder, 
neutro-vernier condensers, neutro
vernier indicating dials, wavemeters, 
buzzers, etc., are among the many 
components shown by :\Iessrs. Gam
brell Bros., Ltd. 

tachmentq, and a complete line of One of the R.I.-Varley reactive tuners. 
radio Bmmetcrs a]\(l Yoltmeten<. 

The Bowyer-Lowe neutralising condenser 
for panel or baseboard mounting. 

THE FORMO CO. 
Stand No. 81. 

A new type of log condenser is 
\Yorth consideration here, in addition 

GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO. LTD. 
Stand No. 93. 

A full range of components may be 
;;een here, the chief one 

1 
of interest 

being the new remote-control unit, 
which will be demonstrated on a 
receiver with four loud speakers. 

A new centre-tapped coil for plug-in 
holders alw makes it;; bow to the 
public. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 
Stllnds Nos. 15 and 140. 

A complete series of receiving valves 
is on view, including the new 610 
type, the K.L.l and K.H.1 valves 
for indirect heating, and the latest 
H.F. valve with shielded grid-the 
8.625. 

In addition an interesting gramo
phone pick-up device is being intro
duced, and a series of receivers of all 
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types completes the exhibit. It will 
be worth the visitor's while to spend 11. 

An example of the Compact Condenser 
design now prevailing. 

considerable time in examination oE 
these stands. 

GORDON, F. J., & CO., LTD. 
Stand No. 28. 

The main exhibit here is the 
'' Electone " automatic programme 
selector, a device which enables the 
listener· to ;;elect the evening· s pro
gramme ahead, and which ensures 
his receiving the desired items, cutting 
out the unwanted sections. 

GRAHAM AMPLION, LTD. 
Stllnd No. 137. 

~1Iany new types of Amplion loull 
speakers are to be seen on the 
Graham stand, including the A.C.l, 
r.n open cone for hanging on tlw 
picture-rail or standing on the table, 
as desired ; and A.C.4, a similar 
model, but contained in an O'-"k 
cabinet. 

THE GRAHAM-FARISH MFG. CO. 
Stand No. 218. 

In addition to all sorts of com
ponents this firm is showing a new 
line of high resistances of an entirely 
novel type. 

These are known as the " Ohmite " 
and " Megite," being respectively 
anode resistances and grid leak~, 
and will be on sale for the first time. 

A Dubilier mica condenser and the 
G.E.C. L.F. transformer. 

These instruments should prove of 
unique interest, as the element is 
completely encased in bakelite and 
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cannot vary with atmospheric con
ditions in any way. They are said to 
be a distinct improvement on wire-

. wound, vacuum, and various other 

The new long-wave clip-in Formo 
inductance. 

high resistances extant, and are items 
which we think well worthy of the 
attention of all visitors to the Exhibi
tion. 

Also, circuit diagrams for resistance
capacity sets of various types will be 
available for the public. 

HALCYON WIRELESS CO. 
Stand No. 168. 

The chief point of interest here is 
the new five-valver, which needs no 
outside aerial or earth, and has a 
Daventry range of 400-500 miies with 
a local range of 40-50 miles on the 
loucl speaker. 

HART ACCUMULATOR CO., LTD. 
Stand No. 112. 

SampleB of the many types of 
wireless accumulators, in the manu
facture of which this firm has special
ised for a number of years, will be 
on show. 

For low-tension circuits, the types 
designated reRpectively " l\Iagno" 
and "Enduro," which are equally 
:mitable for receiving set:> em-

A novel design of 
neutralising con
denser to be seen 
at the Exhibition 
on the stand held 
by Messrs. J ackson 

Bros. 

ploying dull emitter or bright 
valves, should no doubt attract the 
attention· of wireless users who, in 

ever-increasing numbers, are recog
nising the many advantages of glass 
containers. Assembled in specially 
moulded pressed-glass boxes, these 
cells are of first-rate quality and 
attractive appearance. In addition, 
assembly units for cone loud speakers 
are also available, while "electrical " 
gramophone pick-ups can a!Ro be 
obtained from this firm. 

For high-tension circuits, the type 
known as the "PLRG "-the patent 
for which is held by the Hart Co., 
will probably have many admirers. 
In these cells the plates are.contained 
in a moulded box provided with ribs 
moulded on to the outside of the 
base and walls, in such a manner that, 
when a numbe~ of the cells are as
sembled together to form a complete 
battery, the points of contact are 

A new centre-tapped toil made by the 
London Electric Wire. Co. 

reduced to a minimum, the cells them
selves resting upon the edges of the 
ribs moulded on the case of the 
container; in ·this way perfect in
sulation is obtained. 

The Igranic-Pacent 
" Phonovox " fitted 
on a gramophone and 
complete with plug 
for insertion in the 
L.F. valve holder of 

a receiving set. 

Other exhibits of the Hart Co. 
will include hydrometers and similar 
wireless accessories, together with 
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Tl:e Oldham H.T. accumulator. 

samples of the component parts of 
their different types of batteries ; as 
also of the various forms of crates 
supplied to facilitate transport of 
batterieR for recharging and other 
purposes. 

HOARE & JAGELS, LTD. 
Stand No. 14. 

The Rolls portable receiver i~ shown 
in many different models, and forms 
an interesting and attractive exhibit. 
Many improvements have been intro
duced, especially with regard to the 
external portions of the sets. 

HOBDAY BROS. 
Stands Nos. 19 and 20. 

This firm is showing a fine array of 
radio goodt~ of all descriptions : coils, 
coil holders, variable and fixed con
denseril, valvee~-everything that is 
likely to be needed by the constructor, 
while complete receiving in;;tallation.q 
for the listener are also to be KC'c~L 

HOUGHTON, BUTCHER, LTD. 
Stand No. 61. 

Well known as wireless factors, this 
firm is providing a comprehensive 
display of apparatus. Everything for 
the radio enthusiast i.; on view, and 
all types of co{nponents are ~epre
sented, while among the sets can be 
found types to wit every poeket and 
all requirements. 

IGRANIC ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 
Stands Nos. 148 and 149. 

A full display of all types of radio 
equipment is being shown on this 
stand, foremost among the accesso_ries 
being power trandormcrs for H. T. 

supply units, smoothing chokes for the 
same type of unit, potentiometers, and 
also the new ·' Phonovox," an 

•. 



tremely neat gramophone pick-up, 
which is proviqed .,}Vitn -~ tone con trot 
and plug w~ich enables it to be 
plugged straight into the valve holder 
of any L.F. or detector stage. so that 

A compact R.C. coupling u::1it. 

you can use your ordinary set (L.F. 
end) as the amplifier for electrical 
gramophone reproducing. 

JACKSON BROS. 
Stand No. 85. 

Various types of well-made variable 
condensers are to be seen here ; 
the ranges being well covered from 
ordinary square-law condensers to 
the triple-gang models and newly
brought-out neutr0dyne condenser 
totally enclosed in a glass tube. 

soldering wire is one of a trio of in
teresting things on: show. The other 
two ·:main features are the "Peer
point " soldeting iron (which never 

- gets really dirty) and a new solder 
known as -'! Elephant '1· soldet, 
which is said to be much stronger 
than ordin-ary solder, and which :wi:ll 
:
1 ow easily when a fairly low tem
perature iron is employed. 

P. A. LAMPLUGH, LTD . 
. ·stand No. 117. 

Many new lines are to be seen here, 
among' which ~lUst be mentioned the 
"Panel-Plate Tuner lTnit,'' a novel 
scheme consisting of an engraved 
metal panel on which are mounted a 
slow-motion condenser, a calibrated 
inductance covering from 200-2,000 
metres, with a switch for changing 
from low to high wave-lengths. 

The R.L-Variey "interdyne " five-valve 
receiver. 

LECTRO-LINX, LTD. 
Stand No. 227. 

'\Yho has not heard of or used the 
famous " Clix " sockets ? '\Vhether 
you have or not, you should go to 
Stand No. 227. 

All kinds of Clix terminals, sockets, 
tags, etc., are shown here, while a 
new feature i~ the multi-plug, which 
forms a foolproof method of con
necting H. T. and L. T. batteries to a 
Het. 

LISSEN, LTD • 
.. Stands Nos. 158. and 160. 

-. A full range ~f io~d si;eakers of both 
' the Horn and new disc types is among 
~he lixhlbitpiere>. a·~ -~·ell as an elec
tric'al ~ick-up ·device Jor attachment 
to any gramophone: · · 

In.,;l.ddit.ion are being shown a very 
light. pair of headphones (this is a 
new line), new eotl liold~rs, a new 
type of variable c'ondenser, fixed c-on
densers, leaks, coils, coil holders, plugs 
a:rid sock~s, and· various additions 
to the ~sen range' of ;_H_:T·: 00:_· "tteries The P~e~isi~n (Collinson) six-pin coil , -

former with detachable primary. W~ich have Spl(Ci:d grid-bias tappings 
•, · included, so tliat a sepa:rate grid< bias 

-THE. JUNIT MF-G . .eo., LTD. battery is _not ~ecessary. 
_ . Stan_d_ No~ 230. W .. T. LOCK. . _ 

·Those who ·dislike· .the . j~b Of . . ' ·Stand No. 220: · · - ' 
eold<:~ring should visit the stand _o! Here a full-range of Ainerican-pat-
tbis farnousfirrn. ·Here·a pa-tent·seH-; ~tern ·-eabHaeis :is on view,· includ
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ing the popular type A/M Cabinets 
and A.fG cabinets,_ a~o th~ following 
new lines recently introduceO., namely, 
the Type A/F Fall.Jl'rolit' Cabim~t, 

The C.A.V. three-valve "Baby Grand " 
· receiver. 

the Type BJC Battery Container, 
the" Cabinola "loud-speaker cabinet, 
and Type A/W " Vignette." 

Another line, the " Portola " home 
construction cabinet and receiver 
circuit, is a handsome dark-oak por
table cabinet fitted with aerial former, 
loud-speaker horn, and slide base
boatd, r~dy for mounting panel and 
components. With each cabinet will 

A new lgranic absorption wavemeter. 

be suppl-ied a complete ·set of blue 
prints and instruetions for making 
the " Portola " five-valve receiver. 

(Cont,'n-ued on page 410.) 
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Experi entswith 
\.<_.;, 

By PERCY W. HARRIS, M./.R.E. 
(Editor, " Wirelm Conslruclor.") 

Some really practical tests o/ radio's tnosl recent developments. 

I :N wireless experimenting the de
scription of a new principle opens 
up a wide new field of explora

tion. The screened-grid valve, of 
which particulars have already ap
peared in this ""}Urnal, forms no 

previously been possible with any one 
stage of high-frequency amplification. 
In addition to this, the chain of 
troubles which we have had to cir
cumvent in the past, due to inter
electrode capacity in the valve, 
has been virtually abolished by a very 
ingenious method. How, then, does 
the new valve compare with the 
older types with which we are so 
familiar 1 Firstly, there is, of course, 
no need to adopt the normal neutralis
ing methods. This· in itself brings 
simplification. Secondly, we have a 
very high " mag " to handle, and all 
that goes with it. Let me warn 
experimenters at once that much 
more care is needed in designing a 

With one stage the screened. 
grid valve can be used in 
the ordinary holder. The 
finger is touching the screen
ing-grid pin which is con
nected direct to H. T. plus. 
Notice the 
earthed 
screen be
tween· con-

~....;.......;..._....;.......;.......;......;..,....;... __ ,__ __ _, densers. 
Remo.ving the screen between condensers 
permitted a slight feed-back, but not so 

much as to be detrimental. 

exception,_ and is arousing extra
ordinary interest among wireless ex
perimenters all over the country. 
As the valve itself and its general 
principles -of working have already 
been described, this article is devoted 
purely to an account of some experi
ments I have conducted inmy own 
laboratory for the purpose of evolving 
designs to suit . the new type of 
"tube." 

Very High Magnification 
We have, first of all, a valve 

designed as a high-frequency mag
nifier which is capable of giving a 
magnification much greater than has 

receiver to include this new valve 
than has. previously been requin;a. 
The higher the magnification obtain
able the greater the influence of any 
stray fields or back coupling, and as 
the "mag" obtainable with ·one of 
the new valves is about as high as 
many experimenters have previously 
obtained with two stages, all the 
precautions normally taken with two 
stages of high frequency must be 
taken with one stage with the new 
arrangement. 

"Feed-back" Effects 
Feed-back occurs in two wayil only. 

'fhe first is via the capacity within thE 
vglve, and the second. via st,ray 

• 
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couplings outside of the valve. No 
matter how perfect our elimination <~f 
feed-back effects may be inside the 
valve, unless we eliminate 'them 
outside, we are no better off than 
before. 

No great difficulty has presented 
itself in designing a receiver using 
one stage of the new high-frequerwy 
coupling, provided reasonable pre
cautions are taken. The first illustra
tion. shows my own experimental 
receiver with one stage of high
frequency, a detector, and one stage 
of note magnification. As the detector 
and note-magnifying stages are per- .. 

To modify the new valve holder, first of 
all unscrew the screen as shown. 

fectlynormal, and contain no novelties, 
it has not been thought necessary to 
illustrate them here. · 

October, l927 

two stages of H.F. with screened-grid valves 
apparatus is highly desirable. Note the valve 

stages. 

Notice that I have mounted the 
valve vertically in the ordinary type 
of valve holder. To reduce feed-back 
effects between coils I have chosen 
these latter of the binocular type, 
which has a very restricted field, but 
owing to the high magnification 
obtainable it .was found necessary 
to interpose, between the two coils 
a metallic screen connected to earth. 
All high-frequency wiring was made 
extremely short, and an extension 
of the metallic screen was also placed 
between the two variable condensers 
which tune the first and second grid 

circuits respectively. With short 
wiring, binocular coils, and metallic 
screens between coils and condensers 
a1l undesirable feed-back effects were 
eliminated, with the rewlt that a 
very high freque1~cy magnification wa~ 
o1Jtainableand a. good (lea! of reaction 
could be a pp lied to tlw detector 
stage, thus greatly increa::<ing the 
magnification pos~ible. As a point of 
interest it may be stated that with 
a ·0003 mfd. reaction condenser and 
a standard Reinartz winding. more 
than half of the condenser could be 
used before the set came near the 
Dscillation-point. Furthermore, when 
the detel:)tor stage was made to 
oscillate no feed-back int() the aerial 
could be detected. 

Flatter Tuning 
The first impression ()btainable 

when operating a receiver of this 
kind is that the tuning is flatter than 
usual. The reason for this is that the 
complete elimination, or virtually 
complete elimination, of feed-back 
effects results in the normal damping 
of the first grid circuit being un
touched. The significance of this 
will not be realised until a little thought 
is given to the subject. In practically 
all receivers with which we have 
previously been acquainted (with the 
exception of the fully neutrali~ed 
and properly screened stages) there 
has been a certain amount of reaction 
into the first grid circuit, this reducing 
the- damping and therefore sharpen
ing the tuning. There is, however, a 
more important reason why the tuning 
is flatter. The new v3Jves depend 
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fo_r their magnification upon a high pletely as possible. This meant that while the tuneu anode methOll was 
impedance in the anoue circuit, and each stage had to be completely utilised the additional stage of high-
the higher the anode-circuit impedance screened. By cutting a circular hole frequency amplification, together with 
the higher the magnification, within !=l=!==========================,!!!i============;;;;;;;:•· 
limitB. The impedance of the valve 
is so high that the only satisfactory 
method of . coupling is the "tuned 
a;10de," which gives much flatter 
tuning than is obtained with the 
transformer type of coupling. 

Do not attempt to use the new 
valve with transformer coupling, 
for if you do so you will lose a very 
large amount of the possible magnifi
cation. After some experiment with 
the receiver illustrated, it was decided 
that, while feed-back between stages 
had (to all intents and purposes) 
been eliminated, it would be advan
tageous to allow some amount of 

re1ction. into the first circuit for the !:l:!=============================m•i=i=l====:i! 

The Robinson valve, showing the 
flexible lead from the second plate. 

purpose of sharpening the tuning. 
The screening between the condensers 
was then removed, as shown in the 
first illustration, when it was founu 
that the tuning of the first stage wa.'i 
appreciably sharper, and although 
kss reaction was required to bring the 
set up to oscillation-point, it was still 
a long way below OHcillation when no 
direct reaction was used. The re
ceiver operates with binocular coib 
and the simple screen between the 
coils with very satisfactory results. 

Using Two Screened Valves 
, The next experiments with this 
Yalve were iit the use ot two stages, 
and here it was found that owing to 
the enormous magnification possible 
all feed-back effects of the stray 
variety had to be eliminated as com-

This photograph shows the two halves of the holder when separated: 

in the screen it was found possible to properly applied reaction to the 
place the valve horizontally with detector stage, gave all the sharpness 
filament and normal grid pins in one of tuning found ta be necessary in 
box and the plate and the shielding- practice. 
grid pins in the other box. Negative 
L.T. was connected straight to the 
box, and the positive L.T. taken 
through a hole in the box in lead
covered wire which was connected 
electrically to the box so as to 
prolong the shielding up to the 
terminal strip. 

The only other leads that had 
to be taken out of the box were the 
H.T. positive and the lead whic~ goes 
from the screening grid to the 80-volt 
tapping on the H.T. battery. These 
two were taken through lead-covered 
wire similarly connected electrically 
to the box. In this way a very 
complete shielding was possible, and 

A Modifie4 Holder 

A point of interest to the experi
menter is a modification which I 
have found useful in the special 
holder sold to take these valves. 
This holder, as will be seen from the 
illustration, consists of an insulating 
base which carried in its centre, 
and screwed to it, a metallic screen. 
At each end of the base are clips 
into which the pins of the valve slide. 
When used with one stage of high
frequency this holder is quite con
venient ; but, in my own scheme of 
utilising two stages, I have found it 

The standard screened-grid 'valve holder as so1d (left), and as modified (right). 
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rather hinders the. complete screen
ing which I have endeavoured to 
obtain. 

A very simple modification of 
this holder which every experimenter 
can ·carry out for himself is shown 
in the accompanying photographs. 
The first step is to undo the two 
srrews securing the screen to the 
in~ulating base, and then to saw the 
insulation in half just against the 
projecting piece which forms a partial 
support for the metallic screen. The 
holder can then be reversed, when it 
becomes possible to attach the 
metallic screen provided to any 
bottom shielding one may have; 
or, alternatively. the two ends can 
be placed one in each box and the 
valve. passed through a circular 
hole. 

While it is possible to utilise 
screening boxes with the condensers 
outside, these latter occasion feed
back effects between one another, 
and it is highly advisable that the 
condensers shall also be screened .. 
For this reason, I have found it 
possible to use boxes large· enough 
to take coil, valve, chokes, etc., 
and the condenser. 

In experimenting with two stages 
of screened-grid valw amplification, 

· October, 1927 

The same set as shown below, but using the Robinson valve. Note that the wire 
previously connected to the neutralising condenser is now joined to the extra 

plate of the valve. 

it must not be forgotten that several 
sources of feed-back, which do not 
make their presence obvious in normal 
working, become painfully apparent 
when high magnification is used. 
Coupling caused by the common 
battery, pick-up by filament leads, 
the feed-back (if any radio-frequency 
leaks back into the audio-frequency 
side) to the aerial through the loud
speaker leads, and several other 
matters become vitally important. 
A liberal use of radio-frequency 
chokes and shunting condensers is 
essential if really high efficiency is 
to be obtained. 

Dr. Robinson's New Valve 
Another vah·e with which I have 

been conducting some interesting 
laboratory experimetitE< is that in
vented by Dr. Robinson, and which 
will shortly be available for the home 
constructor. 

Dr. Robinson i~ well-known to 
lVIoDERK WIRELESS readers. and waB 
for some time in charge of all radio 
work in the Royal Air Force. He 
was also for so.me time associated 
with the research work carried on for 
MoDERN \VIRELESS. Dr. Robinson's 
valve eliminates the trouble due to 
the capacity between the plate and 
grid of the high-frequency valve 
by a very ingenious arrangement of 

A normal type of neutralised receiver. Notice the position of the" neutrodyne ''condenser 
338 
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T HERE is little room for doubt that 
the needs of those who wish 
primarily to receive the local 

~tation at good strength and, second
arily, to receive other stations occa
sionally, are best catered for by a 

!\ 10D:!:RN "I,Yi IRi':LfSS: : 

A"StraiR ht .. . 
Two Yo.lvet' 

An economical local-station receiver 

with DX possibilities. Designed and 

described by L. H. THOMAS. 

The circuit is shown in Fig. 1, and 
it will be seen that two methods of 
controlling reaction have been pro
vided. Normally,· of course, it is 
controlled by the condenser C'2 (at 
the right-hand side of panel). When 

denser, the capacity-reaction- control, 
and an on-off switch. 

FiG./ THE.ORE.TICAI.. CIRCVIT. 

The layout has not been cramped, 
as it is essential with a receiver of this 
type, from which the greatest possible 
output is nearly always desirable, 
that all wiring, particularly that of 
the grid and plate circuits, should be 
well spaced and reasonably short. 
It is a mistake, however, to cramp 
the components ~imply for the sake 
cif shortening the wiring by an inch 
or so. The cabinet used (16 in. by 
8 in. by 9 in.) allows ample room for 
everything, and the grid-bias battery 
is housed inside at the right-hand or 
" low-frequency" e:H.l. 

J-;OOd two-valve receiver of the de
tector-and low-frequency type, which 
i ~ economical to run and extremely 
:-;imple to operate. In fact, the most 
:-;erious disadvantage of this type of 
~et, in the writer's opinion,' is that 
one does not always realise what it 
is possible to get out of it, and in 
consequence is apt to put up with a 
performance which woul~ be con
sidered poor by the " privileged 
few." 

The Circuit Employed 
The chief point to remember, 

when one possesses a small and 
e~sentially. simple receiver, is that 
one should never be satisfied. It 
~eCins that so long as one longs for 
better things there is always a 
means of effecting a slight improve
ment without adding further valves 
or making drastic alterations of any 
kind. 

The receiver described hero is the 
re~ult of an attempt to produce a. 
two-valver which would give satis
faction to the writer ! All the usual 
precautions wore taken to :-;eet1re 
reasonable efficiency, particularly with 
regard to ease of control, and good 
selectivity and low initial cost may 
also be claimed for the set. 

one i:-l receiving on the longer waves, 
however, and reaction tends to be 
somewhat ''fierce," the coupling be
tween the coils can be loosened also. 
As this operation will be performed 
only on rare occasions, it was not 
thought worth while to provide a 
two-way coil holder, which would 
necessitate another control o"n the 
front panel. 'the latter, therefore, 
bears nothing but the tuning con-

Easily Constructed 

It will be noticed that the grid and 
anode leads to the detector are each 
about an inch in length. 

With regard to the construction of 
the set, undoubtedly the easiest 
method is to leave the panel till last, 
and to mount all the components in 
their appropriate positions on the 
baseboard and wire them up at the 
outset. 

A" bird's-eye "view of the." Straight" Two-Valver which clearly shows the layout 
of the components on the baseboard. 
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None of the points is particularly 
hard to get at, and if the reader dis
likes soldering he may take comfort 
from the fact that the onlv two 
points that need be soldered ~re the 
two tags on the filament switch ! 

The latter, together with the two 
condensers, should then be mounted 
on the panel, which is placed in posi
tion. No brackets have been used, 

to those shown in the back-of-panel 
diagram, as provision has been made 
for just the right amount of varia
tion in coupling, and they are also 
in such a position that their mag
netic fields are as free as possible. 

Bare wire has been used for the 
wiring throughout, but " Glazite " or 
some other insulated wire might be 
used without any ill effects. 

October~ I 927 

the other method, which should be 
used whenever possiblt'. For ?'ery 
small or indoor aeriaL. of cour~e, 
termitwl 2 :llra v a! wavs lJe mecl. 

After the fvi~ing h~s been carefully 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::s 
!i LIST OF COMPONENTS. it 
:: 1 panel and baseboard. :: 
:: i aabinet to suit. :: 
:: 1 ·0005 nlld. variable condenser. :: 

~----------------------------------------------------------------,~ 1 ·00035nlid. do. :: :: 1 on-off swlteh. :: 

4" ·I~ 14 4" 
4. 

* 4" 

16" 

8" 

I 

:: 2 valve holders. :: 
:: 1 •0003 mfd. grid condenser.} Lissen :: 
:: 1 2-meg. grid leak. Dubilie~, :: 
:: 1 ·0001 mfd.ftxed condenser. etc. :: 
:: 2 rheostats for baseboard mounting. :: 
:: 1 H.F. choke (Lissen). :: 
:: 1 L.F. transformer. :: 
:: 2 baseboard-mounting single-coil :: 
:: holders. :: 
:: 1 terminal strip and 3 terminals, A" :: 
U A 2 and E. :: 
:: 1 terminal strip and 7 terminals, :: 
:: L.T. +, L.T.-, H.T.-, H.T.+ 1, :: 
t: H.T. + 2, L.S.+, L.S.-. :: 
:: Wire, screws, etc. :: 
:: Panel brackets if desired. :: •• • • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

" 
riG. 2 PAN£/_ LA VOUr: checked in the usual way-it i~ adw:lt-----------------------------------------------------...J visable to connect up the battt•rie~ 

and they certainly do not seem an. 
· entire necessity with a panel of the 
size used. The moving plates of each 
Yariable condenser are connected to 
L.T. + and earth, a point which is 
appreciated when one comes to test 
the set, on account of the complete 
absence of any hand-capacity effect8. 

Straightforward Wiring 
The fi~ed plates of the ·0005 tuning 

condenser are connected to one end 
of the A.T.I., and the fixed plates of 

- the reaction condenser to one side of 
the reaction coil by means of a flex 
lead. 

All the other wiring is perfectly 
straightforward. 

The circuit employed may be looked 
upon either as a modification of the 
Reinartz; or a straight reaction cir-
cuit wit,h "parallel feed." The H.T. 
is, of qourse, applied in .par~llel with 
the plate and filament ()£ the valve; 
and for this reason a radio-frequency 
choke must be inserted in series with 
the lead from the transformer primary 
to the anode itself. · 

Smooth Reaction 
The, wonderfully smooth reaction 

control obtainable with this circuit. 
after a certain amount of '' jtiggling ,. 
with values of H.T. arid L.T, and coil 
sizes, makes long'-distance reception 
extremely easy, and it has not been 
found necessary to einploy slow~ 
motion dials, although . th(}re is, of 
course, no possible objection to l.lsing 
:hem. ' · 1 

Care should be taken to place the 
t\HJ coil sockets in similar positions 

Normally, the aerial will be con
nected to "terminal 1, i.e. coupled to 
thl' A.T.I. through the small series 
condenser C4• Provision has been 
made for connecting it direct (by 
means of terminal 2) when it is 
desired to receive only the local station, 
and selectivity is not important. 
The reader should remember that, 
although when searching for distant 
stations, slightly stronger signals may 
possibly be obt.ained by using ter
minal 2, the selectivity will be poorer 
compared with that obtainable with 

and to test both S!'t>< of filament 
t!'rminals with a voltmder-the set i.> 
ready for test. A valve with an im· 
pedance of 20,000 to 30,000 ohms, 
with a plate yoJtagr· of about 60, i~ 
preferable for th!' detector,· although 
good rewlt~ will be obtained with a 
small power valve and 30-40 volh. 
For the L.F. stage a small power 
valve ~hould always he used unless 
one is-excessively n~ar the local station, 
when it is better to u~e one of the 
" super-power " class. Little or no 
advantage would be gained by u~ing 

The terminals from left to i'ight ace: t.vo for the loud speaker, H.T. plus 2, H.T. plus I, 
H.T. minus, L.T. minus, L.T. plus, and on the small strip, Earth, A2 and AI. 
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one of these .-alves at a llistancc 
greatrr than five or six miles ftom a 
tran.~mitting station. For tli.e- -~1-:sual 
broadcast band the best result's are 
obtained with a No. GO coil rn the 
l\erial socket and a No. 25 for reac-

In this photograph all 

herg anll Bournemouth have abo bce11 
received at very good headphon:~ 
strength early in the afternoon with 
a very poor aerial in use. 

On the longer waves, using a No. 
200 or 250 in the aerial socket, or a 

MoDERN WIRELES~ 

Nef)Jlc~s to say, a goocl aorial :;.p
tem i8 an oven more u~eful adjunct 
to a Hmdl set such a:s this than to '' 
multi-stage and multi-control receiver. 
The writer has always used an aerial 
44 ft. high at the lead-in and 3~ ft. 
high at the other end, with a span of 
60 ft. and a downlead of 15 ft. This 
is used with a buried G ft. length of 
copper pipe for an e:uth. The capacity 
of such a system iH fairly small, and 
therefore good selectivity is obtainable 
without unnecessarily loose couplin~. 
The aerials one sometimes sees, about 
100 ft. long, with two or even three 
wires, erected at a height of about 
20 ft., are responsible for more com
plaints of non-sclecti,,ity than the 
receivers themselves. 

Small Reaction Coil 
Ono has only to try a fair-sized 

indoor aerial in compariwn with one 
of these to prove it. 

lhe valves, <:oils, grid battery, etc., are in 
position, and the receiver _is ready for use. 

There is no reason, however, why 
the receiver described should not giYe 
perfectly satisfactory results with any 
fair-sized outdoor aerial. 

The reader should always bear this 
in mind. There is no advantage in 
using a larger size of reaction coil than 
that with which the set will just 
OHcillate when the reaction conden8er 
is " all in." The latter condition un
doubtedly produces the smoothe:<t 
eontrol, and if one use~ so large a coil 
that the set commences to oscillate 
as soon as the dial of the reaction con
denser is moved away from zero, it is 
sure to go into this condition with a 
" flop." 

tion. The set then goes smoothly 
into oscillation at about 140° on the 
•lial of the reaction condenser. If it 
will not oscillate with a No. 25 coil 
try a 35, but nothing bigger should 
need to be used if the wiring has been· 
carefully carried out and all the in
~tructions adhered to. 

With these coils the tuning con
den~;er bhould cover L range of ap
proximately 260-550 metres. 2 L 0 
was received at about 120°, and 
Langenberg at about 150°, although 
the readings will be quite different 
if any type of condenser other than 
S.L.F. be used. 

Results Obtained 
With regard to the L.F. ·valve, 

about 108-120 volts H.T. is used, with 
7l or 9 volts negative bias. Any 
necessary adjustment of filament 
voltage can, of course, be arranged by 
means of the baseboard-mounted 
re:-istors. 

As regards the actual results ob
tained with the set, it will probably 
be sufficient to say that 2 L 0 at six 
miles is received at sufficient strength 
to work two loud speakers in parallel. 
The .two are really unnecessary, 
however, since one makes itself heard 
all over the house. Twenty-two 
ioreign broadcasting stations have 
been logged, using headphones, but 
the stronger of these, such as Langen
berg, may be put on the loud speaker 
night after night without any notice
able variation in strength. Langen-

No. 150 with the aerial connected 
direct, and a No. 75 coil for reaction, 
Hilversum, Daventry, Radio -Paris, 
etc., have all been received at very 
good strength. The circ'lit used is 
undoubtedly adaptable, for numerous 
American amateurs working below 
40 metres have been logged, simply by 
using Igranic short-wave coils (Nos. 4, 
6 and 9), and inserting a neutralising 
condenser about " half-in" in series 
with the aerial. 

The variable-condenser dial on the left 

With the original set, as ha~ been 

carries out the wave-length tuning, while 
that on the right provides a reaction conttcol. 
A single " on-off '' switch in the centre 
completes the simple and symmetrical panel layout. 
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previously menti ,ned, a No. 60 coil 
in the aerial socket works perfectly 
well with a 25 -reaction coil. When 
listening 'to shipping on 600 mt>tres 
and Imperial Airway~ work on 900 
metres, a No. 100 coil is used in tht• 
aeri~l socket. and the No. 25 is still 
large. enough for n'action·. This de
pends, however, largely upon tlw 
detector valw and the .-alue of H. T. 
used with it. The reader ma:· pos
siLiv find that a No. 35 or even a Ko. 
50 i~< necc•ssary in conjunction with 
a No. lOO coil as A.T.I. 

It ·is also a good 1'bn. if onr has 
several grid leab from which to 
choose, to tr:· tht•m all \Yith thl' par-

' ticular valve which has been decided 
upon as detector. The writer has in 
his mind ono valve which will not 
give. even passable results as a de
h'ctor unless it i~ provided with a grid 
!eat: of 5 megohms, although half a 
dozen or so of thP same typi? work 
perfectly with the conwniJonal 
2-megohm lrak. Also some grid leaks, 
unfortunatelY, are verY noi~-r in 
operation. · · · 

Additional Amplification 
It should be mentioned that, if the 

set is to be followed bv an,other 
amplifier for an.'· rPa~on. it would be 
adYisable to by-pas~ the first L.F. 

hG . .3. 
K RING 

DIAGRAM. 
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transformer with a fixed condenser 
of about ·0005 capacity. This has not 
been done already, since the condenser 
is usmill_v unnec.essary, but it is wise 
to incorporate it as a precautionary 
mrasure if more L.F. stages are to 
be used, to prevent the accidental 
passage of H.F. currents tl;lrough to 
the amplifier. · 

In the event of extra L.T. ampli· · 
ficat.ion being added it should be 
seen that the amplifier has H.T.
joined to L.T.-or else the H.T.
terminal should be left unconnected. 
This will preclude the possibility,-of 
shorting the . L.T. battery dtll¥ ~ 
wrong connection ~ . ..,. · · · 

--:----- -·--
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An interesting article in which 
our contributor discusses the merits 
of the f!arious types o/ rectifiers, 
with special reference to the new 
.. dry" rectifiers recently developed in America. By Dr. ]. H. T. ROBERTS, F.lnst.P. 

A RECTIFIER, as probably all my 
readers know, is a very neces-
8ary adjunct to any arrange

ment fqr providing direct current 
from an alternating-current source. 
The most familiar case is that in 
which it is desired to charge electrical 
aecumuiators from alternating-current 
electric supply. 

Where L. T. batteries are to be 
charged, it is universal practice to 
:-;tep down the voltage of the alter
nating--current by means of a trans
former· and then to connect the 
1-"econdary of the transformer with 
i he battery to be charged and with a 
1eetifier, alL t4ree being in serie::;. 
The i:cdifier has the property of 
;;lJowing the alternating currei1t from 
the secondary of the transformer to 
pass through it in one direction but 
not in the opposite direction. 

The principal features to be con
~<iuered in relation to a rectifier are 
its efficiency, its convenience, and its 
permanency. 

Working Efficiency 
The efficiency of <t rectifier ·may be 

11opularly explained-nerhaps in 
rather an Irish way-by saying that 
the greater the energy losses in the 
rec4Jfier the lower the efficiency. If 
we had a rectifier of zero resistance to 
the current passing through it in one 
direction and of infinite resistance to 
the C\ment attempting to pass through 
it in the opposite direction, this 
l'ectifier ,\-ou1d be 100 per cent 
pffici\nt. In ·practice, all rectifiers 
have·a· ~taw amount of resistance 
!o the· current in the " through " 
direction, and they allow some current 
to pass in the " reverse " direction. 
The current which passes in the " re
Yerse " ditection represents waste of 
energy in that it has to be subtracted 
frbm that :Which · passes · in the 
" through " direction, and the re
Eistance of the rectifier to the current 

in the " through " direction means 
that extra vol~age has to be used in 
order to drive the current against the 
resistance of the rectifier, and, there
fore extra watts are consumed. 

Internal Resistance 
There are now, however, one or 

two rectifiers available which have 
<tnite a low resistance in the 
·· through " direction, so low, in fact, 
that the energy losses in the rectifier 
are of trifling importance. In actual 
use, the convenience of the rectifier 

. (that is, its reliability and freedom 
from trouble) may be much more 
important than the que;;tion of a 
small percentage of added Efficiency. 

3t3 

One of the old-fashioned types of 
rectifier employed aluminium and 
iron electrodes dipping into an elec
trolyte of borax, ammonium car
bonate, or Yarious other substances of 
a similar nature, but this rectifier, in 
addition to having a considerable 
internal tesistance (and therefore 
becoming hearted when passing an;y 
reasonable amount of current), al,s(f 
changed its character after continued· 
working, and continually required 
cleaning and other attention. 

The Tantalum Rectifier -
At the other end of the scale, so 

far as electrolytic rectifiers are con
~.:erned, stands the tantalum rectifier 

A popular type of chemical rectifier in 
which a special alloy was used. 
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which appears to be the rectifier par 
excellence of the electrolytic type. 
This rectifier consists essentially of 
two electrodes, one of lead the other 
of tantalum, dipping into an elec-
trolyte of ordinary battery aeid 
(dilute sulphuric acid). The latter 
rectifier ha~ an extremelY low in
ternal resistance, is easy to set up, 
requires only the occasional addition 
of a little distilled water, when the 
batteries are '· topped up," and is 
entirely constant and reliable as well 
as being noiseless in operation. If 
the current in the primary circuit of 
the transformer i~ switched off, the 
batteries mav still be left connected 
to the tnntal~un rectifier without any 
possibility of damage. as no current 
can pass through the rectifier in the 
reverse direc-tion in these eircum
~:~tanees. 

The Mechanical Class 
There are, of course. other types of 

rectifier whic-h ha,-e their particular 
advantages, such as the valve, the 
vibrating reed. the rotating commu
tator, and the crystal type. 

The last is very efficient when 
used for ver:· 8m~Il voltages and 
extremely small currents, and has 
the advantage of extreme simplicity 
and cheapness; moreover, it is able 
to rectify alternating current of verr 
high frequency, and it is this property. 
amongst other~. which makes it ~o 
suitable as a detector of radio'-
frequency current~. . 

The vibrating-reed rectifier and 
the rotating commutator belong to 
what mav be called the ·· mechanical " 
class of ·~eetifier. and whilst both of 
them mav ·be Yen· efficient, when 
properly · adjusted.' they are not 
noiseless and the.v itfe apt to reqliire 
a little attention and adjustment 
from time to time. 

The Valve Rectifier 
The valve rectifier is, as a rule, 

inefficient for two reasons. In the 
first place, an amount of energy i~ 
consumed in the filament comparable 
with the energy passed through the 
valve. This applies in the case ·of 
gas-filled or ionisation valve rectifiers, 
whereas in the case of the vacuum 
type, employed for rectifying alter
nating current of considerable voltage, 
the current consumed in the filament 
may be much greater than that 
passing through the anode circuit of 
the valve. The valve rectifier, how
ever, has the advantage that its 
breakdown voltage-that is, the maxi
mum reverse voltage which it will 
withstand-may, in appropriate cir
cumstances, be extremely high, more 

particularly with the ncuum type, 
and therefore a vah·e rectifier will 
rectify at a single operation alter
nating current of high voltage which 
might require a number of rectifying 
units of certain other types in ~eries. 

"Dry" Rectifier;; 
Recently certain developments have 

taken place in L. T. rectifiers of the 
so-called " dry " type. The principal 
representatives of this class of rectifier 
are the Ravtheon "A,. and the 
Kuprox recti'fiers. both of which hail 
from the Fnitecl States. 

The Raytheon "A" i::: not strictly 
a clrv rectifier, lmt it is'· dry,. in the 
sen;e that the liquid used i~ com
pletely senled within a small metal 
cartridge about the size of one of the 
three units of a 4k-volt pocket flash
lamp battery : the unit. in fact, is 
about 2! in. long and about i in. in 
diameter. The comparison between 
the Raytheon "A" redifier and the 

The '' Kuprox '' rectifier unit. 

flash-lamp battery may l1elp U6 in 
another respect. For just as the so
called " dry battery " (an ordinary 
wireless H.T. dry battery is merely a 
collection of units of the pocket flash
lamp battery type) is not really dry 
at all, so the Ravtheon "A" rectifier is 
not dry. In b~th cases the liquid is 
sealed in. so that the unit becomes 
unspillable, and outwardly, at any 
rate, may be regarded as though it 
·were, in fact, clrv internally. 

The Kuprox r~ctifier, on the other 
hand, is reaih· dn· in the true sense 
of the word, for it consists of a series 
of small discs of metal, between suc
cessive pairs of which is sandwiched 
a metallic compound, the exact 
nature of which is a trade secret. 

.Concentrated H2SO, 
The Ravtheon "A" rectifier has been 

developed by Monsieur Henri Andn\, 
the well-known French scientist, to
gether with a number of lT.S. scientists 
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working at the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology. The container consists 
of a copper-plated Rteel tube wit·h a 
si! ,-er anode contact sealed in at one 
encl. The cathode is of a special alloy, 
the composition of which is not dis
eloi<ed; whilst the anode is in direct 
contact with a paste of pure Rih·er 
powder and concentrated sulphuric 
acid, the latter having been dehy
drated (freed from water) in order to 
a Yoid undesired chemical reaction. 

The Porous Anode 
The porous anode contains in its 

interstices the concentrated sulphurie 
acid, which has, however, access to the 
junctions between the metals. The 
purpose of the concentrated acid i,,; 
to preserYe the variou~ metallic 
junctions in what has been described 
as an " oriented " condition, but the 
actunl conduction is through the 
metals themseh·es. The "oriente•l " 
condition referred to ma)· 11erha ps be 
explained in this way. If an alter
nating potential of 2 volts be applied 
to a 2-.-olt accumulator. no current 
will pass through the accumulator 
when the applied poh.:ltial is in the 
direction opposed to the voltage of 
the accumulator; but when the ap
plied potential re,·erses, the 2 volts 
will be added to the 2 volts of the 
accumulator, and a total voltage of 
4 .-olts will be available to drive the 
current round the circuit. The plates 
of the accumulator mav be said to lle 
in an "oriented" condition, in that 
thev maintnin. of themsel.-es, a 
.-oltage of 2 Yolts. 

The " Oriented " Condition 
This explanation is not to he taken 

as being strictly applicable to the 
modus operandi of the Raytheon "A" 
rectifier, but it will ser,-e to explain 
fairlv well what is meant bv the 
"oriented " condition which is ·n~ain
tainecl in the rec-tifier by the presence 
of the concentrated sulphuric acid 
at the metallic junctions. One of the 
principal differences is that in the 
rectifier referred to the passage of 
current in the direct.ion in which the 
"oriented" condition helps the current 
(whic-h is the " through " direction) 
does not clestrov the condition of the 
metals, as it wol~ld do in the case of the 
accumulator. 

The Kuprox rectifier, which has 
already been briefly described above, 
seems to depend upon some principle 
related to that operating in the case 
of the ordinary crystal detector, 
although the exact method of opera
tion is not fully understood in either 
case. 
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It i8 claimed for both of the.~e so
<'alled dry rectifier~ that they have a 
vny low·internal rec:i;,.tance, and that 
cun:<equently, rp1ite apart from the 
et!iciency, they permit of a " t<tper" 
churge being applied to the battery. 

One " element " 
of the Kuprox dry 

plate rectifier. 

In c-aC'e any of my readers may not 
quite nnderstaml \dwt is meant by a 
taper charge I lll<lY explain the matter 
in this way. Suppose it is nece~s:try 
to apply 7i volt-> against a 6-volt 
hattery in order to drive through the 
btter the deRired charging current. If 
the rurrent is alternating, and a 
rectifier has to be induded in the 
eircuit, it ''ill evidently be necessary 
to increase the voltage in order to 
drive the same current against the 
re.si,;tance of the rectifier. Suppose 
tle resistance of the latter is so low 
th.:t nn additional 1}, YO!ts is snilicient 
for the purpose, theii a total of 9 Yolts, 
;,pplied to the battery and rectifier 
eombinccl, will bring about the pas
~'<lge of the necessary current. 

A Taper Charge 
When the batterv is in a dis

chn.rgecl condition m~d its voltage is 
u;,ly about 6 Yolts, there will be <1 
lliference of 3 volt~ available to 
drive the current. As, however, the 
bdtery becomes gradually charged 
up, and its Yoltage rises toward.~ a 
final value of 7i volts, the exce;;s 
'.-oltage available for driYing the 
<·urrent round the circuit will gmdu
<: lly drop from 3 Yolts to 1! ,-olt~, 
''··ith the result thc,t the current \Yill 
n.titomatical!y " taper off " to a 
minimum ""'lue. 'The closer the re-
11nired voltage (which in this case we 
<He supposing to be 9 volts) to the 
fin,ll fully charged value of the 
battery, F>ay 7! volts, the more 
ne;;~ly will the final Yalne of the 
dwrging current be rerluced to zero. 
It is as~ertecl by some battery manu
facturers that the ideal :vay to charge 
a battery is by a fairly heavy illitial 
darge, tapering off as a battery 
bt•.:omes fnlly charged. 

High-Resistance Rectifier 
If the rcdifier has a high resi:ohnce 

i he taper charge will be impo~sible. 
For exm11ple, suppoicing the internal 
ltt:i~tauce of the rectifier is bUCh tkct 

it requires :20 volt.'! to drive the 
llc.,ired current through the rectifier 
again,,t the G-volt battery, then 
eYi,[cntly 1± Yolt:> are requirell to 
owrcome the resistance of the recti
Jier .:ncl battery comhin,ed, and \vhen 
the battery has become fully charged 
•'!l,l its voltage has risen to 7! volts 
in~tea<l of 6 volts, the excess voltage 
aY,,ila.ble is l:H volts instead of f± 
Yolt~ as it was" previously : the per-. 
renL1ge drop in the excess voltage 
being comparatively small, the per
.:cntage decrease in the current will 
be correspondingly ~mall alHl the 
current will be nearly the sC~me when 
the battery i~ fully charged as it was 
\\'hen the battery was in the dis
charged condition. 

Current Practically Constant 
Thus, we see that where a resist

ance is introduced and a corre:;pond
ingly higher voltage is provided to 
overcome that resistance, the charg
ing current is practically constant 
and unaffected by the gradual rise in 
Yoltage of the battery as the latter 
becomes fully charged ; but where 
the resistance in the circuit is very 
low and only a small excess voltage 
i~ required for driving the current 
round the circuit, the rise in voltage 
of the battery as it becomes charged 
make~ a considerable difference to 
the exce.~s Yoltage and, therefore, to 
the charging current. 

Reviewing the different types of 
rectifier which have been referred to, 

· it will be seen that these new BO

C<tlled " dry " rectifiers have a lo~ 
internal resi . ..,tance, but the great 
advantr.ge which is claimed for them 
i.3 the fuct that they contain no free 
liquid. Although this may be an 
ad\'antage when such a rectifier is 
to be incorporated in a deYice .~uch 
<lS a L.'T. battery eliminator (where 
t.here is no other liquid-filled com
ponent already present) I cannot see 
,,-hat is the advantage of a dry rec
tifier combined or used with an 
accumulator which already contains 
~ulphuric acid. It ~eems to me that 
the· lllO~t obvious rectifier to use is 
one the electrolyte of which, at any 
rate, is identical with the electrolyte 
used in the b<lttery itself, namely, 
battery acid, and from my own 
experience of the tantalum redif;er 
(which fulfil.'! these conditions) I lHtve 
found it extremely efficient, ex
tremely reliable, and in every way 
S<lti~factory a!l(l free from trouble, as 
well as being inexpensive to make. 

I haYe not yet had an opportunity 
oi examining these new dry rectifiers 
referred to, but I should imagine from 
their rather complicated construction, 
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and also from the elaborate pro
cesses which are said to be involved 
in the making of some of their internal 
parts, that they would be much more 
expensive to produce. 

An "Unknown Quantity" 
As regflrds their performance, that 

iR a matter oil which one must main
tain an open 1i1incl until they have been 
tried and u;;ed for a long period. I 
understand that in some of the 
original rectifiers of the so-called dry 
metallic disc type, originally in
vented by Samuel Ruben, the rectifi
cation was in reality dependent upon 
some obscure electrolytic effect and 
wa~, in consequence, very much 
influenced by the humidity of the 
atmosphere. 

However, as already stated, I have 
not yet had the advantage of testing 
these rectifiers, and can only say that 
whereas the tantalum rectifier is a . 
proved success the new rectifiers are, 
so far as I am concerned, at present 
·an unknown quantity. By the time 
this artide is in print probably pre
liminary samples will have reachecl 
me for inspection and test. 
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W
.HE~ loud-speaker extension 

leads are coupled to a 
receiver not incorporating a 

transforme~ or choke-capacity output, 
extra care should be taken that the 
long leads used are well immlated 

A complete '' Kuprox '' unit, consisting 
of a number of plates joined in series. 

from everything with which they come 
into contact. 'The H. 'T. current will 
be passin6 through the leads, and if 
allowed to short through \1 damp wall · 
or other such earthed object will leak 
away to the detriment of the H. 1'. 
battery, or may even return to the 
~et via the earth lead with sufficient 
Yigour to burn out the va]yes. 

Similar precautions should aho 
be taken even if a choke-capacity loud
speaker by-pass scheme is employed. 
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My Most Efficient Receiver 
Sm,-Herewitl1 I enclose the hook

up of " My Most Efficient Receiver." 
Now and then a copy of MoDERN 
'WIRELESS reaches me and I study 
the various hook-ups that are printe~l 
in its columns. Rarely do I find lists 
of stations heard, ~nd sometimes 
wonder if the British receptionist is 
sufficientlY interested in radio broad
cast to construct a real DX receiver. 

Being a DX hound myself I used to 
build about everv so-called DX set 
that appeared in 'the columns of the 
magazines, only to find their distant
reception qualities did not satisfy my 
thirst for real distance. 

About ten mouths ago I built a set 
similar to the hook-up I enclose, and 
at that time used transformer-coupled 
audio amplification. After several 
months of experimentation with vari
ous coils, variable resistances, and 
transformers I dewloped what has 
proved to be a 1'ery efficient DX 
receiver, hence this contribution to 
l\IoDERN WIRELESS. 

Among the greater distances heard 
with my set I have had the thrill of 
listening to two stations in Japan, 
one in Australia. Manila, Calcutta. 
Havana, and Toronto. Three in New 
York, one in New Jersey, nine in 
Chicago, five in Canada, besides 
dozens of others scattered throughout 
the United States. 

Perfect quality of reproduction is 
obtained through resistance-coupled 
amplification. You will notice that 
only the radio-frequency tube has a 
Yariable control, all others, including 
the detector tube, are connected to 
Amperites. (The Radiotron or Cun
ningham 201A in the detector is •. not 

. critical.) 
Batteries ·used are one 6V storaf!e, 

or " accumulator "as I used to call it 
many years ago in England, and for 
the H.T. I use a . Special Master 
Majestic B battery eliminator with 
an 801\'£ tube made by Q.R.S. While 
I have not checked the H.T. voltage, 
I presume I am getting more than 
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22Ct Yolts on the plate, reduced, of 
course, by the resistance coupling. 

Verv trulv vours. 
· SEYMiwR HASTIM+s. 

Late Manager-Announcer, 
K F H J, Santa Barbara, 
K F I, (The Evening Herald) Los 

Angeles, 
K F V F, Los Angeles and 
K N R C, Los Angeles. 

Los Angeles, California. 

For Alternatiye Programmes 
Sm,-"'e have now had time to 

test 5 G B, and I think it is agreerl 
that the quality, strength, and charac· 
ter of the programmes makes this 
station well worth listening to, and 
here in the :\Iidlands with 5 X X 
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three-valve set (Det. and two L.F.), 
one transformer, and one resistance, 
or preferably both resistance, with 
a node-bend rectification-a quality 
receiver and not for DX work. No 
floubt the set could be made t.o 
incorporate other features in the way 
of simple switching, but I think there 
must be many listeners in my position 
who would like to make the change 
from 5 X X to 5 G B as easilv ag 
possible. What· do you think ( 

Yours faithfullv, 
R. w. T. 0WEN. 

Stafford. 
[Ed. Note.-It is extremely difficult 

to design a really efficient set with 
switching for high or low wave
lengths, though simple receivers can 
be built with this refinement. The 
three-Yalver mentioned (Det. and 
two L.F.) could be designed without 
much trouble, but a certain amount 
of selectivity mu.ot be retained to 
separate the ·programmes. 

DEP.610 Valve 
Sm,-We han read with interest 

the article published on pages 247, 
248, and 366 of the September issue 
of MoDERX WIRELESS. written bv 
Mr. K. D. Rogers, on" Recent Valv .. e 
DeYelopments~·· but are rather sur· 
prised at the report under the 

The circuit shown above is the one used and referred to by Mr. Seymour Hastings. 
As mentiqn~d in his letter on this page, he has tuned in Australia, Manila, Calcutta, 
Havana, Toronto, and dozens of other long-distance transmissions. The reproduction 

he describes as being "of perfect quality." 

nicely placed we are assured or two 
stations being excellently received. 
My difficulty, however, is that to 
change from.5 X X to 5 G B necessi
tates~ altering three coils (placed 
inside the set) in addition, of course, 
to tuning, and as no doubt this 
applies in the case of many other 
listeners (probably some will ha Ye only 
two coils), I am wondering whether 
you would describe a set which con
structors could build so designed that 
to change from one station to the_ 
other could be carried out much more 
cou.-eniently. I would suggest a 
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heading of " Poor Power Valve " on 
our new DEP.610 type. 

Presumably the author is not quite 
clear as to the intention behind the 
design of this po11·er valve. Such is 
to provide a~ much undistorted 
output as possible to the loud speaker, 
even on a small input. This undis
torted output is dependent upon the 
mutual conductance, sometimes called 

,- l f ·· 111 d · gooc ness actor. or -R an not upon 
v • 

the " m " factor or grid swing alone. 

(Continued on page 424.) 
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B Y the time this appears we shall 
be in the state, particularly in 
London and one or two of 

· the main centreR, of having more 
than one medium-wave station of 
res1Jeetable power. Daventry Junior 
is already on the air with a wave
length of about 490 metres, but it 
is iwt possible to say whether this 
waYe-length is the one whieh will be 

:finally adopted, so that any decision as 
to the degree of tuning necessary to 
separate the local station from 
Daventry Junior will have to be left 
until the wave-length question is 
settled. 

H. F. Required 
There is no doubt about it that all 

those wlw are at present depending 
on a single reetifying reaction valYe 
and one or two stages of L.F. ampli
fication will not be very happy 
unless they happen to be some 
distance from the local station, and 
the wave-length separation is over 
100 metres, and at the same time it 
is doubtful whether they will, in 
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ONE-VALVE 
OX UNIT 

A useful and easily made H.F. amplifier. 
Designed and described by 

Capt. H. ]. ROUND, M.I.E.E. 

the majority of eases, have enough 
strength from Daventry Junior to 
give them real satisfaction. 

It seems such a pity to have to scrap 
a receiver and construct another one 
to meet the new circumstances, if by 
some small modification the extra 
tuning and extra sensitivity can be 
obtained. There is no doubt that 
the best way of meeting the case 
is to add another valve, and I propose 
here to describe a simple way of put
ting such a valve on to the present 
receiver without altering the set in 
any way. 

Suits All Cases 
In certain cases these valve rectifier 

and reacting receivers are fitted 
with tuning coils and condensers 
and some reaction device, the aerial 
usually being tapped down the coil. 
This is the most modern type of 
circuit, but in other cases cruder 
arrangements are used, in which the 
aerial forms the main capacity in the 
first circuit. 

Both cases c.an be met in the same 
way with the adapter to be described, 
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but in fhose cases where a shunt 
tuning condenser is actually in use 
it will not be necessary to imitate the 
aerial capacity, although it will do no 
harm if we do so. The adapter I am 
going to describe consists of two tuned 

circuits with a modern, fairly high 
p, value valve, and an arrangement for 
giving condenser coupling to the 
receiver. 

The whole thing can be made up in 
a case quite independently from the 

A typical detector 
and L.F. receiver 
with coupled 
aerial-grid circuit, 
which can easily 
be attached to the 
DX unit if longer 
range of reception 

is required. 
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receiver, and should be placed 6 in. 
or 8 in. away from the receiver. There 
will be no serious difficulty in " finding 
one's way about " on the combination 
after a little practice, particularly as 
I think it will be moderately safe to 
oscillate weakly on the detector when 
searching for ·distant stations, pro
vided one keeps off the local stations 
and Daventry Junior, as these two 
stations will be very easy to receive 
without any searching in tht> hetero
dyne condition. 

The . Tuning Coils 
It seems rather wicked in these clap 

to suggest oscillating, but as a matter 
of fact a single stage of H.F. neutral
ised, connected up as an adapter, 
carries back an extremely minute 
amount to the antenna. I doubt if 
even a super receiver could receive 
it more than twenty or thirty yards 
away, and even then the jamming 
effect would not be as serious as 
that caused by several supers I know, 
which have a strong heterodyne which 
can carry quite fifty yards. 

On the question of tuning coils 
for the adapter, I have a particular 
preference myself for one type of 
coil, which I illustrate in Fig. 1. It is 
astatically wound with a short 
neutralising winding, wound closely 
on the bottom, and there is a four-pin 
socket which can very easily and 
quickly be made up. The home 
constructor has the ehoice of using 
ordinary wire or Litz for this coil, 
but there is no need for any expensive 
material for the coil tubing. 

.9 
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Personally I use dry cardboard, and 
find it very satisfaetory. There would 
be some advantage to those making 
their own coils, to make them exactly 
to the dimensions shown in the draw
ing, because, using the eoudenser 
specified, 550 metres will he a pproxi-
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is not essential, as it will not be 
required to produce reaction. 

It is not a bad idea to fix a filament 
rheostat, because, as 1: have pointed 
out elsewhere, it can be used as a 
strength regulator by dimming the 
H.F. filaments, although it is unwise 
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mately at the top of the scale. Two 
of these coils and a ·00026-mfd. 
condenser will · be necessary in the 
adapter. The neutralised arrangement 
which I like to use with the modern 
valves is a modifieation, I believe, 
of one called the Cowper method, and 
it requires a comparatively large 
condenser to obtain neutralisation. 

A Selective Arrangement 
The condenser can be one of the 

two plates rotor and three plate5 
stator type, and one of the 
cheapest types purchasable is quite 
good enough for the purpose. There is 
no need for it even to be of the square
law type, and it can, if required, he 
mounted on the panel, although thi~ 
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to carry this too far when using 
only one H.F. stage. The advantage 
of conneeting the adapter up by a 
small capacity to the reeeiver is that 
in this way one then gets the ft1ll 
benefit of three tuned circuits. two on 
the adapter and one on the. receiver 
with reaction. 

It would be quite possible to leave 
out the last tuned circuit on the 
adapter and to rearrange one's aerial 
tuning to act as the tuned anode. 
In this way we should only have tw•) 
tuned circuits, and, in addition, one 
would, of course, have partly to 
dismantle the amplifier. 

The diagram of eouuections of the 
adapter I illustrate in Fig. 2, and the 
approximate layout whieh is advisable 
and which ean be mounted to look 
neat, is shown in the next figure 
(Fig. 3). When connected up the 
reaction on the receiver eau be turned 
well away from the oseillating-point, 
and the adapter must be checked, to 
see that it has no tendeney to 
oseillate on its own. 

Neutralising 
If neeessary, the usual neutrodyne 

methods eau be adopted of tuning up 
to the local station, disconneeting one 
filament leg of the valve in the adapter, 
and turning the neutrodyne condenser 
to the zero signals, but usually trial and 
error is sufficient to find the neutrodyne 
·position without any serious effort. 
Of course, down in the scale there 
may be one or two troublesome points 
where it may be neeessary slightly 
to adjust the neutrodyne condenser tl) 
get stability when receiving under 300 
metres, but a well-constructed instru· 
ment should not even show this. 

In Fig. 2 I have shown the anode 
tap on the adapter cireuit. This 

(Gonfin11ed on page 430) 
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T HE shmt-wave wireless beam sta~ions which have 
been built for the G('neral Post Office by Marc~ni's 
Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd:, at Grimsby and Skeg

m•ss, for high-speed wireless comnlupication _wjth India 
have suc'cessfully passed their seYen days' official Post Office 
test, and the Company has been i-nformed by the Post 
Office that they are issuing the preliminary certificate 
ef acceptance. The scheme to link up Great Britain 
with Canada, Australja, South Africa, and India by 
mcaris of high-speed wireless telegraph services, has thus 
been successfully completed ; and the :British Empire 
now possesses the most complete, up-to-date, and 
efficient wireless telegraph service in the world. 

Under the Government contract with the Marconi 
Company the beam stations for communication with 
India were to be capable of sending and receiving at the 
sanie time at a minimum speed of 100 words per ~te 
during a daily aver_l!.ge of twelve ,hours. Durm~the 
8even days' official test . this guarantee was largely 
exce£ded, the Marconi Cmi1pany _estimating that an 
average speed of between 130 and 150 words per minute 
has been maintained during from 18 
to 21· hours per day. 

"' Freedom From X's 
As a result it is also estimated 

that the capacity of the Indian 
beam circuit is about 180,0CO 
words per day in each direction. It 
is well known that during t:te 
monsoon period India is one of the 
worst .countries in the world for 
atmospheric iriterlerencc ; ~md the 
fact that the Indian beam stations 
have been able to work at high speed 
for hours on end during the ~nonsoon 
period is remarkable testimony to 
the freedom from atmospherics that 
is obtained by the use of beam re
ceiving aerials. 
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high-speed capacity of the Australian circuit working 
in both directions for the four weeks from July 11th 
to August 7th was 701,200; 642,750; 816,286; and 
983,022 words respectively. The circuit capacity Rhown 
by these figures is considerably in excess of the total 
telegraph traffic pailsing between Australia and 
England at the present time, and thus demonstrates the 
enormous possibilities of the beam service between these 
two countries. 

Other Services 
Although the South African service has only hecn 

opened since the beginning of July the traffic has shown 
a ra1~id and continued increase, and is already con
siderably greater than was expected at sueh an early 
date. 

The Canadian Beam service, which was opened success
fully at the end of last year, continues to deal satisfac
torily with a large volume of traffic. 

The traffic handled by· the beam scrvi~es operating 
between ·Portugal and its colonies, which have only bee:1 

The achievements of the Indian 
stations· during the tests.' bear o~t 
the experience of the working of the 
other beam stations. )Ir. E. T. Fisk, 
the managing director. of the 
Australian Wireless Company, has 
estimated, for instance, that the 

where the British Beam signals are received. 
called Dhond, 48 miles east of Poona. 
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in use for a few months, also show a steady and sub
!;tantial increase. 

WitJ1in two or three weeks there will be a further 
development in the opening, by Marconi's Wireless 
Telegraph Co., LtcL, of commercial beam telegraph 
services between England and South America, and between 
England and the l 1nited States of Ameriea. The beam 
stations for direct eommunication between Canada and 
Australia arc also nearing completion, and this servic-e 
is expected to be opened in the near future. 

Although the erection of the Indian beam stations 
c-ompletes the contract into which the Mareoni Company 
entered for erecting stations for Imperial wireless tele
graph communication for the British Government, it 
by no means completes the immediate prospect of im
proving communications between Great Britain and her 
Dominions, experiments having proved the possibility 

_of carrying on wireless telephone conversation by means of 
the beam stations simultaneously with the operation 
of high-speed wireless telegraph services. There is 
every prospect that before the end of next year it will be 
possible for telephone subscribers in England to call up 
c;ubscribers in any of the Dominions. 

With the development by the Marconi Company of a 
system of facsimile transmission, specially adapted to the 
beam system, there is also the 11rospect of written and 
printed matter, drawings and photographs being trans-
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mitted by high-speed wireless telegraphy, and thus not 
only expediting the transaction of a considerable amount 
of business, but also enabling each part of the Empire 
to take a greater interest in other parts because of the 
rapid transmission of photographs of contemporary 
events. 

The English transmitting station of the Indian sen·ice 
at Grimsby, and the receiving station at. Skegness, are 
connected, as is the case for the other bea.m services. bv 
landlines to the Central Telegraph Office at the G.P.O. 
in London, from which the actual operation of the station 
is automatically controlled. The corresponding trans
mitting station in India, which is situated at Kirkee near 
Poona, 75 miles east of Bombay, and the receiving station 
at Dhond, 48 miles east of Poona, are similarly linked 
with the Central Telegraph Office in Bombay, so that the 
English and the Indian terminal offices are in immediate. 
touch with each other, and messages placed in the high
speed signalling instruments at the G.P.O. in London are 
instantaneously recorded at the Bombay office, and vice
versa. 

The Wave-lengths Used 
The transmitting installation at Grimsby for the 

England-India service is in the same room as· the trans
mitter for the England-Australia service, but while the 
Australian transmitter has threepanels, as it is designed 

for working on a single wave-length 
only alternatively directed in an 
easterly and westerly direction during 
different parts of the day, the Indian 
transmitter has an additional panel 
to allow for the use of a second 
wave-length, transmission in this 
case always being in one direction. 

Transmission from · England to 
India takes place on wave-lengths 
of 16·216 metres and 34·168 metres, 
and from India to England on 
16·286 metres and 34·483 metres. 
At Grimsby a five-mast aerial 
system, quite distinct from the three
mast aerial system of the Australian 
service, has been built. The masts 
are 277 feet in height, with a dis
tance of 650 feet between them. 
Two bays are used for one wave
length, and the other two bays for 
the second wave-length. 

The masts are erected in a straight 
line at right angles to the great 
circle from the transmitting station 
at Grimsby to the receiving station 
in India, and the reflector behind the 
active aerials focuses the main energy 
in a south-easterly direction on to 
the receiving aerials in India. A 
similar aerial system has been built 
at Kirkee to carry out the trans
missions to this country, but here 
the signals are concentrated in a 
north-westerly direction towards 
England. 

The Indian end of the British-Imlia Beam service. These five gLmt masts, erected by the 
Marconi Company at Kirkee, India, carry the aerial and beam reflector wires. 

The receiving apparatus for the 
signals from India is installed at 
Skegness in the room where the· 
receiver for the reception of the 
signals from Australia is install~d. 
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T HE Strobodyne circuit is due to 
a French inventor named 
Lucien Chretien, and may be 

described as an ingenious modifica
tion of the s'upersonic principle. At 
the same time, although amplification 
dnpemls upon the use of an inter
mediate frequency which is derived 
from the incoming signal and a local 
oscillator, the actual method of pro
tlucing this secondary freqn!'ney is 
distinct from that used in the snpcr
heterodyne circuit. 

In the latter C2oSe, the incoming 
sign~tl beats with Wll,\"CS produced by a 
loc:d oscillator. The t'l-o oscillations 

A B c 
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Some interesting details of the latest 
super· heterodyne circuit. 

Imagim·, howc~ver, that the source of 
light by which it is viewed, such as an 
electric lamp, is switched on and off 
l ,499 times a minute. During the 
cluration of each flash the line will be 
visible, and will appear to be practi
cglJy ;;tationary. Not quite, however, 
for during the ensuing interval of 
rlarkness the Hhaft will have made one 
complete rotation, plus ljl,500th of a 
turn, so that at the n0xt flash it will 
appear to have monrl forward that 
frgction of a tlirn. 

The Original Circuit 
l~ncler theGe conditions the observer 

'will therefore see the line move slowly 
forward in the direction of the hands 
of the clock, at 2,11 8pparcnt speed of 
one revolution per minute, corre
sponding to the difference betweeJi 
1,500 tmd 1,499. 

By]. C. ]EVONS. 

The manner in which this primiple 
is utilised in the Stroborlyne circuit is 
illnstraterl in Fig. 2. In the first 

I 

SIGNAl. .:, 
!Nr g 
~~ I ._ ___ _) 

Y205 F/6.2. 

If the lamp is switched on and off 
exactly 1 ,500 times per minute, i.e . 
. at the same rate 8S the shaft revolves, 
the white line will appear ~,bsolutely 

are then combined on the grid of a stationp,ry, whilst if the l:>,mp is 
detector valve and a new beat cut out at a still greater Rpeed, the line pl<~,cc, taking a h·picd ~ignal he-
frequency, equal to the difference -will appe~er to movc slowly h:v:kwarrls qucncv of l,OOO.l~l!J a ,;<'cond, <"OITe-
betwecn the first two oscillations, in r,n <;,nti-clockwise direc·tion. sponrling to <c \n'iH'-l"ngth of 300 

~n~~=~sv!~~:.he tuned output circuit ::!l=!======!=!=!:=:=======================;:~===.::.::' 

Stroboscopic Effect 
In the Strobodyne circuit the lower 

or supersonic frequency, on which 
subsequent amplifications take place, 
is produced by a stroboscopic effect 
(hence Strobodynn) similar to that 
employed in the well-known apparatus 
used for detecting cracks or flaws in 
flywheels and other rapidly rotating 
bod,ies whilst they are actually in 
motion. 

If, for example, a black line is 
painted on a white disc as shown at A, 
Big. 1, it will not, be visible, except 
JIOSsibly as a faint blur, when the shaft 
fs rotating, say, at 1,500 revolutions 
per minute. 

Tlie eight-valve Strobodyne ; Ru R2, R5, R6 , and R7 are rheostat controls, J 1 and J 2 are 
jacks, while SW is the filament switch~ 
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metres, it is obvious that a switching 
deYice is required (corresponding to 
the lamp switch mentioned above) 
which will be capable of operation at 
something approaching this speed. 

No mechanical appliance, however, 
is capable of such intensely rapid 
movement, but luckily we haYe the 
valve as a substitute.· 

YZ04 

_.,. 
LT. 

1.£ 

When a valve is oscillating the grid 
is thrown alternately positive and 
negative. During the positive period 

. the resistance of the grid-filament 
space decreases. It falls, in fact, to 
such a low value that it forms a short
circuit so far as applied radio
freql:encies are concerned. During the 
negative period, however, the grid
filament resistance is restored to a 
high value, and appli d radio signals 
will be repeated in amplified form in 
the plate circuit in the ordinary way. 

Returning to the arrangement 
shown in Fig. 2, the circuit R is tuned 
to the incoming signal waves, and is 
coupled magnetically (or electro
statically through the condenser 
shown in dotted lines) to an IF 
circuit tuned to the desired inter
mediate or supersonic frequency. 

The circuit G is wt~.pled to the plate 
coil P and therefore serves to set the 
valve into oscillation at a frequency 
either slightly above or below the 
signal frequency, the precise value 
being determined by the setting of the 
condenser C2• · 

Now the circuit G may be considered 
to function like the lamp switch in the 
stroboscope. It acts as explained 
above, to make the grid-filament 
space " short " the tuned circuit 
R (and thus by-pass the incoming 
sigm~ls) except at intervals which 
remu at a frequency equal to the 
" difference " between the tuning of 
the two circuits Rand G. 

At first sight it appears difficult 
to draw any clear distinction between 
the modus operandi outlined above 
and the ordinary " beat " effect 
obtained in the case of the 
super-het circuit where the incoming 
signals are combined with local 
oscillations on the ·grid of a detector 
valve. 

No Rectification 
The inventor, however, lays stress 

on the fact that no grid condenser 
or grid leak is used in the Strobodyne, 
and that there is, in fact, neither 
detection as in the standard super-hot 
nor modulation· as in the Ultradyne. 
The intermediate frequency is, he 
maintains, secured simply and solely 
by a str()boscopic action. 

In practice the simple circuit 
arrangement, as shown in Fig. 2,. is 
open ro objection. For instance, the 
oscillations through the circuit G 
would stop at some settings of the 
tuning condenser eh because the 
local oscillations would.then approxi
mate too closely to the received 
signals. It is therefore necessary to 
devise an arrangement in which the 
tuning of one circuit does not affect 
the other. 
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Aecordingly, the modification shown 
in Fig. 3 was tried out. Here the 
tuning and oscillating circuits R, G 
have been transposed, the latter being 
arranged as a Wheatstone bridge, 
with two small capacities c3 and cl 
shunted across the main tuning 

condenser C2• The mid-point of the 
coil M is tapped across to the junetion 
of these two condensers,· as shown. 

Unfortunately, it was then found 
that whilst the distance range was 
extraordinary the selectivity was poor. 
This, of course, arises from the fact 
that the tuning circuit R is largely 
short-circuited, and is consequently 
highly damped, a condition which is 
fatal to selectivity. 

Increasing Selectivity 
In order to remove this defect the 

arrangement shown in Fig. 4 was 
finally adopted. Here only a portion 
of the tuned input circuit is· inserted 
across the grid and filament of the 
valve. This does not, as might perhaps 
be expected, lead to any loss in signal 
strength. On the contrary, the 
effective signal voltage is found to be 
increased, whilst the selectivity is all 
that can be desired. 

This is the full circuit of the Strobodyne receiver. As will be seen, two of the tuning condensers can be " ganged," a small 
compensating variable condenser being placed in parallel with one of them. · 
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amplitude directly proportional to 
the incoming signal waves. Accord
ingly, in the case of a modulated input, 
such as a broadcast carrier wave, the 
intermediate-frequency oscillations 
automatically preserve the original 
signal modulations, so that, as prcvi-

MoDERN WIRELESs 

London, Rome, and Prague on an in
door loop aerial only one foot square. 
The short-wave American programme 
from Schenectady (W G Y) was also 
recei\;ed clearly on the loud speaker 
when the same. set was connected 
up to an outdoor aerial. 

As regards adjustments, it is clear 
that according to the inventor's 
the.ory of working the signals must be 
suppressed or short-circuited during 
those half-cyc~es when the grid is 
thrown positive by the voltages built 
U}) in the oscillating circuit G. This 
can only take place when there is a 
fairly high positive potential on the ! .. !:===;;;;;;;;;;;~;;:;:;;;;;;:F;;;;:====================m 
grid, from which it follows that the 
voltages built up in the circuit G must 
be fairly strong. 

Operating Considerations 
On the other hand when the grid is 

11egative, the valve must amplify 
the incoming signals. This amplifi
cation will not, however, take place 
if the grid potential is made too 
negative, since in that case the plate 
current would fall to zero, or at lea~t 
the operating point would move off 
t.lw straight-line part of the character
istic curve to a point below the lower 
bend. It is accordingly necessary to 
prevent the amplitude of the local 
oscillations from exceeding this critical 
Yalue. · 

In practice a suitable compromise !.!.f================================================•! 
is found by trial;. either by adjusting 
the value of the plate voltage, or 
the couplil).g between the plate 
and grid coils of the oscillator 

Much of the wiring is carried out under the basebo01rd, as will be seen in the above photo
graph. The components indicated by arrows are by-pass condensers. 

circuit R. 

Results Obtained 
Every time that a pulse of signal 

energy succeeds in passinJ through 
the valve, the intermediate-frequency 
circuit IF is impulsed by the amplified 
signal, and as the latter is tuned to 
this lower or supersonic " impulse " 
frequency, corresponding signal Yolt
ages are rapidly built up by reso
nance. 

At any given instant the oscillations 
through the circuit wili. have an 

ously stated, only one detector valve 
is required, i.e. that following the 
stages of intermediate-frequency am
plification. 

In the ordinary super-heterodyne 
circuit two detectors are necessary, 
one before the supersonic amplifiers, 
and one following them. 

Short-Wave Reception 
As an indication of performance, 

the eight-tube "Strobodyne " receiver 
illustrated ha,s givEJn excellent !owl
speaker reoept.ion ·iD. Paris of most 
European stations; inCiudiug Berne, 

A rear view of the receiver with one of the lorig-wave . units on top of the screening box. 
C, are fixed condensers for tuning coils L~; V3, V4 and V~ are the long-wave amplifier 
valves, V6 the det, V7 and V8 L.F. amplifiers; T1 and T2 are L.F. tr-ansformers. R1, R2 and 

R7 rheostats. · 
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I N some cases then· may be an ad
Yantage in listening to a public 
lllt\eting by wireless rather than 

in being actually present. At the I ntcr
national Radio Convention held in 
Ostend, Belgium, which was addressed 
by King Albert, listeners in the lJall, 
which contained an audience of about 
14,000 people, found it almost im
possible to hear a word of the King's 
speech, but listeners by radio, on the 
other hand, heard every word per
fectly. They were, therefore, better 
off than the people actually in the 
hall. 

The Poor " Mike " 
At a recent fire in a dance-hall in 

Chicago, where a programme was 
being transmitted via W G N, the 
microphone transmitted the qrackling 
due to the burning of ·the- wooden 
platform before the people in the 
hall realised what was in 11rogress ! 
The orchestra and dancers fled, but 
the faithful microphone perished in 
the flames whose advent it had an
nounced to the radio audience before 
the broadcasters themselves dis
covered them. 

0 
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Volume Control 
F. H. (Ht"XTIXODo:-.).-·' I wish 

to <'lll]lloy some form of volume 
;·ontrol o.n the H.F. sicle of my 
riYe-Yalve receiver. Ts there nny 
~imple method which <"<lll he nsed 
with hut little ultrr:t.tion to the Fd ? " 

Proh<1hly the ea~iest method is to 
insrrt <1 master rheostat in series 
with the nP~ati\·e filaments of the 
H.F. Ynh·e:;. For two H.F. stages 
l0-20 ohms is H~ll<llly about right 
for ·I- amp. Yal\"e~, <llld 10 ohms for 
t hi' -~r, amp. type. If only one H.F. 
~tage i:; ;-mploye(l the maximum 
\"H !ne of the re.'~istance mnst be 
l1ighnr, and for a single ·l-amp. Y<\h·e 
;;o C.I1mH is quite effccti,·e. 

Short-Lived H. T. Batteries 
H. D. (GRA\"ESI·:xu).--·' ;\ly four

V<llve set, \l"hich con:,;i:;ts of an H.F. 
~'tagc. gritl-lcak rectifier, alJ(l two trans
former-conplc(l L.F.vah·es, serm:; to he 
exceedingly hard on H.T. batteries. 
The ]a.st \-~~lve i.~ of the ordinary powPr 
type. What should be the total anode 
em-rc•nt for a set of this description l '' 

Rmghly, 12 milliampR., provided 
the corr-ect 2rirl bins is used. With 
mch n ree'civ;•r only the hrgest
'"izccl (lrv' butterie,~ should be em
ployecl. · The ordinary small-cell 
type have a nwximum working output 
of about 5 milliamps., and if this 
value is <>xrec(led the life of the 
batt..ery_ will be wry short. '\Vith 
~ets employing more than two \<alves 
it is , a faJse ·economy to purchase 
the~e small batteries. In cases where 
shunting condensers are used between 
H.T. + and H.T. - for by-passing 
or smoothing purposes, it is as well 

. to exaJuine these in order to make 
certain that no leak exi~ts, si'uce the 
presence of such a fault is equivalent 
to a permanent loacJion the battery. 

Substituting Components 
E. S. (BRo:>ILEY).-" I am building 

a receiver of the ' B.B.C. Fi"'e ' type, 
and my stock includes an anmie 
resistance having a value of 100,000 

ohmG, mHl aho n. wire-wound po
tentiomcter which was used for 
.~tabilising an old tuned-anode set. 
Can I use these in my new ' quality ' 
receiver ? " 

Yes, you could employ your 100,000-
ohm resistance in place of the 150,000-
ohm resistance used in the original 
·· B.B.C. Five.'' You would not, 
howe\·er, obtain <Jnite the same 

~ll~l~;lllli;~~;~~~~~~IIIII~~~~~~~IIIJ 
DEPARTMENT. 

Are you in trouble with your set P 

Haw :con any kuot.ty little rauio Problem; 
rNtuiring solution '! 
The ~iQDER~ WmEJ,EliH Technical Queries 
Drpartment has been thor<:tughly reorgan
ised and i:; now in a. position to give an un
rivallcu serviec. The aim of the department 
i:-; to fUnLish n~alJy hC'Jpful advice in COlllH.'C
tion with any muio 11roblcm, theoretical or 
prartica.I. 
l~'nll details, ineltH.ling the revised and, in 

- rases, considerably reduced sca.Ie of chargc.s 
§=== eau be obtained dirett from the Tm~hnical 

Queries DcpartnH:~nt., ~lODERN WIRELE~S, 
Flcctway Hou;;e, ll'a.rringdon Street, Lon
don, E.U.4. 
A postcard will do: On rerciptofthis all the 
ucce~s:Hy literature will be sent to you free 
and post free, immediately. This application 
will place you unde•· no obligation what
ever. Every reader of MuDER~ WrnELE~S 
shoulu have thp,;e drtnils by him. An appli- · 
ration form is inrhtded which will enable 
you to ask your questions, so that we can 
deal with them expeditiously anu with the 
ruiuimnm CJf delay. Having this form you 
will know exactly what information we re
quire to lmvc before u~ in order completely 
to solve your problem~. 

ffilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltlllll'?, 

<legree of amplification. Do not alter 
the values of the coupling condensers, 
grid lr<lks, or the anode resistance 
in series with the lllate of the detector 
valve. In addition the "small ·0001 
fixed condenser must not he replaced 
with any other value. 

You can use your existing potenti
ometer instead of the non-inductive 
resistance . specified, but there is a. 
possibility that some slight alteration 
in tuning will oceur when the wire
wound resistance is Yaried. 

Generator "Hum" 
G. N. (HuDnErtSF{ELD).-" I am 

troubled with interference from a 
3.)4. 
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ne<Jr-by generator. The symptoms 
are a loud 'hum,' which commences 
every eYening at about six o'cloc-k, 
lasting until 10.:30 p.m. I belie\·e 
tlw trouble originates from the local 
}'ictnre-palace. Is there any method 
of onreoming this type of inter
:fen'iJCe ·? ·' 

·we arc afraiu that Cc1ses of int••r
ference from outside somces, such 
as elet.:!:r,ic railways,, tramway systems, 
power l'Jains, electric motors, X-ray 
app<lratu~. etc., are extremely difl1cult 
to deal with, and in many C<lses it 
is impossible to effect a eo m plete cure. 

Sometimes, however, a cert<,in 
measure of relid mav he gained hv 
one or more of th~ {oll~wing <"Z
pedieJJts : 

I l) t·,~e ;1, r:onntrrpoise insteacl of 
a direct C<lrth. This should be ns 
ne;trly as pm;sihle a replica of the 
aeri<tl, erected at a lwi~ht of 10 or 
12 ft., just as much care being 
exerciserl oYer its ilJsnlation aa over 
that of thc> nerial. 

(2) Try ~t dtjfcrcl't earth, e.g. if 
you are using the water main, twnsfer 
to a buried plate, etc. 

(3) Connect a small fixed con
dcm;er of a bout ·0003 c,1.par:ity be
tween the earth terminal and the 
earth lead. 

( 4) r se an iJHloor fmme aerial 
and no C;l rt h. 

(!"">) l '~<3 aperiodic aerial coupling. 

By-pass Condensers 
H. n. (GOOIJ}!AYEs).--" 1Iy ilo

mestic recei\'er consists of an auode 
rectifier followed by two stages 
of resistance coupling, the Yalue of 
the first anocle resistance hcing 
:ZIXJ.OOO ohms. :\Iagnetic reaction is 
used, and a ·001 h_v-pass condenser 
is connected acro~s the :200,01):J-ohm 
resist a w:e in order to permit satis
factory reaction control. 

'· I am told that this condenser 
is too large, aml that it tends to cut 
off the higher musical frer1uencies. 
Is this correct ? " 

Yes, the use of a Yn htc all high as 
·ODl is not to be recommended. 

In your case ·0001 should be quite 
adequate for by-pass purposes. ln 
general, the lowest practical Yalue 
shoul-d be employed. Actually any 
shunt capacity a.cross the anode 
resistance is detrimental· to (p1ulity, 
but {or reaction purposes a small 
condenser must., of course, he used. 

Hence, from the point of ·view of 
reproduction, the value should be 
the smallest that will serve the 
purpose. 

In some cases, however, condensera 
are deliberately used to alter the tone. 
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I HAVE been asked so many times 
for ~n exp~anat!on ~s _to why the 
Loftm-Wh1te c1rcmt 1s so selec

tiYe as a stable circuit compared with 
.other stabilised circuits, that it occurs 

to me your readers may be interested 
in the views I have expressed in in- _ 
formal discussions with engineers on 
this point, but which I have not 
before this time published. 

The simple diagram of our circuit 
contained in Fig. 1 will probably aid 
in a discussion. It shows one stage 
of R.F. amplification, with DJ! the 
elements necessary to stability of 
any degree desired, followed by a 
detector, combined electroml;l.gnetic
elcctrostatic coupling to obtain our 
so-called " constant coupling " being 
included between the antenna and 
R.F. input, and between the R.F. 
amplifier an·d detector. The low
capacity choke 14 permits biasing the 

· grid of the R.F. amplifier around 
coupling condenser cl without affect
ing its coupling. 

No "Lossers " Employed 
An inspection of this diagram em

phasises the immediately obvious fact 
that it is devoid of any resistors or 
other "lossers" intended for con-
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Some features of the Constant Coupling System specially 
d~scribed /or "Modern Wireless" by the Inventor 

EDWARD H. LOFT/N. 
suming sufficient energy of amplifica
tion to prevent oscillation. In fact, 
the entire burden of this task is taken 
by the practically non-energy-con
suming phasing condenser c3, which, 

of course, has the co-operation of the 
combined e!eetromagnetic- electro
static coupling to keep substantially 
constant with frequency. 

Such absence of energy-consuming 
devices permits maintaining the 

damping effects on the variable 
selective circuits at minimum. 

The value to selectivity of a-voiding 
additional damping effects over those 
absolutely necessary for connecting 
up a vacuum-tube system was forcibly 
impressed upon me some time ago by 
some investigations we made of the 
effect of the internal input impedance 
of vacuum tubes alone on the selec
tivity of circuits connected to the 
grid-filament electrode.~. We found 
that at broadcast frequencies so con
necting the· average commercial tube 

. to good low-loss circuits reduced the 
natur&l selectivity of the circuits in 
much the same degree as it was reduced 
by inserting from 50 to 60 ohms re
Histance directly in the circuits, so 
that additional elements which result 
in clamping are most undesirable. 

For Local Reception 
So far there is given no good reason 

for the Loftin-White selectivity being 
superior to the selectivity of so-called 
balanced or neutralised systems; that 

A commercial Loft.in-White four-valve receiver, as used in the United States. 
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it is has been demonstrated as a 
matter of commercial expediency. 
Several years ago, and before broad
cast conditions in New York became 
jammed as they are now, some of the 
manufacturers ·of the then rising 
neutrodyne type of receiver en
deavoured to design a flimple neutro
dyne receiver having but a Ringle 
Rtage of H.F. :mplification, to satisfy 

a demand for a simple and inexpe:l
~;ive set by those willing to obt?oin 
their broadcast entertainment from 
local stations only. 

The resulting designs were so noa
l'rlective, even for the conditions then 
existing, that the single-stage stable 
R.F. receiver did not· remain long 011 
the market. A manufacturer, "o 
Ratisfied that the Loftin-White circuit 
n1eets even the 1iwst trying require
ments of present-d•1y New York con
ditions, now haH a ~ingle-stage R.F. 
amplifier set ready for the market. 

Superior Selectivity 
One of the. reas<ili, for the tmperior 

selectivity is'th~t in the Lofti1i-White 
eircuit., as will be seen from Fig. 1, 
there is no coupling between the grid 
1entl plate circuits other than the ex
tremely IQose c<mpling introduced by 
the small internal capacity of the 
tube, so that the internal and external 
impedalH.'e~ of the output circuit can 
}Jave but small effect in the matter 
of damping the Kclective portion of 
the input circuit. 

With the so-called neutralised cir
cuit the n6utralising conden:;er con-

necting .grid and plate circuits cmn
bines with the tube capacity to 
establisl1 a subs'.:antial coupling be
tween the two circuits. and results in 

the output circuit impedances having 
through such coupling a substantial 
influence on the damping of the selec
tive portion of the input circuit, and 
a<lditive to the effect of the internal 
input impedance already diRcus.~ed. 

For Long or Short Waves 
Another rc>a~on is the substantial 

rmluction of t.he damping effect of the 
iJJtern::d impedance of the output 
(·ircuit on the second .-·elective circuit 
which is· brought about by phas
ing comlen~er C3 . Thi~ output internal 
impedance is Ycry Jew compared wit!1 
the input internal impedance, and so 
low for average tubes tlj~t if it were 
connected directly across the selective 
circuit., as slwwn in· Fig. 2, ·the selec
tivity of this circuit would be almost 
conwlete!.y nullified. The difficulty is 
somewhat alleviated in practice by 
coupli.iJg the ~elective circt1it to the 
Olitput circuit, resulting in an arrange
ment equivalent to Fig. 3, the effect 
on the internal output impedance 
becoming les,; and less as the coupling 
is loosened. But in practice the 
coupling must be kept quite tight for 
efficient amplificat.ion, 40 per rent to 
50 per cent not being unusual. 

In our circuit, however, the phasing 
condenser r3 result;;; in· an' arrangem)ont 
equivalent to Fig. 4, and since the 
reactance of r3 for iStabilising is quite 
~ubstantial the internal impedance is 
further iwlated from the selective 
circi1it. That is, we may use as tight 
a coupling as . in the neutralis,ed 
system, which i,q equivalent to Fig. 3 
in the n1atter of internal impedance 
effect on the Helcctive <;,ircuit, and not. 
imffer as much damping effect bec<m~e 
of our equivalency to Fig. 4. 

Oi1r" constant coupli1ig,'~ of course, 
keeps these effects su~stantially con
stant throughout the broadcast band, 
so that a rec<'iver is <'qnally as selec
tive on the short waves as on the 
long,, as 'compared with the usual plain 
inducti,•dy coupled neutrali'i_etl re
ceiver, which is broad throughout, 
but. decidedly broader on the ,.;hort 
waves than on the l~ng. 

The Critical Setting 
There is a third reason for our 

greater selectivity over the neutralised 
circuit somewhat more teehnical 
than tl1~ preceding analysed two, but 
which is' 'readily follo,y:ed. Referring 
to Fig. 1, if the first selective circuit 
is set at the frequency of~t'he desired 
signal then there is a setting of tho 
second circuit at which this desired 
signal, will be loudest, which second 
c.ircuit' setting, !JoweYer, is not one 
of resona~ce, bi1t at that point off 
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reHOllance where the reaction of the 
second circuit back on to the plate 
circuit for the desired . frequ!J!!CY 
currents produces that critical plate-

Z659 

circuit reaction through the tube 
capacity which succeeds in getting 
back to the grid t.hat combination of 
curr.ent energy phase an:d strength 
that giYes the maximum reinforce
ment to the original grid energy of 
the tlesircd frequeney currr•nt'~. 

Non-Reactive Reaction 
There is now no di,-pute that this 

setting is on the induciive side of 
re;;onance, though not reriwved far 
therefrom, because an inductive re
action .. produce~. the required phasing 
conditi'on, while the enlargEment of 
the reaCtion as resonance is ap
proached produces Btrength of re
action. At resonance, while the 
reaction is at maximum, it is non
reactive, and though sending large 
energy hack to the grid it arrives in 
neutral phase and has no regenerative 
amplification effect.. At a point 
eq\].ally removed from rewnance on 
the capacitive side as is the point of 
lou4est signal· on the inductive side, 
the' reaction is of equivalent strength, 
------.. ~----------., 

I 

1 
---1 nti.S. %660 

but being of opposed phase causes 
energy to reach the grid through the 
tube capacity that operates against 
the original energy, and . results in 
de-amplification, 

The phasing condenser C3 , reacting 
capacitively as it does to all current 
frequencies, makes the effects of 
reactions of the selectiv'e circuit Before 
passing. through the tube capacity 
less inductive (or even capacitive) 
when inductive, and more capacitive 
when capacitive, and all in aceorda'nce 
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with selection of the capacity value 
of C3 with respect to the selective 
circuit and its degree of coupling. 
These effects are approximately illus
trated in Fig. 5, curves a, b, c, and d 

representing effects obtained for 
different values of phasing condenser 
C3 for a coupling so tight that with 
large capacity values of c3 the system 
will oscillate, as indicated by curve>'< 
a, b, and c, and by reducing tht' 
capacity of C8 oscillations can be 
prevented and stability produced to 
any degree desired. as indicated by 
CtlrYe d. 

Lag and Lead 
It is therefore obvioi.ls that ther" 

is that setting of the second circuir 
just off resonanc!' at which the 
amplification of the desired signal i~ 
at maximum, and that interfering, 
undesired signal::; of frequencie~ o-n 
each side of this arbitrary frequency 
setting of the second circuit are 
discriminated against in tht> matter 
of amplification by r!'ason of the 
kinds of reactions set up for them by 
the adjusted second circuit ; and that 
this is even true for that particular 
undesired frequency, to which the 
circuit is set to produce the effect 
for the desired frequency. In other 
words, this is selectivity by dis
criminative amplification so pro
portionately large with respect to any 
possible resonant effects in this part 
of the ,system that such effects are 
swamped, and of no consequence, for 
if resonance were of any consequence 
there would appear a recognisable 
double hump in the operation of 
adjustment, one occurring at the 
adjustment for maximum amplifica
tion and one at resonant energy 
transfer. 

I must admit that I was unadvisedly 
guilty, before analysing this phase of 
our system, of believing that we 
obtained a resonant transfer of 
energy at that adjustment resulting 
in " non-reactive plate circuit,'' or 

' 
non regenerative amplification. While 
resonant transfer is more nearly 
approached as the degree of re
generative amplification is reduced, 
yet it can never be reached even at 

HI+. 

Fi&6 
Xl1 

the non-regenerative state, because at 
resonanee the phasing condenser 
changes the overall plate-circuit 
reaetion from the resistive reaction 
due to the resonant circuit alone to a 
~omewhat. capaeitive nature because 
of eombination with the capacitive 
reaction of the phasing condenser. 
It is therefore obvious that maximum 
a,mplification oecurs when the circuit 
id ~uffieiently detuned to create 
enough inductive reaction to over
come the effeet of the capacitive 
reaction of the phasing condenRer. 

The Energy Transfer 
In the neutralised svstem. however. 

when fully nputrali~e·d. anv reacti01~ 
in the piate circuit t~ndi~1g to act 
through the tube capacity to change 
the amplifying ability of the tube i~ 
overcome by a reYersed or opposed 
reaction through an auxiliary circuit. 
If tlw reaction of the plate (·irr·uir 
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is induetive, tending to regenerate, 
the auxiliary circuit provides an 
equal opposition for this condition. 
If the reaction is capacitive, tending 
to de-amplify through tube capacity 
~tction, the auxiliary ('ircuit opposeR 
this action. If the circuit is resonant, 
and sends a neutral feed baek through 
the tube capacity, it makes no dif
ference in the amplifying ability of 
the tube whether the auxiliary circuit 
acts or not, but it does act merely to 
oppose the non-effective neutral feed
back. In all eases, however, there iB 
no selective amplification by reason 
of adjustment of the selective eircuit, 
and maximum signal is obtained 
merely by reason of resonant transfer 
of energy, though there is some poB
sibility of the external plate im
pedance more nearly matching th& 
internal plate impedanee at the high 
value of external impedance at 
resonance, thereby making a larger 
percentage of the energy availahl& 
externallv for transfer at the resonant 
adjustm;nt; though, of course. thiB 
impedance effect could be upset by 
having a coupling so tight that at 
re~onance the external impe<hne& 
exceeds the internal impedance and 
matche~ at some point off re;<onance. 

Selective Amplification 
In any eYent, due to the damping 

effect of the internal impedance on 
the resonance character of the ~elec
tiw circuit. the Belecti.-ity obtaiwc"d 
by mere re30ilant trau~fe; is not aB 
high as. that obtained by selective 
change of amplifying ability of the 
tube acc-ompanied by non-re~onant 
tran~fer. 

For those interestml in ~ecur!ng a 
higher order of efficiency -more 

(Continued on pnq" 431.) 

An experimental one-valve Loftin
White receiver, in which the specially 

adjustable Loftin-White coils were used. 
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A Wonderful "Tube" 

SOME wonderful experiments are 
in progress in the famous labora
tory of the American General 

Electric Company, at Schenectady, 
in connection with the artificial pro
duction of electron streams in the air. 

The device which is used is the 
special type of X-ray tube which was 
introduced a few years ago by Dr. W. 
D. Coolidge. This is an X-ray tube 
which, in principle, is exactly anala
gous to a two-electrode wireless rectify
ing valve. It has a heated metal 
filament for the cathode and a 
" target " for the anode, the electrons 
liberated from the heated filament. 
being driven witiL very high velocity 
against the target by the application 
of an electric field of as much as 
100,000 volts. 

The latest development of this 
X-rav tube is one in which the target 
take~ the form of a very thin nickel 
wall which shuts out the outside 
atmosphere from the vacuum within 
the tube. This wall is so thin that 
the high-speed electrons (or some of 
them) are driven clean through it 
and so escape into the atmosphere. 
The tube is thus a source of free high
speed electrons in the air. 

Producing New Substances 
It may then be used for the 

electronic bombardment of all kinds 
of different substances, and some 
very curious results have been ob
tained. Acetylene gas is changed 
into a mysterious yellow powder, 
which it has been impossible so far 
to dissolve or analyse : castor oil 
becomes solid under the influence of 
•he electron bombardment : trans
parent rock-crystal salt is converted 
into a black substance : fruit flies 
are killed in a fraction of a second, 
and living cells have their character
istics profoundly changed. 

It is thought that in the hands of 
the medical profession this new instru
ment may cure diseases which have 
hitherto been untractable, whilst again 
in the realm of chen1istry it may be 
possible to produce all manner of· 
compounds synthetically. 

Radio Underground 
In a report to the American Mining 

Congress a radio " cameraphone " 

ABRCi>AD 
·~~ 

was recently described which detected 
the presence of solid rock, liquids, 
gases, and minerals in the earth. A 
giant meteor, which buried itself 
years ago in Arizona but had never 
been located, notwithstanding numer
ous drillings and borings, was dis
covered by the aid of this new 
device, buried to a depth of about 
1,400 feet. At another point several 
new veins of a mine were located, 
and three ancient mining tunnels 
which were abandoned and sealell up 
years ago. 

This device is in some respects an 
improvement or elaboration of a 

Mr. Gerald Marcuse, the owner of 2 N M, 
the famous first British Empire broad
casting station, is here shown connecting 

- up one of the new generators he has 
recently installed. 

rudimentary contrivance which was 
used in France after the war for 
locating buried shells. 

Short Waves 
The remarkable results achieved 

by the new short-wave beam trans
mitter between :Montreal and London 
has ea used Sena tore ::\:Iarconi to predict 
that "some day electric waves may 
be used for the transmission of power 
over moderate distances, if we succeed 
in perfecting devices for projecting 
the waves in parallel beams in such a 
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manner as to minimise dispersion and 
diffusion of energy into space." 

Aeroplane Control 
There are many instances in which 

the transmission of power by wireless 
waYes might be extremely useful 
without necessarilv being verv effi
cient. For exan{ple, if we ·could 
transmit electric power to aircraft, 
even with a loss of as much as 75 per 
cent, the commercial value of air
craft would be enormously enhanced, 
relieved of carrying fuel supply as a 
part of the load. 

Beam Success 
Marconi's short-wave beam system 

between Montreal and London has 
a capacity of 200 words per minute, 
which rivals the capacity of the best 
submarine cables. Owing to the fact 
that the energy is localised in a beam 
the system is, by comparison with 
other radio systems, Yery economical 
of power. 

Irish Free State Patents 
Some new regulations with regard 

to British Patents and Trade Mark 
Regulations will come into force with 
the passing of the Patents and Trade 
Marks Act in the Irish Free State. 
All holders of British patents, etc., 
desiring to retain protection in 
Southern Ireland will need to take 
out fresh patents or trade marks 
there. 

There are several other matters 
of importance to patentees or 
holders of trade marks, and Messrs. 
Rayner & Company, 5, Chan
cery Lane, W.C.2, who have com
municated with us in regard to this 
matter, will be pleased to supply 
(free of charge) information on this 
subject to any readers who desire the 
same. 

New French Radio Rule 
A recent decree of the French 

Government requires that all com
mercial aeroplanes, carrying ten pas
sengers or more, and travelling more 
than 160 kilometres, and those flying 
over the sea for more than 12 kilo· 
metres from the coast, shall be 
equipped with wireless apparatus. 

When the London-Paris aeroplane, 
carrying te : passengers, fell into the 
sea in October last year, it is statetl 
that, but for the good fortune that a 
fishing smack drew alongside almost 
immediately, the fate of the passen
gers, all of whom were rescued, might 
have been very different. This is 
pointed out as a proof of the wisdom 
of the recent French decree. 
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O LD Dox QnxoTE, you will re
member, rode out upon a da.'· 
and espied across the plain '' 

score of windmills waving their anw
aloft. 

" Ha ! " quoth he in hi~ madness. 
" Here is a company of giants, and it 
becomes me as a knight-errant to rid 
the earth of such monsters.'' 

So, with lance in rest, he rode full 
tilt against the nearest. and the saiL 
whirling aloft, tore the lance from hi~ 
hand and crashed the old don broken 
and bleeding to the earth. 

And any man who could couch a 
lance against the windmills and gas
bags of a government department is 
almost certainlv doomed to a like 
fate. The odds ;re impossible. 

Windmills of the B.B.C. 
Yet there is no reason whv, like 

Sancho Panza, we may not sur~e.'- the 
windmills of H.M. Government's radio 
service from a discreet distance. And 
the passing of six months since its 
nationalisation, together with the . 
provision of the new alternative pro
grammes, suggests the opening. 

The only drawback lies in this
there is absolutely nothing new to sa.L 
Nothing which, in common with an.'
intelligent observer, I haw not al
ready said a thousand times. 

Thus, in brief summary. All the 
world over the British ra.dio service, 
as directed by the B.B.C'., stands 
supremely alone. In engineering 
initiative, resource, and efficiency, in 
the content and performance of its 
programmes, and in the general and 
involved administration, there is not 
a radio service upon the planet which 

• can even begin to approach it. It is, 
indeed, a very simple case of the 
B.B.C. solus and the rest nowhere. 

This, as one who has ever been the 
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d(.&bett-Smith 
A trenchant article by a well-known critic, in 
which the B.B.C. is taken to task both /or its 

omrsswns and commissions. 

B.B.C'.'s sternest critic, I have never 
failed to remark. 

But I have never failed to insist. 
:dso. that with its incomparable oppor
tunitv of vital national service the 
B.B.C'. must be accounted a failure. 
In considerably less degree it shares 
that failure with the only other 
universal medium of national.a>sthetic 
expres~ion, the British cinemato
graph industry. 

l'ntil the B.B.C. dissolncl into a 

government department there was 
some hope for it. But the moment, in 
Xovember last, that Parliament 
turned their thumbs down and de
creul State enterprise, aiH1 under S<J 

grotesque an administration, the 
doom of the se n-ice was sea led. And 
everv sane man and woman in the 
eom;try who gaw the matter a 
thought t'aw that it mu8t be so. 

The six or seven months' working 
has merel.'- repeaterl the experience ~f 

Not a fallen windmill !-but the mast of the Air Ministry's new wireless 
station at Mitcham. 
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every nation that has tried to run an 
artistic enterprise as a government 
departmant. (France, for example, 
with its subsidised theatres.) Initia- · 
tive, imagination, and enterprise are 
inevitably killed stone dead. The 
B.B.C. is no exception. I do not 
suppose that there exists a singh! 
government department in any 
country in the world where such 
qualities are allowed to exist. That 
they should be fostered and encour
aged for the public good is incon
ceivable. 

The recent saving of the Promenade 
Concerts by the B.B.C. has, very 
properly, been well advertised. ~Iost 
certainly we are all very grateful. 
But the saving has nothing whatever 
to do with any of the three qualities 
ju~t mentioned. It was a piece of 
simple business-routine work. The 
B.B.C. alone was in the position to do 
a perfectly obvious and needed act. 
They did it. Had they not done it 
there would, I fancy, have been 
trouble. But one might just as well 
commend a father for taking his son 
out to dinner when there was nothing 
in the larder at home. 

\Ve glance at the much-boomed new 
" alternative " service. Well, what of 
it ? Again, it is but one more feather 
to the cap of the B.B.C. engineers-a 
cap which is already ablaze with 
feathers. But what of the programmes 
for which, after all, the new service 
has been evolved ? They are no more 
than a double close of those already 
provided. Instead of being given tea 
for breakfast one morning and coffee 
the next, we may have tea or coffee 
any morning we like. And if a tripli
cate service were provided we should 
be offered cocoa as well. 

Complete Silence 
X ~!~thing, I think, has been more 

significant than the comments in the 
public Press upon the new pro
grammes. There have been no com
ments whatever. Everyone has had 
something to say about the technical 
side. But, on the re;.thetic side, for 
which alone the service exists, there 
has been complete and devastating 
silence. Indeed, what is there to 
say? 

The B.B.C. publishes another of 
their weighty pronunciamentos, 
crammed full, as plums in a pudding, 
of the same old promises which they 
have been making any time these 
four years whenever the Chief En
gineer has evolved some new and 
startling technical improvement. " I 
wonder that you v;ill still be talking, 
Sig1_10r Benedick; nobody marks 

you! " is one's obvious and weary 
comment. 

There are a score of matters in which 
the B.B.C. has done excellent service. 
But these seem to be as pennyweights 
in the scale against what they could 
and should accomplish for the com
munity as a whole. 

"An Utter Failure" 
For the B.B.C. is not serving the 

community as a whole, except upon 
some such national occasion as the 
consecration of the l\Ienin Gate. And 
that again, you will observe, was but 
another fine technical triumph. . It 
owed nothing to artistic enterprise. 

Perhaps three-fourths of the pro
grammes consist in the routine pro-

An automatic alarm device for ships 
which is continuously on the watch for 
distress signals. Designed by the Marconi 
Co., its aim is the further safeguarding of 

life and property at sea. 

vision of nnmic. With the gramophone 
the B.B.C. is undoubtedly effecting a 
revolution in public taste. We ap
plaud the work. But, after all, music 
i.~ but. a trivial concern in the life of 
the average man and woman. 

Public libraries report an increased 
interest in goocllitemture through the 
B.B.C. lectures. Again we applaud. 
But again, serious reading can fill but 
a fraction of a man's workaday week. 
Radio lectures to schools. Athnirable, 
so far as they go. But the results won 
are most cert.<inly not equal to the 
extraYngant claims which the B.B.C. 
asserts. 

The sole o1Jject of the B.B.C'.'s 
existence is the pro':ic;ion of first-clasq 
entcr-t,;inmcnt of univcrs:tl" popuhr " 
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appeal. Com pelliii.'J entertainment. 
Art, Education, and Entertainment 
are three inBeparables. You cannot 
pos.5ibly ha Ye one of any value without 
the other two. The closer that trinity 
in unity is brought to humanity, to 
the prime factor:> which moYe a1l men 
and women of every rare in their 
eYeryday lins, the more universal 
the appeal. 

In this, the only thing that really 
matters, the B.B.C. stanJs naked as 
an utter failure. It is completely un
lnunan, just as every goYernment 
department is unhuman. And its 
failure is the more glaring because it 
is an artistic venture in which the 
most sensitive and imaginative brains 
in the country should be at work clay 
and night. It does not matter at thr. 
War Office or Board of Trade. An!l 
since imagination is the last thing 
tolerated in a government depnrt
met:t the vicious circle is compJ.cte. 

A Futile Hope 
The B.B.C. to-day touches only 

certain limiterl secti~ns of the com
munity. Yet its appeal should be of 
such vivid content anrl humanity as 
to reach every household in the King
dom and, gradually, in the Common
wealth. It has uo appeal to offer. 
\Vhen the " alternative " ;3ystem was 
gi\·cn, I wonder how many hundreds 
or even thousands of the potential 
millions gave a thought to the enter
tainments rather than to the new toy 
which they had to play with. 

Here, for good or ill, is the most 
powerful State department in exis
tence. Beside it armies and navies are 
flea-bites. And the State, which is the 
people, leaves it to rust and <lccay 
upon the sera p' heap. " Lavish with 
the inveterate unthrift of the English, 
who are never happy unless they arc 
throwing things away." . Aml Mr. 

· Rudyard Kipling never ;;poke a truer 
word of us. 

I spoke last week with the art 
editor of two great picture papers 
which are world famous. 

"Do you mean to tell me," I urged, 
" that you or I could not with the 
greatest ease create a series of big 
' popular' radio entertainments which 
would swiftly establish our Imperial 
aviation and make us secure ? " 

" Of course," l1e agreed imme
diately. " And the problem of Canada, 
and the coal dispute, and a dozen 

" more. 
For my part, knowing the futility of 

tilting at windmills, I am now re
sig11ed. I recognise the hopelessness ' 
of looking now for any revolution in 
our raclio prognmune.~. 
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A Temporary "Post" 

0 IYIXG to the heat and a certain 
staleness that one feels just 
before the summer Yacation. 

I regret to say that not long. ago I 
turned up at the office in a revolu
tionary frame of mind, and demanded 
a ehange. " Why," I asked, " mmt 
I always do ' In Passing' ? Wh.v 
can't I do a ten-YalYe set or answer 
some letters ? I am always pn pas
sau!. I want to sit still and obserYe 

" The letters were all thev had been 
alleged-" · 

life." Whereupon I broke the typist's 
teapot and threw the vah-e expert's 
slide-rule at a passing director. 

The Editor was the onh· one not 
afrai.d to go near me. ni say that 
for him, if I neYer have another 
eheque. He came round the door an 
inch at a time, holding out towards me 
a hundle of papers, much in the same 
way as a man tempts a mad dog with 
a poisoned steak. 

I Examine the Letters 
"What," I snapped, "is this? ·· 
"Letters, m~· boy.'' he replierl. 

"The cream of the eollection. No 
fakes or duplicates. We keep them to 
look at during total eclipses or when 
the whole office is hung up because 
the comps. can't decipher your manu
script. HaYe a good tin:.e-and 
answer any of them you like. The 
teapot will cost you 3s. 6d. rn
luckily you missed your aim with the 
slide-rule; otherwise we'd see the 
back of you." 

The letters were all they had been 
alleged ; money couldn't buy the 
whole collection. I spent a very 

happ;· morning and came to the con
clusion that, howe\·er much trut.h 
may excel fiction in strangt>ness. 
fiction scores for real humour. Bv 
your leave, let us look at.some of th.e 
letters together. 

"Readers' Results" 
Thev falL I find. into a numhe~ of 

well~definen classe~. of which Ke will 
stud,. first : 

TiH- Ean;est 8/rit•ers. No. 1.
" Dear Sir,-Seeing in your paper 
about someone who made a wireless 
a wireless. I said to mvself you had 
better do, the same. So, ( got on 
fairlv well till it came to those coils. 
the}; will keep coming undone. If I 
fix the end, then the middle bolges 
forth makes me mad. But I thought 
I had better let you know." 

It is obYious that No. l is paying 
his footing like a man. Pity he hasn't 
thought of having the ends at the 
middle ; everv " bolge " woul<l ti!lhten 
her up. · ~ ~ 

No. 2.-" Dear Sir,-The diaQ'ram 
of the Buzzadyne Three in Lyour 
January numhe~ shows four vaives. 
Can this be an error ? Also I and mv 
friend think the connections must be 
wrong, as we made the set and all it 
does is to go ' \V ee-oo.' also that 
Morse rubbish all the time. how those 
ship operators think we can hear I 
don't know. The B.B.C'. don't st>em 
to haYe much power. What i~ four 
\

0alves doing? And can yol! say 
whether a battery made from pota
toes. pins, and needles would work a 
set? " 

No. 2 is a literal mind. " Three is 
three, dash it ., ! That's his motto. 
Of course, not haYing been a reader 
for nry Ion[!;. he coi.1ld not suilpect 
the deYastating and Teutonic tho
rouQlmess of o1~r technic<~l binls. who 
sho~ed-in passing-how another 
stage of L.F. could he added without 
producing "'Yee-oo." And as he
tweeu a pin and a needle stuck in a 
potato (Shades of Amho !) there is 
said to be a difference of potential, 
the answer to No. 2 is. "Sure. 
if you have the right voltage and 
capacity. But get your potatoes 
wholesale." 
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No. 3.-" Dear Sir,-No doui.>t 
your readers will like to hear how I 
made my crystal set on which I w~t 
2 L 0 and Croydon, also the electric 
trains, which are a bother but any
how show the crystal is O.K. Well, 
first of all I got a iron pot and in the 
pot I put some lead and then some 
sulvhur. In the pot. Well. then I 
put the pot out in the shed and nnrl<'r 
the pot I put a bouncing burner. 
(Can this be " Bunsen burner" ?) to 
heat the mixture in the pot. When 
the pot--" (Here follows much 
more pot.) "Next. I got, a bottle. not 
an ordinarY bottle, but a bottle all 
the same si"ze eYer:vwhere, for winding 
on the wire. I put on two (2) 
hundred (100) tunes (Turns would do, 
but No. 3 1:s rnusi.cnl) and a slider and 
connected the slider under the rod 
over the terminal between the ends 
of the bottle, thence to the bottom of 
the terminal under the crvstal behind 
the catswhisker ,. (Ad t·;,finitum). 

" A Terrifying Man " 
I see! You want a pot and a 

bouncing burner and a botUe all the 
same everywhere, and then you go 
over and under and behind and next 
anrl between. till ynu see purple spot.8 
floating in the air, and hear tw() 
hundred tunes. My word ' Thi8 
science! 

"My word ! This science ! " 

Three typical ca'les ! Quite un
printable ordinarily. yet the burning 
enthusiasm warms one's hlood. What 
would the world do without such 
sturd.v triers with their bolges, pots, 
and potatoes ? We rome now to : 

The &inti!h!ling Successe8. No. l. 
-" I built your nine-valver in one 
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evening, slightly improving the re
sults by adding O·Olmegohm between 
A and B. (See enclosed diagram.) 
(Dictgram nol enclosed. Left ctl home, 
n·ith the date of his letter.) I have 
built dozens of sets and can speak 
·highly of this, though a resistance 
between A and B is an improvement. 
I get all broadcasting stations in 
Europe easy anrl many American. 
When are you going to publish a set 
embodying the P-- circuit ? " 

A Varied Assortment 
A terrifying man. If :\lonER~ 

WIRELESS creates this sort of chap, 
then grave old plodders like me and 
P. W. Harris and Capt. Round will 
be looking for jobs. I haven't the 
heart to write and tell him that his 
wonderful nine-valver embodies the 
P-- circuit. It would spoil the 
fine rapture. It is comforting to 
know that the 0·01 megohm is an 
improvement. We cut it out after 
three months' test. Quantitative tests. 
So No. 1 must have the amplifying 
ear. 

No. 2.-" Just to let you know I 
made up the ':Megadyne Six.' It is 
quite good, so far as it goes. I get 
Eiffel Tower and some station I think 
is German, though it may be Dutch 
or even Swissic. (No. :~, I than!.: thee 
for " Swissic.") I will write again 
and tell you if I get America, though 
I can't stay up late, being a had 
sleeper." 

Frankly, I had hoped the" }leg 6 " 
would have done better, though I 
lJegged hard for choke coupling. 
However, " Swissic," almost compen
sates for the blow. 

No. 3.-" Seein~g in your paper a 
construgtional account of the manner
facture of a four valve set I thought 

" Reininc!ed me of those wonderful lec-
tures by Rev. J. Pilkington." 

I would try my hand, being an old 
hand and handy at that, being used 
to tools, specially turret work. Well 
I must say your paper is a winner, it 
goes fine though I felt the positive 
and miners muddled me a lot but it 
all comes right when you try first one 
way and then backwards. (My note: 

When in doubt, try the miners b(u;kwards 
-like Jir. Baldwin.) All the English 
stations and Rugby are powerful, 
except Rome, which is scarcely odd
able owing to weakness." 

::'{o. 3, our handy old hand, has the 
right stuff in him and knows a good 
magazine when he sees it. (ADVT.) 
He is right'about Rome, too. Weak
ness is fatal to good audibility, and 
Mussolini ought to be told about it. 

\V e now come to a most interesting 
class, the Flagrantly Impolite, upon 
which, however, I will dwell lightly. 
Here is a good specimen. By the way, 
I saw to-day, on a hoarding
Heavens ! . What in the name of 
English is a " hoarding " ?-that 
" Dead fleas do not bite." This letter 
is s.everal years dead. 

No. 1.-Sir,-I bought your maga
zine. (My note: Yep! We sell it. Sorry!) 
I consider it execrable taste on the 
part of some writer or writers unknown 
(Hem! Legal touch!) to refer to 
proceedings which are andjor were sub 
J'udice, especially when said proceed
ings were instituted in defence of 
civic rights not yet proven and 
legally constituted. I hereby declare 
that I refuse flatly to subscribe a 
penny to organised scoundrelism or 
robbery in shape of license, basing 
self on Magna Carta and rights of 
citizen. As for your paper I think it 
is a pity printers waste ink on it." 

And this fellow might be any one of 
those we bump against in the 'bus. 
With a wife and a brace of little 
citizens, too. But in justice to our 
printers I must say that they don't 
waste ink. They are mostJrightfully 
careful, and the Editor has sometimes 
to be very sharp with them about our 
half-tones. 

But now for an excursion into the 
Utterly Irrelevant,, 

From Irrelevance to Business 
No. 1.~" Reading your paper that 

my son gets for his wireless reminded 
me of those wonderful lectures by the 
Rev. J. Pilkington at the Presbyterian 
Synod in 1876, illustrated by dis
solving views on the }farvels of 
Nature or Eternity laid Bare. You 
may imagine how I was impressed; as 
my grandfather was the discoverer of 
Bu.ngo Gem~fle.cii, a blue moth with 
green antennae and married a third 
cousin of Professor Huxley's gardener. 
I expect you will smile but I would 
remind you of those wonderful words 
spoken by Dr. Ezra Skillrig in 1890 at 
the Little Bethel of Palmer's Green, 
wllen he said, 'No ! all is not yet, 
nor shall be.' I often think of that 
and every day I see it to be truer than 
ever. Specially when I see :Makoni's 
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marvels do I say, ' Out of the depths, 
thenceforward, and not a little.' " 

Righto, daddy ! You'ye got the 
iclc<t, sure enough. 

We have plenty of hnsincss
stridly business-letters. Xot much 
business results, and you shall judo'e 
the why nml the whlirefore. 

0 

"-If I ever stop lading my name's not 
Elizabeth.'' 

No. 1.-" Dear )Iister Editor, Being 
citizen of British Protectorate ---, 
I beg to enquire whether you care to 
foster trade within confines Empire 
sending at once, cared of l\Ir. 0. Zukee, 
this port, sale or returned, one doozen 
garantied radio instruments of recep
tion 2 L 0, best condition F.O.B., 
C'.I.F. Against my security, see 
annex, duly <wtheutecl by l:L~f. 
C'onsol. Me sen•ling money as nnd 
when." 

A fair offer, except the '·as and 
when " terms. I trust the tmde 
papers '>Vill snnp up this cinch. The 
annex was not annexed. 

The Homely Touch 
I will conclude with a real soft 

article, of the sort that makes one 
think of the old homestead. 

"Dear }lr. Eclitor,-Really, I was 
surprised when my husband read 
about what you said about that lovely 
}iiss ---'s singing. So pretty as it 
was, how could you you were jokking, 
I suppose. And that funny Mr. ---. 
Well, I expect your wireless was off 
that night because we got it fine and 
I roared when he said how he found 
the chicken had laid in his vest 
pocket. The silly man ! I think he is 
just grand. So don't you be spiteful 
any mort>. Ao I said to Will, he's my 
eldest, if I ever stop ]arfing my names 
not Elizabeth. So no more from 
E. Pinchin." 

But I say ! Would you believe the 
Editor has such a jolly interesting 
postbag ? It'll be years, I expect, 
before he lets me dip into his collection 
again. Next month he will make me 
he en passant again. Editors are 
tyrants. Gentlemen, I thank you. 
Ob, and the lady, too. 
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I N the last number I described the 
construction of the receiver, and 
concluded with a few remark$ on 

the wiring. The wiring is, of course, 
a most important matter. Good 
parts are often no better than poor 
ones if the wiring is badly done, am1 
in this ·connection the probable per
formance of a receiver can pe gauged 
from its appearance. If it is shlfully 
designed the wires will naturally fall 
in their proper positions-there will bP 
no long wires with bends and twists 
to touch other wires and pieces of 
apparatus. But stilL the wiring should 
be done carefully in spite of its being 
easy. 

Do not forget the vrire connected 
to the screen, and be sure to solder all 
joins. It is practically impoSIIible to 
make a mistake in the wiring if the 
illustrations are 'followed. but a small 
point which should be attended to is 
the ·001-mfd. coupling condenser join
ing the detector and first L.F. valves. 
This is of the series-parallel type and 
should be connected as shown, it being 
noted · that the inside terminal is 
nearer one end than the other. 

Correct Valves Essential 
When the set is finished, valves 

of the correct type inust be fitted, and 
here again the writer would urge that 
"any old valve" will not do. The H.F. 
transformers were designed to work 
with valves of a definite A.C. re
sistance. The use of valves having a 
higher A.C. resistance (popularly 
known as anode impedance) will 
result in enhanced selectivitv at the 
expense of signal strength, while to use 
valves of considerably less than the 
right A.C. resistance will usually 
materially impair signal strength and 
selectivity. It should not be under
stood from this that the transformers 
will not work with any type of valve, 
but they were developed for use with 
valves having certain characteristics 

in order that maximum amplification 
for a given selectivity be obtaint>d. 

Special Transformers 
It is an interesting fact that prior 

to thE' time when the writer first 
published his work in connection with 
H.F. amplifiers very little attention 
was given to the question of valve 
impedance ; in fact, it was usual to 
employ power valves in the H.F. 
stages. But the writer has shown that 
a higher amplification for a given 
selectivity is obtained when using 
_valves having a higher amplification 
factor and A.C. resistance. and nowa
days many writers speeify 20.000-
ohm valves, assuming that this will 
give the highest amplification. This 
is certainlv not true in all instances. 
for the be~t valve impedance depends 
on factors too numerous to be 
mentioned here. 

I can say this. however. that 
whc·n a trans-former is properl!: fitted 
to a nlve as regards matching their 
impedances at a given frequency, the 
amplification obtained varies with the 
voltage factor of the valve used. 

M~DERN WIRELESS 

Further details concerning 
the /ive-valver described in 
the last issue of " Modem. 
vVireless." The designer of 
the set here discusses the 
question of oalves and gives 
valuable hints on the operation 

of the receiver. 
By W. ]AMES. 

of 20,000 ohms as before, but a voltage 
factor of 20, the actual amplification 
obtained will be 30. 

This question of 2- and 6-volt valve~ 
is a most important one, and while 
it is relatiwly easy to design a set 
which gives a useful amount of 
amplification when 6-volt valves are 
employed, it is not so easy when the 
valves used are of the 2-volt type. The 
set we are discussing, however, func
tions perfectly with 2-volt valves, 
because it was borne in mind when 
designing the set that man; mers 
prefer valves of the 2-volt clasR. 
Naturally the amplification is in
crpased when 6-volt valves are used, 
but it will nearlv alwaYs be found 
necessary to turn down the signal 
strength when these Yalves are u.~ed, 
so great is the magnification. 

Two-Volt Valves 
We will deal first of all with suitab1e 

2-volt valves, and mention satisfactory 
ones for the various stages. 

The H.F. transformers were cle
signeC!. for valves having an A.C. 
resistance of roughl:· 20,0(1(1 ohm~ as 

The interior of the" Long Range" Five, showing the screening and general layout. 

Thus, if an H.F. transformer is designed the maximum amplification per stage 
for a 20,000-ohms valve, and we use a was not required-rather was it 
2-volt valve having a voltage factor of necessary in the course of experiments 
10, the amplification actually obtained leading up to the final receiver to cut 
might be 15, for example. If now we down the amplification by means of the 
remove the 2-volt valve and use a volume control, as most distant 
6-volt one, having an A.C. resistance stations were received too strongly. 
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Bearing this in mind, the best valves 
to use will be those having approxi-
mately this A.C. resistance and the 
highest voltgge factor. Thus, the 
Cossor 210L.F. valve has "' voltage 
factor of 9 for 22,000 ohms ; the 
Osram D.E.2L.F. has a voltage 
factor of 7 for 22,000 ohms ; while 
the P.l\1.1L.F. has a voltage factor of 
9 for 18,000 ohms. 

Each of these valves is suitable, but 
the ones with the highest voltage 
factor will give most amplification. 
For the detector, a valve of the R.C. 
type is recommended, and in the first 
],.F. stage a valve of similar type to 
those used in the H.F. stages. 

In the output stage, use a power 
valve such as a Cossor Stentor 2 or 
1'.11. 252. A voltage of 120 can be 
applied to all the valves at H. T. + l, 2, 
and 3, but if the best quality is re
quired, with really loud signals, it 
would be better to apply a little more 
to the H.T. + 3 terminal for the 
L.F. and power stages. 

Grid-Bias Voltages 
The grid bias will have to be set 

according to the H.T. voltage used, 
but more than - 1·5 volts for the 
first L.F. stage at - G.B.2 is not 
required. For the last stage -G.B.3, 
put on the highest grid bias the valve 
will stand without distorting and 
overloading. A .... bias of - 9 volts 
should be tried, or more if the anode 
voltage is about 120 volts. It is here 
that the limitation of a 2-volt power 
valve is felt, for it is difficult to 
obtain really strong signals without 
distortion. 

With the valves, batteries, and loud 
r;peaker fitted connect the aerial and 
earth. If the reeeiver is used close to 

a mam B.B.C. station a. short aerial 
is £ldvised, as the magnification pro
vided by the set is very great ; the 
aerial should be eonnected to terminal 
A.. Now tune in the local station, 
ct~tting down the volume by means 
of the volume control, (the left-hand 
rheostat). The right-hand rheostat 
should be turned nearly full on and 
left,, as it is merely a master rheostat. 
Next, remove one of the filament wires 
to the second valve by unsoldering 
it, or, alternatively, remove the valve, 
wrap a piece of thin paper over one 
of its filament legs, and replaee it so 
that the valve does not light. 

Neutralising 
The balancing condenser NC2 

Rhoulcl then be turned until the local 
station is not heard in the loud speaker 
-or at all events is only heard very 
weakly. The balancing condenser 
should be turned very slowly and the 
circuits be kept in tune with the 
volume-control rheostat turned fully 
on until the minimum is found. This 
point is fairly well defined and can be 
found in a moment or two. 

It is now necess:;J.ry to restore the 
stage by removing the piece of paper 
or by putting back the filament wire. 
Repeat the process with the first 
stage in order to balance it. Some
times it is necessary to balance only 
the second stage in the manner de
scribed, and then with the valves 
on to adjust the first balancing 
condenser until this stage does 
not oscillate. But it is better to do 
the work properly, for once the 
reeeiver is balanced the lid of the 
cabinet can be shut and the receiver 
will be perfectly stable for its 
whole range. 

H.T.+I HT.+2 

TH£0fi£T/CAL. C/RCf.//T.' 
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1 t takes longer to rlc.-:cri be the pro
rcc;s of balancing tlnn the actual 
wurk itself, unfortunately, but that 
should not make readers think it is 
difficult. 

Having balanced the set, turn the 
dials to a low reading and notice 
whether it oseillates. If it does, 
make a slight adjustment to the 
balancing eondenser, then turn the 
dials to a high reading, and if the set 
tends to be unstable make a further ad
justment to the balancing condensers. 

If the set is earefully balanced in 
the first place there will be no need 
to alter the adjustment as just de
seribed, and once the correct position 
for the balancing condensers has been 
found they should be left alone, and 
there is absolutely no need to touch 
them again unless valves of a different 
type are put into the set. It was not 
intended to use them as a sort of 
reaction control-that is why they 
are placed inside the set. 

Tuning the Receiver 
The set's selectivity and sensitivity. 

depend upon the H.F. transformers 
and do not have to be increased by 
making continual adjustments of the 
balancing condensers. 

When tuning, set the right-hand 
dial to, say, 50 deg. and then move 
the other two dials together. They 
should be turned very slowly, as they 
tune rather Rharply when eompared 
with the right-hand condenser, whieh 
was deliberately made broadly tuned 
for ease of handling. 

If the circuits had been made more 
selective than they are distortion 
would be produeed owing to the cut
off of the high frequencies. 

(Continued on pa;;e -!26.) 

H.T+.3 

Theoretical connections of the "Long-Range" Five. The following parts are used:-
T~, T", T:l, Special High· Frequency Transformers; T~o Eureka Concert Gram!. L.F. Transformer; C~o C", C3, "00(}3 mfd. S.L.F. Tuning Condensers; 
c_., ·ooo2 mfd:; C.;, ·oo01 mfd. fitted with two pairs of grid-leak clips; C6, ·oo1 mftl., scries-parallrl type, fitted with grid-J~ak clips, NC1 and NC2, 
balancing condensers·; C7, C8, Cg, C1o, 1 mfd. T. C. C. Conden;;ers; Cn, 2 mfd. T. C. C. Condenser; R, 50 ohm variable resistance; R:l, 1 megohm 

grid le~k; R4, 3 megohms grid leak, R~ and R6, 0·5 megohm grid leak; GB1, Single dry cell; GB:! and GB3, 18 volt grid battery. 
- 364 
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T HIS article is a description of a 
testing set which the writer has 
found useful for locating faults 

in .rece1vmg sets. It embodies, in 
portable form, most of the apparatus 
usually employed in fault finding. 

Fig. r. A panel view of the testing unit, 
as seen when looking down from over the 

open lid of the case. 

There are three sections in the set. 
1. A Complete Crystal Set, as this 

is the quickest way to test the aerial
earth system. This is designed for the 
Daventry wave-length, but by plug
ging in a 50-turn coil in parallel with 
the Daventry coil the other B.B.C. 
waves are covered. 

2. A Five- Range Volt-Ammeter. 
This is a milliammeter so mounted 
that by varying the connections to 
four terminals and using a simple plug
in switch five ranges are available : 
0 to ·6 milliamps., 0 to ·6 amps., 0 to 
3· amps., 0 to 6 volts, and 0 to 60 volts. 
This enables the experimenter to give 
a thorough test to L.T. and H.T. 

Designed and 
described by 

W.SHERELIFF, 
B.Sc. 

batteries and to examine the currents 
flowing in various parts of a circuit. 
It is, of course, quite as useful on the 
experimenter's bench as when over
hauling someone else's set. 

3. A Connection Tester, which 
embodies a pair of flex test leads, 
flash-lamp bulb, flash-lamp battery, 
three-way switch, and a pair of head
phones. It can be used to test (a) 
The condition of various sections of 
the H.T. battery; (b) Point-to-point 
connections in the set to locate faulty 
joints; (c) Transformer, 'phone, or 

r~a.J 
&ONN£CTIONS 

FOR 
AD.JIISTING 

A},R2&.5j B 

.--~··IIO~TM£T£R 
R£AOINGABOU. 
4qRS0Yoas 

CoRD z.s.:s 

loud-speaker windings for continuity, 
and (d) in conjunction with the 
milliammeter for calculating the 
approximate res is tances. 

The photographs, etc., show the 
general appearance of the unit, the 
arrangement of the panel, the com
part.ment for 'phones, leads, etc., and 
the construction of the containing box. 

The drawing Fig. 7 shows the 
various parts wit-h terminals and plug
switch positions labelled. The same 
letters are used in the other diagrams. 

The Various Tappings 
The Crystal Set needs no descrip

tion. The wiring is shown in Fig. 7 
by dotted lines ; the Daventry coil, 
condenser, and sockets for plugging-in 
the smaller coil in the photographs. 

The T' olt - A 111 meter. The milliam
meter selected has a full-scale reading 
of 6 milliamps. and its resistance is 
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about 5 ohms. It is worth while to 
get a good instrument, as it then 
becomes an equally good ammeter 
and voltmeter. 

F/G."f. CONN£CTION.S FQI? 
Aovvsr/No s/ & s2 z.sz9. 

Fig. 2 shows the wiring diagram, 
and other photographs show the two 
resistance coils and three shunts. 
The- latter are soldered to the stiff 
connecting wires, and the bohbins 
carrying the resistance coils are 
screwed to a wooden shelf attached to 
the panel. The connections for the 
five ranges are as follow : 

This general view of the complete instru
ment shows how a compartment can be 
arranged. underneath the case to hold the 

telephones. 
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6 Milliamps. "Csc terminals A and B 
with the shorting ]Jlug out. 

·6 Amps. Use terminals A and B 
with the plug in position E. Shunt S1 
is now in parallel with the instrument. 

3 Amps. Use terminals A and B 
with the plug in position F. Shunt S2 

is now in circuit. Divide the readings 
by two as the full-seale deflection is 

·adjusted to 3 amps. 

The resistance coils and shunts which are 
referred to in the article will be easily 

recognised in the above photograph. 

6 T'olts. Use terminals B and C. 
The resistance R1 is now in series with 
the -milliammeter. R 1 is adjusted so 
that a full-scale deflection occurs when 
G volts are applied to Band C. 

CO Volts. C se terminals B and D 
and place the plug in position G. 
Coils R1 and R2 are now in series and 
f;lnmt S3 in parallel with the milli
ammeter. 

" 7 

AERIAL ~A 
@.-:. SOCKeTS I 

FOR 50-1 
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To adjust the rahcs of R1 and R2, 

8 1, 82 and Sa. R1 has to be a coil of 
resistance wire long enough to make 
up with the resistance of the milli
ammeter 1,000 ohms. Eureka 36 
S.W.G. is suitable, about 70 yards 
being required. To adjust, if the 
resistance of the instrument and wire 
are not known, connect B and C. to a 
standard voltmeter and connect to a 
4-volt accumulator. Note the reading 
on the standard voltmeter. If t:lfe 
milliammeter reads less than this, 
too much wire is in circuit, and vice~ 
versa. It is better to start witli too 
much wire (the approximate resistance 
of 36 S.W.G. Eureka is 14·84 ohms 
per yard). 
·If you care to wind R2 up to 9,000 

ohms shunt S3 is not needed. In the 
instrument as shown R2 i~ about 
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200 ohms and the shunt S3 is about 
4 ohms, being a short piece of the same 
wire. To calibrate-connect up 
terminals B and D in parallel with a 
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suitable voltmeter, make sure that 
the plug is in position G, and 
connect to a 50-volt H.T. battery 
(Fig. 3). Adjust by altering the 
shunt. If the reading is smaller 
than that of the standard instrument 
the shunt has too much of the current 
and a longer Hhunt is required. 
Shorten the shunt if the reading is 
too big. 

Calculating the Resistances 
In case any reader who has means 

of measuring resistances wishes to 
dispense with this calibration, the 
formuloo for calculating R1 and R9 
are: R1=1,000-A (where A is the 
resistance of the meter), and 

R ={ 83 (1,000-A) -R 
2 A+ S 1• 

- 3 

sl and 82 are both short lengths of 
copper wire about 30 S.W.G. The 
lengths depend on the resistance of 
the milliammeter and connecting 
leads and there is little point in 
calculating their values. A borrowed 
ammeter is required as a standard. 
Connect this in series with terminals 
A -and B, a filament rheostat, and 
accumulator (Fig. 4). Place the plug 
in position E and proceed to try 
various lengths of wire as S1. For 
safety commence with about six 
inches. ·Adjust the current to ·5 amps. 
H the milliammeter reads less than the 
standard ammeter, a longer shunt if! 
required. Do not forget to switch off 
before unsoldering one end of the 
shunt. When the right length is 
found try various values of current. 

Then ]Jlace. the plug in position F 
. and similarly adjn::;t S2• This will 
be considerably shorter and may be 

(Continued on page 428) 
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Progress 
Valve 
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• 
Ill 

Design 

In the realm of receiving valves some very important advances 
have been made during the past year. 

E VEIW year the wireless show 
brings us new advances in 
some form or another, but I 

do not think we have ever had such a 
galaxy of really important improve
ments as are placed before us this 
year. Especially is this so in the 
matter of receiving valves. During 
the last, twelve months we have seen 
the gradual growth of the super
power valYe, and the birth and de
velopment of valves especially de
signed for resistance-ea pacity coupling 
having high magnification factors, 
and though in some cases I may 
have shown my dislike of the circuits 
for which thev were to be used, thev 
ne\'ertheless 'show a definite steiJ 
forward. 

Better Reproduction 
We have also seen the introduction 

and development of the indepen
dently heated cathode valve, as tn>i
fi,.,l by the K.L.l, 11nd followed, quite 
recently, by the K. H .1 for H.F. am pli
fication and detection. Prices have 
fallen, mains units have come along, 
and loud speakers have been vastly 
improved, so that everything is made 
as easy as possible for the man in the 
street and doubly interesting for the 
experimenter and home constructor. 

The swing of the pendulum has 
taken us from the " harmonics '' and 
" overtones " th11t everv one used to 
listen for in lond-speake~ reproduction 
to the other end of the scale, and a 
little while ago we wanted to hear 
drums, more drums, until we were 
likely to turn up our noses at any
thing that did not give us bass and 
plenty of it-regardless of how much 
the high musical frequencies were 

By KEITH D. ROGERS. 

suppressed. Now we are steadying up 
once more, and this "season" bids 
fair to bring to light some really 
natural loud-speaker outfits. It is 
being realised that the loud speaker 
is not a thing to be ashamed of, to be 
hidden away and forgotten as far as 
possible. Speakers are being built 
so that they make really artistic 
pieces of furniture, and mo~eover are 
designed to give results as well as to be 
pleasing to the eye. 

New H.F. Valve 
But first and foremost I think I 

must give the palm for concentrated 
effort to the valve designers, for they 
have turned out some wonderfully 
good things during the past year, 

In this photograph is 
shown the Loewe Det. 
and 2 L.F. valve incor
porated in a set together 
with a modern H.F. 
valve of the D.E.H. 612 

type. The receiver is 
then equivalent to an 
H.F., Det. and 2 L.F. 
receiver employing re
sistance- coupled L.F. 

stages. 

Another type of Loewe 
valve is designed for 
H.F. amplification and 

contains two stages. 
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finishing up their efforts by a number 
of " surprises " for the show. 

Thus, good as the modern H.F. 
valve may be it is certainly put in the 
shade by the new shielded-grid valves, 
typified by the Marconi and Osram 
8.625. It has its drawbacks for the 
average conl'ltructor in that its high 
magnific11tion properties necessitate 
elaborate shielding, but the results 
are worth the trouble taken in the 
design and construction of. the re
ceiver concerned. 

A good example of a shielded valve 
circuit of the simplest nature is gi' en 
in that described in a constructional 
article bv Mr. G. P. Kendall in tbi~ 
issue of ,; l\I.W." under the title of tl;e 
" Super-Screen " Four. 
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The "Super-Screen" Four 
' Further sets will follow, but it must 

not be thought that the ordinary 
neutralised circuit is dead. It is· 
certainly not. The S.625 valve is a 
wonder, but at present it necessitates 
the used of tuned-anode circuits if the 
maximum amplification is to be ob
tained, and this mearis flat l11ning, a 
greater drawback than ever now that 
5 G B is on the air. However, these 
troubles will he overcome, and we can 
look forward to some really good H.F. 

The" self-neutralising" valve seems 
to be hanging fire a bit, for I have had 
no definite news of its early appear
ance on the general market. It is 
coming along, however, and on test 
gives quite good results. \Vhether it 
will be a serious rival to the ordinary 
valve plus neutralising condenser I 
don't know. 

A Question of Price 
If I might pass an opinion I should 

say not. As far as I can gather from 
tests of an early model and the details 
accidentally dropped by the makers 
(who, by the way, have kept it ex
ceedingly quiet up to the moment of 
writing) no further magnification is 
obtained, and the external connections 
need more careful arrangement, as 
they_ cannot be neutralised, as is the 
case with the old type of valve. 

rnless something is done to alter 
the construction of the valve so that 
this drawback does not arise, and so 
that we can get the same beautiful 
sharp neutralisation that we obhin 
with the ordinary split-primary circuit, 
I shall hesitate before chr.nging oyer 
to the" self-balancing., valve. 

The question of price is also a 
very important one. If the new valve 
is to cost more than the 10s. 6d. H.F. 
valve, plus a neutralisii1g condenser, 
then I don't think it will have a. verv 
rosy future, unless it gives us mor"e 
than is apparently the case. 

Screening Necessary 
It is early to dogmatise a1id so I 

will say no more-we do not know 
the full extent. of the things the valve 
people have in store for us, and they 
may have something up their sleeves 
which will make me alter my opinions. 

But to be really successful the 
1:eed for the neutralising of the 
external circuits (carried out auto
matically by the neutralising con
denser in the average circuit) will 
have to be removed. Neutralisation 
of the internal valve capacity is not 
enough by itself, and if screening has 
to be adopted then I think the 8.625 
valve with its high magnification will 

be a serious rival. The new "f'elf
balancing " valve looks to me as if it 
will fall between two stools. 

Then this ye,\r has brought out the 
Loewe multiple valw, an interesting 
amplifier which is used extensively 
in Germany. 

Two-Volt "Super" 
And now, just before the show, I 

have news of a fresh " super ,·power 
valve-a TWO-VOLTER. As a matter 
of fact, I have just completed a series 
of tests with it, and must congratulate 
the makers on a really useful effort. 
The valve in question, the )Iullard 
P:M.252, takes 2 volts, ·30 amp., and 
has an anode impedance of 3,800 
ohms with a magnification factor of 
3·8. Its mutual conductance is there
fore 1. For the interest of readers 

I I r 
The " otllcial " curves I I 
of the new 2-volt I 
super • power valve l{o_ 
show vqry useful I 

characteristics. 7 I 
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.I am giving the '· official " curve, 
which shows that the valve is capable 
of carrying a con>~iderable volunie, 
without distortion, being capable of 
dealing with a grid swing of 15 voltR 
either way when 125 volts H.T. is 
employed. The H.T. eurrent con
sumption is not high, only being abop.t 
10-15 milliamp. at 125 volts, and 
correct bias. This valve is the 
best thing I have struck since the 
days of the D.E.P.215 and the 
S.P.l8/R.R. ; but the }lullard }Jeople 
do not stop here. Having turned out· 
some exceedingly good and reliable 
valves with filament consumptions of 
0·1 amp., they have decided that that 
figure is too high, il.nd htwe reduced 
the filament consumption of some of 
their valve:> to ·075 amp. The valves 
thus affected are the P.M.5B, P.M.5X, 
P.:\'1.3, and P.M.3A; all of which are 
the same as before in regard to their 
other characteristics. As a matter of 

;)(j8 
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fact, as I write I have' 5GB on the 
speaker turning ont the Cecilians via 
a P.M.5B and P.M.5X of the new 
type, and they are excellent valves ; 
the latter making an excellent H.F. 
mnplifier, its neutralising point being 
needle-sharp and its power of amplifi-. 
cation exceedingly good. It has, of 
course, an impedance of 19,000 ohms 
and a magnification factor of 17 ·5, so 
that it forms an excellent H.F., L,F., 
or detector valve. 

A.C. Valves 
~ew among the A.C. mains type of 

-valve must be mentioned the Cosmos 
A.C.JG and A.C.jR types. These 
are for general purpose and power 
work, and operate . from the A. C. 
mains. So sets need not l:e altered 
in any respect an adaptor is sold 
which will fit over an ordinary 
valve holder and which carries two 
extra filament terminals for the 
heating element. The rest of the 
wiring remains the same, the pins of 
the valves making contact in the 
usual way with grid, anode, and 
cathode (or filament) sockets of the 
valve holders. 

Cossors have also an A.C. ·valve 
series which have the heating element 
connections elsewhere, so that sdfl 
need not be rewired in any way. 

So what with better valves, better 
loud speakers, better components, 
the constructor has no excuse for not 
getting the best out of radio and turn
ing out better and better sets. 

A void Inferior Components 
We have not reached perfection 

yet by any means, and we must not 
rest on our laurels. Good things 
have been clone, but there remains 
much still to be accomplished, 
and the constructor can do a great 
deal to hasten its accomplishment. 
He should eschew poor apparatus, 
inferior valves, dud speakers, etc., 
like the plague. Have the best 
wherever you can, it's worth it in the 
long run, and help to get rid of those 
thousands of sets which are but, 
apologies to radio and which, giving 
forth the most heartrending soundB 
from their wheezy and bronchial 
~peakers, do more to hinder the pro
gress of broadcast reception towards 
universal popularity tha:n any failures 
on the part of the .B.B.C. programme:; 
department. We are moving towards 
" improved " radio service, so let u:; 
see that we do our bit towards the im
provement. It's of no use to grumble 
at the programmes if we mutilate 
their reception by means of badly 
designed apparatus. 
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Engin(?(?fing 
Probl~ms in 
Broddcdstin£? 
By G. V. DOWDING, Grad.l.E.E. 

A STANDARD B.B.C. transmitter is 
a very straightforward affair, 
and once placed in commission 

it seldom gives trouble, as the 
absurdly low percentages of break
downs prove, but the B.B.C. people 
have had a great deal of trouble 
with their various aerials. The 
classical example is that of the 
London station. This aeriaL which 
a~ every reader will know, is, erected 
on the roof of a well-known West
end store, was, in its early days, 
subject to many experiments. First 
of all, it was found that, owing to the 
iron in the building, the full parallel 
length could not be used, so eYentu
ally the active aerial wa~ cut down 
to one of the vertical feeders-mereh· 
the downlead, in faet. , 

Aerial Troubles 
But the " get away " was not quite 

what it should haYe been with this. 
RO other things were tried. Finally. 
an ordinary twin aerial was suspended 
between the two masts, and a pair 

aerial is a much more important 
matter than that of an antenna used 
for receiving, and also that the 
question of " earths " becomes vital. 
Those stations that have plenty of 
ground space are more fortunate than 
those like 5 I T, 5 W A, 2 Z Y, and 
so on, which are tucked away in the 
centre of towns. However. the 
B.B.C. engineers have tackled their 
various problems very creditably, and 
it cannot be said that any one of 
their stations has a poor carrying 
power, all things consiJered. 

The Knottiest Points 
The installation of the B.B.C. 

transmitters themselYes cannot have 
been, in all cases, such easy task
as many would appear to think. All 
sorts of little problems have to be 
dealt with-for instance, when bedding 
down generators in buildings pre
viously used solely for office accom
modation. Vibration can not only be 
very annoying but dangerous. 

But probably the knottiest points 
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that face the B.B.C. engineers crop 
up in connection with the relaying 
of speech and music over landlines 
and underground cables. It may be 
news to many readers, but the B.B.C. 
rent practically all their lines from the 
Post Office. Even the line fro':!u the 
Savoy Hotel to Savoy Hill, for 
example, passes through an exchange 
in much the same way as any ordinary 
telephone line. The distance between 
the two placec as " the crow· fl.ie,; " 
is only a matt"r of yard~, but the 
telephone line involved runs into a 
mile or so. But the renting plan is 
the only practical way to arrangP 
matters, for the onus is upon the 
P.O. people, with their special re
sources, to see that the lines are kept 
in good order, and, further, they 
always ·have spares available, and 
can, if necessary_ :divert the connec
tions through alternative routes. 

Line Correctors 
The B.B.C. people are, however, 

provided with " line correctors." 

of feeder wires taken to the centre n•==:;;=~:~:=:===~:~:=======~!i===~= 
of this. And that is the aerial that is 
still in use. It does not look efficient, 
as the feeder wires run along the roof 
for quite a distance, and are not 
many feet above it, but, as results 
show, this aerial system is really quite 
satisfactory. 

The Belfast station had much the 
same sort of trouble with its aerial. 
and after many variations it finally 
became a tiny little " sausage " 
suspended between the two power
station chimneys. Aberdeen, Bourne- · 
mouth, and Daventry all have their 
own masts erected in fairly open 
country, and these stations did not 
have to face the problems that 
attended the erection of aerials on 
large buildings and in the centres 
masses of bricks and mortar-and 
iron! It will be appreciated that the 
effective height of a transmitting 

The control-room at the Belfast broadcasting station. On the left of the centre telephone 
receiver can be seen the " line corrector " which is used in conjunction with the sub

marine cable. 
369 
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These are very necessary, as the 
cha.racteristics of the longer lines vary 
considerably with different weather 
and atmospheric conditions. The 
B.B.C. also arranges all the amplifica
tion ; it merely has the lines handed 
over to it in good order, and then 
tacks whatever it likes on the ends. 
Thus " B " amplifiers in numbers are 
to be seen in the control rooms at 
every one of the B.B.C. stations. 
A " B " amplifier is a straightforward 
~peech amplifier which collects the 
energy from the landJine or cable and 
passes it on to the transmitter. 

Belfast's Submarine Cable 
Aberdeen and other stations 

situated a long way from London, 
have lines which pass through re
peaters. The S.B. system is, indeed, 
quite an intricate business. The 
Glo.ucester repeater station collects 
the energy passed on from stations 
in the West, such as Cardiff and 
Belfust, and hands it on in an amplified 
arid corrected form for the rest of 
its journey, while the Leeds station 
is a similar sort of link with the 
North. 

The twenty-two-mile cable which 

pretty good results, as these do not 
have to be amplified up for another 
trip through landlines as when an 
endeavour is made to work in the 
other direction. 

The ".Radio Link" 
This particular problem is no 

nearer a solution as yet, and that is 
the reason why Belfast programmes 
so seldom figure in the S.B .. scheme. 

By the way, Belfast, as well as 
. other of the stations which normally 
·have to employ very long cables in 
S.B. relays, frequently takes advantage 
of a " radio link." When atmospheric 
conditions are good this can be 
excellent, and actually preferable to 
cable working. An overhead landline 
wire can have a capacity of as• much 
as ·015 mfd. per- mile, while sub
marine cables often reach ·3 mfd. 
per mile. I believe the average . 
capacity of the Anglo-German cables 
is some 90 mfds. or so l But a 
radio link has none of this burden of 
capacity, and also none of the 
inductive troubles from which so 
many of the cables suffer despite 
elaborate screening and other schemes. 

"Cnfortunately, the " radio link" 

One of the portable huts used the B.B.C. in connection with the broadcasting of 
''running commentaries.'' 

na<;ses under the sea between the 
Belfast station and the Scottish coast 
has always been a thorn in the side 
of the B.B.C. engineer. The original 
cable was very unsatisfactory, but 
even the new one that was laid down 
is by no means perfect .. The B.B.C. 
stuff passing through it collects all 
sorts of noises, and when it is ampli
fied up for a further journey across 
England, the result is a somewhat 
mushed-up version of the original 
Hpeech and music. Naturally, the 
Belfast station can collect sounds 
from London and Daventry with 

is sometimes beset with interference 
in the form of the ubiquitous static, 
but in the absence of this, as I have 
said, it is all but perfect, thanks to 
the employment of first-class receiving . 
sets whose sensitive qualities are sub
ordinated to purity oftone. 

But a certain amount of selectivity 
is necessary in order that the ·foc_~l 
transmitter shall not interfere, and 
this seems generally to be accom
plished, initially at least, by the 
eJ?.lployment of very short aerials. 
At Belfast the receiver is situated in 
the house of one of the station 
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engineers some four miles away from 
the control-room, but it can be 
switched on and off from that point 
by means of an ingenious remotl\ 
control. 
· " O.B.'s," which term covers any 
microphone work outside the studio, 
such as the relaying of mu13ic from a 
local concert hall, running com
mentaries, and so on, frequently 
necessitate days and even weeks of 
preparation. Lines have to be ob
tained and tested, and the microphone 
and its position generally necessitates 
much experiment before the high 
standard always demanded by the 
B.B.C. is achieved and the word 
" Go " passed on to all concerned. 

Laying Special Lines 
Sometimes an " O.B." will necessi

tate the laying of special lines of 
miles in length and thetappingofthese 
on to main landlines. The Bl\lfast 
station, for instance, quite recently 
had to put down a temporary line 
across about one and a half miles of 
country in order to connect a com
mentator's hut overlooking a motor
cycle race-track to a permanent 
landline. 

In O.B.'s the " radio link " is often 
used, an historical example being 
afforded by the broadcasting of the 
Boat Race. A small transmitter was 
in the commentator's boat, and 
receiving stations were arranged to 
pick up the transmission from this and 
}JUSS it on to landlines. And during the 
recent " Lakeland " broadcasts from 
Manchester I believe a· similar sort 
of scheme was arranged. 

Special Microphones 
The placing of the microphone is 

frequently a serious problem in 
·itself, for not always is it desired to 
collect all the noises in its vicinity. 
The cheering of a crowd might be a 
desired " effect," but also it might 
not, and the " mike " has to be fixed 
up sb that a choice can be made 
between the general effect and the 
voice of the announcer or conunen
tator. In this connection the use of. 
special microphones having limited 
" piek-ups," and of more or less 
sound-proof collapsible and trans-

. portable huts, etc., are all proof of the 
enterprise and ingenuity of B.B.C. 
engineers. 

- B.ut the real accomplishments of 
the B. B. C .. engineers are evinced in 
the various studios. As a result of 
scientific research and of much prac
tical work, studio technique is now 
reaching the heights of perfection. A 
modern studio, such as No. 6 or 7 
at Savoy Hill, is not a stuffy mass of 

(Continued on page 428.) 
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'}_k Desi~n of 
.H.F. Atn~fiers · 
A really practical review of modern methods. 

By W. ]AMES. 

I N a recent article I described the 
causes of instability in high
frequency amplifiers, and pointed 

out that even where complete screen
ing is used to isolate (electrically) the 
different circuits there remains the 
valve-anode's grid capacity which acts 
to promote instability. It was further 

.,., . ._.__....._~ 
fia.l 

This figure illustrates how grid potential 
affects plate current, as measured by the 

milliammeter. 

· pointed out that the effectR of this 
capacity could be neutralised or 
balanced by using one of the many 
well-known systems. 

But it must not be thought from 
this that the evil effects of the valve 
ea pacity are completely and wholly 
eliminated, for they are not with the 
majority of arrangements. In fact, it 
•frequently happens that a system may 
be quite well balanced on one wave
length and prone to oscillate on 
another wave-length. 

This does not matter so very much in 
prac.tice, because a favourabie a'djust
ment can nearly always be made, but it 
is one of those things which has contin
ually to be borne in mind when reckon
ing the magnification which can be 
obtained from high-frequency stages. 

Imperfect Stabilising Systems 
It is not safe to proceed on the 

asRnmption that a perfect balance can 
be obtained even though complete 
screening is used., The reason for this 
i~ well known to experimenter~ who 
have made a few measurements, and 
if> due partly to imperfect systems of 
c;tabilisation and partly to the u~e 
of apparatus which is electrically not 
q\Jite up to the theoretical standard. 

\Ve are not concerned at the 

---------:!!!: -
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practice, and to discuss the factors 
affecting selectivity, unhindered by 
regenerative contributions of any sort. 

We are quite safe in doing this, for 
in practice the amplification and 
selectivity are almost bound to be 
enhanced by failure to effect a perfect 
balance, and by the remains ·of 
couplings which are not quite elimi
nated. In fact, a neutralised receiver 
is often so set that quite a useful 
regenerative effect is obtained-this 
with complete stability. But we will 
return to this later. 

Valve Resistance 
If to valve V1 , Fig. 1, with its anode 

and filament batteries, we apply 
different grid voltages, the anode 
current will vary. Let us suppose the 

MV 

ll 

When a resistance R is placed in the plate circuit of the valve, Fig. 2 can be redrawn 
as in Fig. 3(b). 

"The valve 

fiG.2 
can be represented by a 
resistance RAC." 

moment with the merits of the various 
systems favoured by different authori
ties, or in pointing out how many of 
the published descriptions fail to 
give correct results through incom
plete design. It will suffice for our 
present purpose if we assume that no 
back coupling of any sort whatever is 
present, for on this basis we can 
proceed to calculate the amplification 
which we are likely to obtain in 

37) 

carrent is 2 milliamperes when the 
anode voltage is 120 and the grid bias 
1·5. We now alter the anode voltage, 
reducing it by 20 to make it 100; 
the anode current has fallen, we will 
say, to 1 milliampere. Changing the 
anode voltage by 20 has therefore 
resulted in a change of anode current 

. by 1 milliampere, and the resistance 
of the valve is 20 divided by 0 001, 
or 20,000 ohms. 
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We next alter the grid bias (the 
anode voltage is still lOO) and find that 
when it is -0·5 volt the anode 
current it~ 2 milliamperes-the value 
it l1ad when the grid bias was - 1·5 
and the anode voltage 120. We are 
therefore justified in ,;aying that under 
the conditions of the test we can 
change the anode current by a milli
ampcre in two ways--by adding or 
removing 20 volts from the anode 
battery, or by udclingor removing m;c 
volt from the grid bias. 

Thu;; a ch<tngc in grid bius of 1 volt 
has the same effect precisely as a 
change in anode voltage of 20 ; the 
grid is 20 times more effective in vary
ing the anode .current, and the valve is 
said to have a voltage factor of 20. 

In making these tests we must 
confine ourselves to the straight part 
of the curveR-if tests are made for 
different average anode and grid 
voltages, the results obtained will be 

,_-- HF.---.. 
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series with the valve as in Fig. 3(a), 
it is easy to see by referring to the 
equivalent circuit Fig. 3(b) that the 
alternating current set up in the 
anode circuit will produce a voltage 
acro,;s the two resistances in series. 
The total value of this voltage is, of 
courl'le, MV, where V is the voltage 
applied to the grid, and it should be 
clear that if the two resistances are of 
equal value the voltage set up across 
each of them will be identical in value. 
In actual fact, the voltage drop over 
each resistance will be M V diYided 
by 2. 

Voltage Amplification 
To follow the matter a little further, 

we may say that if the resistance 
connected to the anode is increased 
(the valve's A. C. resistance remaining 
unaltered by a suitable increase in 
the anode-battery voltage) a larger 
proportion of the voltage }IV will 

--"'iiii' 
"iiii' 
'iiiii --

When a capacity is joined in parallel with an inductance a rejector circuit is formed, 
Fig. 4(a). In tuned-anode amplifiers, this rejector circuit is in series with the valve. 

different. Usually the voltage factor 
does not vary very much with opera
ting conditions, but the anode's A.C. 
resistance does, and by a material 
amount. 

Effect :>f A.C. 
If now we apply a small alternating 

voltage to the -grid, superimposing it 
on the steady negative bias, the anode 
current will vary accordingly. It is 
easv to see that if at a given instant 
the· value' of the alternating voltage 
applied to tlie grid is 0·5 volt 
then the change iri lmode current 
produced in the anode circuit is equal 
to the effective change in anode 
voltage divided by the anode's A.C. 
reo;istance. Our valve ean therefore 
be represented by a resistance RAc 
(Fig. 2) connected to which is a 
generator delivering a voltage of 
:\I times that applied to the grid, 
l\I being the valve's voltage factor. 

If now we connect a resistance R in 

be developed across it. The voltages, 
in fact, are shared according to the 
resistance values. 

Thus, when the maximum voltage 
· is required across the added resistance, 

as ' it invariably is- in resistance 
amplifiers, the added resistance is 
made large compared with the 
valve's resistance. When it is five 
times as large, five-sixths of the total 
A.C. voltage is developed across it, 
ancl so on. 

It therefore follows that in a voltage 
amplifier it is important so to arrange 
the circuit values that the. ratio of 
added to anode A.C. resistance is as 
high as poasible, for then the voltage 
amplification for the stage will be at 
maximum. 

Having dealt with this matter in a.~ 
brief a manner as possible, we have 
now to consider another aspect of 
the problem. We will assume that 
onr valve, with its voltage factor of 
::u and anode A.C. resistance of R.~.c 
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ohms, has connected to it a pure 
resistance R ohms. Then the alternat
ing current which flows in the anode 
circuit as the result of applying A.C. 
to the grid is given by : 

E I.= -~------
n.~.c+I-t 

where E is the A.C. voltage developed 
in the anode circuit and is equal to 
M times the A.C. grid voltage. Now 
the power developed in a piece of 
apparatus is given by the cunent 
squared time::< its resistanc~ ; there
fore, we have as the power supplied 
to the added anode resistance 

P = I!R and 

p = (-:R.~.~~f-R )zn 
If this is worked out for vario.us 

ratios of anode A.C. resistance to added 
resistance, it will be found that the 
maximum power in the output resist
ance is obtained when they are,equal; 
that is, when RAC equals R. But an 
important point is this, that very 
little power is lost by using a ratio of 
2 or 3 to 1. That is, the power 
developed in the added resistance is 
not very much less than the maximum 
when the added resistance is 2 "or 3 
times smaller or larger than the valve-s 
A.C. resistance. 

This point is rather an important 
one, as we shall sec when we come to 
consider the subject of high-frcq uency 
transformers. 

The Tuned-Anode Circuit 
One of the simplest and perhaps 

most widely used methods of high
frequency amplification (the tuned 
anode) employs a rejector circuit in 
series with the valve. A rejector 
circuit comprises a condenser and 
coil (with their incidental resistaucet~) 
in parallel, Fig. 4. For the moment, 
however, we will assume that the 
coil and condenser have no resistance 
losses. 

If a high-frequency E.l\'I.F. is 
applied to the circuit, a current will 
flow from the source, and it can easily 
be seen that if the frequency of the 
E.l\I.F. is greater than that to which 
the circuit is tuned more current will 
flow through the condenser than the 
coil. On the other hand, if the circuit 
is tuned to a higher frequency than 
that of the applied E.l\I.F. th(m more 
current will flow through the tuning 
coil than through the condenser. 

If now the circuit is tuned to the 
same frequency as that of the applied 
E.l\I.F. the current flowing through 
the condenser will equal th'tt through 
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the coil (the circuit is assumed to have 
no losses) and no current will flow
from the source of E.M.F. regardless 
of the magnitude of its voltage. 

In other words, the circuit is behav
ing as though it were an enormous 
resistance connected to the Rource of 
E.~1I.F. 'fhis is the first point we wi~h 
to bring out. 

V/6/1 

L ..!!!!!... ---------

this purpose the writer made a coil 
of No. 30 D.S.C. of 4-in. diameter, 
an~l adjusted its inductance at 400 
metres to 300 microhenries. It was 
tuned with an ordinary ·00035-mfd. 
variable conde~mer, · and measure
me~t,; were made at various wave
length>, aml the above re,;ults 
obtained. 

RAc 

Re§= c'R OHMs 

.fiG.StaJ !'la. Still 

H.F. voltages are applied to the grid of the valve, and the rejector circuit (tuned-anode) 
is tuned to resonance with the applied frequency. Fig.5(b) is the equivalent circuit. 

Normal coils and condensers, of 
coun1e, have re,;istance. Hence the 
effective resistance of a parallel-tuned 
circuit will not be infinitely great, but 
will have a lesser value according to 
the losses of the circuit and the values 
of the coil and condenser. 

In fact, the circuit's 
resistmlCe at resonance is 

effective 
given by 

L 
CH ohms, L being the coil's inductance, 

C the total capacity, and R the l-oc;s 
resistance of the circuit, all measured 
in equivalent unit,'3. 

Thus the tuned circuit has the 
same effect, so far as the current 
flowing from the source of E.l\i.F. 
is concerned, as a pure rcsi~tance 
of this value. 

H.F. Amplification 
We can now apply thiR to high

frequency amplifiers, but first we had 
better get an exact idea of the values 
of the effective resistance we are 
likely to meet with in practice. For 

'J.'ABLE 1. 

Wave-length. Lo~s resistance 
of circuit. 

600 5·2 
500 6·2 
400 7·5 
300 10·0 

\Ye C<"tll now put the known values 
. L 
m the formula-CR·to find the effective 

resistance at the various wave-lengths· 
This has been done, with the result<~ 
given in table number 2. 

We therefore see r1uite clearly that 
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the effective resistance of the tuned 
circuit varies with the frequency ; and 
it will also be pretty obvious that it 
depends on the type of the coil used, 
since this will determine its loso 

TABLE 2. 

\Vave-

I 
Circuit's effective 

reRistance. 
length. Ohms. 

600 170,000 
500 210,000 
400 270,000 
300 360,000 

re."istance at the various wave-lengths . 
Let us now apply our figures to a 

tuned-anode stage of high-frequenc:y 
amplification, Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). Re
member that we have s&id there are 
no stray couplings of any deEcription, 
so that we do not have to make any 
allowances for a single thing, except 
those represented in the di9.gram. 

Calculating Magnification 
We have a valve to whose grid arc 

applied high-frequency voltages, and 
in the anode circuit of that valve we 
have connected a circuit which ean 
he tuned to resonance with the applied 
E."(\I.F. Let us suppo;-ie that the high
frequency voltages have a wave
length of 600 metres. We see from the 
above table that our circuit offers an 
eFfective resiRtance of 170,000 obm.'l 
at this wave-length. It therefore 
follows that we can work out the 
amplieation in prceisely the same way 
a~ we (lid for the re:-;i,;tance amplifier,;. 

This is a prac
tical form of a 
receiver employ

ing a stage of tuned-anode 
, high-frequency amplification, of 

the type discussed by Mr. James __ :___t 
on this page._ .::_I 
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We will, therefore1 assume th~t the 
valve used is a typi~alR.C. on~, having 
1,1. vol~age factor of 40 l!>nd an, anode 
A. C. resistance of ~00,000 ohli1s. Our 
equivalentcir~uit is that of Fig. 5 (b,) 
where RAc rep:resents tbe anode's A. C. 
resistance, -R..,- the effective resist
<tnce qf the tuned-anode circuit, ar{d 
l\IV the high-frequency -vol"tage 
deYeloped in the anode circuit by 
the grid voltage V. The proportion 
of the total voltage actually developed 
across the tuned-apode circuit is 
therefore 170,000 . 

170 ooo + 100 ooo' or 0"63· • 
' ' 

For every Yolt of H.F. applied to 
the grid we therefore have 0·63 M 
volts developed across the tuned
anode circuit, and in the example 

·considered, where we assume the 
valve's M is 40, the magnification for 

·the stage is 25·2. One volt of H.F. at 
600 metres applied to the grid will 
therefore set up 25·2 volts across the 
tuned-anode circuit. 

the longer wave-lengths, which is in · 
accord with practical experience. In 
practice, however, we often find that 
:in ·a1:nplify'ing valve under' working 
conditions ~has an anode resistance 
of 200;000 ohms for a voltage factor 
of 40, this being due to the necessity 
for usin!f a little negative bias. It 
will therefore be instructive- to work 
out the amplification for this valve. 

Further Results 
We obtain the foll~nving results : 

Wave
length 

600 
500 
400 
300 

. TABL~ 4. 

L 
CR 

Ohms. 

170,000 
210,000 
270,000 
360,000 

A~plificatioii 
· per stage. 

18·4 ( Valve's 
20·5 l M value= 
23·0 40; 
25·61 A.C. resist-

ance= 
200,000 

ohms 

If we use another valve in the H.F. 
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this effect with the specific coil and 
condenser at our disposal we can us('! 
a valve of fairly low A.C. resistance 
as shown by Table 5. For this valve, 
which has a voltage factor of 20 as 
compared with 40 for the Qthet two, 
we have a much more uniform ampli
fieation. It is lower over the. whole 
range, however, and we might in.quire 
as to whether we cannot redesign 

. the coil so. as to level out the ampli-
fication. · 

, L 
Examination of the formula RC 

reveals the fact that the effecti\~e 
resistance, and therefore the ampli
fication, would be uniform if only we 
could make the product of C a1~d R 
constant. The capacity C we have 
to vary, of course, in order to tune 
the circuit, so that what we have to 
do is so to arrange the coil that its 
resistance falls off when the capacity 
is increased by such an amount as to 
keep their product constant. 

r-----------------------~.-H.T.H 
I have had this problem in mind 

for a long time, and have fortunately 
found the way to construct a coil 
giving the desired effect---not that it 
is considered strictly necessary to have 
uniform amplification, although it will 
be agreed that it is quite desirable. 

r-----------~8.~2 

r------~.H.T.-1:3 

Uniform Amplification 
There are one or two ways of dealing 

with the matter : One is to sacrifice 
amplification on the shorter wave
lengths ; and the other, and bolder, 
plan is to ende::t vour to raise the 
amplification on the longer wave-

fi(;.6. lengthH to equal that given on the 
C,RCv.-r5HOw/JVG0;veSrAGEOF7VNeoANotu!. shorter wave-lengths. ~We have to 

T' redesign the coil, and it is absolutely 
. . . . . essential so to construct it that its 

For the sake of clanty the filament c~nnections have been om1tted from th1s d1agram, . 

XIZO 

which shows the circuit o.f a reeeiver employing. a tuned-;mode stage of H.F. amplification, loss rest_stance on the longer wave-
detector, and resistance-coupled stage of low-frequency amplification. lengths 1s reduced to a low value. 

If We n·la.ke f1trtl1·e'r calculatl·o·n-·s at · l"fi h · I f f To do this we mav wind with a 
amp 1 er, avmg a vo tage actor 0 thick copper wire-~r, better still, 

the various wave-lengths we shall be 20 for an A. C. resistance of 40,000 use H.F. cable of suitable construe
able .to write down the amplification ohms, we again obtain different tion. A coil was therefore wound 
0btajned for the whole tuning range. aniounts of amplification, the· actual with Litzendraht, and the following 
The amplification varies because the figures being given in Table 5; values of loss resistance were ob-
eilee.tive re8istaiice of the t~ed cir~ TABLE 5 tained : 
cuit . varies wi~h the wave-length. 
This is shown h:V Table 3 below. 

600 
500 
400 
309. 

'TABLE 3.' 

Amplification 
· perstage. 

i7o,ooo 25·2 r Valve's 
210,000·, 27·1 ~j M ~alue= 
270,000 "29·.2 40 ;, 
360,000 31·3 A.C. resist-

-\ l 
\ 

· ance= 
1oo;ooo 
ohms.· 

Thus at the shorter wave-lengths 
rhe 'tiilplification is greater than . at 

600 
500 
400 
300 

L 
,CR 
Ohms. 

·170,000 
210,000 
270,000 
360,000 

Amplification 
per stage. 

16·2 
16·8 
17·4 
18·0 

r V1,1.lve's 

r 
·M value= 

20; 

-<l A~ii~;t-
ol;nns 

. The three tables giving the ampli
fication for different valves indicate 
quite clearly the tendency for the 
magnification to increase at the 
short"er· wave-lengths. To niinimise 
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Wave-length 

600 
500 
400 
300 
200 

TABLE 6. 

Loss-resistance. 
Ohms. 

2·4 
3·1 
4·3 
6·9 

12·5 

From the known values we can now 
find. the effective resistance of the 
circuit at various wave-lengths, and 
the results are given in the next table 
(Table 7). 

(Continued on page 420.; 
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Designed and described by A. S. CLARK. 

T HE original " Midget " single
valve set was published over 
two years ago. It proved a 

very popular set, and even at the 
present time many readers are using it 

and prefer it to other single-valve 
receivers. In view of this, it was con
sidered that a modern single-valve set 
which was compact and even more 
efficient than the original Midget one
valve set would be welcomed by many. 

The receiver described in this 
article is not only intended for recev
tion of local and near stat,ions, but 
also for fairly long distance work, it 
being capable of bringing in many 
Continental stations at good telephone 
strength. 

Regeneration Control 
Now, any set intended for receiving 

distant stations, and particularly a 
single-valve receiver, must have 
really smooth reaction control. This 
is necessary in order to work the valve 
at its most sensitive point-namely, 
just before oscillation occurs-and it 
is desirable that oscillation should 
build up so gradually that it is im
possible to say exactly when the 
valve begins to oscillate. 

The Circuit 
This satisfactory state of affairs 

llas been obtained in the set under 

consideration by means of a new 
method of reaction control. Reference 
to the circuit diagram will enable the 
reader to follow the method. 

A reaction coil is connected in the 
plate circuit of the valve in the same 
manner as for ordinary swinging-coil 
control. The coupling between this 
reaction coil and the· tuning coil is, 
however, fixed, a fairly tight coupling 
being obtained by mounting the coils 
side l:iy side in two ordinary coil 
mounts. The reaction circuit is 
completed through the fixed con
denser of ·0001 capacity, while the 
direct current flows through the II.F. 
choke, and thence on to the telephones 

Reaction Condenser 
A ·Yariable condenser of ·0005 cap

acity is employed for control. As will 
be seen, it is connected between the 
plate of the valve and L.T. - ; it 
therrforc forms a parallel path for the 

::······································ ······································:: •• •• •• •• :: COMPONENTS REQUIRED. :: 
•• •• 
:: Ebonite panel 9 in. x 6 In. x l in. :: •• •• :: Cabinet to suit same, with baseboard :: 
:: 8 In. deep. :: 
!! Terminal strip 6 in. x 1 in. x :: 
:: lin. U 
:: 6 ordinary terminals. :: 
ii 2 ·0005 variable condensers with :: 
:: vernier (Pye). !: 
:: Single-circuit open filament control :: 
:: jack (Lotus). :: •• •• :: Plug for same (Lotus). :: 
:: H.F. choke (R.I.-Varley). :: 
ii Anti-microphonic valve holder (Ben- :: 
:: jamin). :: 
:: 2 single-coil mounts (Success). :: 
ii ·oo01 fixed condenser (Dubilier). it 
:: ·ooos fixed condenser with grid-leak :: 
:: clips (Dubilier). :: 
U 3-megohm grid leak (Dubilier}. U 
:: Glazite wire and screws. :~ 
U One spring clip. i: 
•• •• •• •• :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

The ''New .Midget'' one-valver has an imposing appearance when completed and 
placed in its cabinet. 

37.3 
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H.F. currents, and as its capacity is 
increased so less and less H.F. current 
will pass through the reaction coil, 
until a point is reached at which the 
set ceases to oscillate. A ·0005 vari
able condenser is employed, so that 
when this condenser is at its maximum 
it provides a path of very much lower 
resistance to the H.F. currents than 
the path through the reaction coil 
and the ·0001 fixed condenser. If 
a smaller variable condenser were 
used, or a larger fixed one, a suffi
ciently large variation of reaction 
control would not be obtained, and 
it would be difficult to obtain a suit
able size of reaction coil. Also, reaction 
control would not be obtained round 
the whole tuning-condenser range for 
a given coil without changing reaction 
coils. 

The H.F. Choke 
As the capacity of various pairs of 

telephones varies it is not satis
factory to put the ·0001 fixed con
denser across them, as their capacity 
would be added to it and its effective 
nlue would vary with different 
telephones. The H.F. choke was 
therefore provided so as to make a 
completely separate path for the L.F. 

currents. If a ·002 fixed condenser 
could have been used, it could have 
been put straight across the telephones, 
since with such a large condenser the 
capacity of the 'phones could have 
been neglected. But it has already 
been shown that a 002 fixen condenser 

._,·, 

The valves and coils have been 
removed in this ·photograph, so 
that the general run of the wiring 
may be seen. Note particularly that the pins of the coil holders are placed towards 

the .. panel, and that very short grid leads are employed. 
376 
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The aerial lead is 
connected to a 
spring clip so that 
connection can 
easily be made to a 
terminal, or direct 
to the wiring at 
the end of_the:coil. 

could not be used since it would not 
allow adequate reaction control. 

Aerial Coil Arrangements 
If rereption of other stations than 

the local one is desired while the local 
~tation is transmitting a set must be 
more or less splcctive according to the 
proximity or otherwi~e of the local 
station. The ~et is so arranged that 
varying degrees of selectivity may be 
obtained. By taking the aeri<ll 
Htraight to the point X, direct doupling 
is employed. This is advised for the 
local station, since a slight loss in 
signal strength must always be ex
pected when selectivity is obtained. 

The aerial may also be taken to thf' 
C{)ntre-tap of a centre-tapped coil. 
or to one of the taps on an X coil, 
according to the degree of selectivity 
required. For those living about 10 
miles from the local station the 
centre-tapped coil provides a good 
compromise between selectivity and 
signal strength. Those about 10 
miles from 2 L 0 will find a centre
tapped coil all that is required to 
separate 2 L 0 and 5GB. 

The grid is given the same potential 
as the negative side of the filament, 
by ronnectin'! earth to L.T.-. It is 
r~rtainl r mo;e usual to take the earth 
to L.T. positive with a detector valve, 
but taking it to L.T.- was found 
definitely to improve reaction control 
withottt producing any noticeable loss 
of signal strength, which is the usual 
reason for connecting to L. T. + .' 

If desired. the effect of connecting 
the opposite way round may be tried 
by merely reversing the L.T. leads to 
the L.T. terminals. 
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-E---------------------9~~--------------------~> 
in accordance with the drilling dia
gram, on which all the dimensions 
11eccssary for marking out the panel 
are shown. All points where holes are 
to be made should be centre-punched 
before drilling is carried out. No 
diagram of the drilling of the terminal 
strip is needed, since all that is 
re(p1ired is six holes equally spaced, 
to take the terminul shanks, and three 
small holes to take the wood screws 
for securing to the baseboard. 

General Design 
A vertical panel with baseboard has 

been employed, the panel being kept 
as clear as possible. All that is to be 
seen on it are the two variable 
condensers and the jack for the 
telephone plug. This jack is arranged 
to switch the set on and off as the 
telrphones are plugged in and out. 
All battery terminals, and the aerial 
and earth terminals, are carried on a 
strip of ebonite at the back of the set. 

No .filament resistance has been 
employed, since practically all of the 
valves on the market at the present 
day may be run direct from 2, 4 or 
6 volts, and very often a quite con
siderable voltage drop is obtained in 
the L.T. battery leads. SometimeR 
when a resistor is employed this drop 
in the battery leads causes the valves 
to be run at a lower voltage than they 
ought, which naturally materially 
upsets results. 

Components 
A list of the components required to

build this set is given, together with 
the names of the makers of those used 
in the original set. It is not necessary, 
however, to keep to thesr makes so 
long as parts of good quality, and ones 
which will fit into the space availahlP, 
are chosen. With reference to the 
variable condensers, the vernier move
ment is not indispensable, but is very 
useful and helps to make the tuning 
of weak stations easy. Before com
mencing the actual constructional 
work of the set it is advisable to 
gather together all the parts that are 
required. 

Drit.Iing Operations 
BaYing done this, the work may be 

proceeded with, the first job being to 
drill the panel. This has to be done 

Mounting the Components 
~ow mount the components which 

go on the panel, and also fit the 
terminals to the terminal strip. After 
this tin all points on the aboYe to 
which soldered contact will be made, 
and then fix the panel and terminal 
strip to the baseboard. This should 
be done with the baseboard. panel, :mcl 
terminal strip fitted into the cabinet, 
so as to ensure that they are in their 
correct relative positions. 

After tinning the necessary points 
on the remaining components, these 
can be screwed to the baseboard, 
after which the set is ready for 
wiring. 

This photograph of the connections should be compared with the wiring diagram 
on another page. 
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Wiring Up 
In doing this, the wiring diagram 

must be followed. This will not be 
found difficult with the aid of the 
back-of-panel diagrams. 

the sake of simplicity. If another 
type of jack is employed it will not be 
difficult to find out the correct 
springs. The two which make 
contact with the telephone plug will 

ScREENING 

CoNTACT 

AT/ 

rifT. -HT -LT. rLT £AnrH AERIAL 

fflR!NG fJ/AGRAM 
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again it does not matter which way 
round they are connected. 

Aerial Tapping 
A piece of ruhber-coYerecl flexible 

wire is ioine1l to the aerial terminnl. 
at one ewl of which is ;1 ~pring clip. 
This is the dip which connects to the 
tappings on the aeriill coiL or a small 
length of wire left projecting at the 
point X, when employing direct 
coni•lillg. In order that the connec
tion~ shall be correct for .an X coil, 
the pin of the aerial-coil mount has 
to be con&cted to earth. Therefore, 
arra uge the pins and sockets ..Qf the 
two coil mounts the same wav roun•l 
as inllic;ated, whf'n not only "will tlte 
aerial cml be properly connected but 
the reaction coil will be the correct wa v 
~~und for obtaining reaction effects. 

Accessories Required 
It is reallv immaterial what ·valv~ 

is emplo.ved ·with this set, hut one of 
the vah-t"s of moderate impedanee 
intended principally for H.F. work 
will probably gin' the best result~. 
The voltages of the accumulator an' l 
of the H.T. battery naturally depend 
on the valve, but a fairly high H.T. 
voltage in comparison with the 
maximum allowed for the particular 
valve should be used. The more 
sensitive the telephones, the better, 
so it is as well to use reasonably good 
ones. 

Testing the Set 
When the recei\·er is completed it. 

may be tested very quickly. Connt'ct 
up the H.T. and L.T. batteries to 
their respecti\·e terminals, put the 
aerial and earth on their terminals. 
and plug in the telephones· after 
inserting the nlve. Dirf'et eoupling 
~honld he used nt fir,t. awl a ~o. 33 
or No. 50 coil employed in the aerial 
coil mount, with about aN o. 30 or 40 
for reaction. These coils a.re for t]P 
lower broadcast band. bnt in a \l 
cases such a size of reaction coilmu~t 
be used as will allow the reaction 
condenser to stop the set oscillating 
on all positions of the t11ning con
denser before it is at its maximum 
setting. 
, The amount of reaction req uirerl 
will depend on the wave-length, ami 
as the .tuning condenser is incrf'ase(l 
in ea pacit:·, so the reaction con
di"nser shoultl have its capacity de
crease(:. 'Yhen the local station has 
been tuned in. aml the feel of the 
reaction contr~l obtained, searching 

w96 for other :o;tations may he undertaken. 
12!:~-------------------------------' A centre-tap coil should be tried 

First of all, connect up the jack, 
taking care to take the leads to the 
correct tags. This jack has not been 
shown on the theoretical diagram for 

be obvious, and it i8 quite immaterial first. and if sufficient selectivity is 
which wav round they are connected. not obtained with it an X-coil can 
The rem~ining two aie in series with be tried. 
the filament of the valve, and once (Continued on page 420.) 
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-1(). IN SlltJl~ISE tA~J 
* ~ - \ 
!1 .. #' ... 

• 
Some interesting details of the broadcasting station at T o/wo. 

T HE celebrated poet responsible for 
the lines: 
"For East is East, and W e3t is 

West, 
And never the twain shall meet " 

-or words to that effect, at any rate
reckoned not with the future science 
of radio, and its essentially humanig
ing propensities. The Eastern nations, 
it is true, have ideas and modes of 
living which are far removed from 
those of the West ern world. Yet the 
yellow races of the civilised Eastern 
regions have their own radio, and 
in this one instance they have an 
interest almost completely in common 
with our own. 

The Tokyo Station 
Japan-" The Land of the Rising 

Sun "-whose progress in the art 
and science of broadcasting these few 
notes and illustrations are concerned 
with, is, of course, a nation quite as 
civilised as our own. The populace 
of that country, although it follows 
its own philosophies and religions, 
is one whose industrial pursuits and 
activities follow closely on those of 
the Western nations. Japan-or, at 
least, the modern portions of that 
country-is no longer a laml of 
innumerable Madame Butterflies and 
lavishly attired people. On the con
trary, its people are up to date in 
the extreme, and attentive to the 
affairs of modern everyday life and 
commerce. 

What is more likely, therefore, than 
in this land of thriving industry a 

From a Special Correspondent. 

lJroarlcasting station-that modern 
signpost of civilisation's most social 
attainment--should spring up. Tokyo, 
the modern capital of Japan, has had 
its wireless station for some time, 
but it is only within recent years 
that the broadcasting station in that 
city has been erected. 

The present station at Tokyo was 
erected three years ago, and it serveg 
for the whole of the island. Rated 
at one kilowatt, the Tokyo station, 
J 0 A K, transmits on a wave-length 
of 375 metres. The whole apparatus 

ha,; been designed and ereetcd by a 
locaL concern, the Annaka Electric 
1Ianufacturing Company. 

The usual broadcasting microphones 
of Western Electric pattern are 
employed in the studio, the current 
from these being stepped up by means 
of a three-stage amplifier before being 
fed into the oscillating unit of the 
transmitter. 

No Earth Connection 
The transmitter itself is of the usual 

conventional pattern, affording a final 

The studio of the J 0 A K broadcasting station at Tokyo. A feature is the very light 
drapery used for " blanketing " purposes. 
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aerial current of approximately 8·5 
amps. The aerial itself is of the inverted 
L type, and it is suspended between 
two entirely self-supporting steel 
towerR at a height of 150 ft., the 

len:;th of aerial wire actually in circuit 
beiug rather short. 

Of especial interest are the earthing 
arrangement~ of the Tokyo station. 
No direct earth i,; employed. For 
some reason or other the Japanese 
l'ngineers at J 0 A K station seem to 
have pinned their faith to the employ
ment of a counterpoise earth. This 
counterpoise consists of eight lengths 
of wire, each 30 ft. long, arranged 
horizontally in parallel at a distance 
of 3 ft. above the roof of the station 
and directly underneath the trans
mitting aerial. 

The counterpoi"e earthing arrange
ments are certainly effective, and it 
is claimed that greater freedom from 
static storms, which are of so common 
oceurrence in Eastern districts, are 
thereby obtained. 

The Power Supply 
The Japanese station, J 0 A,K, 

takes its current from its own special 
plant installed in the power station of 
the Tokyo municipal electric station, 
and also in the generating station of 
the Tokyo Electric Light Company. 
Quite a feature of interest concerning 
the Tokyo broadcasting station is 
that, in addition to these two main 
sources of power, it possesses an 
auxiliary or emergency reserve of 
power consisting of a 580 amp. 
o;torage battery which is capable of 

supplying a current for ten hours 
of continuous broadcasting. 

As regards the programmes sent out 
from the Tokyo station, these are.of 
the usual type, modified, of course, 

according to loc~l requirements. The 
station effects quite a number of what 
we t,erm over here "outside broad
ca8t~." It relays from outside sources 
the speech{ls of local celebrities, and, 
in fact, it does everything which an 
ordinary up-to-date and perfectly 
efficient broadcasting station is nowa
days expected to do. In February 
last, station J 0 A K broadcast 
certain events in the funeral pro
cession of the late Emperor of Japan. 
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A f:'lJcecl1 Ly Prince Chichibu was also 
broadcast at the time. 

It is, as. yet, far too early to say 
what will be the effect of broadcasting 
upon .Japan. The nation that awoke 
so suddenly to ciYilisation, and broke 
with its tradition and history in the 
remarkable way that modern Japan 
did, may haYe. many more surprise8 
in store. Although the present broad
easting equipment installed in Tokyo 
is of the type standardised by Western 
ciYilisation, it is ineYitable that both 
the programmes and the apparatus 
will have distinctiYe local influences 
bearing continuously upon them. 
Thus the special problems of .Japan 
may call for a n~w broadcasting 
technique, and we of the West may in 
turn benefit .from the development of 
radio in Sunrise Land. 

_ Although the Japanef:'e radio fan 
has his super-hets and other receivers 
of the " hot-stuff " variety, crystal 
enthusiasts are to be numbered in t,he 
districts around Tokvo in their thou
~ands. For these l~tter individuals 
there exists no problem of interfer
ence. the Tokyo "tation being the only 
one of any importance for hundred~
nay, thousands-of miles around. 

The Tokvo transmissions. whiht 
being seldo1~1 received oYer l~ere, are 
well known in the W("'tern distriets 
of America, and al~o in Austral[a. 
They are claimed, aho, to have been 
received in Ceylon ·and in Yariou-o 
parts of India. ·But it is for medium
short distance work t,ha.t the Tokyo 
station exists, and there is no dou.bt 
that it performs itR allotted fnnetiotis 
in this sphere in an admirable 
manner. 

Some of the- generators are installed at the Tokyo municipal electric generating station. 
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WHEREVER RADIO PARTS ARE WANTED-USE LISSEN-
NO matter whllt may be mentioned or used in any circuit of llny booklet or periodical you may be building from, remember 

that the best pllrts have not necessarily been used. There lira mllny lldver!ising mllnufllcturers-all expect a share 
in the use and mention of their products, and they usulllly get it. LISSEN gets a share, too, but obviously it is not 

possible for the periodicru to use all one maker's parts, although they may be known t11 be the best. Remind yoursell 
of that when building-remember, too, that the best parts lire LISSEN, and that if you build with them you wHl use all 
the energy available, and get louder, clearer signals from nellr and far in consequence. 

FACTS OF IMPORTANCE ABOUT. LJSSEN PARTS-

LISSEN FIXED. CONDENSERS 

Fixed c.ondcnsers shoul<l be leak-proof, and if they are LISSEN, which 
DELIVER ALL THEIR STORED-UP ENERGY ALL THE TIME, nothing 
is Inst. Note the case in the LISSEN condenser, how it can be clipped into 
the LISSEN COMBINATOR in resistance circuits, bow it can easily be 
used upright or flat. Then the price oi LISSEN FIXED CONDENSERS 
is ball what it was a year ago. The plates are properly laid in a LISBEN 
-they are homogeneous with each other, and cannot move or come apart. 

Capacities ·oooi to ·ooi, 1/- each (much reduced). 
Capacities ·ooz to ·oo6, 1/8 each (much reduced). 

DEMAND LISSEN FIXED CONDENSERS. 

LISSEN H.F. 
CHOKE 
Previously 

10/-

NOW 
5/6 

LISSEN FIXED GRID LEAKS 

}/- '§F.;r1 ~ l/-
1hey do not alter-they are perfectly silent. You can put a LISSI!:N 
half-megobm leak in circuit direct on to a 220-volt supply and leave it on 
indefinitely-it will not alter. It can then be put straight iuto.a critical 
radio circuit-it will be absolutely silent. LISSEN grid leaks have been 
further tested by exposure to rain and sun on the roof of the LISSEN 
factory. They never altered, never varied. Patented • 

..\n resistanccs-Previously I/8, NOW 1/• each. 

LISSEN VALVE HOLDER 
Has both low· losses and also low 
capacity, twin virtues found in 
few valve holders. Sent out 
ready for baseboard mounting, 
but can also be used for panel 
mounting by bending springs 
straight. 
Patented, previously I/3, NOW 
1/- each. 

LISSEN 
2-way switch 

LISSEN SWITCHES 
There is one for every switching 
need in radio. Designed for radio 
work where currents are small
they will not waste current. They 
fit easily-tq.ke up little room. 
LISSEN ONE - HOLE FIXING, 
OF COURSE. 

LISSEN 2-way .. 
LISSEN Series-parallel 

Pre
viously. NOW 

2/9 1j6 

LISSEN Double Pole 
3/9 2/6 

Double Throw 
LISSEN Key Switch 

4!-
2/6 

2/6 
1/6 

HOW TO MAKE H.T. BATTERIES 
LAST LONGER 

Every ordinary H.T. battery can be made to 
yield more energy if a LISSEN 2 mfd. (or I mfd. 
but the larger capacity is the better) is put 
across it. It will absorb all the noi;es when the 
battery gets old. Your dealer will be pleased 
to show you how to connect it ('asily. 
LISSEN (~lansbridge type) Coudenser 

2 m!d. 4;8; 1 mfd., 3110 
"01 .. 2/4 .• .. 2/8 
'025 0. • • 2/4 •25 .. 3/· 
·o; . . 2/4 ·s . . 314 

Specially moulded case makes it impossible 
for the condenser to short circuit on to case
a feature exclusive. to LISSEN. 

BASEBOARD RHEOSTATS 
Reduced from 2/6 to 1/6 

To popularise baseboard mounting r<:>sistors:. LISSEN has noW just reduced 
the price. Baseboard type arc without knob dial, and pointer, which 
are not needeU for baseboard. 

Prices 7 ohms 
35 ohms . . . . 
•1 oo Potenliometcr 

Previously. From ]an~ 24. 
2/6 1!6 
o/6 116 
;;6 1/8 

Quality Rheostats 
for Panel Mounting 

previously 4/
NOW 2/6 

LISSEN quality-look how 
they are made, and note the 
irresistible appeal of price. 

Pre
viously. NOW 

LISS EN 7 ohms, 
patented 4/· 2/6 

LISSEN 35 ohms, 
patented • • 4/- 216 

LISSEN DUAL, 
patented · . . 6/- 418 

LISSEN Potentia-
meter, patented 4/6 2/8 

LISSEN ONE-HOL£ 
FIXING, OF COURSE 

USE ANY CJRCVIT BUT ONLY LJSSEN PARTS, NO MATTER WHAT ELSE MAY BE NAMED, and you 
will gain in volume and eliminate distortion. LISSEN PARTS-WELL THOUGI-IT OUT, THEN WELL l\1ADE. 

LISSEN LIMITED, 20-24, FRIARS LANE, RICHMOND, SURREY 
Managing Director: THOMAS N. COLE. 
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N EW inl'tallations for the assist
ance of navigation. known as 
wirelPss bPacons, are now 

under construction by Trinitv House 
at va:Qojts p~ints arciund'f.he.English 
coast. The purpose of these beacons 
is to- send 'oilt · distinctiye· Wireless 
sig!!als at regular internls, ~nabling 
vessels fitted with wireless direction 
fi11d~~s to take hearings on the beacon 
stations ~nd acci1rateh· to determine 
their position. Thes'e installations 
foi·m a -valuable addition to the aids 
to· navigation for ensuring the safety _ 
of life at sea, and are expected to 
prove- of the greatest assistance to 
marine navigation when ships are 
appi"eaching land, particularly during 
darkness and in fogg·~· weather. 

Special Call -Sign 
The first wireless beacon station to 

be put into regular commission by 
Trinity House is situated at Round· 
islanl in the ScillY Islands. This set 
has a power of · 500 watts, and is 
operated on a waYe-length of 1,000 
metres, which is the specified wave
length for wireless beacon stations. 
Each beacon station is to have- a 
special call-sign, and that at Roi.md · 
Island is thf' 1etters G G- G in Morse 
code. 

The beacon transmitter has been 
designed by the Marconi f'ompan;· to 
the specifications of Trinity House, 
and the whole eqnipnient is auto
matically controlled by a master clock 
for transrnittin,g groups of I.C'.W. 
signals at predetermined intervals. 

Precautions Against Breakdown 
Every possible precaution has been 

taken to ensure tl1at risk of break
down inherent in automatic operatim; 
shall be reduced to a minimum. awl 
all ·nmning machinery is duplicated 
throughout, whilst a spare set of 
wireless valves is fitted on the main 
transmitt-er; with automatic switch
ing arningeh1ents, so thnt shou1d a 
valYe burn out another immediately 

comes into w;e, and a suitable warn
ing sigmtl notifies the attendant. 
The master clock and character 
machine are also supplied in dupli
eate. so that an~- possibility of failure 
o-( the apparatus has been obviated 
:.l.S far RS practicable. 

A wireless mast, conRisting of a steel 
lattice tower. 60 ft. high. has been 
erected on the island, a~d- the aerial, 
whidt is of the multi-wire inverted L 
variety, is supported betwePn t-hiR 
steel tower and the lighthouse gallery 
--'-the aerial baYing an average height 
of about 50ft. 

The whole of the transmitting cir
cuits are mounted on a panel of 
robust- construction. and there is ensy 
Recess t-o all part~. · 

Suitable chokPs, condensers, re-
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The filaments of the valves are 
l1eated by means of a step-down 
transformer from the main motor 
alternator. 

The circuit used in the trrmsmitter 
is that commonly known as the" bark
to-hack··, and ~onsequently the note 
actuallY heard in the receiYer corre
E'ponds• to a frequency twice -that of 
the alternating-current frequency. 

The transmitting unit is itself en
closed by an expanderl metal caM, 
rubber matting being providerl to 
avoid risk of shock. 

The high-frequency apparatus r~o
vides for couplerl.-cireuit worki11g, 
and consists of two cabinets, one of 
which contains the aerial tuning in
ductance. variometer, coupling coil, 
and aerial ammeter, whilst the other 
contains the closed-circuit. inductance. 
reaction coiL closed-circuit condenser, 
and closed-circuit ammeter. 

The high-frequency apparatus is 
designed to work most efficient]~- on 
the wireless beacon wave-length of 
1,000 metres. 

A Master-Control Clock 
The signalling apparatus consists 

of two main 1)arts : 
ThP master- control clock wl1irh 

determines- the peripds when the 
beacon is to come into 011erat-ion. and 
the charaeter wheel which actuallv 
transmit,s the call-sign of the station: 

The duplicate master dock~ tHe 

This photograph shows the transmitting apparatus of a Radio Beacon, which sends 
out wireless signals to assist navigators. These automatic safeguards for seafarers 
are now being fitted by the Trinity House authorities at various points all round 

the British coasts. 

sistances. voltmeters an<l amm.eters 
are provided, and there are four 
vah·es, type T.250. two of which are 
actually in use, the other two being 
" st.a.nd-bv " valves. 

Rhould ·either of the two valves in 
u,~e burn out. a relay mounted on the 
panel automatically brings the "stand
by" pair into operation, and at the 
same time a loud-speaker alarm cir
cuit is completed, for warning the 
·attendant that one· of the valVes has 
become defective. 
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mounted on a switchboard, which abo 
incorporates a relay operated by the 
c-lock for starting up the motor 
driving the character wheel. 

The signal for " ~'air" weather 
periods ;onsists of the call-Bign 
G G G repeated at the rate of 15 
words per minute for 47 seconds, 
followed by a prolonged dash of 19 
seconds duration, nnd terminated by 
one repetition of the call-sign, the 
whole transmission taking 60 seconds 

(Continued on pr1{fe 425.) 
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The new :161"0\\ll\ 
GRAMOPHOI\:E 

PICK-UP, £4 

The new J6rown 
lJNIVERSAL LOCO 

SPEAKER, £6 

The ne 'V J6 rown 
CRYSTAFRAME 
£4. !Os. complete 
with on~ pair of 

A2 Headphones 

MonERN WrRELES!!t 

The new :t;rown 
C.T.S. UN IT for 
making loud speaker 
at home, 13.6 

"1 ne new ~6 r .) YC 1\ 
MASCOT LOUD 
SPEAKER, £4 lOs. 

Don't 111lss seeiac these new 

leatures on Stand :IZZ,- OlyDipia 
NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION 
OLYMPIA - SEPT. 24 - OCT. 1 

S. G. BROWN, LTD., WESTERN AVENUE, NORTH ACTON, W.3 & BRANCHES 
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I A CHEAP GRAMOPHONE PICK-UP i 
!flJ Constructional details of an interesting loud-speaker device tr: 
!flJ •A ~ 
~ By C. A. J. ME.nDO WS. ~-
~cwdJJjj:@:iJ:':!Aw~:tl=:t~-'1P§cJ:P::!'Q:!j:@~:w J:i··:ti:t§:jjJ.:9 ~:f'@[i]:•::9=ct;'""':5 _I'G::fLL"iJ=cr:::.~ji:::ff ~ ;:W:· 

A GREAT number of wireless 
enthusiast~ possess gramo

. phones also, and many of them 
~muld like to be able to have the 
gHn1.10phone music capable of treat
ment similar to that received on the 
set ; in other words, to run extensions 
to different rooms in the house. 
Providing that one is sufficiently 
wealthy to pay ~ewral pounds for 
the factory-produced " pick-up," thiR 
is a comparatively simple matter. 
If, On the other hand, finance playH 
an important part in the affair, 
the construction of a cheaper, but 
nevertheless efficient. instrument at 
home is a far more acceptable propo
sition. 

The Parts Required 
The items which are necessary for 

the assemblv of sueh an instruinent 
are as foliows : One gramophone 
reproducer, one Skinderviken Button 
microphone. one special transformer 
for same, two large dry cells, some 
small terminals, and a few feet of 
flex. 

It is, of eour~e. assumed that 
there is avail a hie a two-valve L.F. 
amplifier or a set having two L.F. 
valves. (If extreme volume is not 
required ~me power valve ma.v 
suffice ; but this i<; a matter of 
personal taste.-) 

Only a small hole is required to 
take the mounting screw of the 
mic-rophone, and this is fortunate. as 
mica is verv tricky stuff to handle
it is really ·a job 'where assistance is 
needed. The diaphragm should be 
laid on a perfectly flat surface, with a 
piece of wood or a small box to 
support the needle holder and prevent 
undue strain on the diaphragm. 

A cleaner hole will result if a 
punch is used for the purpose, and. if 
anything, this is less tricky than 
drilling. The punch must be dead
round and absolutely true, and it 
should haYe no point. Find a drill 
of equal diameter and drill into a 
piece of soft iron for about l in., 
and be eertain that the punch will 
just fit this hole 
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Replace the diaphragm and stylu~ 
bar in the sound-box casing. bring 
the inner flex lead through the hole 
drilled for it, and restore the sound
box to its nsmll position on the tone 
arm. The two flex leads had better 
be twisted round the tone arm, to 
ensurr that there will be no inter
ference with the smind-box while 
playing. 

Simple Switching 

All that now remains is to connect 
the microphone, batteries, and tran~
former. and the secondary of the 
transf~rnwr to the set. Take one of 
the leads from the microphone to one 
end of the primary winding of the 
transformer, the other to one batterv 
terminal. the other hatterv termin~l 
to the ~emaining end of "the trans
former primary. It is a good plan to 
include a switch in this part of the 
circuit. as if left on for any length 
of time the battery will soon be run 
down, and disconnecting one of the 
leadb each time the set is switched 
off is a tedious performance. 

The lead~ from the secondary of 

The sound-lJos purchased for the 
piek-up need not be an expensive 
one, as it will han to be partly 
dismantled to attach the microphone ; 
quite a good model lll>~y be obtainecl 
for less than five shiilings. The mica 
diaphragm mmt fint be drilled to 
take the microplwne. and thi~ will 
entail the removal of the diaphragm 
from the body of the sound-box, 
which is usu~Uy accomplished by 
taking out the screws from the hack 
plate. 

Wireless and the Army Manoeuvres. With a" fishing-rod '' aerial and a bayonet for earth 
this portable transmitting station can be erected and in u~e in less than ten minutes. 

Fitting the Microphone 
It is advisRble to det11ch the stvlnR 

bar and needle holder with ·the 
diaphragm, and great care mu~t 
be taken when releasing the small 
screws and springs at the base of 
the rim, as if any were lost the 
effieiency of the sound-box when re
assembled would be seriously im
paired. 

The centre of the hole being 
earefully marked on the diaphragm, 
place it over the hole in the iron 
and get someone to hold it. Get 
the punch dead true and tap lightly 
with a small hammer. 'f'he resultant 
hole will probnhl_v be .clean and sharp, 
without an~· buhble' round the edge. 

The microphone may now be 
attached, and the connections made 
before the sound-box is reassembled. 
One lead will have to be inside, so 
that a small hole must be drilled in 
the casing, preferably on the rim. 
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the transformer are connected to 
the grid of the first L.F. valve 
and L.T. negative or G.B. negative 
re~pectinly. Provision should be 
made for ~"-itcliing in the pick-up or 
the Ret, and a good plan is to make 
UR' of a plug and jack of the doubl(>
circuit type. Otherv;i~e. to sim
pl.v connect the output terminab 
of the piek-up tramformer to the 
set without breahng the circuit of 
the existing L.F. transformer leaves 
its secondary winding in parallel 
with that of the pick-up. 
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COSMOS A.C. Valves seen for the first time at 
the Exhibition are now available. With them it 
is possible to operate a receiving set from the 

·electric light supply without any aggravating "mains 
noises." The exclusive features of these valves arc 
protected by patents or patents pending and include:-
1 A Non-inductive insulated heater which eliminates hum. 
Z A Special cap and adaptor avoids need for special wiring. 

3 No grid emission-can be cp~rated up to 180 Volts H.T, 
4 Shortpath-give unequalled sensitivity. 

For full details of"Cosmos" A.C. Valves and the com
plete range of the well known "Cosrnos" Battery Valves 

sec leaflets 4117/3 and 7117/8. 

PRICES OF COSMOS VALVES. 

VOL..lS r -- ---------- --·· --~~-
1 VOLT D.E. 11 GENERAL PURPOSE . 10/6 
2 VOLT SP. 18/B EXTRA HIGH AMPLIFI'ON 10/6 
2 VO!.... T SP. 18/G HIGH AMPLIFICATION 10/6 
2 VOLT SP. 16/R GENERAL PURPOSE 10{6 
2 VOLT SP. 18/RR POWER AMPLIFICATION 12/6 
6 VOLT A. 45 BRIGHT FILAMENT 5/-

JGVOLT SP.SO/B EXTRAHIGHAMPLIFI'ON 10{6 
6 VOLT DE. 50 LOW CONSUMPTION 10/6 
6 VOLT SP. SO/R POWER AMPLIFICATION 12/6 

SUA~~-LY f AC/G HIGH AMPLIFICATION 22}6 

MA!NS ~ AC/R POWER AMPLlFICATION 22/e 
SPECIAL ADAPTOR DISC ... 6o. 

MoDERN WIRELESs 

SEE THEM AT THE EXHIBITION STANDS Nos. 155-!56 
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A Stand-By Slow-Motion 
Device 

W HEN ordinary plain dials are 
used for operating the tuning 
condensers on a receiver, diffi

culty is sometimes experienced on 
tuning-in a stat.ion owing to the 
" coarseness " of the condenser 
motion. This mav ari~e from the 
incorporation of a dial with too .ffiall 
a diameter, or tht> condenser shaft 
may be a little stiff in its bearings, 
making the motion a trifle jerky. 
and tuning thereforE' erratic. Of 
course, with the use of a vernier or 
slow-motion dial the trouble would 
not have arisen ; but since it is not 

/Jidl 
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always conwnient to fit these dials. 
or perhaps their full ·benefits are only 
occasionally required, it is a goo•l 
plan t{) have a stand-~y slow-motion 
attachment. This can he made quite 
simply in a manner that enable~ .it to 
be pres~ed into service as de~irecl and 
then removed when the station is 
8atisfactorily heard. · 

One form of sueh a device is illus
trated m Fig. 1. Procure a draughts·
man's celluloid centre-a small di~c 
of celluloid with three pin feet, and 
normally used to prevent the compas,; 
point from damaging the drawing 
paper when a large number of circle~ 
are being made from the same centre 
-and drill a hole :in its centre largt> 
enough just to clear a 4 B.A. screw 
thread. File down the head of a 
4 B.A. brass screw so that its final 
thiekness is about. half the length of 
the .pin feet (as indicated in Fig. 1), 
pass the screw through the hole in 
the celluloid, and hold it in place by 
means of a washer and thin nut, RO 

that it can just turn round. Having 
found the best pressure of the nut to 
allow a smooth motion, fix it to the 
screw by rliririing ~ little solder be
tween the top· ot thl"- mit, whrch is 

preferably recessed, and the 4 B.A. 
screw thread. Now attach a piece of 
eylindrical rubber to this screw, 
squeezing it in place by a pair of 
locknuts. The addition of a small 
ebonite knob or milled nut completes 
the job. 

To use this arrangement, simply 
place it on the ebonite panel so that 
the rubber presses against the edge 
of the condenser dial. By pressing 
lightly on the knob the pins will bite 
suffieiently into the panel surface 
without causing damage, and the 
dial can then be rotated slowly hv 
turning the small ebonite kn~h or 
milled nut. The friction grip between 
the periphery of the condemer dial 
and the rulJber cylinder will allo><; a 
fine motion to take place. 

Refilling Engraving 

I T often happem that, after a time, 
. the white filler t.tsed in the engrav
mg on paneb, d1ab. anrl so forth, 

!weomes di~colourcd and vcrv dry, in 
many eases falling out or !~ecoining 
rubbed out when the set i~ dusted. 
It takes some time to become notice
able, but when it dot>~ it is a perpetual 
eyesore. It. i:<, ho\l't>Yer, quitt> a simple 
matter to clean out and rt>fill the 
engraving with different matt>rial. 

The removal of the remaining old 
filler must be done wry carefully, as 
if anv marks are mad~ bv the· tool 
used for the purpose they will show ll}J 

after·the refilling process has finished. 
A fine bradawl will do fairly welL or 
the point of a pair of compa~ses. The 
old filler must be thoroughly cleaned 
out before attempting to u~e the ne1\·, 
and in the case of a dial this is not as 
ea~y as it sounds. 

If the engraving on the dial is wry 
fine a smaller point will be required 
than for a panel, a hatpin being far 
mort> suitable than a bradawl. Every 
line and figure must be well scraped 
t.o emmre the complete removal of the 
original mixture. It is not advisable 
to iry damping it first, as the insula
tion of the panel might be impaired, 
or if petrol were used tht> polish would 
probably s~tffer. 

The filler which is to be employed 
depends upon the choice of the 
c.onstructor. White wax may be used, 
but it is difficult to handle; a cream 
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compost>d of plaster of Pari 3 ami 
water is good, but ma~· need renewing 
within a few months. Bv far the best 
is Process White, which ·is obtainable 
in small bottles from most art or 
photographic stores, and costs about 
Is. per bottle. It should be rubbed 
well into the engraving and used 
freely, as the residue will come off 
the panel when rubbed lightly with a 
damp cloth. 

A Tapped Plug-In Coil 

A N efficient plug-in coil with a 
centre tapping which may he 
used for auto-coupling is 

illustrated below. Here a 2-inch 
length of ebonite tube, 2i inches in 
diameter, is wound in solenoid st"de 
with the desired number of tu~ns 
(about 55 for the broadcast band), a 
space of l in. being left in the winding 
at the point whert> the tapping is to 
be taken. The coil is mounted on an 
ordinary plug-in motmt by means of a 
length of fibre or celluloid strip, 
which is passed round the coil near 
to one of its edges (care being taken 
that the plug is mounted the right way 
round so that the coil will fit into the 
coil holder with the 11dditional length 
of tube protruding awar from the 
coil mounted in the other socket of the 
holder). 

Before affixing the fibre strip, n, 

4 B.A. bolt is passed upwards through 
a hole :in the fibre and secured with a 

Yt$2 

Cp;:: 
Dl'lltowl 
~ 

nJ'T"M 
M.-.w,u N.Me 
..v-r--a""' 
PRSSEIJlH-
I'iBRE STRIP 

nut and terminal head, to which the 
aerial will be connected. A soldering 
tag is placed under the nut. A serap 
of fibre or celluloid, about 1 in. by tin. 
is slipped under the head of tbe bolt, 
in orcler to insulate itfrom the winding 
immediately below. The strand of 
wire at the. lloint of tapping is haretl 
for l in. and lifted over the end of the 
soldering tag, which projects at the 
edge of the fibre strip, and soldered 
thereto. 

The winding for the coil may be 
made with No. 28 D.C.C. for the 
broadcast band, but a finer wire, 
sueh as No. 36 D.S.C., will l:e neces
sary for a Daventry coil of 200 turns 
made on these lines. · 
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---· -----
--------

You have all read about this amazing valve in your wireless papers. Come 
to our stand now and see it. Find out how you can get absolutely Perfect 
Reception. A full range of the famous S~-Sixty Standard Valves for 2, 
4 and 6 volt accumulators are available m the Non-Microphonic type. 
This is the only valve which can truly be said to be utterly free from all 
interferences. It is mounted in a complete vacuum, which means that you 
can dispense with anti-microphonic valve .holders, and more than that, you 
are free from external inJluences which affect the filament through the bulb 
of the valve. . 

Price 21!6· 
Don't forget the Stand Number-141. 

The Electron Company, Ltd., 122·124, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2. 
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BARE WIRE "D X COILS 

T HE following method of building 
and mounting interchangeable 
low-loss skeleton coils for short

wave reception will be found a great 
improvement on the orthodox and 

Fig. 1. Old transformer bases will do for 
the discs. 

laborious method of " worming " the 
helix through holes in ebonite 
spreaders, and fitting plug conRec
tions to the fragile frames. The first 
problem, rigidity without loss of 
efficiency, has been overcome by 
building up the frame, or former, 
from two ·i\-in. ebonite discs and 
three i\-in. ebonite strips, these 
being slotted as in Fig. l, and then 
interlocked in the manner shown in 
.Fig. 3. 

The discs (as shown in the upper 
right-hand corner of Fig. l) are 
ordinary valve-holder or transformer 
bases, and are about 2 in. in diameter. 
The slots are cut down to the three 
accurately-spaced fixing holes, and 
the " grid " hole of each disc is fitted 
with a small terminal. The strips are 
! in. wide and the slots for the winding 
are spaced ! in. apart. 

Staggered Slots 
Th elength of the strips will, of course, 

depend upon the number of turns 
required. In the present example 
they ure 4 in. long (for lO turns). 
They should be placed in the vice in 
the manner shown at D in Fig. 2, so 
that when as5embled the slots will be 
slightly staggered as at E. 

The No. 16 tinned-copper wire is 
wound tightly round a 2-in. diameter 
tube, and then allowed to spring free 
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of same, when the diameter of the 
helix will be about 2! in. It is now 
only necessary to slip the helix over 
the assembled former, solder one end 
to one of the terminal shanks, and 
then lightly press each turn down to 
its " unsprung" diameter, and at 

:£:ig. 3~ ·.The s~rips interlock,as shown. . . the same time place it into th.e appro-
388 
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priate slots. The other end is then 
soldered to the other terminal shank. 

The holder, which may be adjusted 
to take coils of various lengths, is 
made up from two ebonite strip!'! A 
and B (Fig. 2), two sheet-brass clip~ 
C, two terminals, and four spacing 
sleeves, these being arranged as 
shown in Fig. 4. The clips C are 
bent to right angles at the dotted 
line, one being clamped permanently 
to the centre of the ebonite strip B, 
anrl the other well soldered to its 
terminal shank, so that by placing a 
milled nut on the lower end of the 
shank, under the slotted strip A, the 
clip mar be adjusted and clamped in 
any position. 

Fig. 4· The holder is made adjustable to 
take coils of different lengths. · 

Fig. 5 shows a side view of the 
complete coil and mo.unt. The spac
ing sleeves consist of small porcelain 
insulators as used for indoor aerials, 
etc., but other forms of sleeves may 
be used if desired, the idea being to 
keep the terminal nuts clear of the 
baseboard, and to allow .sufficient 
space for manipulating the milled nut 
under the slotted runner. This latter 
may be made much longer in order 
to ·accommodate a wider range of 
coils. 

.Fig. 5- The complete coil and mount. 
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CHARGE YOUR L.T.' BATTERIES 
OFF THE A.C. LIGHTING MAINS 

by means of the 

PERRANTD 
TRICKLE CHARGER 

INCORPORATING THE WESTINGHOUSE PATENT METAL RECTIFIER 

55/-

Insert the plug in any lamp holder and connect 
the Accumulator to the Terminals of the Trickle 

Charger as shown. 

Terminals are provided for 2, 4 and 6 volts. 

ASK YOUR DEALER ABOUT IT. 
OR ENQUIRE AT STAND 142, OLYMPIA 

FERRANTI ELECTRIC 
LIMITED 

Toronto, Canada .. 
FERRANTI LTD. 

Hollinwood, Lancashire 

FERRANT'- INC. 
130, W. 42rtd Street, 

New York,- U.S.A. 
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THE Efesca "Variform" is designed to 
. meet the necessity for matching the 
HJ?p~dance of the primary of a transformer 
With thnt of the valve to which it i~ coupled. It 
Is_ m~de with the primary and secondary 
wmd~ngs ~:m separate bobbins, the primary 
bobbm bemg detachable and interchangeable 
\':"Ith others of different impedance values. 
1 he secondary is permanent and is wound to 
suffi~ient resist_ance to prevent grid current 
flo":mg, vanatwns of ratio being obtained 
by mterchangmg the primary bobbin. 

Price_ zof- each including one primary bobbin 
(speed):' raho reqmred),or with complete 
set of 4 mterchangeable primary bobbins 25/• 

Spare interchangeable bobbins· zf- each. 

Always ask your dealer for Efesca Components. 

for H.T. current direet from 
your electriC ligbt supply. 

PRICES 
£1 15s. and £4 -lOs. 

Does the work of a whole 
set of plug-in coils. Perfect 
reaction. 

PRICE 25s, each. 

F.A.LH. ST.A.DELJVIANN & CO •• LTD •• 

Efesca Electrical Works, 

83,"93, FARRINGDON ROAD, LONDON, E.0.1, 

and at Glasgow, Manchester .. Birmingham, Dublin, Newcastle, Cardiff. 

WE ARE EXHIBITING AT THE NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION, 
STAND 147, NEW HALL, OLYMPIA, SEPT. 24th to OCT. xst, I9<7-

" ' ---..____ --------- - - ------ ------- ~- ---
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White Line 
Valve Holder 

L.F. 
TRANSFORMERS. 

List 284. Ratio 3-1 
22!6 

List 285. Ratio 6-I 
25.'-

Also in Multi-ratio 
giving r-8, 3, 3"66, 4"j 

and 6 to I. 
List 286 - 27/6 

Also 
LOIV FREQUENCY 

CHOKE· 
List 287 - 20/-

A great advance over 
all previous types of 
"Springy '' valve holders. 
Inter-electrode capacity is 
reduced to a minimum 
and is constant. Thus the 
"Whiteline" h o Id er is 
admirably suited for super
heterodyne and short-wave 
receivers. The springs are 
so designed that while the 
initial amplitude to any 
given shock is as large as 
required, the damping is 
quick and gentle. Made 
of genuine Bakelite and 
supplied with terminals, 
soldering tags and fixing 
screws. Overall dimensions 
of base, I~ ins. square. 

THE ·• WHIIELINE " FOR SAFETY 

LIST 282 2/3 

A BOOK EVERY EXPERIMENTER SHOULD HAVE 
"The Bowyer-l.owc Standard ScYen and Eigbt Valve 

l~}[_rBHC:~\i'~~'LoW't. to Buil.-1 a>>d operate." By 

PRICE 2/- POST FREE. 
Sen.-1 your remittance for a copy to-day. 

BOWYER-LOWE CO. LTD., 
LETCHWORTH 

UNIVERSAL H.F. 
CHOKE. 

List 288 • 9{-

~A1IONAL 
E A-o,0 XHiBITioN 
0LYJ.iPJA 

STAND 
12~ ~ 

------------------------------------- W6 
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Better Talks at Last 

T HEftB _is a marked improve
ment in the variety aJH~ .quality 
p£ the talk; planned for thi3 

autumn and \\·inter by the B.B.C. 
As one of that n:umerom; body of 
listeners who have hardly ever tole
r<:tcd talk,;, I am actually looking for
W<1.rd to sqme 'of those being ach-er
tised for the i1ew season. For in
stance, the psychology series on the 
Development of Mind and Character, 
handled -by Dr. H. Crichton Miller, 
~-;upported by Professor Cyril · Bmt 
and Dr. W. A. Potts, :-;honld be of 
a hsor bing in tercst . 

.Mr. St. John Ervine"s cour:-;e on 
" The Modern Dram<:t " should have 
a big and appreciative audience. 
Then :!\Ir. Anthony Af;quith is to deal 
with '·The Art of the Cinema." To 
the technically minded, ProfeH~Or 
Cramp's course on "' One Hundred 
Y cars of Elcctrieal Engineering ·' 
should he aceept~"tblc. While there is 
still too mneh bad programme ma-

. terial in the talk~ syllabus, it is un
doubtedly much more closely relate<l 
to aetnality than any previous out
line of the kind. 

I am in a po;;ition to say that the 
whoTe of the credit for the considerable 
improvement is due to Miss Hilda 
:Matheson, who took over the Talks 
:-;ome nine months ago, and has 
eifeeted what is little short of a 
Tcvolution. Miss Matheson brought 
to her new. task not only wide in
tcre8ts but also the advantage of the 
numerous and catholic contacts se
cured while she wa:; political secretary 
to Viscountess Astor, l\f.P. More 
t->trength to her elbow ! In just over 
half a year she has accomplished 
what seemed impossible twelve 
months ago. 

Success of the Governors 
The B.B.C. Governors, after nine 

months in office, may be said to have 

Moo~.R1':1 WIREL~i 

BroaacastiJW 
D.tarY, 

heading month /iy · month our 
Broadcasting Correspondent will record . the· 
news of the progress of the British Broadcasting 
Corporation, and will commerzt on the policids 

in force at B.B.C. headquarters. 

justific<l themseh·cs. Thcv have 
avoidell the pitfalls of numc~·ou.~ all<l 
insistent temptation.~. :Fir::;t of all, 
they have been careful not to upset 
or derange the delicate machinery 
entrusted to their eare for ten vears. 
Seconclly, they have kept them.seh·cs 
as much in the background as ,}oes 
the executive staff of the ~ervicc. 
There have been no attelllpt,; to 
secure personal publicity through 
B.B.C'. us.~oeiation. 

Such criticism is ,1ne <>ithcr to 
malice or ignorance. Lord Cl,ucndon 
antl his c~lleague:-l, Lorll Chinford, 
l\Irs. Philip Snowden, Sir ( }ordon 
:\;:irne, and Dr. Rendall have ;;hapell 
into a well-bnlanced team, ::n(l have 
Kettletl down to withilbml all the 
howlers that mav care to conw nlong. 
I umler~bml tl1at they mept frc
<gtcntly, aiHt that t h~re i;; <fnite 
enough honc~t diYcrgcn\'e of view to 
enliYcll their pro;:ecdings <lll<l to pro-

Short-wave reception ha~ been exceptionally of late. 1With the receiver shown 
above the Dempsey-Sharkey fight broadcast was picked up direct, and such sets are able 

to receive Australian prog~ammes without difficulty. 

Thirdly, they· have studied hard ted the es:;ential interests of the 
and have mastered most of the work pnblie. 
for which they are now responsible. 
On the constructive side thev have 
given consistent support a;cl en
couragement to their Executive de
puties. There is bound to be occa
sional criticism of the Governors 
because of their alleged incnpacity 
or indifference. 
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The Short-Wave Transmitter 
Captain Eckersley has promised to 

have ready his Empire short-wave 
transmitter about the middle of 
October. After some prelimin;;.ry 
tests, the B.B.C. engineers will cl. 
gage .in a . ..eri~?s- of experiments b<. 

< 
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in transmission and in reception to 
and from the United States and the 
British Overseas possessions. The 
B.B.C. held out against this move 
much too long, but they were wise 
in the end to bow to public opinion 
gravely concerned both in the ma~ter 
of prestige and in that of Imperial 
consolidation. 

National Wireless Week 
Uncertainties 

National Wireless Week,, again 
planned to synchronise with the · 
B.B.C. Birthday Week in November, 
is in danger because of the trouble 
between the B.B.C. and the wireless 

by all means. If it should not take 
place, the public will want very good 
reasons. Incidentally, the trade will 
be the chief sufferer. 

"Advisory Committee" 
Trouble 

The Wireless Organisations Ad
visory Committee is very peeved and 
upset about its treatment at Savoy 
Hill. True,. a very charming and 
complimentary official report of the 
first half year's work has been issued ; 
but it is notorious that this does not 
represent the individual views of the 
majority of the Comniittee. 
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In this capacity it is quite at the 
mercy of the B.B.C. If it exercised 
the complete independence of the 
Trade Committee on Broadcasting, 
then its power might be considerably 
greater. On the other hand, how
ever, it would not have the same free 
access to confidential information 
which is now granted. The possible 
incorporation of the several listeners' 
organisations would have the effect 
of strengthening the Committee, as 
its constituency would be then more 
representative. 

Dressmaking by Radio 
Miss E. R. Hambridge, of Needle

craft House, on September 29th, will 
begin a new series of six dressmaking 
talks on Thursday afternoons-2 L 0. 
5 X X, and relays. The experimental 
series of dressmaking talks in the 
spring wa.s acclaimed successful, and 
the idea is now being followed up. 

After 5GB, What ? 
Time i::; getting on and it appears 

that there is still doubt at Savoy Hill 
as to how much of the Regional 
Scheme to apply as the first instal
ment. Really, 5 G B is not an instal
ment at all, because after it has served 
its experimental purpose it will pro
bably be moved elsewhere. 

The· cautious school at Savoy Hill 
appear disposed to limit the first real 
instalment of the Regional Scheme to 
the twin station at Manchester, so that 
expenditure will not be incurred on 
the others until it is known that the 
right lines are being pursued. 

The confident school of thought, 
on the other hand, would put in hand 
simultaneously the twin stations for 
the West Country, the Pennines, and 
Scotland. The latter contend . that 
there has been so much delay in the 
initiation of the scheme that it is 
justifiable to take some risk with 
money and gain experience as the 
scheme develops. 

If the issue were put to a referen
dum of listeners there is nu doubt 
that the vast majority would vote for 

· the ambitious scheme. What the 
An Army Portable Wireless Station. Armoured cars are now being fitted with wireless, listening public wants is the establish-

and the above photograph shows the Headquarters Car, with its ma~t erected. . ment of all the new transmitters with 

trade. Difficulties have arisen be
cause of the B.B.C. attitude to re
ception and attempts to influence the 
policy of the manufacturers: Surely 
this private quarrel might be allowed 
to run on its own sweet course without 
disturbing National Wireless Week. 

The latter is an enterprise which 
will help all concerned : trade, 
B.B.C., and listeners. Let's have it, 

It wo'uld be a pity if the Committee 
sinks into coma or breaks up, because, 
despite its limitations and some of its 
mistakes, it has been of real help to 

. the B.B.C., and has actually in
fluenced programme policy in several 
directions. The basic trouble, of 
course, is that the Committee forgets 
what is implied by its self-imposed 
" Advisory " status. 
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the minimum of delay. Adjustment 
there must be at both ends. But 
every intelligent listener is satisfied 
that he will gain tremendously from 
the Regional Scheme when he has 
adapted himsel£ to it. 

Therefore, it would appear wise for 
Savoy Hill to-take the plunge and get 
on with the big job, even if the tech
nical risks are cqnsiderable. 
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Tungstone's ACCESSIBILITY opens the 

"SEALED" MYSTERY Box of the Motor Car 
No Necessity to Buy a Tungstone twice in a Lifetime 
asSpare Partially First Charged Plates perpetually replace used Plates .. Any Battery from 6 to 
5,000 amps., First Charge only Four Continuous Hours. Read Special Articles in this Booklet. 

TUNGSTONE DE LUXE MGH TENSION, FITTED WITH PATENTED 
EQUIPMENT FOR CHARGING on 12-16 volt LOW TENSION PLANT. 
First Charge completed in the Short Period of 12 Continuous hours. Re-charges in 7 hours 
The practical advantage of Tungstone's exclusive feature of BALANCED PLATES, in combination with Low Tension Ch~rging Plant 
Equipment, guarantees that the First. Charge and all Re-charges are fully completed, consistently and reliably, which the present-day 
lo11g period charging cannot guarantee and never secures, the basic fault necelsitating heavy costs far repeated re-charges at short interval• 

Post Free· 
Copy for 
Asking. 

112 pages 
Illustrated. · 

Pocket Battery 
Guide. 

Special Articles. 
on 

Modern Battery 
Construaion 

and 
Weaknesses. 

Send PoStcard 
to the 

-Tungstone 
Accumulator 

Co., Ltd., 
St. Bride's House, 
Salisbury Square, 
London, E.C. 4, 

where Daily 
DemonStrations 

are gtven.! 
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THE PERFECT' TERWIMAL 

poR perfect design, finish, and worl{-
manship, Belling-Lee Terminals are 

unequalled. Chosen by Mullard for all 
the P.M. circuits in "Radio for the 
MiJiion," by all the leading Wireless 
Journals, and by manufacturers of sets 
and battery eliminators. . 

Unique advantages:-
1. The name cannot rotate. 
? . . The head cannot come off. 
3. The terminal cannot twist loose. 
4. Shockproof. 
5. Slot and nut eliminate soldering. 
6. Minimum risk of burning out valveF. 
7. Each terminal packed in a separate 

carton, with a year's guarantee. 
l'rice 9d. each. 

Other types available : 

Type M, 
Similar to type B, but not insulated; 

Each, 6d. 
Type R, 
Sm;1ll insuiat<;d model, with rotating name, 

L1ch, 3id. 

Iliustrafed Catalogue FREE on request. 

Ohtainablc from all dealers, lut :n case of difficulty send 
your order to us enclosing your dealer's name and address. 

r r 

BELLING-LEE 
,. TERMINALS r 

Ad~...'t. of Bci!iug and Lee, Ltd.J Qutenswcy Work~-, Pomlcr's End, .. Uiddle::cx. 

October, IY2i 

M.t D.T. ADAPTOR 
FOR D.C. MAINS- 17/6 Complete 

The cheapest, most compact and 
handiest-although thoroughly re
liable-form of H.T. supply. Pro
vides one tapping of 60 
or 90 or 120 volts at 10 
milliamps. In the form 
of an enlarged adaptor, 
3" x 2" diameter, fitting 
direct into the lamp
so::ket. Suitable for 1 

to 3 valve sets only. 
M.2 D.T. 
MODEL 

FOR 
D.C. MAINS 

29/6 Complete 
Provides two 
tappings of 60 
and 120 volts 
at 10 milliamps. 
Suitable for 1 to 
3 valve sets only. 

Write for full details of the ten 
new 1927-28 " EKCO " Units ! 
See them at Olympia, Stand 11 ! 

r K •COL£ ITD DEPT. M.W., " EKCO" WORKS, 
~ --- I.:..:. LONDON RD., LEIGH-ON-SEA 
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A- UNIVERSAL 
BATTERY CHARGER 

We give below the first published account of a useful new invention by our Scientific 
Adviser. This new device enables direct current to be stepped down or up in voltage/or 
battery charging or other purposes, thereby making a considerable savin.!J in electricity cost. 

By J. H. T. ROBERTS, D.Sc., F.Inst.P. 

I N this article I want to describe 
what I believe to be an.·entirely 
new device, which enables anyou'e 

whose electric supply is direct current 
to save 90 per cent to 95 per cent of 
the cost of charging his batteries from 
the electric-light mains, or, in simple 
commercial parlance, 18s. to 19s. in 
the pound. 

Probab1y every reader of this 
article is aware that the device known 

The complete Universal Charger only 
measures 7 in. by 5 in. by 4 in. 

as a "battery charger," which is now 
so Yery familiar, consists of (1) a 
step-down transformer, and (2) a 
rectifier. The purpose of the step
down transformer is to reduce the 
voltage of the current from the 200 
or 250 volts of the electric-light mainR 
own to a voltage approximating to 
twice that of the storage battery to be 
charged ; if the battery is a 6-Yolt 
battery, the output voltage of the 
trawdormer will be, as a rulr, from 
10 to 15 volts. 

It is to be noted that sincr a battery
charger incli1des a transformer it ·i~ 
intended to be operated from alter
nating-current electric supply as, of 
·course, a transformer will not operate 
from ordinary continuous current. If 
you connect ·a battery-charger, of the 
type just mentioned, to a source of 
direct-current electric supply, the 
current will merely pass through the 

primary of the transformer and no
thing whatever will happen in the 
secondary, therefore nothing will ·be 
delivered from the charger. 

Why Transformers Save Money 
First of all, before going any fur

ther, let me explain the great advan
tage of the transformer step-down 
principle, and why direct- current 
electric-light supply is so di~advan
tageous for battery-charging. 

Let us suppose, for the sake of 
simplicity, that the transformer
which consists simply of two separate 
coils of wire upon an iron core-is 
theoretically perfect in its efficiency : 
as a fact, a well-designed transfornwr 
may attain a very high efficiency, 
95 pC'r cent or more. In such a case, 
the energy taken into the primary of 
the transformer from the electric
light mains is equal to the energy 
delivered from the secondary or low
tension winding of the transformer. 
Thus, if the transformer draw;.; 1

1
0 th 

of an ampere at 200 volts (that is, 
20 watt::~) it will deliver 2 amperes at 
10 volts (that is again 20 watt;;), or 

A plan view of the simple open-core 
transformer referred to in text, 
showing vibrator-interrupter. A con

1 ampere at 20 volts (~~gain 20 wat.ts), 
and so on. 

Now suppose we want to charge a 
battery of 6 volts at 1 ampere, and 
suppose we require 10 volts to dri\·e 
the current. of 1 ampere through .the 
resistance of the battery and the 
rectifier (which we must include in 
series). Then we have to arrange 
for 1 ampere to be delivered at 10 
volts, that is, for a po\\ier of 10 watts. 
Therefore, we have to draw 10 wattH 
from the electric-light mains at 200 
volts in the primary of the trans
former, that is a current from the 
mains of :lnth of an ampere. So 
the current drawn from thr main~ 
is :?nth of an ampere, whilst the 
current delivered from the primary 
of the transformer is 20 timrs as 
much, namely 1 amP.ere. 

Agrees With Theory 
Perhaps I ought to point out tltat 

this is in no way contrary to the well
known principlr of the Con~rrvatio~l 

denser across the spark gap is shown on the right. 
The cable at the left goes to special side-circuit for elllrnu>a<mg 

39."i 
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cf Energy, for the energy is propor
tional to the watts, and although the 
current in one ease is much larger 
than in the other, the voltage (or 
pressure) at which that current is 
FUpplicd is correspondingly smaller 
where the ctlrn·nt is larger, so that 
the wattage is the same in both cases. 
A,~ a matter of fact, of coitrSP, in 
practice (owing to the transfornier 
110t being lOO per cent cfiicient}, the 
wattage_outpnt will alway.q b() rather 
leRs thau the wattage input. 

Wasteful Present-Day Method 
If the transformer were not used, 

and the current of l ampere were 
drawn direct from the electrie-ligh~ 
mains at the voltage of 200 volts, the 
total ameunt of energy would be 200 
lly l, that is, 200 watts, instead of 
being only lO watts. The charging 
oi the battery would be exactly the 
"'ame, for that depends upon the 
current which is passing through it 
aml the time during which it passes. 
In order to pern1it of the battery 
being charged direct from the mains, 
it would be necessary to introduce a 
EOeries resistance, and for every lO watts 
of e11e1:qy'put into the battery 190 watts 
would be dissipated, or lost, in the series 
rt.~istance. , 

:Ey using the step-down transformer, 
howeYcr, this series resistance, with 
the consequent enormous percentage 
lo.c.< of energy, "is entirely avoided, and 
wr only ctraw from the electric-light 
mains'practic(tlly the same amount of 
.-nergy th;it we put into the battery. 

In the simplest possible language, 
or in terms, se to speak, of· pounds, 
~hillingR and pence, this means that, 
whereas we might spend-say, for 
thP sake of simplicity-lOd. in charg
ing a certain battery, u,;in~ a step
d01n1 transformer, the same charge 
~ivf>n to the battery, if we drew the 
emrcnt dircet from the 200-volt 
maim; by means. of a series resistance, 
would have cost us 200 pence, or 

20 times as much. A Is. worth of 
electricity put into the battery under 
onliniuy conditions by a step-down 
transformer would have cost about 
20s. if a series resistance had been 
used, the otller 19.~. worth being 
wasted, as already explained, in the 

_series resistance. 
I think this will now be quite clear, 

and I l1ave explained. it in rather 
considerable detail for the benefit of 
those of my readers to whom it may 
not have be.en previously, perhaps, 
quite familiar. , · 

The Yery great advantage of step
ping-down the voltage to a Vil,lne 
somewhere near that required for the 
purpose in view i~ so univer.~ally 
recognised that, where alternating
current supply is available, no one 
would. dream of adopting any other 
method: 

Connecting In Mains 
Now, where the electric-light ~upply 

happens to· be' direct or continuous 
curren.t, the transformer principle is 
not available, and amateurs or ex
perimenters (apart from those who 
iJUt themselve.~ to the inconvenience 
of taking their accumulators to a 
garage to be charged) generally emplo-y 
a set of lan1p resi;;tances in order to 
charge their batteries from the electric 
mains. In some cases. more ingenious 
or te<;hnically-minded amateurs will 
arrange for the batteries to be intro
duced into the main 'supply ciFcuit 
with electric lamps of the house, so 
that when t.he el~ctric lights· are in 
use the same current' which lights the 
lamps is passing through the battery. 
This, howc;-er, is usually Yery in
convenient, aml it means that the 
batteries· can only be put on charge 
when the electric lights happen to be 
in use. Moreover, interference with 
the main electric supply i~~ contrary 
to recrulations, and is attended with a 
considerable amount of risk. 

£1 instea'd of ls. 
'VJ:ere any form of reRistance, such 

as that of electrie )aJilps, is u~erl in 

A simple open-cored step-dQwn transformer with tantalum rectifier on the left. 
;!96 
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series with the battery, the comlitionq 
are extremely wasteful, as has already 
been explained above, and for ·every 
shillingsworth of current.you put into 
your battery you are obliged to throw 
away about l9s. in the resistance, 
whether lamp.~ or othnwise. 

If the step-down transformer prin
ei plc eoulrl be made available for 
those who~e electric-light supply is 
D.C., it would mean. tliat the con
venience and very great economy 
which arc po~~ihle with alternatinq 
current would be pos:-;ible al~o with 
direct current. 

- The device which I will now proceed 
to describe is an extremely simple 
one, and it in effect converts a battery 
charger which is available for alter
nating current into one available 
also for direct current. 

I have 'already said that if con
tinuous current be passed into the 
primary of a transformer nothing is 
dcl.i\·ere<l from the secondary. 

Working Transformer on D.C. 
If, however, the continuous current 

can be automatically and regularly 
interrupted, so that, although the 
current always passes iR one dir<Jction, 
it does so in a series of short impulses, 
then alternating pote"ntials will be 
induced in the secondary of the trans
former awl an alternating current ~vi/l 
be delivered. With suitable arrange
ments of the interrupter the step
down ratio can be made practically 
the same for the interrupted direct 
currenfas for alternating current, aJl(l 
therefore the battery charger will 
deliver practically the same current 
through a battery whether the tran8-
former be .~upplied fro~1, say, 200 
voltH A. C. or 200 volts D.C. 

:\Iy readers will appreciate that this 
i.~ a very imi1ortant and· valuabl'e 
feature. aH not only does it give the 
D.C. user all the advantages of step
down voltage, but it make~ the battery 
charger suitable for use on either type 
of clrctric supply (i.e. alternating 
current or direct current). 

Varitms Interrupters 
Having now explained the funda

mental principle of this new device, 
you will" have no difficulty in appre
ciating that various tyres of inter· 
rupter may be used. The ~ibrator 
interrupter is perhaps the first to 
suggest itself, whilst I have used also 
electrolytic and rotary interrupters. 
An interesting type of interrupter 
circuit in the primi1ry is the neon· lamp 
type, with resistance and condenser, 
but this is (as regards the battery
charger) only of theoretical interest, 
since it is limited in its application 
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The Dubilier K·C 
I NSPECT this Dubilier K.C. Condenser on 

our Stand 162 at the Exhibition and ,rou 
will agree that it is an outstanding instance 

of modern design and workmanship obtainable 
at a very modest price. 
The rotary vanes are attached to the end plates which are 
normally connected to a low potential point of the circuit, the 
fixed vanes are held insulated by bakelite pillars in compres
sion and the vanes themselves are of brass. Everything in 
fact has been done to reduce losses to the absolute mini· 
mum. A slow-motion drive gives a reduction ratio of 200 
to 1 and one hole fixing is provided. 
This condenser has been designed to give perfect Kilocycle 
(or S L F) tuning when used in conjunction with either the 
Long or the Short Wave Dubilier Toroids. 
Make a note of Stand 162 and ask us for our booklet, 
"The Story of the K.C. and the Toroid." 

MoDERN WIRELESS 

Condenser 

PRICE 12'-
Max. Capacity 0.0005 mfd. 

IDUBILIERI 
Advt. of the Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925) Ltd., Ducon Works, Victoria Road, North Acton, TV.3. 
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in certain special ways, which it 
would take too long to enter into in the 
present article. I haYe also made 
some interesting experiments with a 
special type of oscillatory circuit in 
conjunction with the primary of th'l 
tmnsformer, but that, again, is not of 
immcdia te importance in connection 
with the pre-oent purpooe of the 
in vcntion. 

The obvious and most practically 
convenient interrupter is the vibrator. 

With a very rough "hook-up," 
u~ing a vibrator of the Ford-coil 
type, I was able to obtain very 
promising results in the fir~t experi
ment on this subject. A photograph 
of this device is shown herewith, and 
it will be seen how very rough the 
trial really was. The " transformer " 
consisted of a small coil, with an open 
core of about -~in. in diameter, filled 
with iron wires of about 3 in. in length. 

The amount of iron in the circuit 
was, therefore, very small, and the 
transformer corre~ponrlingly ineffi
cient, owing both to the smallness 
of the iron core and to the fact that 
the transformer was open cored. The 
primary consisted of 5,000 turns of 
No. 36 enamel wire, and was connected 
in series with the Yibratory interrup
ter. The latter was fitted with special 
tnngRten contacts, and a rather in
genious side circuit was arranged 
{which I shall describe later on) 
for reducing the spark at the contacts 
1mtil it was practically invi6ible 
even in the dark. 

Efficiency 10 to 1 
-With this preliminary device, aEd 

without any .~pecial precautions other 

than those indicated above, an 
ejficiency of more than 10 to 1 was 
immediately obtained. Using a single
wave tantalum rectifier in series with 
the low-tension secondary of the trans
former, an output of just over 1 
ampere was obtained with an input 
from the mains of rather less than 
100 milliamps (that is, below one
tenth of an amp.). The reading of the 

A special semi-open
coil ~transformer fitted 
wit h vibrator-inter
rupter, and connected 
to tantalum rectifier on 
the output low-tension 
side. Note the gap in 
transformer coil which 
is made so that part of 
the transformer field is 
available to operate the 

interrupter. 

ammeter on the low-tension ~iLle was 
absolute1y steady-as steady as if the 
device had been operating on alter
nating-current supply. 

Higher Efficiencies 
Since this first trial various other 

models have been made, using closed
core or semi-closed-core transformers, 
and correspondingly higher efficien
cies haYe been obtained. ·where the 
vibrator is mounted direct upon the 
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transformer I have found that it is 
necessary, for the proper working, 
to use a core which is not entirely 
dosed, as with a fully closed core 
the magnetic leakage is insufficient 
to operate the Yihrator reliably. 

Transformers of the hedgehog type 
have aloo bce11 used successfully, but 
in this case, owing to the geometrical 
irregularity of the core (and also to 
the fact that it is very efficiently 
dosed), I have introduced the vibrator 
f'S a separate unit in series with the 
primary, the interrupter in this case 
being of a special low-resistance type. 

A Special Research 
The interrupter which I have 

used has been specially developed 
for the purpose ; the ordinary inter
rupters used with induction coils are 
quite unsuitable, being far too large, 
and designed to work on a minimum 
current of about 10 amperes and 
making a great amount of noise in 
the process. Tl1e interrupter is prac
tically Hilent, .:md operates with a 
current of the order of one-tenth of 
an am pc re. 

Where a rotary interrupter is used 
it is a simple matter to arrange 
,C'pamte contacts in conjunction with 
the rotor or commutator, and to 
rectify the alternating current from 
the low-temion side by means of tlJC 
.-:ame rotor which creates the interrup
tions on the high-tension side. 

The Rectifier 
A special case, which calls for 

mention also, is that in which a 
Yibrator interrupter is used, having 
extra contacts mounted thereon, 
these extra contacts being used for 
rectifying the low-tension alternating 
current. It will be obvious that the 
frequency of the low-tension current 
will be equal to (or a multiple of) that 

A step-down D.C. charger with tantalum 
rectifier and D.C. ammeter in the low

tension output side. 
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fN.v,:lfli. 2500 ,lft!l:.rm/' hr.,· 

The original H.T. Accumulator oJ compact design. Every 
Cell a1r spaced and embedded in hard wax. Tappings 
can be taken from any cell. Obtainable in 30, 60 and 
90-vok units. 

60-.ol.. £3 ' 0 : 0 

4.?·<·,dt~. 5('(l.J ~'lflf!t.lmj hr,r. 

A l1t.rge capacity battery of sound constructional desigtt. 
Suitable fm large receivlug sets, public address eystCIDI and 
small transmitters. 

£3: n, 6 

FREE COPY OF BATTERY CHII.RGINC INSTRUCUON 
BOOIU.ET SUPI'IJED ON APPLICATION. 

RADIO ,, 
BATTERIES 

13/6 

Tie •• Act on Glass .. loW tension range provide an altetnauve 
to the celluloid cased battery, and it also suitable for tropical 
climates. All capacitiet supplied. 

2-volt. 48 amp. actual. 16/-

_.._..&Ole-a 
ACTON, L.ONOON, w. 3. 
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f/ RADIO-~ 
E'(HIBITION 

OLYMPIA 
STANDS NC!! 

1S7 
C>ltOUND FLOOR 

~1~ 
CALLERY 

2500 .Jf,(!tamp hr, 

The ideal Haah T ensioa supply for the average Broadcast 
ReceiYer. Any voltage obtained by coupling a suitable 
numbet of units. A 10-voh lappmg point provided. 

Supplied dry cha<ged 1 G/-

0.,- ot BELFII.ST, BIRMINGHAM, BRISTOL. COVEIITRY 
DUBLIN, GLASGOW, LEEDS, MANCHESTER AIIEWCAS11.L 

Serrice Apa~ tbt9Dihout die t:OUDtrJ. 
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of the interruptions, a11d therefore the 
hlfcrruptcr ?d1ich brertl.·s up the j}l'imary 
curi'ent is eminently ad(lp/cd to rectify 
the secondary cu;w·nt. 

In another casr, I lwYo l::;o] a 
special tran.sfornwr y,-ith t\YO sopamto 
vibrators mounted, in or:e ca.,;e sicle 
by .~ido, awl in ~:nothor G\so at 
opposite clllls uf i he core, the first 
vibrator creating the intonuption:c; in 
the primary current and the f'cconrl 
ono rectifying the •tlternating eurrent 
from the scconrhry. 

Universal A.C. or D.C. 
So far, the arrangemen'G \Yhich I 

find quite simple nnd wry practical 
i8 one in whid1 a, Yibrator interrupter 
i~ nsecl, mounted direct upon the 
tmndormer, the low-tcac:iocl alte;:
nating current bc:ng rectified hy 
m cans of a tan td um rectifier. Thi,; 
~rrangement has the Yery praetic2l 
ach-antage that it m~<y also be used 
on alternating-curreat deetrie-supply 
by the simple proce~., of connecting the 
input le?cds direct to the terminals of 
the primary of the transformer, 
thereby leaving the Yibmtor out of 
circuit. If it i::; de,,ired to use iho 
charger on direct-current electric 
hhpply it is only nccc-;sary to remove 
one of the input leads and conncct it 
to a third terminal, which brings 
the vibrator in ~ei'ics with the input. 

H. T. Supply for L. T. Battery 
A device on ~omowhat similar Iine.3 

to the foregoing has alw been used for 

1s used, which gins a more or kss 
regular wave form, a.ncl a Rpecial type 
of rectifier was nHCLl on the step-up 
or high-tension sid~', with chokes and 
comlew;ers for .smoothing out the 
H. T. direct-current output. 

A cal'bon-microphone type of 
interrupter has giYcn good results in 
;;impler experiments, with cr)'shtl 
rectification. 

For Experimenters 
Whilst these experiment;; ha Ye been 

proceeding, enquirieH have been re
ceived from numufacturers de:-irous 
of placing this universal A.C.-D.C. 
charger upon the market, but further 
particular;:; in that direction will be 
announced in due course. 

I ~hould add that patents have hen 
applied for some eon~iderablc time ago 
in connection with this device, and 
these are expected shortly to be issucll, 
but in the meantime, so far as I am 
concerned, bona fide· experimenters 
are welcome to make up the device 
for their own private use, and I am 
surr, from the experience gained with 
the many modeb which I have used 
experimentally, that those who use 
this new device, whether of their own 
making or of the commercial Yariety, 
will find it a great time and money
saver. So far as I am aware, it iR the 
first time that a step-down dircct
cunent charger has ever been 
made available (apart from a 
motor-gen~rator, which is an " engin-

Semi-open-core transformer and tantalum rectifier all complete for charging the 4-vo!t 
battery, with D.C. milliammeter in the input circuit and D.C. ammeter in the output 

cit-cuit. 

flrovidingthehigh-te'J~ion plate .suprly 
for a wird0s,; receiving set from the 
low-tension battery. In thi:; c;;;:e, 
ho\\·e,·cr, a ~rwcit•l form of in~crriip;cr 

··ering job ··), an<l I ldicve it 
i~ c1uitc the tird time th:1t '" 
!'ili1'Ct'Sal A.C. D.C. chai"fCI' ba.; lxcn 
put fonmrd. 
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W ilE)! wiring lip sets, frequently 
it is necrs,;,<ry to make; two, 
three, or :Jom~tinv's four, con

nections to one pm·ticuh~r puilit. Thic; 
happens gcnendly at a position "-hl'n' 
the wiring is alrc,~(ly < ong(•::;t,•,l, and 
consequently makes the wol'k ~omc
what dilllcult. Fmlcr cii·cmnstances 
sue has these it is a good. plan to choose 
a more or less clear ;_;pace on the base
board, centrally disposed and within 
easy ''cccss of the points where con
nections have to be m"do, and mount 
a small jull<:tion pil!ttr. 

A simple form is shown in Fig. 1, 
A and B, consisting of a small rectan
guhu ebonite base recessed to accom
modate the sercw-het:~d of a small 
terminal. This ebonite mount can be 
made fast on the wooden baseboard 
by two screws. The wires are joine<l 
to soldering tags pl8.ced fanwise and 
held under the milled nut of the ter
minal (see B). This will save a lot of 
bother, te'ncl to kee-p the wiring short, 
and rf•sult in a nc2.t, workm~11like 
finish to the wiring of the set. 

Best to Solder 
The soldering of terminal tags to 

the cwls of flexible lettcls in a Eet 
enables good elt>ctrical connections to 
be made between these wires when 
occasion demands, for tllPy can he 
lJCld together by n nut and screw, and 
arc readily <lisconncr;tc(l if desin•d. 
This is prdcrable to the pradice of 
twisting the wires togeth8r, for this 
results in broken stramk A grco,t8r 
we of soldering tags in little jobs of 
this noJure i.~ a pn<ctin; . to be rom
mcmk<l to the e,ttr>ntion of all home 
constructors. 
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Another triun1ph 
THE LEWCOS DUAL-SCREENED 

COILS have been designed to facilitate 
the change from the 250-550 Broadcast 
Band to the longer waves used by Hilversum, 
Radio Paris, and Daventry. The change is 
effected by a switch incorporated in the 
coils and operated by a single panel control 
in the case of multi-coil sets and a lever in 
the case of the single Reinartz Aerial Coil. 

The two and three gang sets are perfectly 
balanced before leaving the factory, and are 
suitable for use with dual or triple gang 
condensers. 

Ref. No. 
DRA/I 

Ref. No. 
DSP,z 

Ref. Ko. 
DSP/3 

Single Coil Units Each 
Reinartz Aerial Coil • • • • • Ill 12 6 

Multi-Coil Units 
The SP Aerial Coil and one split 
Primarv HF Transformer with Per unit 
Reinartz Reaction · - • • - - £3 7 6 

One LP Aerial Coil and t\VO split 
Primary HF Transformers, the last Per unit 
with Reinartz Reaction - • - - £5 0 0 

No/e.-Multi-Coil Fnits are supplied complete with panel con:rol a.s shown .. 

Obtainable through all wireless dealers. F u/1 particulars /ram 

The 

LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE 
COMPANY & SMITH'S LTD. 
Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, London, E.C.l 

Pate11.t 
P~nding. 

DLJEWCOS 
(Regd. Trade Mark) 
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for LEWCOS! 

No coil changing ! 

No removable screens! 

Perfectly balanced coils! 

Panel Control 
On multi -coil units! 

Wavelength range 
250/550 and 1,000/2,000 

metres in one unit ! 

CONVERT YOUR EXISTING SOLODYNE 
The set of coils DSP/3 is particularly suitable 
for the conversion of existing Solodyne Receivers 
as the set of three coils will fit exactly into the 
space occupied by the old type of three:separate 
screens and bases. 

See these Units at 
STAND No. 113, 
Radio Exhibition, 
Sept. 24- Oct. 1, 

OLYMPIA 

DUAL 
SCREENED COILS 
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Gecophone Coil Holder 

A FIRST-CLASS two-wav coil 
holder at. 5s. would ha"ve been 
a boon indeed a year or two 

ago. Nowadays" swinging coils" are 
seldom incorporated in receivers, but 
where such are necessary the Geeo
phone two-way coil holder claims 
attention. As we have mentioned, 
besides selling at a very attractiYe 
price, it is of high quality and must 
be produced on mass-production lines, 

The "Gecophone " Coil-holder. 

although it is in appeamnce a per
fectly finished article. The design is 
excellent and in its simplicity makes 
for robustness. The movement is a 
backwards and· forwards one and the 
gearing is a practical compromise be
tween " vernier " and direct. The 
moving holder cannot possibly move 
independently of the control. knob 
even when a heavy coil is in it. The"'' 
accompanying photograph clearly 
shows the clean lines of the assembly 
of the coil holder and it will be noted 
that the component can very easily 
te mounted upon a panel. 

The " Flatplate " Aerial 
Messrs. A. H. Hunt, Ud., of Croy

don, England, recently sent us one of 
their new " Flatplate " aerials. Con
sisting of a length of copper sheeting 
bent on an insulating support, it is 
designed for fixing to the top of a pole 
or by brackets to any fairly high 
roint. Tt is supplied complete with 50 

feet of insulated down-lead mre at 
20s. 

It is not unsightly in appearance 
and is of robust construction. On test 
we found that it has good "pick-up " 
qualities, provided that it is erected 
at a fairly high point. We fixed it to 
the sill of an upper window, carrying 
the down-lead throt1gh a lower 
window, and even in these circum
stances it provided good results. It 
~hould prove a useful fitment for 
people who have not room for the 
erection of the usual suspended type 
of aerial, or who con~ider wires run
ning arross gardens disfiguring. 

A Novel Rheostat 
It would seem an obvious sort of 

thing to haYe an adjustable stop on a 
filament rheostat so that a minimum 
amount of resistance can be arranged 
for, but it is one of those obviously 
necessary things which hitherto seems 
to have escaped the attention of the 
appropriate de~igners. HoweYer, an 
adjustable stop is the feature of a 
filament rheostat which is now being 
mamifactured by l\Iessrs. Rooke Bros. 
Cncloubtedly, had such a component 
been in general use in the past many 
a thoriated dull-emitter would have 
been saved the ignominy of having to 
be run at a white heat in order to obtain 
the necessary emission subscq uent to 
that fatal overrunning, and, further, 
no doubt many valv'Cs would have 
been saved a complete burn-out 
through a similar cause. The Rooke 
rheostat can be obtained with two 
sections, one of low re.sistance and 
one of high resistance, or with the one 
winding, but in either case in a very 
simple manner the stop can be ar
ranged il.nywhere between minimum 
and maximum. It is a triumph of 
mechanical simplicity, 'in fact, and it 
is a source of wonder to lis that no one 
has thought of the scheme before. In 
other respects the rheostat is quite 
conventional, having a dial and 
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pointer and means for one-hole panel 
mounting. It is well made and 
operates smoothly and should, con
sidering the stop feature, prove 
popular where such components are 
in demand this coming season. 

An Efficient R.C. Unit 
The new Dubilier R.C. Unit, a 

sample of which was recently sent us 
by )fessrs. Dubilier, consists of a small 
base having a mica condenser moulded 
into it and two of those familiar and 
effieient " Dumetohm " resistances. 
Four terminals are provided for con
necting purposes. The Dumetohms 
supplied with the unit have resist
ances of 1 and 3 megohms for the 
anode and grid respectively ; but, 
as the makers point out, other values 
can easily be inserted to suit individual 
re(FJirementR. The advantage of the 

The Dub i I i er "R.C. " Unit. The 
·• Dumetohms '' are, as will be seen, easily 

removable. 

" Dumetohm " type of resistance is 
that it has negligible capacity or self
inductance, and it has been proved 
to have reliability and constancy 
even when carrying fairly high volt
ages. 

With a coupling unit having re
sistances . of the above-mentioned 
values it is necessary to employ one 

" 
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Here is the Condenser 
you 
neW" 

W'ant for 
Receiver 

Adaptable to different 

circuits •.. Easily ganged 

together ... Plates insula

ted from frame 

Vernier adjustment .... 

Rigidly constructed. 

The New 

your 

Keystone Universal Logarithmic 
Square-L!lw Type also available (same prices) 

Easily ganged in 
as many stages 

as needed 

KEYSTONE NEUTRA
LISING CONDENSER 

Suitable for neutral
ising the electrode· 
capacities of all 
types uf valves. 
Low minimum 
capacity. Wide 
S:padng of vanes 
renders accidental 
"' shorting " impos· 
sible. Board mount• 
ing (as shown) S/· 
Panel mounting, · 

6/3 

Prices: 
Single, ·0005 

s~;J!.~· .()o03 13 6 

mfds. 12(6 

T .Qdons ~f~~·. 27.6 
'f.riple gang, 

·0005 mfds. 42,6 
Less dial in eaC'll case. 
spare spindles. 
ciluplers, dist&ll(''' 

Ft~~c~~i-:~~f!s r~~an~~t 
at low prices. 

KEYSTONE' MIDGET' REACTION 
CONDENSER 

Ideal for the many positions where a small 
capacity condenser is required. Aluminium 
shield prevents hand-capacity effects. Special 
taper bearing giving smooth movement. 
Capacity ·ooot mfd. Price 5/6 

······-············· .. ·················.:. ! Write to-day far our new S 
5 illuatrcrted catalogue of : 
: components and accessories i 
; ........... ·--·····"················~ 

H E f{ E i~ a Condenser 
which has se\·eral 
unique features that 

you haye been wauting. It 
is adaptable to differ~nt 

circuits-a great advantage. 
Two or thrPf> singlP. con· 
densers can be ganged to
gether to form a dvu ble or 
triple gang, in a fe\\' 
moments, with the aid of 
only a spanner. Both 
fixerl and moving plates 
are insulated from the 
frame -another unique 
feature! A pateuted 
,-eruier adjustment is pro~ 
vided, enabling the capacity 
to be Yaried to fine limits. 
Rigidly constructed from 
fiuest material~. 

Keystone Fixed .Resistors 
No. 4 for '25 amp. valves 
with 6-volt accumulator. 
No. 17 for ·o6 amp. valves 
with 4-volt accumulator. 
And in many other values. 
Price - - - - • 216 
Resistor only 1/9. Base, 9d. 

PETO-SCOTT CO., LTD. 
77, City Road, London. 

BRANCHES :-68, High Rolbom, London, W .C.l. 4, Manehester St., Liverpool. 

4,03 
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COP EX COILS 
- famed for their re
markable efficiency 
Copex coils are being used by all 
principal wireless publications by 
reason of their remarkable efficiencv. 
All Copex coils are wound with tiie 
best quality LITZ wire to ensure the 
lowest possible H.F. resistance and 
highest amplification. All Copex coils 
are matched within I metre, and their 
manufacture from start to finish is 
supervised by a qualified engineer 
whose name is a household word among 
readers of ":\Iodern 'Vireless." 

PRiCES: 
250· 

550 
metres 

Aedal Coil 6/· 
Split Primar;· H.F. Transformer .. 10/
Split Secondary H. F. Transformer 10'
Reinartz Type Coil - - - - 10'
Six-pin base "·ith terminals .. 

arrangcct for easy accessibility • 2 19 

1000-
200,,' 

metrc·S 
6{-

101-
141-
14,-

COPEX H.F. 
.SCREENING UNIT 

(as used in the "Modern Wireles~ " Five 
and In the "Wireless Constructor " " Twin· 

Tune Five.") 
Copex Standard H.F. Screening U_nit, 
as illustrated, assembled and wtred 
ready for use 25/· 
Standard baseboard (with components, 
comprising Keystone Neutralising 
Condenser with special long handle, 
Copex 6-pin base, vibratory valve
holder, and Keystone Fixed Resistor), 
assembled and wired • • 13/· 
Copex H.F. Screening Box (without 
baseboard or components) • • 12/6 

p s 9' o8 
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of the very high '' mu " vdves, am! 
we prefer not to do this more than 
once in a receiver. \Ve tested the 
Dubilier unit in a set having one stage 
of tran~;former coupling, and the 
necessary one stage R.C., and results 
were excellent. We subjected the 
" Dumetohms" to abnormally high 
voltages, and then tested them with 
a megger and found their resistances 
still closely adhering to their ratings. 

The unit is very well made and 
occupies very little space on a base
board. And, as additionally it cer
tainly operates satisfactorily and giYes 
every evidence 9f being perfectly 
reliable, we have no hesitation in 
saying that we consider it ,·cry 
reasonably priced at 7s. 

"Ebonart" Station Log Chart 
With every" Ebonart" panel sol•l 

Messrs. Redfern's Rubber Works, 
Ltd., are providing a nrat station log 
cl1art. This can be fixed in the lid of 
the receiver, and should prove mo-st 
usdui. 

R.I.-Varley Components 
"l'he fusion of the R.I. and Yarley 

interests has, as wa~ uni,-ers<elly 
anticipated, resulted in the intro
duction of several new components 
of a very high standard. Both of the 
original concerns were noted for their 
high-grade designs, and the cumula
tive effe.ct of the amalgamation is 

This is the R.I.
Varley Multi-Cellu
lar H.F. Choke. It 
has an abnormal 
wave-length range 
covering both high 
and low frequencies 
and retails at 9/6. 

most marked. For instance, we now 
have available a {ange of tapped re
siRtances wire wound in accordance 
with the familiar and elficient " hi
duplex " principle. These resistances 
arc most useful in modern circuits 
and we have had several of them in use 
for some time now, and l1ave found 
them in every way satisfactory. They 
accundcly correspond with their vari
ous rating~, and are as dependable and 
1 cliable and as con.shmt in operation 
as they possibly could be. On this 
page is illustrated 01'e of these tapped 
R.I.-Varley resistances suitable for 
nse in R.C. amplifiers. As will br 

;:een, it has a series· of terminals 
arsnmcl its base and these correspond 
with a useful range of resistances, 
the other connection being at the top 
of the component. Resistances cover
ing various ranges of values are ob
tainable, and there is a type available 

And here is the R.I.
Varley Bi- Duplex 
Tapped Resistance. 
It is only one of 
several typef>, and in 
this case the various 
values are obtained 
by varying the po
sition of the one 
lead on the bottom 

terminals. 

which is provided with but two ter
'minals, the variations of resistance 
being obtained by turning the body 
of the article round. A switch is in
corporated in the base. 

The R.I.-Yarley multi-cellular H.F. 
Choke is also illustrated on this page. 
Thi~, again, is a mo,;t efficient com
ponent and one that no constructor 
need fear will let him down in a 
~pecial receiver where the H.F. choke 
is called upon to do vital work. It 
has an abnormally low self-ca,pacity 
and ample inductance. It is provided 
with a :mbstantial base and the wind
illgs are protected by a transparent 
covering. It will be noted, too, that 
the connecting terminals are widely 
sep2~rated and are Ycl'y accessibly 
placed. In conclusion, modern sets 
demand components of scientific de
sign and of high standards of elec
trical efficiency, and for this reason 
the various R.I.-Varley components 
,sllOuld attain an even greater popu
larity than was J;ightly gainecl by the 
productions of the two individual 
tirms. 

Some "Etherplus" Comp:ments 
~Iessrs. :;\I. and A. Wolff, of White

cross Street, London, E.C.l., recently 
sent us several of their " F.therplns " 
components. Of these the straight
line frequency variable condenser 
appeals to us particularly as being an 
excellent production. One of ·0005 
mfd. capacity sells at 12s. It is of 
sound design, and is very nicely 
assembled. The mm-ing vanes are 
earthed to the frame, and this has a 
small surface area, but is of 
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consiLlerable mechanical strength. A 
" pigtail " is provided, and the two 
terminals are widely separated but 
accessibly placed. The movement 
embodies a ball race and a cone 
bearing, and is most effective, being 
positive, smooth, and entirely free 
from harsh spots or backlash. The 
vanes are made of aluminium, but 
are rigidly bolted together. A four
inch dial is provided, and this has a 
large milled centre which facilitates 
adjustments. This " Ethcrplus " 
variable is, in fact, an excellent 
example of modern practice in con
densers, and Bhould achieve popularity 
at the prices asked for the various. 
capacities. 

The " Etherplus " panel bracket 
is 5 in. in height, and is a simple 
aluminium staniping. But it is 
substantial and quite satisfactory 
for use with any size of panel. A pair 
of these [,rackets costs 6d. 

The" Etherplus " lightning arrester 
is a combination of an aerial lead-in 
tube, an aerial earthing switch, and 
a lightning anester. A set is therefore 
protected when one of these devices 
is used, even although the earthing 
switch be not brought into operation 
during a thunderstorm. It is a well
made article, and should stand hard 
wear and the effects of the weather 
for a long time. It is available in 
6-, 9-, and 12-in. lengths at 4s., 4s. 6d., 
and 5s. 6d., and a £100 free insuranee 
against damage by lightning is in
cluded. 

Useful Beginner's Book 
" Easy Lessons In Wireless," by 

R. W. Hutchinson, lVI.Sc., A.M.I.E.E. 
(Price ls. 6d., University Tutorial 
Press, Ltd.). This is an excellent 
little text-book and covers the ele
mentary principles of radio in a very 
readable manner. The author has 
assumed that his readers have no 
knowledge at all of electricity ~r 
mathematics. 

A completely self-contained receiver pro
duced by the Marconiphone Co. 
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\ye have co?stantly advocated the use of an H.F. stage in the construc
tion of recervers, and this again becomes recognised as a sing qua wm 
where the receiver is located at any distance from the local broadcasting 
station, and more particularly where the reception of distant stations on 
the loud speaker is required. 
The ~ range of H.F. devices places in the constructor's hands the 
most efficient components which, though many of them have been on 
the market for some vears, are still in the forefront for efficiencv in per-
formance and quality in workmanship. ~ 
Each component is designed and manufactured to the very finest limits• 
in_ order to obtain that unequalled efficiency which is a feature of every 
(Hjil product. 
In the case of the instruments described for special application in H.F. 
amplification, every effort has been made with the utmost success to 
eliminate H.F. resistance. 
You cannot do better than use~ components when making up that 
new set. 

"There is a rSBl component for ev::ry H.F. Circuit." 

\Ye give advance notice to the public of our latest contribution to H.F. 
Amplification. This consists of the New 4-Electrode Screened Valve 
Holder in combination with our Dimic series of Coils. . 
The compact nature of the layout, the acknowledged supremacy of the 
Dimic Coils, together with the workmanlike layout and considered design, 
guarantee the highest efficiency 
Advance models will be on show at Olympia, and orders should be 
placed at once. Circuit diagrams and details will be sent by our Technical 
Department to requests accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope. 
Box complete with Coil Holder, Valve Holder, and Filament connec
tions on base. Ptice 12/6. 

EXHIBITING AT OLYMPIA-Sept. 24 to Oct. 1. STAND No. 120. 

:~~~~r L[!1WM~GUIIL ~ }:~1;:~~;: 
· HanuFaeture,..s oF Wi,..eless and 5eientit1C AQoaraba Slouah. 

WEXHAM ROAD, SLOUGH, BUCKS 
IRISH AGENTS B.N.B. WIRELESS LTD., DUBLIN AND BELFAST 
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We illustrate herewith the 

$BALANCING CONDENSER 
Its unique design comprises the following 
advantages . High insulation resistance 
-high breakdown voltage-calibrated to 
allow of resetting-precise adjustments 
for critical operation--ease and adapta
bility in fixing. 

Price 4/9 each. 

tffit DIMIC COIL 
Scientifically designed, low loss solenoid, 
electrically efficient, mechanically robust, 
in fact, like all ~ products,. really 
sound. 

Price xoj- each. Base, z/6 extra. 

<f3B1 H.F. CHOKE 
J\lade to deal effectively with both long 
and short-wave frequencies has an in
ductance of 6o,ooo microhenries, neuli
gible self~apacity, and a D.C. resista;;'ce 
of 130 ohms. It is ideal for all purposes. 

Price 9/- each. 

<BBl H.F. TRANSFORMER 
Ideal for long-distance reception and 
beautifully made. Unique for its power 
of H.F. amplification from 8o to 7,ooo 
metres. Price ro,'- each. 

t>ool's Advertising Service, Ltc£ 
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W E never seem to be content in' 
wireless. One moment we want 
badly a perfect conductor and 

the next a perfect insulator. Insulators 
and conductors are partitioned out 
into watertight compartments as if 

•hvSVLATO.R 

t/NoEN lEsr 

• 
1•~-8 --Ill 

...... -""'(V 

The simple testing circuit employed. -

the one really did insulate and the 
other really did co11duct perfectly. 

But do they ? Particularly when 
does an insulator cease to be a con
ductor and became an insulator '? 

There is an instrument called a 
" megger," used for measuring the 
rcsistances of insulators. It is almost 
foolproof and is graduated in meg
ohms. A megohm means a million 
ohms. There is a portion of its scale 
optimistically marked "infinity," 
where it gives up trying. But it is not 
really so simple to reach the infinite 
as all that in this world of ours to
day. 

Leakage Everywhere 
Just think. ·Through an infinite 

resistance no current can flow except 
it be urged by l}n infinite pressure. 
When the megger gets to infinity it 
is not really anywhere near it, for with 
delicate instruments it is possible to 
«letect minute current flowing even in 
the best insulators. 

Of course, the resistance is very high 
indeed. 
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'ISTHEREAN 
INSULATOR? 

Some interesting figures are given concerning the current carrying 
capacities of many materials known and· used as insulators. 

By E. A. ANSON. 
The fact is, we get currents flowing 

in our wireless sets in all sorts of 
unexpected places where they are not 
wanted. Streams of electrons can be 
detected jostling their way through 
our panels from H.T. plus to L.T. 
minus, and from valve socket to valve 
socket. But the better the materials 
we employ the better they behave ·as 
insulators, and the smaller these 
currents. 

Grid Leak Tests 
Our insulators do not obey the laws 

of electricity as regards conducting 
so nicely as conductors. Ohm's Law 
tells us that if we divide the pressure 
in volts by the resistance in ohms 
we get the current flowing in amperes. 
But for some insulators the result 
varies with the pressure. This is seen 
with that half-conductor half-insula
tor, the grid leak. The older types 
behaved like this when tested for 
resistance at various voltages : 

Test Voltage 

120 
60 
14 
2 

Measuring the current 
flowing through a piece 
of wood. The material 
under test can be seen 
just above -the small 

screwdriver. 

l\Iegohms 
of 

Grid Leak 
1·0 
1·2 
1·24 
1·26 

They are, in fact, crude forms of 
detector like a crystal. But the more 
modern mctalliscd leaks behave like 
this: 
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Test Voltage 

120 
60 
14 
2 

l\Iegohms 
of 

Grid Leak 
1·0 
1·0 
1·0 
1·0 

When the voltage is doubled the 
current doubles, too, and the resist
ance remains constant. 

In order to discover exactly how 
much current was actually leaking 
through various materials, the follow
ing simple circuit was rigged up: 

The measuring instrument G is the 
important part of the circuit. The 
instrument used for these tests was•a 
unipivot galvanometer made by the 
Cmnbridge Instrument Co. It is 'of 
the moving-coil type, with a coil 
resistance of about 1,000 ohms. 

A Sensitive Galvanometer 
A full deflection is obtained for 

24 millionths of au ampere. A thou
sandth part of an ampere is called a 
milliampcre, whilst a millionth of an 
ampere is called a microampere or 
11A. So the instrument gives full 
deflection for 24 11As. 

The scale is subdivided into 24 11A, 
and each microamp. is further divided 

into ·2 11A. It is possible to read by 
interpolation to ·1 11A and less, or the 
ten - millionth part of an ampere. 
This is an extraordinarily minute 
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The great Wireless opportunity 
of the year. 

Will show you ho"' to get 5 G B 
on your set. ' 

Wonderful B.B.C. exhibit. 

The latest developments m 
Wireless. 

Sets for the Million or the 
Millionaire. 

Every stand packed with interest. 

The Royal Air Force Band m 
attendance. 

Dancing on specially prepared 
floor. 
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~---------

' 

i 
PUBLIC 
NOTICE. 

I am receiving quite a lot of letters from people who' 
say they have seen our ad vertisemcn ts in varlous media in 
which I offer free advice. These letters fn;quently embody 
an apology for taking up my valuable time. _ , 

No\\· I wish the public to clearly understand that no 
apology is necessary. 'Ve have expert tutors for every 
Department, out ;ny special business is to _give advice 
as to ho"- people can better themselves either in technical 
trades or commercial life. There are so many people 
who are in the rut, or think they are in the rut, simply 
because tlw;- _cannot see the way to further prosperity. 
It is my business to show them and to put them on the 
right path where they can achieve their ambition. 

If they have no ambition I cannot help them, I can 
only pity them, hut to anyone who has any ambition 1 
may be able to gi,-e valual)le advice, if not, I will say so 
honestly, but if I can help them, then I will explain exactly 
how, I will point the road clearly. No matter what yom 
present position may be, if you wish to improve it write 
to me at this aclclress, tell me bow you are employed, what 
is your ambition, I shall then reply to you by return and 
you will not be under any obligation whatever. 

We teach all the professions and trades by post in al1 

parts of the world, am! specialise in preparation for the 
exarn~nations 

Note Address, The Bennett College, Dept. I 34-, Sheffield. 

F.R.S.A., M.I.Mar.E., AI.Struct.E., M.B.I.P.S., etc., 

Governor of 
THE BENNETT COLLEGE. 

SHEFFIELD . 

. --Advertisements--
A• far as possible all advertisements appearing in "M.W." 
are subjected to careful scrutiny before publication, but should 
any reader experience delay or difficulty in getting orders 
fulfilled, or should the goods supplied not be as advertised 
information should be sent to the Advertisement Manager, 

'\ "Modern Wireless," 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4. / 

Make w:e ol h<wing the 
prize - winning original 
Former by buying only 
F o r m e r s bearing the 

Trade Mark " Becol." 

THE BRITISH 
HANWELL 

EBONITE COMPANY, 
LONDON 

LIMITED 
W.7. 

'"' 
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current qi.1ite undetcetable by most 
instruments we use. 

The voltmeter V reads the exact 
voltage across the battery B, which 
may be increased to any amount from 
a few dq cells to 600 volts or more. 
The voltmeter V was a surplus 
government instrument by Elliott's 
which had been owrhauled recently 
by the makers. 

As a test I put my fingerR across the 
gap for the resistance. This gap, by 
the way, was supported in air by. 
stout conductors. At four volts the 
galvanonwter needle hit the other 

Insulation between the cells of an H.T. 
accumulator is very important, but it 

cannot be perfect I 

side with a bang and had to be shunted, 
for a current of 70 p.A was flowing 
through me. I had a resistance of 
only ·057 megohms. Considering 
that a current of 100· milliamperes 
is generally fatal, it will be seen that 
6,000 volts would have had this effect. 

However, do not go killing yourself 
on the domestic mains, and then 
come grumbling to me that they were 
only 240 volts ! For the human body 
does not, for one thing, obey Ohm's 
Law, and, for another, its resistance 
does not remain const:>,n t. After a hot 
game of tennis I had dropped to only 
6,000 ohms. 

Some Comparative Tests 
Our staple insulator is ebonite. 

But tests were made on other materials 
in order to discover if they made good 
substitutes for ebonite. In our wire
less sets we often employ grid leaks 
from the grid of the detector to L. T. 
vlus. These leaks vary from about 
3 megohms to 1 megohm or less. It 
is obvious that unless the resistance 
from the grid socket to the other 
sockets is very high, our grid leak 
may appear to play us false, for it 
will be in parallel with other leaks 
through the panel. 

I found that for satisfactory results 
the resistance of the panel must be at 
least ten times higher than the grid 
leak-the higher the better. Also the 
resistance of the panel must remain 
eonstant and not vary in damp 
weather by absorbing our climate in 
smal1 but deadly doses. 

For these tests sniall pieces of 
materials were cut to a standard 

size of 2 in. by 1 in. by! in. thick. If 
of wood, they were planed smooth, 
but not otherwise treated. All wood 
used wM well seasoned. Holes were 
drilled in each blank exactly 2! in. 
apart, centre to centre, and 2B.A. 
Burndcpt terminals inserted. This 
left a leakage gap from terminal to 
terminal of ! in. The ebonite tested 
was the best quality obtainable, about 
twelve months old. 

Here is the result : 

Material 

Ebonite 
Oak 
Pine 
Deal 
Mahogany 

Volts ICu;AntiMegohms 

----roo- -.1- 1,000 
lOO 2·2 45·5 
100 20·8 4·8 
100 120 5 
100 ·6 176 

It is obvious from this that ebonite 
is far and away the best insulator of 
the lot. · 

But these tests were made under 
ideal conditions, with everything per
fectly dry. So the materials were 
soaked in water for twelve hours and 
then allowed to dry for twelve hours. 
They then felt quite dry ; but look 
how the wood has gone to bits as an 
insulator, whilst the ebonite remains 
unchanged : 

Materials Volts CurrentsM h p.A ego ms 

Ebonite .. 100 ·1 1,000 
Oak .. . . 18·4 5 1·7 
Pine . . .. 8·4 16·4 ·52 
Deal .. . . 8·4 18·2 ·46 
Mahogany .. 8·4 1·2 7 

The wood-! hopeless, Mahogany 
was the best. 

It is obvious that water is the 
fiend that spoils the insulating vro-
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Improving Insulation 
N"cxt, the samples were boiled in 

paraffin wax. For an hour they all 
bubbled furiously (the ebonite was 
not subjected to this treatment), 
showing that large quantities of mois
ture were being driven off. When all 
bubbles ceased they were removed 
and allowed to drain and cool. Now 
look what good insulators they have 
all become. Better than ebonite! But, 
remember, tkat they were all, so to 
speak, brand-new dessicated samples 
from which all moisture had been 
forcibly removed and wax had taken 
its place. 

Materials Volts I Current 
pA 1IegohmS 

Oak .. 100 ·05 2,000 
Pine .. 100 ·05 2,000 
Deal .. 100 ·02 5,000 
Mahogany 100 ·02 5,000 

Next came the water test: twelve 
hours soak, twelve hours drying-then 
test. 

Material Volts Current M 1 p.A ego 1ms 

Oak .. 100 1·0 100 
Pine .. 100 1·4 72 
Deal .. 100 5 20 
Mahogany 100 ·8 125 

W1th the exceptwn of deal results 
were good enough to pass the materials 
for panel work. It is unlikely that a 
panel would ever get soaked for 
twelve hours. 

But there arc still a few disadvan
tages. wood requires considerable 
work done on it, planing, sand
papering, boiling in paraffin wax for at 
least two hours. In addition, wood 
warps and is unsuitable for tapping, 
although the homely wood-screw will 

Some a10rial insulators of the type tested by Mr. Anson. Wet or dry, an" egg" (right) 
was found to have the extremely high resistance of above IOo,ooo megohms, 

perties of many otherwise tolerable 
i.nsulators. Curiously enough, per
fectly pure distilled water is a better 
insulator than even ebonite. But the 
slightest trace of impurity, dissolved 
salts, etc., makes water a good con
ductor, 
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be quite easily fixed. However, a piece 
of mahogany, well finished, certainly 
looks nicer than ebonite. 

The effect of dust was tested by 
sprinkling liberally the ebonite test 
piece with dust found on a shelf. 

(Continued on page 429.) 
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A Genuine 
Spare-Time Business 

PATENT. PROTECTED ARTICLES 
YOU CAN MAKE AT HOME. 

Good Profits 
Guaranteed ! 

IF you are interested in any w~y in \Vireless, here is a won?er
fully interesting way of making money m your spare ttme. 
Simply write for particulars and by return you will be given full 

details how to make at home a 
most marvellously improved article 
which reduces i.he upkeep costs 
of aU valve sets, gives splendidly 
efficient service, contains no 
harmful ingredients whatever, and 
which is in enthusiastic demand all 
over the country. 

NO " PLANT " NEEDED 

-·The Kitchen ·Table or 

Any Small Out-building 

Can Be Your" Factory." 

Is your spare time wasted time? 
Why not !urn it to good account 
and change the whole of your 
future life for something better and 

bigger. 

The work is fascinating. You can 
pnt in jnst as many or just as few 
hoHrs work per week as you desire. 
The children can help. There is 
no mess, no smell, nothing dis
agreeable whatever, nor is there 
any inconvenient demand on 
space. A spare room, an outhouse, 
or even your kitchen table can be 
used as your "factory "-a fac
tory without machinery or plant 
or electric current. The few 
simple tools needed you are shmvn 
how to make yourself, or buy for 
a shilling or two. 

OUTPUT EASILY SOLD 

Each article you make is protected by 
Royal Letters Patent so that your rights 
cannot be infringed. The market is 
immense a,nd only one person per 5o,ooo 
of the. population is granted a- licence. to 
manuf~c~':lre, , thus _giving you a huge 
field fbr sales at a Very 'big piofit. The 
artides yo~. cat;t produc~ .:without any 
mechanical skill or talent are manifestly 
superior in quality and value for money 
to anything on the market; ·and if· yoU 
have the least difficulty in disposing of 
your output to ft;ie:;nds, private owners of 
wirele~s sets, "·ireless or electrical dealers 
in your district, arrangeJY.Cnts vdll be 
made to take it off your hands, .. thus 
guara.nteeing your profits ! 

Think of , .. -hat you could do with 
pounds extra per week l Think of -the
delightful hobby you can pursue instead 
of finding time bang beavil)'" on vour 
hands t Think of the ne\\" and inost 
interesting field opened to you as a 
responsible " master man" !-and do 
not delay a single moment in se"ndihg the 
coupon b'clov.- ~ · · 

Why not make money this easy, 
fascinating way ? . Remember 
that profits are guaranteed, and 
that the coupon below brings you 

FULL particulars FREE ! 

Send this form now for full particulars. 

l''MAKE-MONEY-AT-HOM~COUPON-1 

I To THE ENGLAND-RICHARDs co., I 
102, KING'S LYNN, NORFOLK. 

Sirs,-Piease send me at once, and FREE, full details as to how I 

I can Make Monev at Home in my spare time. 1 enclose 2d. stamps I 
for postage. · 

----
Print your name au.d ad-dress boldly in capital letters on a plain sheet 

L paper and pin th1·s coupon to £t. I 
" Modern \\tireless," Oct. r 92 7. -------- -

M~DERN WIRELESS 

RECUPERATING AGENT 
IN THE 

HELLESEN 
DRY BATTERIES. 

It is the price you pay per hour 
of enjoyable radio reception that 
matters, not the price you pay 
for your dry battery. 

Hellesen Dry Batteries have been known 
for over forty years as the best in the 
world. The No. 7 recuperating agent marks 
a develop~r~.ent to meet a new need ; the 
old Hellesen standard of construction, the 
best material in the hands of ex_pert work
men, remains. 

With a quadruple insulation and sealed 
cover, buy a Hellesen for safety and 
satisfaction. 

60-volt 
99-volt 

"WIRIN" 
11 WIRUP" 
(Postage Extra.) 

12/6 
21/-

All types, voltages, etc., in Double and 
Treble capacities for H.T. and L.T. 
Supply. Ask your dealer for the (ype 
to suit your set and get the maximum 
service, or write us for full particulars. 

Obtainable at all Radio, Electrical a11d Geaera./ Stores, 
H[I}Tod::.._ Selfridges, etc., or direct front 

A. H. HUNT, Ltd. ( DeJ't. ), CROYDON, SURREY. 
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THE LONDON ELECTRIC STORES, LTD. 
Stand No. 221. 

The well-known West End whole
salers, Messrs. The London Electric 
Stores, Ltd., are exhibiting at their 
stand No. 221 representative examples 
of branded radio components and 
also their own particular specialities. 
These latter include the L.E.S. earth 
tube, L.E.S. M.ll coil holder, L.E.S. 
Elot Poly-wave coil, L.E.S. semi
fixed resistors, etc. An interesting 
component is the radio control clock, 
for which the London Electric Stores 
Ltd. are acting as sole concession
aires. The listener can set the clock 
to a given time at which a broadcast 
item is due to appear, and the set is 
automatically switched on at that 
time. Similarly, the receiving set 
can be switched off at any predeter
mined time set by the clock. 

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE CO., & 
SMITHS, LTD. 
Stand No. 113. 

Among the famous lines for which 
the " Glazite " people are noted, 
visitors to this stand should make a 
point of examining the new " Lewcos" 
coils and coil units on show. These 
include six-pin binocular coils, the 
gauged ond screened coil units, centre
ta[.'pecl coils, and sundry six-pin coils 
anu bases. The various types of wire 
made by this company are also worth 
considerable attention, the whole 
stand forming a most attractive 
exhibit. 

MARCONIPHONE. 
Stands Nos. 128 to 135. 

l\Inrconiphone are showing a larger 
and more interesting range or exhibits 
t!1an ever before. 

The stands are in. two large blocks, 
comprising Nos. 128-131 and 132-135. 
Features are the elimination of bat
teries entirelv on several receivers, 
the mains b~ing the source of H. T. 
and L.T. energy; the new and power
ful super-heterodyne model "82"; 
constructors' sets, three and four
valvers, which ·can be operated 
entirely from the mains; L.T. units 
and H.T. units, and combined 
" power " units, including very cheap 
models for small receivers ; new 
Uarconi Economy valves; indirectly 
heated cathode K valves, and the new 
Marconi screened four-electrode valve 
8.625. 

L. MeMICHAEL, LTD. 
Stand No. 120. 

The famous " Dimic Three " re
ceiver, which appeared last year, is 
again b€tng shown, but with many 
internal improvements. Qtl1er ex
hibits include some new receivers, 
notably four- and five-valve portaUe 
sets, and a series of sets for home 
construction. Other lines to be seen 
include H.F. chokes, Dimic and 
Unimic coils, semi-aperiodic H.F. 
transformers, semi-fixed resistors, two 
ranges, 0-6, 0-30, multiple switch, 
L.F. choke, Dimic metal screening 
box, H.F. transformers. 

C. D. MELHUISH. 
Stand No. 231. 

A three-speed vernier · dial is one 
of the most interesting exhibits_ on 
this stand, ratios of up to 500 to 1 
being obtainable. 

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES, LTD. 
Stands Nos. 155 and 156. 

Ranges of Cosmos Short-Path 
valves, Cosmos sets and components 
are on view, and form an attractive 
array of well-made apparatus. 

Among the new valves are two new 
ones for operation from A.C. mains 
with special adaptors so that they 
can be used in any set without 
alteration of the wiring. These valves 
correspond to the Cosmos Red and 
Green spots for detection and general 
purpose work in the case of the latter,_ 
and for last stage and L.F. work in 
the former type. New valves appear 
in the " ordinary " types in the forms 
of the S.P.l6/B, a low-consumption, 
general-purpose valve, and S.P. 
18"j.RR (Double Red Spot), a 2-volt 
power valve. Also S.P. 50/Band the 
S.P. 50/R (Red Sp9t). This valve 
is especially suitable for use as a 
last-stage power valve, and is also 
an excellent valve for use in reflex 
circuits. 

M. P. A. WIRELESS. 
Stand No. 57. 

A complete new "range of loud 
speakers is the chief attraction of this 
exhibit, though •the well-known 
" transportable " sets are also well 
in evidence. 

THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE 
CO., LTD. 

Stands Nos. 44, 164, 165 and 166. 
Each of these stands will be of 

interest to the radio public, inasmuch 
as they reveal many interesting 
developments in valve construction, 
wireless accessories, and speakers. 

The exhibits comprise a complete 
series of P.M. valves covering every 
possible operation for 2-volt, 4-
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volt and 6-volt L.T. supplies. This 
P.M. series has new features that 
will prove of intense interest to all 
valve users. 

In several valves, notably the 
P.M.3, P.M.3A, P.M.5B, and P.;.\1. 5X, 
the filament consumption has been 
reduced from 0·1 to 0·075 amp., while 
a new 2-volt " super " power valve 
is making its first appearance. This 
valve, the P.M. 252, will carry a grid 
swing of 15 volts, and is a real 
" super " power valve. It takes 
0·3 amp. at 2 volts for filament 
consumption. 

Two models of the Mullard Pure 
Music Speaker are being shown, 
while the P.M. resistance-capacity 
coupling unit will appeal to those 
who favour resistance-capacity cir
cuits. 

THE NEW LONDON ELECTRON WORKS, 
LTD. 

Stand No, 70. 
Famous for its Electron wire, this 

firm is showing in addition to that 
wire a special extension wire, an 
earth mat, strip aerial, and two 
types of loud speaker, one of the 
horn variety and a cabinet model. 

OLDHAM & SON, LTD. 
Stand No. 71. 

As would be expec_ted, this stan•l 
is devoted solelv to accumulator 
exhibits, all typ~s and classes of 
secondary batteries being on view. 

ORMOND ENGINEERING CO., LTD. 
Stands Nos. 72 and 73. 

This firm is now offering a new 
R.C.C. unit which has been produced 
for valYc~> of the high "mu" type. 
Fixed resistors are also being shown, 
and a new logarithmic condenser, 
available in three capacities. The 
usual, and many improved models of, 
slow-motion dials for which this 
firm is famous inay also be seen. 

PETO-SCOTT, LTD. 
Stand No. 163. 

The exhibits on this stand include a 
wide range of new-.radio receivers, 
while there is also a complete range of 
the well-known Keystone components 
and Copex screened coils and screening 
devices. 

PORTABLE UTILITIES CO., LTD. 
Stand No. 94. 

This firm has many new lines on 
view, and the stand is well worth a 
~isit. The famous " Eureka " trans
fo~mers, both H.F. and L.F. types, 
are, of course, in evidence. 

PRECISION SCREW CO., LTD. 
The exhibit on this stand consists 

mainly of Collinson inductances and. -
(Continued on page 412.) 
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LOG (or Mid-line) CONDENSER. 
The . design of the Condenser is similar 
to our S.LF. Condenser, but consider
able improvements have been made. 
Feet have been formed to the bottom of 
the bracket, which now permits Base
board mounting, as well as panel 
mountiug. Price 1 Qf6 
•oooJS, ·ooozs, ·ooos each 

Crown Works, Cricklewood, N.W.2 
'Phone: Hampstead 1787 

Northern Representative: l. B. Levee, 
23, Hartley Street, Levenshulme, 

Manchester. 
'Phone . . Heaton Moor 475 

MoDERI'I WIRELESS 

A RADIO BOOK 
EVERY ENTHUSIAST 
SHOULD HAVE 
SET BUILDERS! The World's Greatest Radio Publication is Here. 

EUROPEAN EDITION OF CITIZENS' RADIO CALL BO'OK 
Contains full details of very latest American Circuits and Receivers. 
Graphic illustrations and diagrams, constructional data and other 
information enabling the novice to construct the World's finest sets. 
Full list of Broadcasting Stations, helpful hints and tips. Unquestionably 
the finest value··and most useful book of the day. Over 200 pages, size g• 
by 12", crammed full of information and hundreds of illustrations. Sept. 
issue is now ready-Secure your copy at once and get to know about the 
most up-to-date developments in Radio. 
The European Edition of the Citizen's Radio Call Book. is on sale at all 
W. H. SMITH & SONS' Book Stalls and can be obtained also from 
The ROTHERMEL RADIO CORPORATION of GREAT BRITAIN, 
Ltd., of 24, MADDOX STREET, W.l. In France, BRENTANOS LTD. 
Price 3/- per copy. Published b Send P.O. to-day. 

y . 
THE CITIZEN'S RADIO SERVICE BUREAU, 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, VNITED STATES OF AMEIUCA. 

HANDBOOK 
1/-

A fully illustrated well
compiled work on the 
construction and uses of 
Formo components, in
cluding Blue Prints, etc. 
SpECIAL TEST REPORTS, etc. 

FORMO-DENSORS. 
SELF-SUPPORTING AIR 

COILS. 
L.F. AMPLIFICATION 

LOG CONDENSERS. 
By 

Mr. J. H. Reyner, 
B.Sc., A.C.G.I., D.I.C., 
A.M.I.E.E.,. M.Inst.R.E. 

and 
Mr. H. J. Barton Chapple, 

Wb. Sch., B.Sc. Lond., 
A.C.G.I., D.I.C., A.M.I.E.E. 

L. & P. VARIOHM 
BASEBOARD 
VARIABLE 
RESISTOR . . 

Price 4f-

1. Suitable for all present-day Valve~. 
2. Callbrated in ohms, enabling accurate

setting. 
3. lnstantlv reset if Valve or Accumula

tor chan.ged. 
4. Otl position for neutralising purposes 
5. ~ire-wound, of best-quality resistance 

wtre. 
6. Resistance floating on springs ensuring 

even contact. 
7. Unconditionally guaranteed. 
From all 600d dealers or direcl /rom:-
LONDON & PROVINCIAL RADIO 
COMPANY LTD., COLNE, LANCS. 

THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE 

OI'ITHIIOIII 
FOR ~&RI NETS 
and Post tc us for new FREE list illustra.ting 
Cabinets as shown in "ftlodern Wireless," 
etc., etc. 

NAME ........................................................................... .. 

ADDRESS ............................................................................................ .. 

......... (w;i;~-i~·bi~-~k:·i~i~~~~·;·j;i~~~~:i ......... 

CARRINGTON Mfg. Co. Ltd., 
CAMCO WORKS, SANDERSTEAD ROAD, 

SOUTH CROYDON. 
Telephone: Croydon o623 (2 lines). 

Olympia : Stand No. 12, 
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formers suitable for all purposes. In 
addition, a special set of five short
wave coils is on view, and also a new 
R.F. choke of novel design so that 
three different values are obtainable. 

W. G. PYE & CO. 
Stand No. 136. 

The new range of Pye sets for this 
season is noticeable for the meticulous 
attention given to mechanical details. 
This has resulted in a series of re
ceivers that make a special appeal to 
all who have only a limited or even 
non-existent knowledge of the techni
calities of radio. An additional advan
t.age is that spe~ker, batteries, and 
aerial are all included, each receiver 
being completely self-contained. 

In addition are being shown series 
of chokes and L.F. transformers for 
whith this Cambridge firm is famous. 

RADI-ARC ELECTRICAL CO. (1927). 
Stand No. 3. 

The chief exhibit here is the 
" Liberty" two-stage R.C. coupled 
unit. This forms a neat little unit at 
an attractive price, and is for incor
poration in any kind of receiver 
utilising resistance-capacity coupling. 
Suitable valves are, of course, easily 
obtainable. 

REDFERN'S RUBBER WORKS. 
Stand No. 84. 

The famous " Ebonart " radio 
panels forms the main exhibit, while 
next comes a special coil former which 
is designed to give maximum effi
ciency for single-layer windings. 

REGENT RADIO SUPPLY CO. 
Stand No. 257. 

A series of mains units, of all types 
and sizes, form the " main " exhibits 
here. These consist of L. T. and H. T. 
" power " units, or separate battery 
eliminators, and are also shown in
corporated in complete " mains " 
receivers. Other items include trans-· 
formers and chokes for battery elimin
ators and a series of rectifying valves. 

R.I.-VARLEY. 
Stands Nos. 5 and 143. 

The outstanding exhibit shown by 
this go-ahead firm is a receiver de
signed for the new double-plate H.F. 
self-balancing valve. The set shown is 
known as the Interdyne (illustrated on 
page 334), and has five valves. It is 
claimed that results equal to those 

from a good eight-valve set are ob
tained with this new system. Other 
lines include the new straight-line L.F. 
transformer, the new H.F. choke, 
resistance-capacity units, and many 
other well-made and efficient products 
of the fusion of two famous firms. 

SIEMENS BROS. & CO., LTD. 
Stand No. 150. 

Siemens Brothers & Co., Ltd., 
exhibit on Stand 150 concerns primary 
batteries for H. 'I'., L.T., and grid-bias 
purposes. 

The H.T. dry battery is still t~e 
most popular form of H. T. current 
supply used by the general public, 
and therefore a considerable portion 

·of the exhibit is devoted to this form 
of battery. 

Prominent among the H. T. batteries 
are the new ·types at low prices, of 
which the " Power " batteries are 
worthy of special attention from those 
who prefer large-capacity batteries 
but have not so far used this type 
owing to the somewhat high cost. 

A. J. STEVENS & CO., LTD. 
Stands Nos. 27 and 159. 

Two new lines are being shown by 
A. J. S., Ltd., namely, a cone loud 
speaker, and a two-station portable 
receiver. Other exhibits include two-, 
three-, five-, and seven-valve receivers 
of up-to-date design. 

STRATTON & CO., LTD. 
Stand No. 77. 

The new lines here shown comprise 
the following : 

A three-valve short-wave receiver 
tuning from 18-120 metres, capable of 
loud-speaker reception of the Ameri
can short-wave stations, and also 
a&<tptable for use on the broadcast 
band. 

A new four-valve receiver (called 
the ". Eddystone Scientific Four") with 
screened ~nd neutralised H.F. stages 
and interchangeable transformers, 
which provide for full efficiency on 
high and low wave-bands. 

Other items are short-wave tuning 
units for 18-120 metres, forming the 
complete grid inductance and reaction 
portion of a short-wave receiver, and 
a new high-frequency choke for 25 
metres-3,000 metres retailing at 
6s. 6d. 

Special aerial and H.F. transformers 
on special low-loss paxolin formers. 

SYLVEX, LTD. 
Stand No. 228. 

'" Sylverex " and " Reactone " 
crystals, permanent detectors, vari
able condensers, inductance coils, etc., 
are being shown, while an interesting 
and unusual exhibit is a case showing 
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all the ingredients used in the manu
facture of synthetic crystals of the 
galena type. '" 

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO., LTD. 
Stand No. 115. 

The exhibits of this well-known firm 
are mainlv confined to fixed conden
sers, but a" full range of these will be on 
view. Some complete A.C. and D.C. 
eliminators are also to be seen, and are 
worth clot~e examination. 

TUNGSTONE ACCUMULATOR CO., LTD. 
Stand No. 98. 

A wide range 'of batteries is to be 
seen here, with H.T. models varying 
from 12-96 volts. These haYe an 
actual capacity of 3 amp. hours, and 
are ~f ~tal int~rest to the users of 
multl-vitlve rece1vers. 

C. A. VANDERVELL, LTD. 
Stands Nos. 157 and 212. 

Among the new lines well worth 
attention at these stanrls are the two 
complete sets, the three-valve portable 
receiver and the three-valve Babv 
Grand. · 

The latter is a very handsome piece 
of work, as will be seen from the 
illustration on page 334. 

WALKER BROTHERS. 
Stand No. 99. 

A full range of all wooden loud 
speakers :md._horns is seen here, to
gether with portable and self-con
tained cabinets for the construction of 
wireless receivers. 

WATMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD. 
Stand No. 1. 

Among various exhibits the follow
ing new lines are of interest to the 
home constructor. A fixed grid leak, 
fixed grid condensers, and earthing 
clips ; while the ordinary listener 
will be attracted by a new two-valve 
set for broadcast reception. 

THE WET H.T. BATTERY CO 
Stand No. 16. 

'l'he Standard Wet H.T. Battery 
Co. is showing a new type of Leclanche 
wireless battery. 

Batteries of different voltages will 
also be shown in sizes to suit from 
one-valve receivers to nine-valve 
super-heterodyne sets. An interesting 
demonstration will be that of a seven
Yalve super-heterodyne being sup
plied with H.T. current from a No. 3 
size 91-cell Leelanche battery. 

WHITTINGHAM, SMITH & CO. 
Stand No. 97. 

Two new receivers form the main 
exhibits under the trade name of 
" Portadyne " sets. The first is a 
" standard " five-valver and the other 

(Continued on page 414.) 
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Igranic Low LMs F!quaro Law Variablo 
Condenser. 

•00015 mf<l. 12/-. ·0003 mfd. 14'6. 
·0005 mfd. 17/6. ·001 mfd. 22 6. 

Igranic "Lokvane" Square Law Vari. 
a hie Condenser. 

P_l"ices 8/6, 916 and 10,'6. 

Ig;ranic Low Lo~s Dnal V<1riable ('tJ!l
dt..'nser (~qnarl:' Law Type). 

Cap~LcilY ·0003 IHfd. (Dual) 19/6. 
·0005 .. , 24/6. 

Variable-but always 
consistently excellent 
\Yould tran~mitters build the Igranic Square Law Condenser into their 
ar>paratus had it not such instrument precision ? That is a .standard to 
\Yhich few condensers dare to aspire. It is this standard you should bear 
in mind \Yhen next j•ou buy a variable condenser-you have only to say 
" Igranic " to get it. All condenser needs are provided fo: in the Igra?ic 
range. There are Square Law types of Igramc and I~ramc-Pacent des1gn 
-the Igranic "Lol<sane "-the Igramc Dual-a spec1al Low Loss Trans· 

niitting model and the Bala.ncing and also the :\Iicro-Condenser. 
\\'rite for the booklet }.281 which describes them. 

We are exhibiting at the 

NATIONAL RADIO 
EXHIBITION, OLYMPIA 

from September 24th 
to October 1st, 1927 

STAND Nos. 

148 and 149 149, Queen Victoria Street, London. 
Works: BEDFORD. 

''POPULA-R WIRELESS '' 
publishes articles of interest to all 
classes of radio enthusiasts, and is the 

LEADING RADIO WEEKLY 
Full constructional details of efficient, 
dependable sets are published ·weekly, 
and every phase of radio development 
is dealt "rith. "Popular Wireless" is 

ON SALE EVERY THURSDAY 
Price 3d. 

Place Your Regular Order Now. 
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is an attache-case model, also employ
ing five valves but being completely 
portable. 

WILKINS & WRIGHT, LTD. 
Stand No. 95. 

A series of " Utility " components 
is to be seen here and many lines make 
their first appearance. The additions 
include a new on-and-off switch 
designed to act as a main switch for 
cntting off L.T. supply. Its design 
is of the push-pull type. and in order 
to reduce electrical resistance to a 
mm1mum contact is made through 
twelve points. 

Other Items have among them the 
new Micro-dial and some new logarith
mic CQndensers. These include the 
well-known feature of. ball-bearings, 
etc., so long employed by the manu
facturers of " Utility " products. 

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD. 
Stand No. 253. 

Among many exhibits mention 
must be made of a new automatic dual 
roil holder which takes three ordinary 
plug-in coils, for high and low range, 

.. ~ c: 
COUAJ.,JMG 

UNIT 

WHICH INCORPORATES A VIBRO 
VALVE HOLDER. 

th~h:oa~~~r~~~~d11t~r ~~i:~ ~~~~~u~t.fgn ~~~ 
made possible by tl1e recent introduction of 
valves specially designt;d for Resistance . 

~'h~~~iti"re 0n°o~1if!.~iy t~~o~~~~rd~\h:i~~~~~ip~~ 
·one of which. however, is faithful and pure 
reproduction over a wide scale of frequencies. 

This Unit contains a correctly proportioned 
Condenser, Anode Resistance, and Leak of a 
~tpecial design to eliminate all possibility of 
variation due to climatic conditions. These 
elements are sealed in a Bakelite Moulding, 
which, as will be seen in the illustration, 
embodies a Magnum Vibro Valve-Holder. 
Nickelled terminals and "'lso solder tags are 
provided. 

The Unit is supplied in neat carton. includ
ing fixing screws and circuit diasram, the 
general finish of the instrument bemg of the 
high standard associated with Magnum 
Products. 

PRICE 10'6 
:)ize: Height U in. Overall dia., '3 in. 

A highlY efficient 3-valve Receiver can 'be 
si m ply and cheaply constructed by the use of 
two of these Units. Full particulars and .con. 
strur;tional details will be supplied freP on 
ll:flp!ication. BLUE PRINTS 116 EACH. 

the centre coil being the reaction coil. 
When swung oyer to the right the 
setis ready f6r 5 X X;'and when to the 
left the "local" is received; when the 
coil is dead centre the set is switched 
off, the aerial and earth being .shorted 
and the filame'nts turned off. Other 
novel and interesting devices too 
numerous to mention here are to be 
seen, and the reader should certainly 
pay a visit to Stand No. 253. · 

®~®®®~~~@~@~~®~~@~®~ 

I AMERICA'S RADIO 'i 
I PROGRESS .. ~ 
~~®®®~®®®®®®@@@@@@~~ 

M ORE than 182 broadcasting 
stations under construction 
in U.S.A. have been obliged 

to suspend operations until they have 
obtained a permit from the Federal 
Radio Commission. 

A report of the Department of 
Commerce shows that the Federal 
Radio Commission will have 733 
stations oi.1 its hands which, if per
mitted to continue operations, must 
be squeezed into 89 wave-lengths. 
If the waves were divided equally 
this would mean about eight stations 
on each wave-length. Rince the 
breakdown in regulation last year 
there have been 230 IH'W stations 

CONSTRUCT THE 
"SUPER-SCREEN" FOUR 

as described in this issue. 
£ s. d. 

1 Radian Panel, 24" :-... 8" x 3ll6'', rf'a1.I_v (irilkd 0 17 6 
3 .J.B. Slow-MotiOn Condenr.;crs, le:<.s dial~ 1 14 6 
3 Ormond Vcrnil'r Dial.-s 0 15 0 
2 6-Pin BasPs ... ... ... 0 4 0 
2 Magnum Ringle GoiJ-H,)Iders ... 0 3 6 
1 Midget._ Condenser, ·0001 mfEi-. 0 5. 6 
2 On-off Switcltt':-< ... ... ... 0 3 0 
3 Magnum Vibro ValH•-Holders ... ... 0 7 6 
1 8pecial Valve-Holder for S.625 va!Ye . 0 5 6 
2 Mansbridge Condcns••rs, 0·2 mfd. 0 6 ·o 
2 Mansbridg.e Contlt'll'-t·rs, 2 mfd. .. 0 9 4 

i i>~~rfte;t 11A0n8(~d~s,R~·S~l~~~ce, ···2so)Joo .. ohuiS 
0 

a --o 
and Base ... ... ... ... 0 11 3 

2 Burndept Resistors and Bas('S 0 5 4 
2 Dunl(·tohm Holders ... .. 0 2 0 
3 Dubilier Grid Lc·ak~o;, 2 mc·g. .. 0 7 6 

l ~~~m:~ 8~iiJ c~~d~:ns~~~5-o~OJ: tYpe <ho g ~ : 
i ~~~Hi~~ 3~I~ ~g:;g;~::~·: ,:ggJs. ?~ie ~\~ ::· g ~ 2 
1 Dubilier Grid Condenser, ·01, type 610 0 4 0 
1 R.I.-V:trley H.F. Choke ... ... ... 0 9 6 
1 R.I.-Varley L.F. Transformer (ne\V type} ~ ~ g 

· f fi!;~~~1~o~~e<;; s~~~e~~1~-1f{~x and .. Ba8·(;·bo:~rd o 12 e 
1 Special Coil, as . descr!'bed . ... ... 0 6 0 
1 Terminal Strip, w1th 9 tPrnnnals ... 0 4 6 

l ~~n~g:e~1~ro'nli~~ogoif'O fo·~D,~.;~et·i;ap ~ 1~ g 
Connecting Wire 0 3 7 

£11 10 0 

rrices of Cabi11ets of vorious types on application. Any 

~o~~~.!!:.'Wb~r:(I~tsc;~~f~i.~tl s~~Pn;tt~~~;;n:ifsuir:dPur-
chased together, Marconi Royalties at the rate of 
12 {6 per valve-holder are payable. 

COMPONENTS SUPPLIEIJ FOR ALL SETS DESCRIBED 
IN THIS ISSUE. 

F;cnd stamp! tor new catalogue containing Full Con
~tructional Detail.s of our new range of :M.a~num 

Screened Receivers and latest components. 
¥_~;},~~~;!:.::;;;:i,:;:.~~1~-:tf:,f:~t?:~·~iC>:·~:~~.',~Y.'::·:~·~~~:t.:.r.~~~~'J~;;'i:1'1i:=.;;,:.::;:tt~(~ 

BURME:JOM_ES 
- ""''iF~•· &.. C: 0 • &.., T D., ... ,-;;~::> 
MACMUM HOUSE 

TELEPHONE: HOP 6::1.57 

:Z88,BOROUGH HIGH ST. 
LONDON. S.E.I 
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licensed ; 50 stations have changed 
their position; 197 stations have 
changed power ; 1 11 stations have 
changed wave-length ; 182 stations 
are under construction and 78 
stations are planning to mcrease 
their power ! 

Piano Speaker 
A new principle in connection with 

the reproduction of radio is brought 
forward by the International Radio 
Corporation of Pacific Electric Build
ir1g, Los Angeles, California, who have 
recently placed on the market >1 loud
speaker reproducer unit which is 
n,ot provided with any horn or other 
sound-producing channel, and which 
is adapted to be srrewerl on to 
the back of the sounding-board of a 
piano or underneath a grand piano. 
In this wav the vibrations from the 
reproducer· unit ar~ ..Comm tl.riica ted to 
the piano sound-board . which is 
eminently adapted £or the; reproduc
tion of different tones, and it is claimed 
for this instrument that, llsed in this 
way, it takes advantage of the 
acoustical properties of the piano 
sound-board which are aided by the 
presence of the whole set of strings 
of the piano acting as a sound rein
forcer. This instrument is known as 
the Rotofor Radio Piano Speaker. 

SQUAR.E 
SCREENING BOX 

The Latest Development in 
SCREENING 

as described in last month's 
" Modern Wireless." 

Copper Screening-Box with detachable Lid. 
Oxydised Copper finish, 12/6. 
Copper Screening Unit, as illustrated above, 
with the following components mounted on 
baseboard: 

Magnum Neutralising Condenser 
Magnum Vibro Vahre-Holder 

1 Magnum Fixed Resistor 
1 Magnum 6-Pin Base 

25'-

.·.· ::·· 

(' 
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CRAFTSMANSHIP 
THE wireless cabinet 

illustrated here is one 
of the many designs which 
the craftsmen of V. C. Bond 
have brought to perfection. 
Sound constl~ction and 
beauty of design are the 
hall marks of our cabinets, 
whether of our own design 
or built to your order. 

DRUM 

A bedrcom chair anJ trouser 
press combined provides 
another example of VEE CEE 
BEE quality which serves a 
double purpose. It is not 
only a beautiful piece of furni
ture, but an unseen valet, too. 
Write to-day for free illus
trated particulars to 
ACTUAL MANUFACTURERS 
V.C. BOND & SONS, 
61, The Grove, Mare St., 

Hackney, E.S. 
'Phone: Clissold 0883. E<t. 1899. 
'Orams: '' V"eeCet:Bee,'' Hatk, 

London. 

CONTROL 

You can now improve your panel appearance, pro\'ide = 
= for finer tuning, and model your receiver on latest 

designs by using the new Silver Marshal! No. 8os Dnim 
Control Unit. The unique appearance of this Control is ~ 
shown in the illustration. It is designed for use with 
either three- or single-hole mounting ,COI\densers which 

;;;: can either be mounted on the right- or left-hand side of -
the dial. Scale can be illuminated, if desired, by means -
cf ;t panel lamp, for which bracket is provided. The ;:: 

= No.. 8os Drum Control is easily fitted and can be 
furnished either separately or complete with either a 

:=. ·ooos o.r ·o.o0.35 Modified Quaker S.L.F. Condenser. 
No. 805 Drum Control complete 'vitb lan1.p bracket = 
· for illumination • . . . • . 15/· ~ 
No. 8os Drum Control complete with lamp bracket = 

= = = 
and ·ooos or ·ooo3s Quaker 1\Iodified S.L.F. = 
Condenser 22/6 

Send to-day ]or our new s~ason's temporq,ry catalog1.1e supp(cmcnt. = 
it's free. 

= = = 
= 

~ THE. ROTHERMEL RADIO CORPORATION ~ 
_ OF GREAT BRITAIN, LID. = 
_ 24-26, Maddox Street, London, W.l. -
__ Tele. Nos.: :Mayfair 578 and 579. 'Grams: Rotbermcl, Wesdo, LondQO. _ 

MODERN WIRELESS 

SEEN THESE NEW PRICES? 
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Just take a glance at them-thev · will interest you. 
J\Iakes you wonder how a condenser that contains so many 
advantage<> can be made at such a price I 
Hydra Condensers operate at high voltages with no danger 
of breakdown, have high megohm resistance and low. 
Yariation, and are neat, rigid and compact. 
Use Hydra Condensers in your set and your eliminator be
cause they work in a baekground of dead silence, ami are made 
by a firm who ha Ye been manufacturing condensers for 28 years. 

REVISED PRICES : Tested on 
Capacity, 500 volts D.C. 

'0001 to '009 mid. 1/6 
·o1 to ·os mid. 1!9 
·os to '1 mfcl. 1/9 

'25 mfcl. 2/• 
·s mfd. 2/3 

1'0 mid. 2/8 
2'0 mid. 3/6 
3'0 mltl. ,,3 
c·o mfcl. 5/3 
s-o mfcl. 7/3 
1.0 mfcl. 813 
a·o mfcl. 111· 

10'0 mfcl. .. 14/· 

louis Holzman 
109 KINGSWAY LONDON WC.2 

lrish Fra State Distributors: Briscoe importing Co., g, Asians Q11ay, Dublin. 

BETTER THAN WIRE WOUND I 

RESISTANCES 
'These new process Resistanccs are an 2' I 

STAND improvement on wire wound types- ; 

218G dead accurate--cannot vary-are her- • · 
metically scaled-even boiling in water 1 

OLYMPIA : does not affect them. I 
......................... Anode Resistances so,ooo to} meg. 2·3 I ·5 meg. i 

\Gu.a.ra.JBtieed f!or Ev-er. 1 

MEGITE-:-Grid Leaks. OHMITE-Anode Resistances. 
Advert of the GRAHAM FARISH MFG. CO., 17, MASONS BILL, BROMLEY. 

MoDERN· WIRELEss "' .. 
Advertisement Rates 

SINGLE insertion - - £45 00 
per page a!ld pro rata 

6 CONSECUTIVE insertions 
per ·page and pro rah 

12 CONSECUTIVE insertions 
per page and pro rata 

ONE INCH single coL (2! in. wide) 
Minimum Space, half-an-inch 

4210 0 

40 0 0 

115 0 
17 6 

IMPORTANT. Copy and Blocks mnst be In han~ by 12th of'eaoh 
mouth for Issue published lat dt.J ol foUowiDl month. · 
All communicali<ms r~specling ad1111rlising mU$t b• mlld4 lo 

JOHN H. LILE Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4 
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Let's Go To Olympia 

S 0 much has now been written 
about the National Radio Ex
hibition at Olympia tha.t there 

is a danger of our not seeing the wood 
for trees. Here, however, are a few 
really important tips :-
FooD :-Cafe open all day. 
FEMININITY :-Admitted with pleas-

ure, and will find plenty of interest. 
ExERCISE :-Dodging people you 

don't" want to see; also 
DANCI'NG :-Royal Air Force string 

band: (Good floor.) 
RouTE :-District or Met., .change at 

Earl'e Court ; many direct 'buses 
RAmo::-All sorts, at ·all stalls, all 

prices, all alive-o ! 

What Next? 
No~ that the Post Office, after 

exhau,stive tests, has approved and 
accepted the new wireless beam 

· stations, the engineers who built 
them are free to carry out further 
beam tests with telephony. Apart 
from those stations comprising the 
Empire wir.eless chain the Marconi 
Co. has a beam station of its own at 

· Dorchester. This is for telegraphic .. 
work with South America, and it is 
understood that speech and music 
are to be superimposed on the Morse 
signals, to §ee if the service can "carry 
double." If so, the other beam 
stations would doubtless follow suit, 
and the Empire Wireless Chain would 
be threaded with pearls of speech. 

Empire Broadcasting 
Contrary to the expectations of the 

B.B.C. tremendous enthusiasm has 
greeted the too-long-delayed inception 
of Empire broadcnsting. The Post
master-General has granted · the 
necessary licence to Mr. Gerald Mar-
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cuse, of Coombe Dingle, Caterham, 
Surrey. Programmes from this well
known amateur station (2 N M) are 
now being regularly despatched to all 
parts of the Empire. And there is ll 

widespread conviction that the pro 
grammes could not be in better hands 

2 N M's Great Experiment 
As at present arranged, Australia 

and New Zealand are to get an hour's 
programme at 7 a.m., and at 7 p.m., 
every Sunday. Tests will be made to 
discoYer the best hours for trans
mission to Africa, Canada, StraitE 
Settlements, and other far-flung out
posts of Empire, and upon t,hese tests 
the times and wave-lengths of future 
transmissions will be based. 32·E 
metres is the wave-length that Mr. 
Marcuse has been using fo,r: 2 N M's 
pioneer Empire programmes. Good 
luck to' him ! 

A Sign of the Times 
Have you noticed that already 

there is a very marked improvement 
in long~distan:ce reception, due to the 
darker days f Not only do the Con
tinentals come in earlier in the even
ing, but they have developed a de
lightful daylight punch that speaks 
well for winter reception 

(Continued on page 41S.) 

Dotit miss --the
PERFECT FIVE 

d.B. Loa. Plain. 

Fitted with' nic!rel-plated brass 
skeleton end plates. Ball-bearing 
centre spindle. Pigtail connection. 
Brass Vanes. Rotor vanes tied at 
tips. This model· is fitted with a 
varia.ble Turning Tension. 

Prices, complete with 4-in. Bakelite 
dial:-
·ooo5 mfd. 11/6; ·ooo3 mfd. 10/6; 
·oo025 mfd. 10/-; ·oo015 mfd. 10/-, 

The d.B. S.LF. 
·ooo5 mfd. 11/6 ; ·ooo35 mfd. 10/6 ; 
•ooo25 mfd. 10/- ; ·ooot5 mfd. 10/-. 

Stand No.85 
NATIONAL 1\.ADIO EXHIBIT.lON 

Make a special point of visiting our Stand, and 
you will find there the results of radio research 
embodied in five Condensers which are as 
perfect as modern science can make them. Our 
New Logarithmic models, illustrated, combine 
Accuracy and Precision to a point never before 
attained in any condensers. 

Our S.L.F. models are famous throughout 
the radio world for their perfection of design, 
workmanship, accuracy and finish. Conclusive 
proof of their excellence is that they are being 
consistently recommended by the Technical 
Press. 

Our Neutralising model is the Keutralising 
Condenser which cannot go wrong. Far and 
away ahead of all older models, it eliminates all 
trouble from any Neutrodyne Receiver. 

Remember the Perfect Five. 
1. J.B. Log. Plain. 4. J.B. S.L.F. Slow 
2. J.B. Log. SI o w Motion (J.B. True 
' Motion. Tuning S.L.F.). 

3. J.B. S.L.l'. Plain. 5. J.B. Neutralising. 
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J. B. Log. Slow Motion 
Fitted with a Double Reduction Friction 

Drive, Ratio 6o-I, and complete with 2-in. 
Bakelite knob for vernier control and 4-in. 
Bakelite Dial for main control. 

Prices: 
'ooos mfd. 16/6; ·ooo3 mfd. 15/6; 
·ooozs mfd. 15/·; ·ooors mfd. 15/-. 

The oi.B. S.LF. Slew Motion (True Tuninl 
S.LF.) 

·ooos mfd. 16/6 ; ·ooo35 mfd. 15/6 ; 
·ooo25 mfd. 15/- ; ·ooots mfd, 15/-. 
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CARBORUNDUM 
IN 

RADIO 

THREE NEW LINES 
CARBORUNDUM GRID LEAKS 

AND ANODE RESISTANCES. 
Something quite new in grid leaks and anode 
resistances, offering unique advantages ·over 
other types. Cannot break down, are absolutely 
silent and non-microphonic, therefore eminently 
suited for use in resistance capacity coupled 

amplifiers. 

In .rH standard values .. Price each 2/6. 

CARBORUNDUM RESISTANCE 
CAPACITY· COUPLING UNIT~ 

This unit combines all the advantages of Carbo
rundum grid leaks and anode resistances. The 
components are mounted on a low-loss base, the 
whole being of pleasing appearance. Carefully 
made and tested, this highly efficient coupling 

unit is the one for your set. 
Price each 8/6. 

ALL THREE LINES, together with the now famous 
CARBORUNDUM STABILISING DETECTOR UNIT, 
will be displayed on our Stand, No. 125, at Olympia. 

We shall be pleased to meet you. 

The Carborundum Company, Ltd~. 
Trafford Park Manchester. 

SEE US AT 
OLYMPIA, 

SEE US AT 
OLYMPIA, 

STAND No. 125 STAND No. 125 
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~RADIO NOTES AND® 
~NEWS OF THE MONTH I 
&9 -continued from page 416 ® 
~ ® 
®®~~®~®~~~~~~~®~®~®~ 

And speaking of daylight pr8-
grammes, have you tried for Hiln~r, 
sum lately ? If not, take a stroll 
along 1,060 !netres one afternoon at 
4.30 p.m.-you'll find a fine concert 
in full swing there. 

Proof From 5 G B 
Above· all the discoveries that are 

emerging' or 'have emerged from the 
first few weeks of the Daventry 5GB 
Experimental transmissions, one fact 
stands out supreme. And that is the 
fact that; alternative programmes are 
not a I'Kxury, but a proved necessity. 
Every set ought to be a double
ptograinme puller, and every listener 
in the:cojlntry ought won to he in a 
position to turn the dial and take his 
choice of entertainment._ Along this 
road to brighter radio and alternative 
programmes 5 G B is the first mile
stotie. 

Daventry's New Aerial 
For some reason, 5GB's first 

aerial took a dislike to Yorkshire, 

HOW DAR SAVES 
YOU MONEY 

If you have an old 
sulphaied accumulator 
you can, for a few shil
lings, cure it of snlpha
tion and reactivate it 
v.:ith DAR, thereby 
saving the cost of a 
new one. If, on the 
other hand, you treat 
a new accumulator 
with DAR, yon can 
prevent suI ph a tion, 
thereby doubling its 
ordinary life. 

Particulars of 
£1,000 guar~ntee 
with each bottle 

and listeners out l\lalton way had 
great difficulty in picking up the 
programmes. The B.B.C. is now 
getting a new aerial rigged up, and 
probably it will he in use before 
October. From a mere 100 feet, 
Daventr.\' Experimental"s aerial will 
go up to a height of 325 feet, and no 
doubt reception will go up accord
ingly. 

Wor.ld's Radio Regulations 
Amongst the i.mportant radio events 

of October pridtl of place undoubtedly 
belongs to _the In,ternational Radio 
Conference, for which the delegates 
are now assembling at Washington. 

· Every nation naturally claims a 
place in the ether, not only for its 
broadcasting, but for its ships, aero
planes, and all other wireless trans
mitters and receivers. And the 
Washington Conference has to hear 
all the claim~ ·and suggestions, and 
then work out a scheme for all the 
world's wireless. Some job ! 

Ships That Jam In the Night 
The last International Radio Con

ference, which gave us the S 0 S 
signal; put the world's ships and coast 
stations upon a satisfactory basis. 
But since then the position has been 
highly coi:nplieated by the arrival of 
broadcasting, aeroplane wireless, 
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short-wave discoveries, radio direction 
finding, wireless beam services, and 
television ! 

Cle:uing wave-bands for all the 
various classes of ether traffic will he 
no ea~:· task, but ·Washington must 
attempt the feat, to save the world 
fro111 the chaos of ever-increasing 
congestion in the ether. 

Our Nearest Neighbour 
Which foreign broadcasting station 

lies nearest to the English coast ? 
Not many listeners know it, but this 
distinction belongs to the new French 
station at Lille. It was opened only 
about a couple of months ago, and at 
the time of writing is transmitting 
.upon a wave-length of 285 metres. 
The distance from Dover is less than 
90 miles. 

Como Commences 
To ·celebrate this year's centenary 

of Alessandro Volta, the Italians 
arranged an Electrical Exhibition, 
and backed it up by a temporary 
broadcasting station to " tell the 
world." This has been on the air at 
Como, on 500 metres. So if you have 
picked up an unfamiliar voice round 
about there you were probably listen
ing to the ether-monument of the man 
who gave the volt to the world, and 
who died only one hundred years ago. 

FREE TEST 
OFFER 

During the Kational 
Radio Exhibition at 
Olympia, Sept. 24 to 
Oct. I, we shall be 
pleased to give free 
DAR treatment to any 
sulphated accumula
tors that visitors wish 
to bring to our Stand 
No. 104 in order to 
provide first - hand 
proof of the value of 
this wonderful new 
invention. 

T H E GREATEST 
BATTERY IM
PROVEMENT SINCE 

1881 

DOUBLES BATTERY LIFE 
DAR, LTD., AUSTRALIA HOUSE, STRAND, W.C.2. Tel: City 1073-4 

41S 
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This NEW Work is essential to a full 
-IT SHOULD BE IN EVERY HOME 

Education 

The story of Man's adventure on the earth 
from the earliest time until to-day, told in 

33 CHRONICLES 
giving a continuous and world-wide 
narrative of events and . 

200 STUDY CHAPTERS 
dealing in detail with the events, move
ments, and so~ial life of the period 
covered by each chronicle. 

9,000 PICTURES 
each, as far as may be, contemporary with 
the event or period described. The great 
museums of the world have been ransacked 
to bring together. this vast and immensely 
valuable collection of pictorial documents. 

150 LEADING 
HISTORIANS 

haYe combined to write the UNIVERSAL 
HisTORY, ·under the direction of J. A. 
Hammerton, the well-known editor of 
" The Universal Encyclopedia." Their 
contributions have been assembled into 
a brilliant whole; embodying the. cream 
of the world's historical knowledge. 

a~~;s••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a••••• 

OVER £200,000 
is being expended by the Publish
ers on the production of this 
monumental work. Its publication 
in part form enables you to obtain 
it for 1/3 per fortnight-only just 
over 

ONE PENNY PER DAY 
In the finished work you will 
possess a complete historicallibrary 
of the utmost possible value and 
interest to you and every member 
of your family. 

....................................................... ·-······· 

Ko man is truly educated without a knowledge of world 
history. Xew methods of writing history, new discoveries, 
and the focussing of modern thought less upon rulers than 
the people they ruled over, have rendered a new and 
up-to-date History imperative. A vast undertaking has 
been attempted and triumphantly achieved. Fortnight 
by fortnight until it is completed, HARMSWORTH'S 
CKIYERSAL HISTORY will unfold the history of the world 
as a living story-the record of the growth of men's ideas 
and hopes and the reaction of great events upon the common 
people ; no mere accounts of kings, elates, and battles, but 
the real history of man-an enthralling and instructive 
romance of the undying past . 

HARMS WORTH'S 

UNIVERSAL 
r.nt I will be published 011 Oct. 4/h and will be obtaiunble fro>n nil .Vcwsngeds, 
Booksellers and Bookstalls. • 

If you have any difficulty i11 obtaining a copy, send 1/6 to the Publishers, The 
Amalgamated Press, Ltd., The Flee/way House, Farringdon Street, Lo11don, E. C. 4· 

=======================~ 419 
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Wave-length. 

600 
500 
400 
300 
200 

TABLE 7. 

Effective resistance. 
Ohms. 

370,000 
410,000 
460,000 
510,000 
640,000 

If these values are now included 
in the amplification formula, we find 
that the amplification actually ob
tained is much more nearly uniform, 
being considerably higher than it was 
for the first tuned circuit. The calcu
lated amplification for the three valVf?S 
specified comes out as follow;s : 

TABLE 8. 
- Valve l. Valve 2. Valve 3. 

Wave- M=20 M=40 
length. RAC= RAC= 

40,000 100,000 ·. 

600 18·0 31·5 
500 18·2 32·0 
400 18·4 32·8 
300 18·6 

I 
33·5 

200 18·8 33·4 

WOIIDERFU 
YALUf!--/ . 

• 
BRITISH 

MADE 
DULL EMITTER 

M=40-
RAt'= 
200,000. 

26·0 
27·0 
28·0 
29·8 
30·5 

The amplification with the. new coil 
is therefore much more uniform, and 
it should be noticed that we have not 
sacrificed anv desirable features, hut 
rather, having improved the coil 
immensely, have levelled out the 
amplification over the tuning range. 
Table 8 should be compared with 
Tables 3, 4, and 5. Clearly the new 
coil proves its value in two ways
first by increasing the magnification 
at all wave-lengths;. and, secondly, 
by providing reasonably uniform 
amplification. Messrs. Loftin and 
White had better look out. If they 
had attended to the design of their 
tuning coils there would probably 
have been no need to use coupling 
condensers and special circuits, with 
their enhanced losses I 

A Summary 
The points brought out above may 

be summarised as follows : 
. 1. .For a given valve maximum am

plification will be obtained when the 
tuned anode eircuit has the lowest 
po'Ssible. ]osses: ' 

2. The amplification can be made 
sensibly uniform by paying attention 
to the design of the tuned circuit, and 
particularly to the coil. 

3. The amplification for a given 
tuHed circuit is less for a valve having 
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a high A.C. resistance than for one 
having a lower value of resistance. 

The information given above serves 
to bring out one or two points which 
have to be considered when designing 
tuned-anode H.F. amplifiers. There 
arc many other things of interest, such 
as the effect of tapped coils, and the 
amplification which it is safe to design 
for in practice ; hut these will have 
to be dealt with in a future article, as 
will the question of selectivity, the 
ratio of inductance to capacity in the 
tuned circuit, and other things of vital 
importance. 

@@@@@@~@@@@@@@®®®®®© 

~ THE "NEW MIDGET" 6 
~ ONE-VALVER ~B 
~ -continued from page 378 ~ 
{S\5Scf}]'[!311Jr:f1Jcf}]@®®®rflJ@I@rflJ®®@Iif!s!J 

Results 
The results obtained with this little 

set were quite up to expectation. 
London at eight miles was received 
at good 'phone strength on 9 ft. of 
wire, and no e~th; 5GB could also 
be heard on this aer.ial, and also the 
carrier waYe of Langenberg. On an 
outside aerial 2 L 0 was stron"" 
enough to give small-room loud 
speaking. 

(Continued on page 422.) 

GAMBRELL PRODUCTS-~ 
lead 'the 'ml"ay 

5l-
11 

to highest efficiency in Radio Reception. 
THE GAMBRELL NEUTROVERNIA 

This neutmlising or balancing_ condPnser, owing to its 
wonderful efficiency, is unequalled in appearance or 
performance by any condenser on the market. It is 
constructed with the greatest range of capacity, approx. 
2/38 mjmfds. IMPOSSIBLE TO SHORT CIRCUIT 
owing to ebonite di-electric, can be mounted in three 
positions, oil or through the panel or on the 5 f6. 
baseboard, and what is more, it is totally . 
t:nclosed, dust and damp-proof. Price . 

GAMBRELL CENTRE 
TAPPED COILS 

VALVES 
for 

2Volt, ·tamp. 

These coils give the maximum amount 
oi e:ffectiye current to any centre· 
tapped-coil circuit yet devised. Occu
pying the minimum baseboard space, 
fitting all standard coil sockets, and 
unlimited in use, as they are not re-H.F. and L.F. 

5/11 "\Volt, ·tamp. 
H.F .. and L.F. · 

OUR GUARANTEE· · 
We guqrantee that if any o/ these valves fail to give c~~plete 
aatis/action either as regards volume, sensitivUy .qr real 
purity of tone,l we will replace them absolutely free o/ charge. 

Visit our Stand No. 244 at The National Radio -Exhibition· 
and see our range of new Portable Sets.·: 

3-Valve Model £ 10 1 0 0 
De Luxe Model, covered in 

Crocodile, Lizard or Morocco £ 1 2 1 2 0 
Marconi Royalties extra, 37/6. 
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stricted to tapped-coil circuits only. 
Prices q noted are for standard coils. 

{Centre tapped coils 6d. extra). 

Approx.No. . Approx.No. 
Size. Price. of Turns. Size. Price. of Turns. 

a2 4l10 18 D 6/3 100 
'l_ ~~0 ~8 El 6/9 150 
Bl 5/3 40 E 7/9 200 
B 5/6 50 F 8/6 300 
C 5'9 75 G 10/· 500 

SEE THE GAMBRELL MAINS RECEIVERS ON STAND No. 66 
AT THE NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION, OLYMPIA. 
The outstanding exhibit of the Olympia Radio Exhibition will undoubtedly 
be the Gambrell Mains Receiving Sets, whic.iJ. give wonderful long distance 
reception and perfect tone with the most economical means of radio reception, 
working directly from the mains. Constructed for use of A.C. or D.C. current. 

Prices range irom £17 to £39. Valves, Coils, and Royalties paid. 
Write /or illustrated./older No. 16, giving full particulars. 

GAMBI!lELL BROS.LTD. 
76, VICTORIA ST., LONDON, S.W.l. 
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Better be safe 

MoDERN WIRE~ 
\ 

than sorry-here's 
the condenser to use 

THE fixed condense~ is one of 
the cheapest components in your 

Wireless receiver. But it is also one 
of the most important. That is 
why the country's leading radio 
technicians c o n s i s t e n tl y use 

T.C.C. 
Condensers in their circuits. Because 
they know they are not prejudicing 
the success of their sets. The few 
pence more for T.C.C. may mean 
the difference between failure and 
success. From ·ooJ to ·ooo9, 2/4. 

Advt. Co., Ltd., Wales Farm Rd., N. Acto11, IV.3. 

The "LONG-RANGE" FIVE 
By W. JAMES. 

SET OF 3 SPECIAL COILS AND BASES 

ALUMINIUM SCREEN 
WRHE FOR LISTS. 

4916 i 

516 

Sole Distributors to the Wireless Broadcast Trade for·
PAXOLIN TUBES AND PANELS 

'VIlRIG:EJ:T & 'VIlEAIRE, X.TD,, 
740, BIGH RD., TOTTENHAM, LONDON, N.17. Phone: Totten~am 3132 

Comp!cte with dips to !-ake a~1y standard grid leak. 

Series-parallel Model 
Type S.P. permits grid leak 
being placed in £eries or in 
parallel without alterat!on of 
\..,·irin\l. Price 2/10. Capacilies: 
·ooo9 mfd. to ·oool mid. 

100 9510 

No Matter the Circuit. 
Westam won't shirk it! 
WESTAM EVERLASTING H.T. ACCUMUWORS. 
19.28 ).Iodel,Type O.B., now ready. In po!is~1ecl Oak 
box, base insulated, outside series and parallel con
ne::dons, and removable carrying handle. Start 
now ar\d receiYe concerts rich antl pure, Tone and 
Selectivity, Constant vnltage and ample res~rve 
of power that will enable all component part:; in 

the set, the \"<tlves and loud speaker itself, 
to work at the highest point of efficiency, 
in unison and harmony! you will then 
have the joy of radio pedention.- ·Every 
\Vestam is made with this object. They 
arc fully guaranteed and British. In t.he 
following£izesfrom any reputable dealer: 
60v. 45'-. lOOv. 751-, 120v. 90/-. 
Also in standard Model Type S.B. nt 
6d. per volt, 20v. 10,6, 30~. 161-, 60v. 
30/-, 90v. 451-, lOOv. 50/-. 120v. 60/-" 
Safe to buy, saf& •o nse. &dsstitutes 

Grongewood sh~uld be refused •. 
. x7 45·. New catalogue in print, 5upplied free through po.!t or dealer. 

MAOOS BATTERY MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd., Clements Rd., London, E.6 
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~ THE " NEW MIDGET " i 
I ONE-VALVER I 
@ -continued from page 420 ® 

~WW~W~WWWW~M'tB~®~c&®W~ 
With a No. 60 centre-tapped coil 

in use, several stations other than the 
local were received in daylight, 
whilst after dark on the same coil the 
stations came in at varying strengths 
all round the tuning dial. 

On the Pye condensers "employed 
it does not matter which set of plates 
is at low potential, ~ince both are 
completelv insulated from the end 
plates an"d the dial spindle. The 
fixed plates were taken to the low
potential points in order to simp~ify 
wiring. In the case of- the tumng 
condenser the end plat~s are con
m~cted to earth in order to act as a 
srreen to overcome a slight ham~
capacity effect which was experienced. 

Should, for any reason, the reaction 
coil be connected round the wrong 
way, different. symptoms to usual are 

, experienced. The set will still oscillate, 
but it will not be possible to resolve 
carrier waves, and reaction control. 
will be very ploppy. Also, signals 
will be distinctly poor from tl1e 
local station, 

®®®®®®®®~®®®®®®®~®®® 

~ RADIO THIS SEASON ~ 
~ -continuerj from page 324 ~ 
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the point and underestimates the 
value of stations like P C J J 
or 2 F C coming into operation this 
winter. 

If we had a station like P C J J, 
the public is sufficiently well informed 
these days to understand that its 
service would be more or less experi
mental-but nevertheless it~ ex
perimental broadcasts would be keenly 
watched, and progress would natur
ally be made as experience and 
experiment proceeded. This is cer
tainly the idea held by the Australian 
broadcasting people. 

But no. the B. B.O. have their own 
idea~. and so ·tt has been left to Mr. 
Marcilse. the well-known Caterham 
amateur', to inaugurate an experi· 
mental service of his own; while in 
the Antipodes 2 F C~a powerful short
wave station-gets on with the job 
and starts an experimental service 
which, so far, has proved successful. 
Perhaps it is better so. 

lVIr. Marcuse-providing he is not 
hedged in by too many Post Office 
restrictions-has the right adventur-
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ous spirit for an undertaking of this 
kind. He is not a rule-of-thumb man, 
and, whatever the results, his experi
ments will be watched with sympathy 
and interest wherever the English 
language is spoken. You see, he is 
trying ; he is not afraid of taking a 
chance, nor is he inclined to grow 
a long white beard in waiting until 
he has reached " technical perfec
tion." No; he is getting on with the 
job. Good luck to him! 

Alternative Programmes 
As an offset to the B.B.C.'s attitude 

in connection with the Empire Broad
casting scheme, the opening of 5 G B 
has done much to encourage fresh 
interest in British broadcasting. 

Daventry Junior, indeed, marks the 
beginning of a new epoch in broad
casting. For over four years listeners 
have been asking for an alternativo 
programme service. When 5 X X was 
opened, it was hoped that this widely
expressed public wish would be met, 
but 5 X X proved to be only a glorified 
relay station after all, and until 
recently the public had almost 
resigned themselves to a one-pro
gramme service. 5 GB, however, 
starts its service at a most appro
priate time, and with every promise of 
fulfilling its appointed destiny. 

(Continu.d on page 424.) 

Cue-free Radio THE BEST IN THE WEST 

AT STAND 230 
NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION 

"J1\UtN1£1r·· 
SELF - SOLDERING WIRE 

& 

THE "PEERPOINT" SOLDERING 

COME AND SEE HOW 
EASY "JUNIT" IS GOING 
TO MAKE YOUR WORK 
THIS WINTER • • • 

IRON 

THE .JUNIT MANFACTURING CO., LTD., 
24•27, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W,C,l, 

Tel. Holborn 8042. 
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Captain Round's latest screened valve 
as specifie_d in the Wireless Press and 
acknowledged to be the most wonderful · 

valve yet produced. 

Place your orders now. Delivery 
in rotation from Sept. 15th~ ,1927. 

It will pay you to call at our showr~oms to hear a 
demonstration of the marvellous · apparatus for 

electrical Gramophone r-eproduction. . 
Every type of pick-up can he demonstrated upon 
request. Brown, lgranic, Marconi, Celestion, etc. 

Latest devices and newest components 
always in stock. 

DO NOT FAIL TO SECURE A COPY 
OF OUR LATEST CATALOGUE JUST 
PUBLISHED (free to caUers), BY POST 
6d. (to defray postage and paeking). 

WILL .. DAY LTD. (Dept. M.W.), 
19, LISLE ST., LEICESTER SQUARE, 

LONDON, W.C.2. 
Telephone; Reaerit 4577. Telecrama: M Titlea. w .. trand, London."· 
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SEE 
COLVERN 

·PRODUCTS 
On Stand No. 80 

SHORT-WAVE COILS 
SIX-PIN COILS 

SIX-PIN BINOCULAR COILS 
SCREENS 

VARIABLE TUNING CONDENSERS 
H.F. CHOKES 

The Collinson Precision Screw Co., Ltd. 
Provost Works, Macdonald Road, Walthamstow, 

LONDON, E.l7 

L. 

q 'ou must have a ]'precision instntment 

:Modern radio circuits call for critical tuning-critical 
.tuning demands precision condensers-precision con
'densers means Pye condensers for accuracy and reliability. 
Pye precision condensers are scientific instruments made 
one at a time with great care. Y on need them to get 
the best from your set. 

PRICES-·oooz, ·oooz, ·ooo3 illfd. 1716 each. 
.0005 :I<Ifd. 1816 " 
'00075 ~!fd. 22i6 " 

'.'

- ' ' "W:X:r At OGlytnpi::"'vit ESland&No. c1atJ. 
•• • • .Jil::"" o., 

"Granta Works," Montague Rdo 
CAMBRIDGE. 
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eg,ul~tio.t) 
of v_oltage 
by .means·· of 
WEST ON 

lnstnifuetits, . 
giv~_i.tJ!proved 

·« • ·· reception 
To.obtaiqmaxim~~$from yourr~ 
you must·bcf.5Ute,dKit the;H.T. L.T •. ·4lh.4 
G.B. .are . . 

StANDARD mE WORlD OVER. 
. PiollW'S sine£, 1888 . 

W •swn .im.:JI'ic«i lnstrumc11t Co. Lfd; 
t5, Gt. si.tJfml au4 

London, E,C.l 

I 
I 
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Plantations 
and Panels. 
1. The panel is born . . . 

way back in a Pacific 
Island tree. 

I T is a far cry from Matay to 
your Wireless Set in Manchester 

or Mitcham or Maidenhead or 
whe-rever you may live in England. 
Yet way back in a Malay rubber 
t>lantation is the tree from whence 
came the ebonite Panel upon which 
your components are mounted. 
This is how they do it. First, an 
incision is made in the bark of the 
tree. Then a little cup is placed 
in position at the Point of the tap. 
Into this flows the latex, the fl,uid 
which, in time, becomes rubber 
Only the pick of this rubber is 
selected for the manufacture of 
Radion and Resiston Panels. From 
th.e day the Native gathers the 
latex to the moment the lustrous 
Panel leaves the Radion factor-y 
almost flnical care has been taken 
to ensure the absolute purit-y of the 
rubber. The native, would, indeed, 
be surprised if he could see what 
strength and what beauty had 
been given to the milky fl,uid he 
once knew. 
You, too, wilt be surprised when first you 
see a Radian Panel. Such strength! 
Such a smooth even surface! Such 
uq~isite colouring! Such superb finish! 
It ts only a Radian or Resiston Panel 
which will give so aristocratic an appear
ance to your Set. Such a high standard 
of efficiency too. Ask your Deal&T. 

Q Radian. and F? esistop. Panels come in 17 
. stock sxzes, from 7 m. x 6 in. at 3/6 in 

B.ack to 12 m. x 14 m. at 161- in Mahoganite. 

"24 hours Cut Panel Service" 
•~"" A merica11 Hard Rt~bber Co (Brit.) 13a ForeSt E.C. 

· ~ 95~I 
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1ii ~ RADIO THIS SEASON ~ 
~ --continued from page 422 ® 

05FttrSJ'58® SJ:SJiiYt:ns®wsswt?wsiw~ 
For one thing, " talks " will not 

he broadcast from that station a fact 
which should go far to enha;lCe its 
~opularity witli that vast majority of 
listener~ who chiefly desire amusement 
and not a second-rate educahonal 
course. If, by chance ~as rumour 
has it-this policy is altered. tbe 
B.B.C. will be m~kina a ver,; un· 

l 
0 -' 

popu ar move. If 5 G B and 5 X X 
broadcast strongly-contrasted pro
grammes-and" ~tronalv-contrasted ., 
they mu~t, be if the original idea of an 
alternative programme ~en-ice is to be 
maintained-then a new lease of life 
will be given to British Broadca~ting 
-a new lease, bv the wav which 
(it is no good bli;1king at f~~b) has 
bel'n made necessary bv the wide
spread discontent with r~gard to the 
past programme policy of the B.B.C. 

The Regional Scheme, indeed. starts 
off under favourable circumstances
and so far _we ~ave no reason to sup· 
pose that 1t will not be carried to a 
triumphant and whollv successful 
completion. • 

Full of Possibilities 
'\Yith regard to the amateur, the 

f<eason is full of possibilitieB, and the 
scope offered to the experimenter has 
probably never been greater. "Set· 
building " is no longer an amusing 
pastime-it is a serious and valuable 
hobby, requiring, for its best results, a 
sound k_rwwl~ge of radio technique 
and a skill whwh no other hobby in the 
world demands to such a hiah decrree. 

I have said nothing of th~ probable 
de.-elopments of tele.-iHion, of four
electrodevalve circuits, and have but 
barely touched the fringe of that vast 
and fascinating subject, short-wave 
radio, but enough has been written 
to show, I· think, that the latter 
part of 1927, and the year 1928, will 
not be lacking in material and sub
jects for controversy, which. in them
selves, will prove the truth of that 
trite saying, " Radio is still in its 
infancy." 
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~ WHAT READERS I 
I . THINK ~ 
81; -contmued from page 346 5l,:l 
~ ~ ~ 
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It is noted that the mutual con
ductance, or " slope " of the DEP.610 
valve is as high as 1·55 m.a. per volt 
for an "m " value of 7. If you 
refer to the '":ell-known D.E.5 power 
valve, .you will find that this valva 
has a mutual conductance of ·88 m.a. 
per volt for a similar " m " value of 
7. Thus both valves should deal 
with the same input, but the Osram 
·DEP.610 has the advantage of a 
much greater output for the same 
grid swing, and, in addition, a re
duction in current consumption of 
from 0·25 ampere to 0·1 ampere. 

The aim in valve design is to con
struct a valve with as high a mutual 
conductance as possible. If then we 
retain the impedance at a sufficiently 
low value to provide the requisite 
anode current for driving a normal 
type loud speaker in popular use, the 
" m " value will increase. The 
advantage of this is that it will 
provide more volume from a weak 
input from distant stations and if 
receiving loud signals from ~ nearby 
station, some form of volume control 
in front of the power valve will re.duce 
the i~put to the same magnitude and 
provide the same· volume of undis
torted output. 

It must be appreciated, of course, 
that the DEP.610 does not fall within 
the Super-Power Valve class, the 
purpose of which is to deal with a very 
much greater input, and it is admitted 
at o~ce that for a large input requiring 
a svong up to about 20 volts a valve 
of the Osram D.E.5.A. class bt>eomes 
essential in the last stage. 

We shall be g.eatly obliged if you 
?an see your way to correct the 
Impression which your article must 
have created concerning the new 
DEP:610 val~·e, by giving publicity 
to tins letter m your next issue. 

Yours faithfully, 
F. E. HENDERSON. 

Yalve Dept., 
General Electric Co., Ltd. 

THE PREMIER RADIO WEEKLY 
IF YOU WOFLD KEEP AU FAIT WITH ALL 
THE LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN WIRELESS 

YOU MUST READ 1 POPULAR WIRELESS' 
It contains ':luth?ritative_ technical articles, chatty news and views 
and everythmg hkely to mterest all classes of radio enthusiasts. 

ON SALE EVERY THURSDAY. Price 3tl. 
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1hc "Cyldon" Log Mid-Line is the con
denser of to-day and the future. It 
spreads all the stations evenly over the 
whole dial. It prevents any " falling 
out-of-step" at the beginning or end. It 
simplifies tuning in multi-tuned circuits 
when individual condensers are used, by 
mal,ing all the dial readings exactly the 
same. It is the only condenser you should 
fit to your set now. Experts insist 
on using them-and recommending them. 

PRICES: 
'001 - 19/- ·ooo5 • I 5/6 ·0003 - 14/6 

'00025 • 14/- '0002 • 13/6 
With 4" knob dial 2/- extra. 

GA1l'G CONDENSERS 
Twin Gang - • £2-:10 
Triple Gang - - £3 : I 0 
Four Gang - • £4 :10 

Thick aluminium plates. Large adjustable 
non·wearing bearings. Pigtail rotor connection. 
Precision fini:;h and electrical efficiency. 

Be sure to see "CYLDON" 
products at Stand No. 121, 
National Radio Exhibition. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE. 
The products of the world's best brains 
and manufacturing resources in any trade 
f,r pro!<Js::rion have always interested thf' 
'' Clwap.Jack" imitato1·, tho worthiness 

~JH~ 11hf: ~~~kdl~ftsor1~fn~~~~. b?, t0yrr~~~1 
products, unfortunately, l1ave not been 
spal"cd this form of unwelcome flattery. 
Every genuine u Cyldon • • Conden:wr 
bears our registered trade mark on the 
end plate. Insist on seeing lllis before 
purchasing. 

Cl"LDON' products can be obtained from stoc1& 
by 1·eturn; rwd do not believe any st11tements to 

b~;2~0'\V/:.~~· E~fJi:z7l1 cfJ¥~c.ul~~ 'j;:o'l~~ ~.nJ~1>~ 
sustem. 

Sole A us tmlian Aoe n t s: 
E. V. Hudson, 55/7, Charlotbe Street, 

Brisbane, Queensland. 

SYDNEY S. BIRD & SONS, 
Cyldon Works, 

Samesfield Rd., Enfield Town 
Contractors to B.B.C., H.M. R.A.F., 
H.M. Office of Works, and all manu-

facturers of quality receivers. 

x~Ci~i.;@@~~~~-
~ilL~aOG MID·LINI 

~ 

exacily. This transmission, followed 
by a ~ilcnt period of three minutes in 
each case, is repeated three times, 
conring a total of nine minutes 
cYery half hour. 

This sequence is carried out by 
the clock in the following manner : 

.T u:>t prior to the beginning of the 
transmission, contacts on the clock 
start up the main alternator which 
proviues the whole of the power 
required for the transmitter. A 
~econd pair of contacts then energises 
the motor of the character wheel, and 
the actual periods of transmission are 
govcrnecl by mechanisms incorpor
ated in the character wheel. At the 
end of the third transmission the 
clock contact opens and the current 
to the main alternator is switched off 
until the next half-hour period i8 re
quired. In f~<ir weather the cycle is 
repeated every half hour. 

As much of the infonnalion aiun in the 
columns o.f tltis papn cou('crns the most recent 
developments ·in the Radio u·orld, some of the 
arranuenzents and 8pecialitica descrilJecl nwy be 
the subJect of Letters Patent, anrl the anutteur 
and the trader 1rould be well adcised to obtain 
permission of the paten'ces lo use llw patents 
b~fore doinq so. 

In foggy weather a band-operated 
switch is turned to short-circuit the 
alternator contacts, and the whole 
signal, consisting of the one-minute 
transmission and three - minutes 
silence, is then repeatell contiuuou:;;ly. 

In addition to the clock switch
board mentioned above, switchboards 
are provided for the main power 
plant. These switchboards mount all 
the necessary instruments, switches, 
etc., for controlling the respectiYe 
n~nning mac binery. 

The motor a ltcrn~<tors snppliell 
with this station consist of a shunt
wound q kw. D.C. motor designed 
to run off a 50-Yolt supply, and 
coupled to a separately excited 
alternator, 100-130 volts, 400-600 
cycles, single phase, both mounted on 
a cast-iron bedplate. Suitable field 
regulators and automatic starters are 
also provided, and the frequency of 
the alternating current can be Yaried 
within the limits of 400 and GOO 
cycles. 

The battery supplied, of the glass
C<'ll permanent type, is of ample 
c,, pacity to nm the complete station 
for R period of twclYe hours without 
rcchargjng. 

(Continued on paJe 4:'::G.) 
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What will 
you be doiD!l. 

one yea1 .. ea;) 
&omt ':, 

Three hundred and sixty-five day_s 
from now-\vhat ? 

\Vill you still be struggling along in 
the same old job at the same old 
salary--worried about the future
never quite able to make both ends 
meet-standing still while other men 
~o ahead? 

One year from to-day will. you still be 
putting off your start to.wards success-
thrilled with ambition one moment and 
then cold the next-delaying, waiting, 
fiddling away the precious hours that will 
neyer come again ? 

There is no greater tragedy in the world 
than that of a man who stays in the rut 
all his life, when with just a little effort 
he could bring large success within his 
grasp. 

:\lake up your mind to-day that you're 
aoing to train yourself to do some one thing 
~-ell ; then fi1id out just what the Inter
national Correspondence Schools can do 
for you. 

The LCS haYe helped tens of thousands 
of men and women to success and can 
ldp you. 

By studying at home in your own time 
you can qualify for the position you want 
In the work you like best. All we ask 
is the chance to proye it, 

If )'Oit arc in nlly uuccrtainty about 
-rour future and feel that a little expert 
advice would be helpful to you, write to us 
to-day Your letter will be answered by 
a specialist_ That will cost yott nothmg 
and place yozt under no obligation. 

The Schools have 3Go Standard Courses, 
of which the FOLLO\YING are the more 
DIPORT:\NT groups: 

Accountancy & Poster Designing 
Book-keeping Railway Equipment 

Advertising & Running 
Architecture Salesmanship 
Building Scientific Management 
Commercial Art Shorthand Typewriting 
Draughtsmanship Showcard Writing 
Fashion Illustrating Textiles 
French and Spanish Window Dressing 
General Education Wireless Telegraphy 
Plumbing Woodworking 

Engineering (all branches: state which). 
Professional Examinations (state which). 

There is a Special Booklet for each group, 
,,-hich will te sent free on request. Tell us 
the one· you \\·oulc.l like to sec. 

!NTERNATWNAt COR~ESi'ONDENJE SCHOOLS, LTD., 
91 Interna'!cnal Buildings; Kingsw IY, London, W.C.2 
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Because 
They're Up-to-date 
Better finished 
Cost no more, and 
Gua~anteed Perfect 

" Utility , 
MICRO 

DIAL 
\\"e illustrate a 
n e w, easier-to
read model, with 
an aluminium dial 
and hair-line cur
sor. Price 7/6. 
Last year's model 
is sti!l obtai.Jiable. 

"Utility" 
NEUTRODYNE 
CONDENSER 

Arranged for mounting 
above or below baseboard. 

so that leads maY be 
made as short- as 
possible. Rigid. no 
end-play. Ball-bear
ing- centre spindle. 
A.diust.ment cannot 
upset accident 

"Utility" 
LOW•LOSS 

CONDENSERS 
One end ·pia le has 
been dispensed \\o'ith; 
absorption and other 

losses reduced to 
the minimum . .Ko 
end-play, noend
thrust, rigid and 
smooth. Capaci
ties from ·ooo:z to 
·oor.l31- up(with I Verni-er); 7i6without. 

" Utility" 
NO-CAPACITY 

CHANGE-OYER SWITCH 
Elec-trostatic capacity 

to the tine:!t 

SHOWING 
AT THE RADIO 

EXHIBITION 
Sept. 24th to 

Oct. 1st. 

" Utility •• Components / 
ore obtainable from good 
dealers everywhere. List 

fJ·ee on request. 

A special automatic battery-charg
ing plant is installed which auto
matica.Ily starts up the engine and 
proceeds with the charging of the 
batterY' directly the batterY dis
charges itself beiow a predete;mined 
level. Immediately the Yoltage oi 
the battery has reached the required 
level the engine is automatically 
switched off. 

A feature of the charging plant is 
that the line Yoltage is kept constant 
and the automatic control switch
boards are so arranged that at eYery 
cha,.ge the engines are used alter
natively. If one engine fails to start 
when required, the bat.tery, after a 
few seconds. is automaticallY switched 
to the othe~ engine. Should this fail 
to' start, the plimt switches itself off 
altogether, and rings a bell to warn 
the lightkeeper. 

The range of the station, assuming 
a normal ship's D/F recriYer, is 
capable of giYing aceurare bearings 
up to a range of 70 to 100 miles. 
Under fayourable conditions of atmo
spherics and jamming this range wilL 
of course, be increased. 

f[c.E:iJS!P®®® B)_~,z:_ 2:_)2)656JP®Qtg]:ffj: @f;j;_,3f; '~ 

i OPERATING THE g 
® ® ® "LONG-RANGE" FIVE ® 
6h -cfJntinuedfrom page 3&4 t? ® @ 
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When 6-volt valves are used much 
more amplification is obtained be
cause, ~:<peaking generally, 6-volt 
valve~ have twice the voltage factor 
for the same A.C. resistance as 2-volt 
valves. ·when using 6-volt valves, 
therefore, we can afford to use in the 
H.F. position types having an A.C. 
resistance of about 30,000 ohms, for 
by so doing we shall gain in selectivity 
and at the same time have plenty of 
amplification. 

The Valves to Use 
We therefore recommend for the 

H.F. stages two Osram D.E.5b valves, 
two D.E 8H.F. valves, or two of the 
new D.E.H.612 valves. In the de
tector stage fit a Cossor 6-volt R.C. 
valw, and in the first L.F. position a 
Cossor 610H.F. valve ; put a Stentor 6 
in the output position. These valves 
can all be used with an anode voltage 
of 120. The grid bias of the first L.F. 
stage should be -1·5, and of the 
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power stage about -12. If valves 
having a lower A.C. resistance than 
25.000 to 30,000 ohm' are used in 
the H.F. position. it will be found 
that an anode ,-oltage of ()0 to 90 for 
the two H.F. valn:, will be ample. 

It is, of courti,e. verv difficult. to 
describe with any. accu~acy the per
formance of a set of this type. It can 
be said quite definitely, however, 
that the amplification obtained is all 
that anyone is likely to require when 
6-volt nlves are used. eYen if the set 
is used in a fiat whe~e onlv a small 
aerial can be fitted. Any station 
which is producing stronger voltageH 
in the aerial than the mush and 
atmospherics will be received on the 
loud speaker. 

As regards selectivity, the position 
of the set with regard to a main B.B.C. 
station will. of course, be an impor
tant factor, but in judging selectivity 
the que~tion should be, not "Can I 
cut out London working on 830 kilo
cycles and recrive Cardiff working on 
850 kilocvf'le~?" but. "How ma.nv 
stations c~n I receive all told clear ~f 
interference? " The answer to tL" 
lattrr question will, of course, deprnd. 
upon the magnification given by the 
receiver. If the magnification of the 
set is cut down in order to proYicl'l 
8electivitv. f>uch that a station work
ing 20 kilocycle;; away from Londou 
can be receiwd at a place two or three 
mile~ from the latter station, then 
probably the &mplification will he 
such that ten to fifteen stations only 
will be received altogether at full 
loud-speaker strength. ~ 

'Vhen, howeYer, a reasonable 
amount of selectivity and magnifica
tion is obtained we may find that we 
cannot receive the st~tion working 
on the frequency of only 20 kilocycle.'i 
from London, blit because the set hail 
much more magnification we shal[ 
find that we can~ recei\·e manv more 
station.'! all told. The latter is: there
fore, the better set for normal we. 
It certainly will give the tetter 
quality, owing to less distortion in 
the H.F. circuits. 

The receiver illustrated has been 
designed to provide excellent quality 
by suitable design of the detector 
and L.F. circuit~. but its enormous 
sensitivity and its selectivity are 
essentially due to the dr~ign ;)f the 
H.F. transformers. Care should there
fore be taken that the correct H.F. 
transformers are used. 

Its total anode-current consump
tion is well within the capacity of tl1e 
large type of dry battery, and t's 
ample by-pass condensers are used 
there is no fear of distortion unless 
the batteries are very run down. 
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I THE "SUPER-SCREEN" I 
I FOUR ~ 
~ -continued frorn page 323 ® 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

The meter circuit is composed of a 
·0005-mfd. variable condenser and a 
winding of 80 turns of No. 34 D.S.C. 
on a 2-in. ebonite tube. This tube 
is three inches long and carries alBo 
the coupling winding of two turns of 
No. 24 D.C.C., which is placed about 
one-eighth of an inch away from the 
upper end of the other coil. This is 
wired up in series with the tuned-anode 
circuit, as the diagrams show, and to 
make a neat job the ends of these 
two windings were brought out to 
four small terminals arranged rouwl 
the upper end of the tube. The whole 
is mounted in the position shown by 
means of two small brass brackets. 

For the constructor who is likely 
to build this set no very detailed 
instructions are likely to be needed 
for the constrnetional work, but there 
are just one o.r two points requiring 
explanation. First, it will be observed 
that the grid condenser and leak for 
the H.F. valve is mounted on the end 
of the valYe socket., and this is done 
by means of a small platform of 
ebonite screwed to the underside of 
the valve base and projecting beyond 
the end far enough to carry the 
condenser. The dimensions of this 
platform are 1! in. by 2l in. 

It will be noted that there is an 
extra screening plate between the two 
tuning condensers, and this may be 
cut from thin sheet copper or 
aluminium and secured by means of 
two screws through the lower edge 
into the baseboard, about half an inch 
of the plate being bent through a 
right angle at the bottom for the 
purpose. One edge of this plate 
makes contact with the screening 
box, being either soldered at a suitable 
point or secured under one of the 
screws which hold the screening plate 
of the valve holder to the box. (This 
will be quite clear when you examine 
the box with the valve holder duly 
mounted. Many firms supplying the 
parts for this set will provide the box 
with the valve socket mounted ready 
for assembly in the set.) 

The actual results obtainable from 
this set will be found rather impres
sive when the number of valves is 
taken into account. The sensitivity 
is not very far short of the "M.W.5," 
the impression being that the one 
H.F. stage of the "Super-Screen" 
Four is about equal to one and 
a half of the two stages of the 
"l\1.W.5." 
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THAT IMAIHED THE CiLAJJ, 

BENJAMIN Clearer-
ToVeAt-Q~-m)[J5'~R"ic 
Make sure that the antl
microphonic valve holders 
you buy are Benjamin. 
because in these alone 
;ou .:et the~e S essential 
features:-
(!) Valve sockets and springa 

are made in one piece 
with no joints or rivets 
to work loose and cause 
faulty connections. 

(2) Valves ar~ free to lloat 
in every direction. 

{3) Valves can be inserte l 
and removed easily and 
safely, 

(~) Valve legs cannot pos
sibly foul the base
board. 

{5) Both terminals and sol
d~ring tags are provided. 

Price 2/- each 

BENJAMJN BATTERY 
SWITCH 

A sturdy positive action 
switch for high or lcw ten .. 
elon. It's OFF when it's 
1N, thus preventing the 
accidental turning en of 
current. Single contact. 
One-hole fixing. 

Price 1/- each 
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There is a story told of a famous 
singer that he could sing a certain 
note into a wineglass and smash it 
into fragments by the vibration. 
This is an extreme instance of the 
damage vibration can do. Nearer and 
clearer to you is the damage vibration 
does to the delicate filaments of your 
valves. 
Every time a lorry rumbles past your 
house a wave of vibration travels 
to your radio set. Every time you 
walk across the floor another wave 
is sent. 
The only way you can thoroughly 
stop vibration reaching the filaments 
is to fit Benjamin Anti,microphonic 
Valve Holders. 
The smallest shock and vibration is 
quenched by the wonderful one-piece 
springs. Microphonic noises are en, 
tirely eliminated. The life of the 
valve is trebled at least. 

ANTI-MICROPHONIC VALVE HOLDER. 

PRICE 2/- EACH 
STAND No. 79 

National Radio Exhibition, Olympia 
SEPT. 24 to OCT. 1. 

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC 
LTD. 

Brantwood Works, Tariff Road, 
Tottenham, N.17. 
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< WHY buy the best components? '\{'hy 
say " no cheap valves for me " and " no 
cheap condensers," and "cheap trans
formers only distort reception," etc., 
and yet depend upon a totally in
adequate H.T. battery to get the best 
out of the finished receiver? 

A good circuit deserves good com
ponents, and good ·components DE
MAND a good battery - a battery 
which will deliver whatever current a 
receiver requires-one which will give 
long, efficient and reliable service. In 
fact, a Columbia Battery 

BUY 

Cohlmbia 
DryBa~sJe 
\V rite for literature to:'-

J. R. MORRIS. 
15, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2 

BUILD ONE OF THE SETS 
DESCRIBED IN THIS ISSUE 

A P.C. will bring. you _Pric~ lists of components 
for Sets des en bed m this J.fagazine, viz.:-

(1) SUPER·SC REEN !'" ................................... . 

FOUR See us at : 
(2) A "STRAIGHT . Olympia : 

TWO" VALVE : Stand No. ~ 
(3) THE "NEW MID· ,i 202 ; 

GET" ONE VALVE 

We specialise in radio comp(ments for all 
" Modern Wireless " Circuits and supply 

to Exact Specification. 

The City & General Radio Co. Ltd. 
79, CANNON STREET, LONDON, E.C.4 

'Phone: City 9280. 

•' THE WIRELESS DOCTOR" will call and 
cure your Set (London and Home Counties). Neutro
dyne Sets specialist. Wireless Association registered 
repairer. Sets installed, maintained, and brou~_l!t 
up to date. ALEXANDER BLACK, 
2a WoodviDe Gro1'8,!U8. Cliaold 3887 &Vietorla 82U 

fabrics, but a bright, cheerful room, 
artistically built and artistically de
corated and furnished. OrdiNary wall
paper and pictures and fireplaces 
figure in the new studios, and the 
microphone cease~ to become an 
austere-looking piece of electrical 
apparatus. But behind the wallpaper 
is a special sound-absorbing substance, 
and the pictures, where such are used, 
are not only decorations, but also 
play their parts in t.he acoustic 
adjustments of the studio. 

In the older studios some of the 
engineers had most unhappy times. 
The problems of echo and resonance 
were always cropping up. Draperies 
were made variable, and the fabrics 
covering ceilings arranged in panels 
so that they could be juggled about, 
and in some cases extreme measures, 
such as the tearing away of parts of 
the actual ceiling, have been resorted 
to. 

Balancing Sounds 
At Belfast a very knotty problem 

was once encountered in the studio. 
A Yery pronounced resonance at a 
certain frequency was noticed, and 
for days the engineers were at a loss 
to explain it. Y arions things were 
tried without success, and for a time 
it appeared as though the task of 
locating the source were hopeless. 
However, it was eventually discovered 
that one of the several pillars that 
supported the ceiling of· the studio 
was vibrating! 

Belfast, by the way. is probably to 
haYe one of the new double-height 
" undraped" studios, and no doubt 
in due course eYery one of the stations 
will also be equipped in a similar 
manner. 

With their new studios the B.B.C. 
people can do practically anything 
they like in the way of " balancing " 
the sounds. A special microphone 
can be employed · to pick up the 
music and speech and pass it through 
an echo room, eventually to be com
bined with that collected by another 
microphone ; " effects " can be faded 
in and out, and any sort of acoustic 
illusion can be produced. The listener 
can be carried in effect from a tiny 
little room in a private house to a 
large concert. hall or to the centre of 
a mighty desert, all by the twisting 
of little knobs and dials and the 
operation of switches. 
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Yes, our B.B.C. engineers have 
faced many difficult and queer prob
lems, and to their credit let it be 
emphasised that they have reduced 
the art of the microphone to a 
concrete science. There is every 
indication that the day of expediencies 
and rough hook-ups has finally passed, 
and, with few exceptions, " stunts " 
can now be mapped out with mathe
matical precision. And this is the 
result of a combination of enterprise, 
enthusiasm, and hard work. Other
wise how could so much have been 
achieved in so short a time ~ 

@ .. · .. @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@~~ 
~ w 
®A TESTING UNIT FOR@;· 
~ WIRELESS SETS ~ 
® -cJJntinued from page 366 6!; 0 @; 
ww£&:BJV!Jwwc£t::'83®'8!®©r8J®G@ifiJ 
made of thicker wire. A longer 
length of thicker wire is really prefer
able, as with copper the resistance 
alters as the wire heats up, and the 
more copper there is the less the rise 
of temperature. Fig. 5 shows the 
theoretical circuits for the various 
rangeR. 

The third section of the instrument 
is simple, and Fig. 6 shows the wiring. 
The four valve sockets nBed with the 
same t<horting plug make a simple 
three-way switch. With the plug in 
position H the lamp is in series with 
the test leads from terminals K and L. 

With the plug in position I the 
lainp and battery are in series with 
the test leads, and with the plug in 
position J, lamp, battery, and 'phones 
attached to terminals l\'I and N are in 
series with the leads. These arrange
ments serve purposeR a, b, and c 
mBntioned earlier in the article. If 
M and N are connected to A and B, 
the current through a transformer 
winding can be read and its approxi
mate resistance calculated from Ohm'ti 
Law, assuming the battery voltage 
to be four volts. 

The flashlamp battery is fixed on 
the bottom of the box and connected 
up by flex wires to the panel. The 
shorting plug is a small piece Of 
ebonite with two valve legs connected 
together by a brass strip. It appears 
in the photographs, and when used to 
conwrt the milliammeter for the 
ammeter ranges should make very 
good contact. 

The instrument aR described has 
served the writer well on manv 
occasions when called out to locate 
trouble in the receivers of his friends 
and kinsfolk, and it a]BO does duty 
in various guise<~ during experi~ents 
at home. It is wen worth the trouble 
and cost of construction. 
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Obviously you are going to save money 
if you make your. own· Loud Speaker·. 
But the greatest difficulty in making 
a Cone Loud Speaker has alwaysbeim 
to find a really suitable•material for 
the Cone. 

Now, Six-Sixty have obtained the sole 
rights in this country for the paper 
which is used in all the well-known 
Cone Speaker&,in America. A most 
attracti;ve paper, the special processes 
in its man1,1facture"·ensure unique and 
pure tonal qualities·unobtainable with 
any other material. 

Six-Sixty specially prepared Cene 
Speaker Paper is sold in an attracti,;e 
envelope complete with diagram and 
full instructions. 

Price 2 f 6 each. 

A&k your dealer or write to vs about it. 
Come to Stand 141 at the Exhibition, 

and see the actu;.l paper. 

The ELECTRON Co., Ltd., 
lz:t-124. ChariRll' Cross ~oad. Londo11, W.C.Z 

Whilst dry there was no alteration in 
resistance. But as soon as the dust 
was gently breathed ul)on, and made 
slightly nioist, the resistance fell 
rapidly to as low as 2 megohms. 
Therefore, beware of (ltt~t --it will 
sun•ly let you down on a· damp day. 
In fact, a little dust nicely damp 
will cause crackles and take all the 
life out of a lively and sensitive 
l'CCClVPl". 

The ebonite was then hung in a 
sunny spot in the garden for an ex
posure test. But after three weeks' 
t>xposure to rain and sun there was no 
alteration in the resistance: 

Egg insulators were next tested. 
\V et or dry these insulators had a 
resistance above 100,000 megohms. 
It is, howeve·r, a good plan to make 
the leakage path as long as possible 
by connecting the aerial to the eye 
nearest it, and the rope to the other 
Pye. Soot is the enemy of outside 
insulators. A well-sooted egg insulator 
had a resistance of 2(rmegohms when 
damp,· but normal when dry. 

An Aerial's Insulation 
A Ringle-wire a.erial on a dry day 

had an insulation resistance higher 
than could be measured. But on a wet 
day it had fallen to 330 nwgohms. 

Such things as headphones and 
transformers had a resistance of 
10 nwgohms from' the windings to the 
frame. One pair of hradphones >vas 
as low as 3·3 megQhms. The accumu
lator H. T. in glass cells had a leakage 
resistance to earth of 7 4 megohms. 
Most people disconnect the H. 'f. 
and the .L.T. leads when closing 
down for the night. With the L.T. 
disconnected there was a flow of 
·3 f'A in th;H.T. + lead·in a four-v'alve 
set with numerous 2-mfd. H.T: con
densers. Thus the difference in re
sistance compared with when the 
filaments were alight was"330megohms 
to about 6,000 ohms. Pro-yided good 
materials are used and there are no 
leaky condensers installed, a leakage 
e.urrent of ·3.uA would not cause mueh 
waRtage of H 'f. Switching off the L.T. 
only would appear to be sufficient, 
provided somebody does not lay a pair 
of scissors across the H.T. terminals. 

These tests do show the advisability 
of spring cleaning the wireless set, 
overhauling the aerial, and generally 
making sure that leaks are not creep
ing in where least expected. 

Above all, beware of dust 1 
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You should not pay more 
than I./3 for a fixed resistor 
when you get a" Peerless" 
for that sum. "Peerless·~ 
is not only the trade nanie 
-it is a complete descrip
tion. The base is moulded 
from first-class insulation 
that will not break. The 
former is cut from a strong 
impregnated material that 
atmospheredoes not affect. 
Each turn of wire is wound 
tightly and evenly-it will 
not loosen after a while. 
Terminals are fitted, but" 
soldering tags are also pro
vided in case you wish to 
use them. A spring arm 
is now supplied free with 
each resistor, so that the 
exact I~esistance for a par
ticular valVe can be found 
and "fixed." 

"PEERLESS" 
FIXED RESISTOR 

Please give description 
of valves when ordering. 

s···················································s 
i Be sure to see P E E R L E S S i 
: . PRODUCTS at S'f~ND No. 52. : i. NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBITION i . . ........................................... " ........... ... 

From all aood dealers or d:rect. 

BEDFORD ELECTRICAL 
8l. RADIO CO., LTD.~ 

22, Campbell Road, Bedford. 
LONDON: GLASGOW: 

:21, Bartlett's DuiJdings; H:l, St,_ Vincent Street.. 
Holborn Circus, E.C-4- C.z. 
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I': p.e H oMfr fir yourr&· 
l9 -~WI SeT 
OUR STANDARD 

CABINETS 
are DUSTPROOF and house 
the whole apparatus, leav. 
ing no parts to be intf.'r
fered with. All you do is 

UNLOCK AND TUNE IN. 
Made on mass production 
lines, hence the low price. 
Provision is made to take 
panel up to 30 in. ,~,-·idc 
and baseboard 20 in. 'dcC'p. 
Carriage paid and packed ·. . .·: :: ·:: ·: -: . · ·:· · 

t:n!':.~l.andiUP~~~ w::l~ii Pr~m: ..£4 15 0. . 
full aa~isfaetlon. if;~ tep!~~~feloin~esr~rJ:: 

MAKERIMPORT Co. geottons ror adapti~g yo:g 
Dept. 2• Sti~~:~d 0~at?~:f/n ou 

50&, Lord St., LIVERPOOL. Immediate Deliver . 

20/· down 
boys the finest 
2-valve set obtainable 
Loud-speaker range 30 miles from 
local stations, 75 miles from Dav
entry. Uses components of highest 
quality, including Cyldon Conden
sers, Pye Transformers, Osram 
Valves, Old ham Accumulators, etc. 
Write for Catalogue of this a11d other Sets. 

Compoaents supplied on easy ternzs. 

'Aew trhnee SALES eo., 
77, City Road, E.C.l, 

I.,OOO B.A.R.G.A.INS 
The finest Is the 

DIX- ONEMETER. 
-£10 worth of precision for 55/· 
Hundreds of othP.rs are iliustratcd in our 
NEW 72-PAGE CATALOGUE 

Send 4d. in stamp!; to 

ELECTR.ADIX RADIOS 
218, Upper Thames Street, E.C.4 

LONDON LISTENERS ! __, 
-ltnproved reception ensured 
i<~urvq~kilJ:Jc nl~~~iel~~~~u~~~~~~!. co~~~ci~~ll;~lar~ce~kf/. 
fortnightly or monthly within 12 miles of Charing 
Cross, and exchange your accumulator {H.T. or L.'l'.) 
t'or one fully rhargcd. Jf yours are not. serviceable, 
,·0u can hlrc ours. Both trouble-free, money~savmg 
~erv-icc-s. Terms-weekly, fortnightly or monthly-no 
dopo~it required. 
And you can depend on our Sl:'r
\'ice for a solution tn every wire. 
}P~s trouble. 
Ou·r service-the speciality of experts 
'Yrite for full det,ails and terms: 
RADIO SERVICE (London) Ltd., 
105, Torriano Avenueo, Ca.mden Rd., 
N.W. 5. l'hone :North 0623 (31lnes) 

@ ®r£CUJ~~~~~~~f3'81@J~~~r§a@r$<83:8 

I A ONE-VALVE ~ 
69 DX UNIT ® 
~ -continued from page 348 ~ 
61.N~l>®®®®®®®®®llNJP®®®®&.NJJ® 

anode-tap . position depends very 
·much on the valve to be used and on 
the efficiency of the coil. I suggest 
trying a tap two-thirds of the way 
down with a valve of 20,000 ohms 
impedance such as the modern D.E.L. 
type. If one of the older D.E.3 types 
is used, try the same position for this, 
although, of course, the magnification 
will not be quite so large as with a 
modern valve. 

If a valve of lower impedance, such 
as 8,000 or 10,000 ohms, is the only 
one available, tapping still further 
down is of advantage, between, say, a· 
third and a fifth of the way. If the 
tap is too high up it will show up as 
flat tuning on the anode coil of the 
adapter, and above a certain tap 
there will be no noticeable gain of 
signals, although the tuning will be 
flatter. 

.Tapping the Coil 
By the way, when tapping Litz for 

the anode tap, it is not at all neces
sary to bare the whole of the Litz, 
one or two strands bared is quite 
sufficient, because this connection to 
the anode only has ·to carry the 
minute feed current, and the resist
ance factor does not enter. When 
making taps on enamelled wire be 
very careful to lift the wire and slip 
a piece of mica under before soldering 
the joint, because a short-circuit due 
to solder is fatal in the case of a coil. 

It is not a bad idea in this anode 
coil to mak.e taps at a fifth, a quarter, 
a third, and half the way up the coil, 
and possibly to use a tie clip to the 
anode for testing out the best posi
tion. The series condenser connect
ing the top of this anode coil to the 
receiver can be a very small one in
deed. One of the very small neutralis
ing condensers is almost too big. Three 
inches of wire with a piece of sistofiex 

··· '. · · . will solve all the difficulties you experi
enced last winter, and will end the ever .. 

rSTROCTIONS 
fOR USE 

AND 
MAJNTE!IA!ICE 

:. ~N·Jsq This"sTANoAao"watH.T.Battery 

H T la::tin;, expense of experimeonting to find a 
• • . better battery. HOME ASSEMBLING, 

B~rTER~ ki~t1~\l~!c:H
1

~~!.t!~~~~ sTANDARD 

PRICES OF 
COMPlETE SETS 
& COMPONENT 

PARTS 

factors ol this WONDERFUL BATTERY. WET HT OUR BOOKLET GIVES FULL DE- .._ ____ ._ . .., 
TAILS IN SIMPLE FORM, AND IS 

TROUBLE ~~~~~~~~1~~~:~::~oi~;N;Si~~ 
Trays for above, 7/-

THI S Free &oklet and Advice Given as to B.,t 
Battery /or your set on heating number and 

ty~e of valve.. 

WINTER WET H.T. BATTERYCo.,l2,Brown• 
'--·.,, , . . . . , low Street, Hi11l> Hell>ora, W.C.l 
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slipped 0\'cr it ancl.another piece of 
wire wrapped over this sistofiex will 
usually be ample capacity. If this 
capacity is too big it will show itself 
as fiat tuning on the anode coil, and 
the get will not. Le quite so easy to 
work. 

Operating the Amplifier 
The aerial tap again depends on 

whether Litz or ordinarv wire is in 
use, and to some extent ~n the condi
tion of the aerial, hut tappings can 
again be made on the aerial coil the 
same as I have suggested for the anode 
coil, and the dip used again, till an 
average position is found which will 
be satisfactory for all wave--lengths. 
If required, a lower poBition for the 
short waves can be arranged for by a 
switch mounted on the panel. 

Taking an average aerial as being 
about ·0002 mfd. capacity, it iR quite 
a good idea to put in a condenser of 
this value, as I have shown in the 
figures, because it does no harm 
when there is a Rhunt-tuning con
denser on one's receiver, and it. 
actually supplies the missing aerial 
iri the case where there is no shunt 
condenser. 

To operate, set up the normal 
receiver with the aerial on, and tune 
to the local station. Set up the 
adapter by the side of the receiver, 
and connect the H.T. and L.T. bat
teries to th~ adapter. As, of course, 
these batteries will be common to both 
the adapter and receiver, there will be 
no necessity for more than one extra 
connection· between the adapter and 
the receiver. 

The next operation is to take the 
aerial off the receiver, put it on the 
adapter, and then tune the adapter 
to the local station. Very often you 
will be able to' receivt> the local 
station with quite a tiny aerial, say 
a few yards of wire, and thiR will 
enable you to play about with the 
tuning on quite weak signals. Mark 
the position of the local station on 
the tapped anode coil on tht> adapter 
and on the receiver, just. noting ap
proximately the position of the aerial 
tuning condenser. If la.tN you can 
also get Daventry .Junior, you will 
now have two wave-lengths which 
you know. 

Mark thec;e 011 tlw scale, and if the 
tuning condenser being used is of the 
straight line wave-length type. the 
calibration over the whole scale will 
be very easy to determine. In this 
operation of setting to the local 
station with a vard or two of wire, 
you can incidentally determine 
whether the IWUtrodyne condenser is 
set correctly. 
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tli;;kmce--aml ~electivity 
Hy~tem, I Ruggest. trial of 
moditiention of Fig. l 
Fig. 6. 

with our 
the Kimple 
"hown in 

Increasing Amplification 
It is seen that this modificati(•ll 

l1mounts to the simple expedient r•f 
conneeting a small condenser r 1 
between the plate of the detector 
tube and the coupling ~ide of phasillg 
eondenscr C 3 selectively to incrcacce 
the amplification of the detector h!l:e. 
The reaction of the andio-freqne:H-y 
trau,;former in the plate circuit uf 
tlw detector tube is capacitive, and 
a,cting through the tube capacity 
tlc,,troy,; the amplifying ability of 
this tube even when the audio trans
fornwc· iH ~hunted by a Ho-callcd '·by
}J<1s~ condenser," though to lec;"n 
degree with the by-pas" condenser, 
becan'e it,; presence reduces the 
capaciti\·c reaction. The C'4 con
nection provides for selectively owr-

. eoming this rr-.ver:'le feed-hack by 
· reason of the connection to the 

,.;elective input eircuit through the 
.. con~tant coupling," and by chom;ing 
C' 4 of 1)roper value (between 20 and 
lOO m.m.f.), depending upon con-

. ditions, the detector tube can be 
made to amplify selectively to any 
<lesired degree below the oscillating 
:,;tate with a most substantial improve
ment in Helectivity and distance. 
If the coupling is right, a variable 
condenser C4 will soon find a value 
which ean be left fixed witho11t 
Jlroclucing o:;cillations in the broad
ea:;t hand. 

Substantially Improved Results 
It is not necessary that the arrange

ment be used with transformer
coupled audio. It will work equally 
well for resiHtance-coupled audio, 
and is more important with resistance 
eoupling, because the eoupling re
Hit>tancc, eombinecl with the dis
tributed capacity of the output 
eircuit, produces a capacitively acting 
reaction that is partj.cularly effective 
in destroying the amplifying ability 
of the detector tube. 

We have used this connection with 
mo::;t substantial' improvement in 

· rewlts, particularly in the case of 
resistance-coupled audio, where a 
by-pass <;,ondenser cannot be used 
to lessen the capacitive reactance of 
tbil plate circuit. 
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W or Id's Record achieved on 
Peto-Scott 5-Valve Set 

The Five 
Fifty 
One 

Five Valves 
50 Stations 

244 Stations 
identified during trip to Australia. Station W B BM 
(Chicago) received at distance of 6,840 miles on loud 
speaker every evening whilst in New Zealand waters. 

SO:'IIE months ago we conducted a 
unique test. One of our stan
dard s-valve receivers was taken 

from stock and sent to Australia and 
back on a six-months' trip. Marvellous 
results were achieved. In mid
Atlantic over 20 stations in Europe and 
U.S.A. were received on the Loud 
Speaker during a terrific storm. All 
these results were logged and verified 
by independent witnesses. A copy 
of the log and the actual chart 
giving a full record of the actual 
distances covered is being shown at our 
Stand r(>3 at the Olympia Exhibition . 
Remember that the tuning of the 

Five- fifty- one is simplicity itself. 
Merely rotate one dial, and station 
after station wings its way in as 
if by magic. The Five -fifty- one 
covers all wave-lengths from 250 to 
z,ooo metres without any coil changing 
-the movement of one switch only 
being required. Neutralising . is un
necessary-the set is absolutely stable 
;md simple to use. 

Table ::VIodel, as abon>, 
in Oak or :\Iahogany £27 10 0 

Console .:\lode\, with bat-
tery compartment . . £33 7 6 
2VIarconi royalties 6z;6 extra. 

All Peto-Scott Receivers are able to receive 5 G B at full 
loud-speaker strength anywhere in Great Britain. In 
addition, they are ali so selective that 5 G B can be 
cut out when required in favour of any other station 

on the 250/550 metre waveband. 

The Sociable Three 
Entirely self-contained-fully equipped-simplicity itself. 

H ERE'S the set for the man who wants the 
finest quality reproduction with the very 
minimum of trouble or expense. Tbree 

valves-single dial tuning-self-contained frame 
aerial-all batteries within cabinet. ] ust switch 
on and enjoy the music. Loud-speaker range 
30 miles main stations and 100 miles high-power 
stations. These distances very considerably in
creased with outdoor aerial. Principal Conti
nental stations well within its range. Best-quality 
components, oak or mahogany cabinet, polished 
aluminium panel with oval vignette. A child can 
use it. Price £7 10 0. .Marconi royalties, 
37/6 extra. 

NoTE: This set can be supplied complete with 
valves and the best accessories for less than £15. 
Write>for copy of our new illustrated Art Catalogue. 

PETO-SCOTT CO., LTD. 
REGISTERED OFFICE: 

77, Gity Rd., London, E.C.t. 
62, High Holborn, W.C.-1, and 4, Manchester St., Liverpool~ 

4:1i 

Arrangements can be 

made to demonstrate 
this ·set in yo~r ~wn 
home. No obligation. 

Write for copy of our 

new Art Brochure-free. 
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I EXPERIMENTS WITH ~ 
®"THE NEW VALVES ® 
~ -continued from page 338. ~ 
~~~~~~~~~@@@@@@@@®@® 

a second -plate. When used with 
the split-primary method of neu
tralising, the ordinary type of valve 
is connected up so that its plate 
goes to one end of the primary 
winding, the other end being taken 
to a neutralising condenser con
nected to the grid, while the centre
point of the primary is joined 
to H.T. positive.. By this means 
the potentials developed across the 
capacity between the plate and the 
grid of the valve are balanced out 
by equal and opposite potentials in 
the neutralising condenser, the value 
of which is adjusted to be approxi
mately equal to the interelectrode 
capacity of the valve. With Dr. 
Robinson's valve, in the form I 
am now describing (incidentally, there 
are other forms of great interest), 
one end of the primary winding is 
joined to the normal plate, the other 
end being joined, instead of to a 
neutralising condenser, to the second 
plate, which has the same capacity 
to the grid as the first plate. 

The centre tapping of the winding is 
taken, as usual, to the li.T. positive. 

Now, the capacity between the 
normal plate and grid is id~ntical 
with that between the extra plate 
and the grid, so that the valve is self
neutralising by means of the equal 
and opposite potentials developed 
across the second plate and the grid. 
Only the first plate receives · the 
electron flow. The actual appearance 
of the valve does not differ materially 
from that of the normal type, for 
nothing of the internal arrangement 
can be seen through the silver coating, 
and the only external difference is 
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the fiexible lead coming from the 
second plate. 

One of the photographs shows a 
neutralised receiver with neutralising 
condenser in position. When a 
circuit is of the split-primary type 
it is only necessary to remove the . 
ordinary valve and the neutralising 
condenser, substituting the Robinson 
valve, the flexible lead from the 
second plate being joined to the lead 
which previously went to the neutralis
ing condenser. We can thus dispense 
with the neutralising condenser and 
attendant wiring, and there is no 
need to fiddle with any adjustment 
in order to get a proper balance. 

Of course, in the Robins"on valve, 
as in the screened~grid valve, one 
must guard against feed-back effects 
exterior to the valve ; but, provided 
adequate precautions are taken, the 
Robinson valve will give at least 
as good results as the normal H.F. 
valve in high-frequency magnification, 
but with the advantage that all need 
for neutralisation by means of a 
neutralising condenser is dispensed 
with. The magnification obtainable 
with this particular model is not 
so high as with the screened-grid valve, 
as the screening grid not only 
eliminates the internal-capacity effects 
in the valve, but also reduces the 
internal impedance so appreciably 
that a very much higher magnification 
can be obtained than would be 
possible without it. 
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from one another very considerably 
in the mechanical arrangement of 
the parts, just as the new British 
screened-gri_d valve differs from the 
American form, which electrically it 
so closely resem 4les. 
@@@@@®®®®®®®®®®®@®&~ 

~ LISTENERS ABROAD I 
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F our or five years ago b~oa.deasting 
was known in Scandinavia by 
name only, and it was scarcely 

thought by the people of Denmark, 
Norway and Swerlen that broadcasting 
was destined to play so great a part in 
their everyday life as is to-day the case. 

In Denmark, with a population of 3~ 
million, there are 150,000 licensees .. 35 
per cent .. of whom art> valve-set users. 

In Oct.oher probably Soror will be 
replaced by an 8-kw. station at Gisse
loere, On account o{ Mot'ala on 1,305 
metres, and the coming Gt>rman sta
tion at Zeesen (1,250 n:etres, with a 
power of lOO kw.), OisseloPre may 
come down to 337 metrefl, which may 
make it possible for American listeners 
to hear Danish progranmws. 

Czecho-Slovakia 
Broadcasting in Czecbo-Slova kia did 

not commence untill923, when a 1-kw. 
transmitter was erected at Kbelv. the 
principal aerodrome near Praglie~ 

There· are now half a million 
listeners' licences issue<l. " Radio 
Journal," the Broadr.astin~ Com
pany, was organised by the radio 
manufaeturers in 1923 with a capital 
of 500,000 k.c. (crowns, not kilo
cycles), or about £3,000. 

CASTLE RADIO CABINETS. 

V ;::;<7~ ;.'.<» ~ ~~ -~ _..,., *"' 
C) C) 

7 

'--~ 

The new screened-:-grid valve which 
is now being sold~ is not . the first 
screened' grid valve· to be produced, 
as Dr. Hull, in America, has already 
described a valve which givea the 
same general effects. In· rriy opinion, 
considerable developments will come 
along these lines, and I should not 
be surprised to see several further 

·makes produced iD. the near future, 
h h b l 
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Telephone : Oity 7261. 
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gives wireless reception 
and control in EVERY 
room at small cost. 

No interference between listeners ; n :> 
iourneying to the set to switch on 
and off. 
You simply place the " Lotus " Relay 
near the set, wire to the rooms desired, 
and there connect wi th a" Lotus " Wall 
j ack and Plug. The last plug with
drawn cuts off the filament circuit. 

FILL IN THE COUPON BELOW 
FOR FREE BLUE PRINTS AND 
INSTRUCTIONS HOW TO WIRE 
TWO ROOMS IN HALF AN 
HOUR. 

·······~~~;~i>:~~:=······l 
I Lotus Relay. 2 Lotus Relay 
F ilament Control Wall Jacks . 
2 Lotus Jack Plugs. 21 
yards of Special 3 of 
4-Strand Wire • 

i Each addit;onal room 7 f 6 
........................................................... 

THE 

J~1f1UfS 
REMOTE CONTROL 
Ask also for" Lotus" Coil Holders, 
Jacks, Switches and Plugs. You 

can't buy better. 
From all Radio Dealers. 

Garnett, Whiteley & Co. Ltd. 
Lotua Worka, Broadgreen Road, Liverpool. 

See these compo- ~ 
tle"ts o" Stand 93 
a/ the N a11onal 
Radio Exhlbittou, l 

Olymp1a 

MoDERN W tRELESS 

III.W. IO. 
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Visit our Staods 143 and 5 
at the Notional Radio Ex
bibttion, Olympia, Sept. 

24tb- Ott. 1st. 

THE 

October, 1927 

C]lzeMw 
Supei 9ranifbrmer 

This new design 
enables several 
ollginal forms of 
intervalve coup
ling to be obtain ed. 

25'-

MAR.K OF B E.T.TER. 

, 
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RADIO 
Krn,awa~ Houu , 103, Kin,away, London, W .C.2 . Teleph one : Holbo?'n 5303 
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